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Producer–market orientation of community-based tourism  
(CBT) products: A case study in Bali, Indonesia 
 
Abstract 
Community-based tourism (CBT) provides an attractive alternative to mass tourism. In 
Bali, Indonesia, it is a potentially significant contributor to tourism development. The 
aim of this research was to obtain a greater understanding of CBT through an 
examination of relevant issues, and the perceptions of the host communities and tourists 
regarding CBT products. This study used a mixed methods approach to collect data 
from the host communities and tourists who visited the villages in Bali.  
 
Five main elements of CBT products came to light during a review of the literature in 
the preliminary phase of the research. Subsequently, aspects of authenticity and change 
for development as important features of sustainable CBT products were identified and 
added to the study during the qualitative phase of the research. At the conclusion of 
Research Phase 1, the qualitative stage, four additional elements had been identified, 
making a total of 10. These 10 CBT product elements were then further subdivided and 
formed the variables for the data collection instrument used in Research Phase 2, the 
quantitative study.  
 
The Research Phase 1 qualitative results indicate that the CBT tourists clearly identified 
their expectations of CBT products and were supportive of a sustainable industry to 
preserve the villagers‟ way of life and the rural environment. However, they were also 
concerned about safety and hygiene. The Research Phase 2 quantitative results 
consistently show similar findings. Furthermore, a significant number of tourists 
expressed a willingness to use and consume products and services provided by the 
community.  
 
As part of the research, two types of CBT tourists were identified – „overnighters‟ and 
„daytrippers‟. Both groups sought the same type of attractions, albeit in different 
degrees of intensity, yet they required different types and standards of services and 
facilities. The overnighter group intermingled, they wanted to experience the local 
culture and lifestyle, and were more accepting of the local amenities. By contrast, the 
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daytrippers experienced a snap-shot of village life while on excursions away from their 
resort hotel accommodation. 
 
The Research Phase 1 qualitative results show that the host communities were aware of 
the intrinsic value of the tourist attractions in their villages, but lacked the confidence to 
share them with visitors. The community respondents in this phase of the study also 
demonstrated limited awareness of tourists‟ needs. The Research Phase 2 quantitative 
results indicate an adequate understanding of CBT features, but enhancements were 
needed in some areas, such as product packaging, information and narration, and service 
provision. 
 
Tri hita karana (THK) is a Balinese life value that has been adopted as an underpinning 
principle of a sustainable approach to tourism development in Bali. According to the 
principles of THK, a harmonious balance within and between the three relationships of 
a human to Universe-spirit, a human to humans, and a human to nature is necessary for 
human contentment. For the CBT product match, all three THK relationships were 
„represented harmoniously‟, rather than „represented equally‟. It is also shown that the 
components of both the Balinese THK and the global sustainability values are 
represented in the CBT products. 
 
The overall survey results indicate that the host communities and tourists had 
considerable agreement about CBT product items, with an average rating of most 
variables for both groups of around 2 (moderate agreement). This high level of 
concurrence may be due to a majority of respondents, who are sustainable tourists, and 
the host communities‟ innate connection with THK principles, thereby slanting the 
results towards sustainability in both groups.  
 
The results of this research provide a greater understanding of the nexus of host 
communities‟ and tourists‟ perceptions, which can be used as guidelines for future CBT 
product developments.   
 
Key words: sustainable tourism, alternative tourism, community-based tourism, tri hita 
karana, CBT products, CBT tourists, CBT community, Bali. 
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Chapter 1 – Introduction  
 
1.0 Introduction 
Community-based tourism (CBT) is a constantly changing and evolving niche of 
tourism; therefore, a greater understanding is needed to assist communities to develop 
CBT in a sustainable way. The ideal outcomes of CBT are the preservation of culture, 
traditions, and the natural and rural environments, whilst simultaneously embracing 
opportunities for community development and tourist satisfaction. For the host 
community to retain its authenticity and develop at the same time requires the 
integration of contradictory factors, and in view of these challenges host communities 
require a sound understanding of CBT to conduct operations in a sustainable way. 
 
This study investigated (CBT) products from a „producer–market‟ perspective. The 
research focused on the tourist destination of Bali, Indonesia, as a case study, with the 
purpose of developing a deeper understanding of CBT products from both producer and 
consumer viewpoints. This new knowledge can be used by management, service 
providers and others involved in CBT to guide the development of future CBT products, 
so that they simultaneously fulfil the needs of the local people, protect the natural and 
rural environment and accommodate tourists‟ needs.   
 
The concept of CBT was introduced in Indonesia in 1995, when the Pariwisata Inti 
Rakyat (PIR) program was launched by the Ministry of Tourism (Suhandi & 
Simatupang, 2013). Tourism development in villages in Bali was initiated by some 
village communities and supported by the government (Wall, 1996, Pemerintah Daerah 
Bali, 1993). Wall (1996) conducted a study in some villages in Bali and discovered that 
generally villagers see tourism positively and want to receive more visitors to their area. 
Initially tourism development in Bali was concentrated in three areas as stated in the 
First Bali Tourism Development Plan 1971–1988 (Agung, 2010). He further argues that 
Balinese people are aware that tourism development being centred in three tourist 
resorts in Bali was making little contribution to local development and the quality of 
life. Awareness of this condition encouraged the government to change the approach to 
tourism (Pemerintah Daerah Bali, 1993); the Bali General Development Master Plan 
1989–2010 adopted the promotion of tourism growth in all areas of Bali (Murdoch 
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University Case Studies, 2000b). Since then, many Balinese villages have become 
interested in becoming a tourist destination. Twenty one villages were to be developed 
as CBT hubs (Pemerintah Daerah Bali, 1993) and this was subsequently increased to 16 
zones in the Governor’s 2009 decree covering more than twenty one villages 
(Pemerintah Daerah Bali, 2009). 
 
It is argued that the impacts of alternative tourism could be more hazardous compared to 
mass tourism (Weaver, in press; Wall & Long, 1996; Butler, 1990) because alternative 
tourists permeate into the life of the community and their close contact with the natural 
environment could cause the deterioration of the ethnic culture and the rural 
environment (Butler, 1990). To mitigate this condition some researchers have put 
forward suggestions, including – involving locals (Telfer & Sharpley, 2008) and 
building their knowledge and skills to maximise gains from tourism activities and 
minimise negative impacts (Moscardo, 2008). It is these suggestions that identified a 
need to conduct this study in order to assist the CBT community, specifically the 
Balinese community and to gain a better understanding of CBT, especially its products.  
 
Sustainable tourism is a model promoted by the United Nations World Tourism 
Organisation (World Tourism Organisation [WTO], 1998). It was adapted from a global 
approach to sustainable development invented by the World Commission of 
Environment and Development [WCED] (1987). This global approach is widely used as 
a foundation for tourism development around the world; however, Weaver (2012a), 
Buckley (2012), and Utting (2000) argue that stakeholders face a great challenge to put 
it into practice. 
 
Lu and Nepal (2009) suggest that sustainable tourism should be implemented cautiously 
in developing countries, due to the different culture, norms, and political conditions. 
This suggestion is supported by Tao and Wall (2009) who conclude that the 
„sustainable–livelihood–approach‟ of the developing countries is more sustainable 
compared to the sustainable tourism approach. The use of local sustainable approaches 
is accelerated by the „rediscovery‟ of traditional ecological knowledge and traditional 
resource management in Asia (Hamzah, Ong, & Pampanga, 2013). In Bali, sustainable 
development is guided by tri hita karana (THK), the local sustainable philosophy, 
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which involves the harmonious balancing of the relationships a human has with the 
Universe-spirit, with other humans and with nature. This study therefore viewed CBT 
products from both the global sustainable tourism approach and the local sustainability 
approach – the THK. This research identified the need to conduct a study formulating a 
reference for a producer–market oriented product for CBT, which promotes ethnic 
culture in its rural environment as the main attractions. The study used data collected 
from the CBT tourists and host communities in Bali.  
 
This study takes an emic approach in which Bali is viewed from the perspective of the 
local people (Agung, 2010). The researcher was brought up in Pohsanten village located 
at the Western part of Bali in the regency of Jemberana. An emic approach carries 
advantages and disadvantages; nevertheless, in acknowledging its weakness preventive 
measures have been taken to prevent bias, for example, by ensuring that the researcher 
only facilitated the communities‟ focus group discussions, despite the researcher‟s 
familiarity with some of the issues being discussed. Pohsanten was only engaged during 
the pilot study, the four sample villages have met the defined criteria of the study 
sample as explained in section 3.3.1 in Chapter 3. It is expected that the researcher‟s 
intimate knowledge of village life in Bali contributes to a better understanding of the 
study sites and better interpretation of the results.  
 
1.1 Research outline 
This section explores the research gap and problems, research purpose, research 
questions, significant contributions, and research outcomes which provide an 
introduction to this study.  
 
Tribe (2008) described tourism as a critical business wherein „technical rationality‟ or 
knowledge should be made available for good management and governance. By 
extension, Egmond (2007) asserts that one of the factors that could cause failure in any 
tourism development is the lack of knowledge about the characteristics and needs of the 
target market. Products should be related to the potential market from the early stage of 
its development. Hannert (2010) commented on the unavailability of extensive 
international market information on Bali. These studies identified a need to conduct a 
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study to investigate tourism products using a producer–market orientation focused on 
CBT, which could provide CBT communities in Bali with market information. 
 
1.1.1 Research gap and problems  
In order to identify the research gap, a literature review of CBT and related topics was 
undertaken and is discussed in more detail in Chapter 2. The Internationalen Tourismus 
Börse (ITB) Forum, focused its attention on CBT as a form of sustainable tourism 
during the Berlin Convention in 2009 (Muqbil, 2010). CBT is used as a means of 
community development (Singh, S., 2012; Telfer & Sharpley, 2008; Beeton, 2006; 
Singh, Timothy, & Dowling, 2003; Scheyvens, 2002), as it provides the local 
community members opportunities to participate in planning, managing and operating 
tourism development for individual and common benefits (Hummel, Jong, & 
Dhiradityakul, 2013). These authors further note that some communities in Asian 
countries have successfully developed CBT.  
 
Many studies have been conducted around the world on CBT and related topics. 
However, limited research exists on CBT products (Lpez-Guzman, Borges, & Castillo-
Cnalejo, 2011), although a significant number of studies on CBT development planning 
and approaches have been conducted (Butcher, 2012; Singh, S., 2012; Weaver, 2012c; 
Beeton, 2006; MacDonald & Jolliffe, 2003). Denman (2001) conducted a study on 
community ecotourism planning, and Brohman (1996) explored the active participation 
of host communities during the planning stage. Tosun (2000) assessed the limitations of 
community participation in the tourism development process. Rocharungsat (2005) 
investigated approaches to community-based tourism from stakeholders‟ perspectives, 
while Choi and Sirakaya (2005), Singh et al. (2003), and Stabler (1997) explored the 
role of sustainability principles in developing CBT. Broader tourism research conducted 
by Robinson and Wiltshier (2011) described tourism as part of community life, 
contributing to its economy and social cohesion. Picard (2008), Egmond (2007), Luloff 
and Krannich (2003), and Jason (1997) recognised the importance of local communities 
in the planning and development of tourism. 
 
Previous studies about assessments and indicators of tourism development include Ahn, 
Lee, and Shafer (2002) who investigated the application of LAC (Limits of Acceptable 
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Change) as an assessment tool in tourism planning. Ko (2005) developed an ATSI 
(AMOEBA of Tourism Sustainability Indicators) approach towards sustainable tourism 
development, which uses the human system and ecosystem as components of 
assessment. AMOEBA is a Dutch abbreviation for a general method of ecosystem 
description and assessment (Viljoen, 2007). Dymond (1997) developed sustainable 
tourism indicators for New Zealand using an „ecological‟ indicator for regional 
councils, and economic and social indicators at the level of local authorities, while also 
acknowledging the generic World Tourism Organisation‟s (WTO) indicators of 
economic, social and ecological factors.  
 
Studies by Choi and Sirakaya (2005), Koster and Randall (2005), Blackstock (2005), 
and Ward (n.d.) assessed and identified indicators of CBT and sustainable community 
tourism. The challenges of CBT development have also been comprehensively 
examined and described by Telfer and Sharpley (2008), and Scheyvens (2002). A study 
on CBT which focused on new tourists‟ expectations in community-based ecotourism 
(CBEC) was conducted by Fiorello and Bo (2012).  
 
Previous investigations into CBT from a producer perspective include research on 
community involvement in the management and operation of CBT by Okazaki (2008), 
Telfer and Sharpley (2008), Singh et al. (2003), and Scheyvens (2002). Rocharungsat 
(2008) provided an overview of CBT in Asian countries, whilst Moscardo (2008) 
investigated the role of CBT in community capacity–building in developing countries. 
CBT attractions have also been researched by Fagence (2003), Robinson and Wiltshier 
(2011) and House, (2007). A study on the quality of services provided by CBT in Cape 
Verde was conducted by Lpez-Guzman et al. (2011), while Fluker and Richardson 
(2008), Daskalopoulou and Petrou (2009), Fagence (2003), and Hassan (2000) 
undertook research into CBT markets.  
 
In a research study related to community and tourism in Bali conducted by Picard 
(2008), the author argues that tourism contributes to the preservation of culture. Pitana 
(2010) suggests the desa adat (the traditional village) is a centre for any sustainable 
tourism implementation body. Warren (1998) undertook an assessment of the changes 
occurring in Bali within the local and tourism context. Hitchcock and Wesner (2008) 
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used a Systemic, Holistic, Interdisciplinary and Participatory (SHIP) development 
approach majoring in tourism development in Bali. Iverson (2010) studied the 
interactions between tourists; Wall (1996) researched villagers‟ perceptions of tourism 
development; and Berger (2013) studied authenticity related to culture and tourism in 
Bali. 
 
Several research studies have also examined the potential for CBT in Bali. The Forum 
Advocating Cultural and Eco Tourism (FACET) in Western Australia investigated the 
tourism potential of Les village, North Bali (Forum Advocating Cultural and Eco 
Tourism [FACET], 2011), and Hannert (2010) conducted a CBT feasibility study for 
Pinge village, Tabanan regency. Sudarmo‟s (2005) research examined a community-
based approach to tourism development in Indonesia, including Bali, while Jambika 
(2011) assessed the socio-cultural impacts of tourism in Penglipuran village, Bali. 
Hitchcock (1999) described the evolutionary development of „ethnicity‟ in tourism and 
included Bali as an example.  
 
CBT development in Bali is underpinned by THK, the crystallised and revitalised 
sustainability value that guides Balinese people to live a sustainable life (Windia & 
Dewi, 2007). Today THK is officially used as the basis for provincial development, 
including tourism development, where it has been incorporated into the regional rules 
and regulations of the Bali province (Pemerintah Daerah Bali, 1996). The principle of 
THK is referred to in people‟s everyday activities in Bali. It is acknowledged that it 
lacks implementation guidelines, and scholars are encouraged to conduct studies on 
THK (Windia, Ustrinaya, Budiasa, Ginarsa, & Sudarta, 2001). Some studies on THK 
have been conducted, these include – application of THK principle in the operations of 
Melia Bali Hotel (Budiarta, 2010); its implementation in schools (Kertih & Sukadi, 
2007); the rural environment (Wesnawa, 2010); and its use in business analysis (Windia 
& Dewi, 2007). Samadhi (n.d.) investigated THK as an underlying value of spatial 
development, while Pitana (2010) examined the use of THK in managing the 
development of Bali province, including tourism. To date THK has not been studied in 
the context of community-based tourism products. 
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Despite the important role of products for a successful CBT, as was argued by Lucchetti 
and Font (2013, p.1) that „the creation of attractive and competitive products‟ is one of 
the critical success factors of CBT development, few studies have been conducted on 
products (Lpez-Guzman et al., 2011). No studies have deeply explored CBT products 
and their elements with consideration for the needs of both host communities and 
tourists. This study was conducted to fill this gap.  
 
1.1.2 Research purpose 
The aim of this research was to obtain a greater understanding of CBT through an 
examination of the perceptions of the host communities and tourists regarding CBT 
products. This study is pertinent to product providers‟ perceptions and consumers‟ 
perceptions of their CBT experiences when visiting or staying in the destination village. 
Perception is defined as „the way you think about or understand someone or something‟ 
(Merriam Webster Incorporated, 2013). Perception is one of the aspects of the human 
intelligence system that processes internal information. One of the ways used by 
scientists to understand the many aspects of the world is to study perceptions 
(Stufflebeam, 2006). In the case of this study, the perceptions of the CBT hosts and 
tourists were examined to gain knowledge about CBT products. 
 
The CBT products were assessed against nine product elements plus combined aspects 
of authenticity and change related to CBT. These product elements were synthesised 
from experts‟ views identified during the literature review and the first research stage – 
the qualitative study. The views of the CBT community members and tourists were 
compared to establish levels of agreement, and in this way a CBT product development 
guideline was constructed. The study uses Bali as a case study, a CBT site that has 
ethnic culture and the rural environment as its main attractions. 
 
This study sought to establish a better understanding of CBT products, and was 
developed based on a match of opinions and perceptions between the CBT tourists and 
the host communities with an inclusion of an application of sustainability principles. 
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1.1.3 Research questions 
This research aimed to discover the CBT product match between hosts and tourists. It 
investigated the particular issues and concerns of the CBT communities and the tourists, 
and assessed how THK – the Balinese community value on sustainability – is applied to 
CBT products. The overarching research question is as follows: What is the CBT 
product, a host–tourist match that promotes the sustainability of the local culture and the 
rural environment, whilst also enhancing tourists‟ satisfaction?  
There are a number of subsidiary research questions: 
1. What items are included in the CBT products? 
2. What are the opinions and perceptions of the CBT communities in Bali about the 
product items? 
3. What are the opinions and perceptions of the tourists visiting villages in Bali 
about the product items? 
4. To what extent do the opinions and perceptions of the CBT host communities 
and tourists on CBT products fit with one another?  
5. How is THK, the Balinese community value on sustainability, applied to the 
CBT product measurement? 
 
1.1.4 Research significance 
The following constitute the significant contributions of this study, theoretically and 
practically. The theoretical contributions include the identification of three CBT product 
components, giving a holistic perspective: 
 
1. Attractions component 
2. Industry component, which consists of: (i) travel services, (ii) 
transportation/access, (iii) accommodation, (iv) food and beverage, (v) 
souvenirs/merchandise, and (vi) packaging 
3. Supporting component, which consists of: (i) amenities, (ii) people/awareness, 
and (iii) authenticity and change related to CBT products. 
 
The other major finding of the study is the identification of two types of CBT visitors 
based on the length of stay: 
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1. The „daytrippers‟ are attracted to experiencing a snap-shot of ethnic culture 
in the rural environment, while using tourists resort facilities. 
2. The „overnighters‟ enjoy the same attractions but with a deeper intensity of 
interaction with the community. They would also like to consume products 
and services provided by the CBT community. 
 
The practical contribution of the study comprises establishing an available reference for 
future sustainable CBT that could assist the management, service providers and other 
people involved in CBT to develop sustainable CBT products. 
 
1.1.5 Research outcomes 
The outcome of the study is a greater knowledge of the CBT product a host–tourist 
match. The study results, the product development guide, could be used as a reference 
in developing sustainable CBT products which could then assist stakeholders involved 
in CBT development.  
 
1.2 Concepts related to this study 
This study investigated the match of opinions and perceptions of CBT host communities 
and CBT visitors to gain a better understanding of sustainable CBT products. The issue 
of sustainability in CBT products is addressed and examined in three ways: the 
adherence of CBT features as a form of sustainable alternative tourism; the application 
of THK – the underpinning sustainable value of tourism development in Bali; and the 
alignment of opinions and perceptions of the host and tourist groups. Figure 1.1 below 
demonstrates that the greater the convergence of the opinions and perceptions of the 
host communities and the tourists, the higher the possibility that CBT becomes 
successful and sustainable. The diagram shows convergence progressively - in the first, 
the opinions of both groups are divergent, the second showed slight convergence, the 
third indicates significant convergence, and the last is a complete convergence. As the 
two groups – the tourists and the hosts draw closer together in their level of agreement 
and their perceptions converge, then there is greater likelihood that CBT will be 
sustainable. The diagram has superimposed the THK concept across the possible levels 
of host–tourist intersection.   
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Figure 1.1: Sustainability and the match of perceptions between host and tourist  
 
The following discussion on CBT which relates to sustainable tourism, THK (the 
sustainable life value of Balinese community), CBT products and markets, will 
contextualise the relevant concepts to the study. 
 
1.2.1 Tourism and CBT 
The chronology of CBT as an interpolation of alternative tourism is examined in the 
literature to describe how the sustainable principles of CBT are sourced from alternative 
tourism and how CBT is related to the local community. Tourism is an important 
activity that offers many benefits but is also a source of potential harm to the world 
resources (Murphy, 2013; Egmond, 2007; Mowforth & Munt, 2003). However, the 
activity of travelling will not cease but appears to be increasing enormously (UNWTO, 
2014), with the expectation of 1.8 billion international arrivals occurring around the 
world by 2030 (UNWTO, 2014).  
 
Apart from positive economic benefits, the other favourable impacts of tourism have 
been highlighted by academics, including supporting cultural conservation (Picard, 
2008) and attaining a better living standard for the communities involved, with tourism 
being a medium and catalyst for achieving this goal (Singh, S., 2012; Butcher, 1997). 
Nevertheless, the negative impacts of tourism cause concerns – Beeton (2006) and 
Butcher (1997) summarise the negative impacts of tourism as natural environment 
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destruction, economic dislocation and cultural degradation. Munt (1994) is of the 
opinion that mass tourism is shallow and is a degrading experience for third world 
nations. Luloff and Krannich (2003) are concerned about the loss of traditional 
community as this supports the wellbeing of its members. Similarly, Jason (1997) 
identifies the role of tourism in the acculturation of indigenous cultures in North 
America. Hall (2008, p. 229) notes a major criticism of tourism and contemporary 
cultural process, as expressed: „The homogenisation and standardisation of “public” life 
and space as a result of tourism and hospitality developments‟.  
  
The undesirable impacts of mass tourism result mainly from large numbers of tourists 
requiring extensive facilities. This prompted the search for alternative forms of 
development, of which sustainable tourism is one such alternative (Choi & Sirakaya, 
2005; Krippendorf & Vielmals, 1993). Sustainable tourism stems from sustainable 
development (Parson, Haas, & Levy, 1992). The underpinning principles of sustainable 
development are based on the concept developed by the WCED (WCED, 1987). The 
World Tourism Organisation (WTO) defines sustainable tourism as „… meeting the 
needs of present tourists and host regions while protecting and enhancing opportunities 
for the future‟ (WTO, 1998, p. 21). Sustainable tourism is „envisaged as leading to the 
management of all resources in such a way that economic, social and aesthetic needs 
can be fulfilled while maintaining cultural integrity, essential ecological processes, 
biological diversity and life support systems‟ (Lu & Nepal, 2009, p. 6). 
 
Sustainable tourism evolved over the years. In the earlier stage sustainable tourism was 
regarded as a solution for problematic mass tourism (Hall, 2008; Beeton, 2006; Luloff 
& Krannich, 2003; Jason, 1997; Munt, 1994), in the latter stage sustainable tourism 
principles were integrated into mass tourism (Weaver, in press; UNWTO, 2013; Butler, 
2012) to create a more sustainable industry. Lastly, the United Nations World Tourism 
Organisation (2013) now promotes the practices of sustainable tourism development 
principles in all forms of tourism, whether that be mass tourism or niche tourism. 
 
Lu and Nepal (2009) suggest that sustainable tourism leads to the wise use of all 
resources, whilst fulfilling economic, social and aesthetic needs. Hall‟s (2008) 
discussion focuses mainly on the change of natural environment caused by tourism. He 
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recommends that the tourism industry establish development plans for destinations so 
that tourism can operate in a more sustainable manner. The tourism industry has 
adopted principles of sustainability to mitigate the destructive nature of mass tourism 
(Lu & Nepal, 2009; Choi & Sirakaya, 2005; Krippendorf & Vielmals, 1993). Edgell 
(1990) recognises the need for international and regional tourism organisations to 
regulate tourism activities and formulate ethical codes of conduct for all tourism 
stakeholders in order for these cultures to survive. To this end, the UNWTO (1999) 
adopted a fundamental frame of reference for the practice of sustainable tourism to 
guide governments, tourism industries, communities and tourists. It is called the Global 
Code of Ethics for Tourism (GCET) and covers the economic, social, cultural and 
environmental aspects of tourism.  
 
At its early stage sustainable tourism was identified as alternative tourism which 
inherently operates on a small scale (Weaver & Lawton, 2010). It is further stated that 
the emergence of niche markets in tourism has led to the growth of alternative tourism. 
There are various forms of alternative tourism, for example, Wearing and Neil (2003) 
discuss ecotourism, which is oriented to environmental conservation and education. 
Scheyvens (2002) argues that CBT, as an „alternative development strategy,‟ is oriented 
towards community involvement in its planning and operation. She interprets 
„alternative‟ as various tourism products that have become available such as ecotourism, 
responsible tourism, green tourism, cultural tourism and ethnic tourism. However, she 
questions whether they are newly invented products, just a new name, or repackaging of 
the existing products for market appeal. House (1997) summarises alternative tourism 
as an approach that complies with environmental ethics, based on community values 
and positive host and guest encounters, involving intellectual pursuits by tourists and 
their interest in self-development and the manifestation of consumers‟ goals. 
 
CBT uses culture as attractions (Fagence, 2003), and CBT could use the community‟s 
immediate environment as attractions (Singh, S., 2012). The first predominantly occurs 
in rural environments and is therefore different from modern urban cultural tourism, 
which is also referred to as „contemporary cities tourism‟ (Daskalopoulou & Petrou, 
2009). CBT also differs from natural area tourism and ecotourism, which focus on 
experiencing and learning about the undisturbed natural environment as main attractions 
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(Fluker & Richardson, 2008). Whilst often occurring in natural rural settings, CBT is 
distinguished by the inclusion of experiencing the daily lives and culture of the host 
communities as its key attractions. 
  
The interest of humans to learn more about the way of life and the environment of 
others is latent but intense, and regarded as one of the ways humankind achieves 
personal development (Oelkers, 2007; Rojek & Urry, 2003). According to Edgell 
(1990), the most important motivation for travelling is to experience other people‟s 
culture in their own country. Fluker and Richardson (2008, p. 76) state that culture is 
one of the „most compelling motivations‟ for people to travel.  
 
Oelkers (2007) describes cultural tourism as tourism that focuses on the cultural 
attractions of a region. Fagence (2003) gives no clear definition of cultural tourism but 
provides a comprehensive list of issues to which it relates. He also lists several other 
terms related to cultural tourism, such as ethnic tourism, heritage tourism, urban 
tourism, high culture and low culture tourism. He classifies three types of cultural 
tourism: highly institutionalised culture – performing art; folk or popular culture – film, 
sport, shopping; and ethnic symbols – traditional ways of life, vernacular architecture. 
Cultural tourism could therefore include both an ethnic community and a modern urban 
community. By extension, Fagence (2003) asserts that authentic communities are fragile 
and urban communities in developed countries are more adaptive, since the latter is 
economically oriented and has been exposed to challenges and experienced many 
changes. 
 
The CBT discussed in this study focuses on ethnic culture and high community 
involvement. This broadens its appeal for tourists who prefer to experience both the 
rural environment and local culture, since tourists might enjoy the combined activities 
(Fluker & Richardson, 2008). CBT can therefore be defined as a tourism management 
model that involves the local community and attempts to deliver a satisfying experience 
for tourists and minimises negative impacts upon the natural environment and the local 
culture. At the same time it generates positive economic outcomes and involves the 
local community in the management and provision of tourism products (Telfer and 
Sharpley, 2008). 
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CBT is one form of sustainable tourism that emphasises the involvement of the local 
community in its development and operation. This is one way of creating a more 
sustainable industry (Blackstock, 2005). Goodall and Stabler (1997) considered the 
justification for tourism development to be the real net benefit provided to society. They 
describe the principles of sustainable tourism development as: (1) satisfying the short- 
and long-term needs and aspirations of the local community in terms of better living 
standards and quality of life; (2) continually fulfilling the needs of tourists to ensure 
business sustainability; (3) conserving the natural, cultural, and built environments to 
achieve the first two goals; (4) maintaining the industry‟s competitiveness and viability. 
  
While tourism development can support local communities, economic collapse is a real 
risk for destinations that become overly reliant on any type of tourism and it is for this 
reason that tourism should only be used as a supplement to the existing economic 
activities (Weaver, 2006). Jamison (1999) warns that as tourists‟ demands might 
change, a particular culture might not be as interesting and other competing destinations 
may emerge. He also cautions that the authentic culture may then be damaged by 
tourism, tourist products may become sub-standard and political chaos, or contagious 
diseases may occur. Practising sustainable tourism, including CBT, is a complex task 
and various obstacles and conflicting needs of the different stakeholders need to be 
considered. By extension, developing CBT products requires the adherence of the 
principles of sustainable tourism. 
 
This discussion above contextualises CBT to the research. Despite the challenges faced 
during implementation, this study highlights the features of CBT, which include the 
involvement of the local community in its operation; the ethnic culture within the rural 
environment attractions; the special interest tourist markets; the deliverance of 
satisfying CBT experiences; the contribution to the establishment of a better 
understanding among people globally; the means and catalyst of community 
development; and the orientation to the sustainability of the natural environment and 
local culture.   
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1.2.2 Tri hita karana (THK) – the local sustainability value  
Tri hita karana is a sustainable life philosophy of Balinese communities. The Bali 
province uses THK as a founding principle of the provincial development. THK is 
stated as a basis for tourism development adopted in Bali in the Decree of the Local 
Government No. 4/1996 regarding the spatial planning for Bali Province (Pemerintah 
Daerah Bali, 1996). This is confirmed by Tourism Regulation 2009 (Pemerintah Daerah 
Bali, 2009).  
 
THK comprises three components – the Universe-spirit, humans and nature. It 
encompasses the three relationships of a human with the Universe-spirit (a human–
Universe-spirit), with other humans (a human–humans) and with nature (a human–
nature). A harmonious balance between these relationships is believed to bring human 
contentment (Astiti, 2010; Agung, 2010; Leurs, 2010; Pemerintah Daerah Bali, 2009; 
Windia & Dewi, 2007). THK positions an individual as a doer and guides the way in 
which people relate to the Universe-spirit, to other fellow humans and to the natural 
environment in order to achieve harmony in their lives (Figure 1.2).  
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.2: Tri hita karana – the balance of three relationships for human contentment 
 
While sustainable tourism is a global approach to tourism development advocated by 
the UNWTO (UNWTO, 2013; WTO, 1998), THK is a Balinese principle of sustainable 
development that has been applied to tourism (Pemerintah Daerah Bali, 1996). 
Academics such as Lu and Nepal (2009) and Tao and Wall (2009) encourage the use of 
local values as the foundation for tourism development because they generate a more 
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collaborative attitude amongst the local people. This study also assessed the application 
of local sustainable value in the product items. 
 
1.2.3 CBT products and markets 
Kotler and Armstrong (2012) define products in general as something that are marketed 
and observed, owned or consumed, so that the needs and wants of customers can be 
satisfied. From the tourist‟s perspective, the tourism product is generally perceived as 
tourism „experiences‟ (Frochot & Bata, 2013). Morrison (2002) defines the tourism 
product as a mixed assortment of services and goods provided to customers.  
 
The interaction of tourists with the local community is a vital aspect of alternative 
tourism (Weaver, 2006). Alternative tourists do not just want to observe from a 
distance. Eulogio Bordas (in Internationalen Tourismus Börse [ITB] World, 2012) 
argues that new tourist demands include activities, self-discovery, wellness and fun 
learning, along with the five basic customer needs of relaxation, discovery, enjoyment, 
learning and meeting. Wehrli (in ITB World, 2012) discovers that tourists are well 
aware of issues of sustainability. He claims that 20 per cent of tourists consistently 
purchase „sustainable trips‟. Sustainable tourism experiences significant growth with the 
emergence of various niche markets that stimulate the development of alternative 
tourism to cater for specific market needs (Claver-Corte´s, Molina-Azorı´n, & Pereira-
Moliner, 2007).  
 
According to Mill (1996), many tourists claim to be alternative tourists but few are 
„real‟ alternative tourists. He claims that the difference is recognisable by observing 
tourists‟ behaviour. Similarly, Hassan (2000) categorises the environmental travel 
market into „light green‟ (environmentally–aware tourists) and „green at heart‟ (tourists 
who are highly committed to the environment) based on their activities. Wearing and 
Neil (2003) also highlight the differences in levels of awareness of sustainability among 
alternative tourists. Wehrli (in ITB World, 2012) identified 15 per cent of sustainable 
tourists as the „localist‟ who views the local culture and products as being the most 
important feature of sustainable tourism.  
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Fluker and Richardson (2008, p. 76) state that one of the „most compelling motivations‟ 
for travel is to see how other people live and to experience their cultural heritage. They 
refer to figures from Tourism Research Australia, indicating that around 51per cent of 
all international visitors to Australia are culturally–oriented tourists who may be 
interested in contemporary city culture (Daskalopoulou & Petrou, 2009) or ethnic 
culture (Fagence, 2003). 
  
The tourists referred to in this study represent a niche market that participates in CBT. 
They are travellers interested in rural and natural beauty, and ethnic culture, who want 
to see and experience something different from their everyday lives (Centre for the 
Promotion of Imports [CBI], 2009; Goodall, 1995). Such tourists are generally 
accepting of the basic facilities available in the villages they visit (Boo, 1991), are 
interested in conserving the unique culture and want to contribute to the local 
community (Lpez-Guzman, 2011). CBT visitors are alternative tourists, described by 
Hassan (2000) as an environmentally oriented market segment that includes ecotourists 
and culture tourists. 
 
There are two contradictory aspects of CBT products in terms of a destination. On the 
one hand there is the element of unique ethnicity, which attracts tourists and the means 
by which the local community‟s existence and survival is maintained (Scheyvens, 
2002). On the other hand there is the expectation of improvement and change for the 
local people, in order to continue developing as part of a natural evolution (Telfer & 
Sharpley, 2008; Beeton, 2006; Singh et al., 2003; Scheyvens, 2002). Clearly, common 
marketing practice observes the basic principle of selling products that satisfy the 
customers, by identifying market needs (Kotler, Bowen, & Makens, 2014; Morrison, 
2002). Customers‟ satisfaction and profit should ensure business success; however, in 
the context of CBT, whilst profit and customer satisfaction are important, the wellbeing 
of the host communities must also be taken into account (Mill, 1996). The host 
community is an integral part of the CBT experience (Lpez-Gusman et al., 2011); both 
the production and consumption of the CBT experience occur in the villages where the 
hosts live, rather than on external business premises. In order to accommodate these 
juxtaposed expectations, a „compromise point‟ must be reached, whereby the CBT host 
communities and tourists respectively provide and consume tourism products and 
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services in a mutually beneficial and sustainable way. This matter was accommodated 
in this study. 
 
1.3 Research locations 
This section describes the study site, a description of the country, followed by Bali and 
the sample villages, in order to establish the context for the study. The description 
presented is in regard to the importance of the tourism industry to Indonesia and Bali, 
followed by an overview of some significant demographic and economic aspects.  
 
1.3.1 Indonesia 
Indonesia is the world‟s largest archipelago (Figure 1.3) comprising 30 provinces, two 
special regions and one capital municipality (Badan Pusat Statistik Indonesia, 2013). 
There are a number of unique cultures across the islands. In July 2014 the estimated 
population was 253,609,643 made up of a predominantly Muslim population (87.2 per 
cent), with the remainder comprising Christians, Hindus and others (Central Intelligence 
Agency [CIA], 2014).  
 
 
Figure 1.3: Map of Indonesia (Murdoch University Case Studies, 2000a) 
 
According to the Central Intelligence Agency (2011), Indonesia had an economic 
growth rate of 6% in 2011, higher than in previous years, namely 4.5% in 2009 and 4% 
in 2007 and 2008. The GDP per person was US$ 4,200 in 2010. It is further stated that 
the country is still struggling with poverty, with 13.3% of people living below the 
poverty line, and an unemployment rate of 7.1% in 2010. The main occupations are 
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agricultural pursuits (38.3%), services (48.9%) and industrial endeavours (12.8%). 
Tourism is ranked last among the industries. The main aspects of industrial 
development listed for Indonesia as a whole are petroleum and gas, textiles, apparel, 
footwear, mining, cement, chemical fertiliser, plywood, rubber, food and tourism (CIA, 
2011). 
 
Tourism development in Indonesia is governed by state laws. Undang–Undang Dasar 
1945 (the Indonesian constitution) states that the land, water and the natural resources 
contained therein are owned by the state and are used for the prosperity of the 
Indonesian people (Dewan Perwakilan Rakyat Republik Indonesia, 2014). By 
extension, Undang–Undang Republik Indonesia, No. 10, 2009, regarding tourism, states 
that the natural environment including the flora and fauna granted by God, as well as 
heritage, art and culture may be used as capital for tourism development with the 
purpose of improving the people‟s prosperity and welfare (Perpustakaan Nasional R I, 
n.d.).  
 
1.3.2 Bali  
Bali is one of the smaller islands in Indonesia (Figure 1.4), located 966 km south of the 
equator, and it is separated from Java by the Bali Strait (Agung, 2010). Its area covers 
5,634.40 km
2
 (Pemerintah Propinsi Bali, 2010). It consists of three main geographic 
regions – the mountainous area in the north, the fertile agricultural land in the south and 
an arid part in the west (Agung, 2010). It is divided into eight regencies and one 
municipality (Pemerintah Propinsi Bali, 2010).  
 
The total population in 2012 was 3,686,665 people (Badan Pusat Statistik Bali, 2013). 
The main economic activity is related directly or indirectly to tourism (80 per cent), 
followed by agriculture, fisheries and the service industries (Badan Pusat Statistik Bali, 
2013). Wall (1996) was of the opinion that the standard of living is higher in Bali than 
in many other parts of Indonesia, despite the prevalence of poor people. The former 
Indonesian President, Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono (SBY), stated that Bali is one of the 
most prosperous provinces in Indonesia (“Seven–most–prosperous–province–in–
indonesia”, 2009).  
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Figure 1.4: Map of Bali (Murdoch University Case Studies, 2000b)  
 
Bali is an exotic tropical island (Sumadi, 2011; Soetama, 2006; Simmons, 2003), an 
„ancient civilisation‟ based on the Hindu religion and unique among most of Muslim 
society in Indonesia (Agung, 2010). The island is a favourite tourist destination; it has 
been voted by readers of Travel and Leisure Magazine as the „world‟s top island 
destination‟ (Hitchcock & Putra, 2007). Wall (1996, p. 123) described that: 
Bali is unique in that it is „a Hindu island in a Moslem sea‟. There are other 
islands with a tropical climate, a volcanic core and sandy beaches, but none 
which possess the form of Hinduism which has evolved in Bali. The Hindu 
religion pervades the lives of the Balinese. Its outward manifestations of 
temples, offerings, music, dance, ceremonies and rich craft heritage give rise to 
an atmosphere which is both colourful and exotic to visitors from elsewhere. 
 
The average annual international tourist arrivals between 2008 and 2012 were 2,468,099 
(Figure 1.5) (Dinas Pariwisata Pemerintah Propinsi Bali [DPPPB], 2013). An analysis 
of tourist spending patterns showed accommodation at 43%, food at 21.8%, souvenirs at 
17.5%, sightseeing at 6.4% and public transport at 4% (Bali Tourism Authority [BTA], 
2005). Tourists to Bali are categorised into two main types: 1) individual low–spend 
tourists; and 2) the package–tour–group, high–spend tourists whose expenses are 
predominantly made up of accommodation (TED Case Study, 2005). In the latter case, 
where the hotels are not owned by locals, much of the currency flows out of the local 
economy (Weaver & Lawton, 2010). 
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Figure 1.5: International arrivals 2008–2012 (DPPPB, 2013) 
 
It is important to note that Bali is also a travel destination for domestic tourists. The 
average annual domestic tourist arrivals between 2008 and 2012 were 4,560,990 (Figure 
1.6). 
 
The villages in Bali have two structures – desa dinas (the governmental smallest official 
structure) and the traditional structure named desa adat. Due to the development of new 
desa adat, there were 1,482 traditional villages and 2,710 subak (the major traditional 
irrigation institutions) in Bali in 2011 (“Setahun, 11 desa adat baru di Bali”, 2011). The 
traditional management structure oversees traditional and religious activities and while 
there are variations in the rituals and ceremonies performed in the villages, all are based 
on Hinduism. Agung (2010) describes the Balinese people as living modest lives and 
being able to maintain their cultural integrity while at the same time absorbing 
innovation. They dedicate the majority of their daily activities to being close to God and 
incorporate religious ceremonies into every aspect of daily lives. 
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Figure 1.6: Domestic arrivals 2008–2012 (DPPPB, 2013) 
 
1.3.2.1 Balinese culture 
Geriya (2008) studied the history of Balinese culture and conducted an extensive 
assessment of academic publications. Herskovits (1967, in Geriya, 2008) notes that 
Balinese culture has changed structurally over the years, by extension Swellengrebel 
(1984) refers to three main historical traditions in Bali:  
1. „Small tradition‟ – a strong communal life where people‟s occupations include 
working in paddies and chicken farming. Houses are constructed of wood or 
bamboo, local crafts include mainly metalwork and weaving, traditional music 
and dance are practised and the people worship their ancestors. 
2. „Big tradition‟ – an orientation to the Hindu religion where written cultural 
practices later became literature. 
3. „Modern tradition‟ – the many levels of government structures ranging from 
national central government to local village government that preside over the 
citizens, mass production of crafts as well as national mass media. 
 
According to Alisyahbana (cited in Geriya, 2008) the „modern tradition‟ is most 
progressive due to features of central power, individualism, materialism and a 
predisposition towards economic, scientific and technological advancement. 
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Geriya (2008) concludes that the Balinese traditional culture is an amalgamation of the 
„small tradition‟ and the „big tradition‟, which have merged through a peaceful process 
of acculturation. He considers its main characteristics to be religion, aesthetics and 
solidarity. The onset of the tourism industry in the 1960s (Wall, 1996) gave rise to a 
gradual shift in occupation from agriculture to tourism for many Balinese people 
(Agung, 2010), and consequently a shift in Balinese culture. Research on the subject 
includes Yamashita‟s (2003) study on the reconstruction and progressive changes in 
Balinese traditional culture. After the Agricultural Era in the 1960s, Vickers (1989) 
concludes that Balinese culture has developed two faces – the „traditional‟ and the 
„modern‟, experiencing the processes of „traditionalisation‟ and the „modernisation‟. 
Geriya (2008) supported Vickers‟ theory that Balinese culture was in transition and 
embodied both traditional and modern elements. He anticipated such a cultural 
transition would have one of two outcomes: either a strengthened and solidified 
traditional culture through harmonious integration with modern elements, or a 
weakened and diminished traditional culture before the community had a chance to fully 
adapt to the changes.  
 
Geriya (2008) further argues that cultural change is influenced by internal and external 
factors and incorporated contrasting elements of integration and friction, heterogeneity 
and complexity, discord and harmony. He examined the existing literature on Balinese 
culture and identified two major themes. One stream was of the view that Balinese 
culture would undergo „continuity in changes‟ and become revitalised, adaptive, 
accommodative, flexible, selective and enlightened. The other stream was that 
traditional Balinese culture faced serious threat and was vulnerable to experiencing 
distortion, disintegration, and discontinuation.  
 
Gede Suma Jaya, a Balinese academic and a cultural observer (personal communication, 
December 29, 2012) suggests benchmarking the projection of the Balinese culture in 
future, the dual nature with a blend of traditional and modern. The Japanese culture has 
undergone this trajectory of modern, but strongly rooted in tradition. By contrast, 
communities such as the Badui-Dalam in Banten, Indonesia and the Mormon 
community in the USA, refuse to change. Berger (2013, p. 50) concludes that 
„…individuals change all of the time, yet, most of the time they also maintain their 
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identities and personalities.‟ In a Balinese context this would imply that change does not 
necessarily mean a loss of identity or authenticity.   
 
1.3.2.2 Tourism in Bali 
It is noted that tourism in Bali has occurred since the era of Dutch settlement (Agung, 
2010), wherein an organisation named Koninklijke Paketvaart–Maatschappij (KPM) 
established a weekly steamship route to Bali in 1924 (Valois, n.d). Wall (1996) outlines 
the chronological review of tourism development in Bali and notes that the first hotel in 
Kuta – the Kuta Beach – was opened in 1955. This was followed by the opening of the 
Bali Beach Hotel in Sanur in 1966. The international airport was enlarged in 1968 and 
allowed larger aircraft to land and bring more visitors. Mowforth and Munt (1998, p. 
150) commented: 
Tourism is no recent phenomenon on the Indonesian Island of Bali. Colonised by 
the Dutch, the Balinese held on to a unique blend of Hindu, Buddhist and animist 
religions that imbued their cultural and social life. Tales of this exotic society 
living in tune with art and nature attracted foreigners as long as a century ago, and 
since independence, Bali has been the jewel in the crown of government tourism 
policy…. 
 
Agung (2010) notes that the first Bali Tourism Development Plan 1971–1988 was 
designed by Societe Centrale pour l'equpeent Touristique Ouetre-Mer (SCETO). He 
further explains that the French Consultant Consortium was supported by the United 
Nations Development Program (UNDP) in which no Balinese representative was taken 
on board. The plan focused on the development of three tourist resorts: Nusa Dua, Kuta 
and Sanur (Agung, 2010).  
 
The Indonesian Government initiated the development with the main intention to earn 
foreign currency and to raise the national income and the results were soon recognised 
(Agung, 2010). Tourism became the second economic priority after agriculture. It is 
further explained that after a few years of development, the Balinese people, whose 
unique culture attracts the tourists, became aware that this type of development was 
making little contribution to local development and the quality of life. Agung (2010, p. 
100) explained that it is „…an exploitation of Bali‟s cultural resources for national 
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development…‟; whilst Wall (1996) stated that, generally, villagers see tourism 
positively and want to receive more visitors in their place. This condition encouraged 
the government to change the approach to tourism and adapt „eco‟ and „cultural‟ 
tourism (Pemerintah Daerah Bali, 1993). The General Development Master Plan 1989–
2010 adopted the promotion of tourism growth in all areas of Bali (Murdoch University 
Case Studies, 2000b). The government‟s support of the new tourism development 
approach was legalised; thus, under the Governor‟s Decree 1993, 21 villages were to be 
developed as CBT hubs (Pemerintah Daerah Bali, 1993) and this was expanded to 16 
areas in the Governor‟s 2009 Decree covering more than the previously designated 
villages (Pemerintah Daerah Bali, 2009).  
 
In conclusion, many efforts and studies about tourism in Bali have been conducted that 
try to justify, express concern for, formulate sustainable tourism models and foster the 
sustaining of Bali as a community and tourism destination.  
 
1.3.3 The sample villages 
The data collection for the community group was conducted in four villages in Bali, 
Indonesia representing the different stages of CBT development. These villages are 
Penglipuran (Bangli regency), Bedulu (Gianyar regency), Belimbing (Tabanan 
regency), and Tihingan (Klungkung regency). Similar with the other villages in Bali, 
these four villages inherently incorporate the THK in the village customary codes and 
also the three components of THK are used as a basis to classify the village zones as 
explained in section 2.1.2.3 in Chapter 2. The detail of the research locations is further 
described in Chapter 3 to establish the context for the study.  
 
1.4 Outline of the thesis  
This section presents the outline of the thesis, which consists of eight chapters. Chapter 
1 introduces the study, gives an overview of the thesis and provides a description of the 
research background and research locations. This chapter also introduces related 
principles, which are discussed more comprehensively in the literature review. Chapter 
2 discusses the relevant principles in the existing literature and presents the research 
framework. Chapter 3 describes the methodology, research procedures, limitations and 
ethical considerations. Chapter 4 contains the analyses and results of Phase 1 – the 
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qualitative study. It presents the findings from each of the sample groups under separate 
headings, which are the nine elements of CBT products combined with aspects of 
authenticity and change related to CBT. Chapter 5 encompasses a discussion of the 
results and sustainability presented in the previous chapter. The findings from both 
sample groups are combined under the product element headings. Chapter 6 presents the 
analysis and results of the second stage of the research – the quantitative study, and 
Chapter 7 focuses on a discussion of those results. It also contains a discussion on the 
assessment of the components of THK and sustainable tourism against CBT product 
items in the research instrument. The final chapter, Chapter 8, concludes the research 
study and proposes a number of recommendations. 
 
This chapter provides an overview of the research. It highlights the need to identify the 
features of sustainable CBT products based on the perceptions of the hosts and tourists. 
The research outline and a brief description of the study site are presented. A discussion 
of relevant literature is presented in the next chapter and some of the concepts touched 
upon in this chapter are further expanded. 
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Chapter 2 – Literature review 
 
2.0 Introduction  
This chapter discusses the key concepts relevant to this study. It also presents the 
conceptual framework of the research. The constructs pertinent to this study are outlined 
in three headings – sustainability in tourism, alternative tourism to community-based 
tourism, and the supply and demand aspects of CBT. The concepts discussed under the 
heading of sustainability in tourism include sustainable tourism (ST) and tri hita karana 
(THK). The second section discusses alternative tourism, cultural tourism, and 
community-based tourism (CBT). Finally, the discussion on the supply and demand 
aspects of CBT includes alternative tourists, cultural tourists, CBT tourists, tourism 
products, CBT products and the host community. The conceptual framework that links 
some constructs that were used as the study approach is presented in the last section.  
 
2.1 Sustainability in tourism 
Sustainability, sustainable development, and sustainable tourism have been widely 
discussed in the literature (Weaver, In Press; UNWTO, 2013; Singh, T. V., 2012; 
Weaver, 2012a; Buckley, 2012; Lu & Nepal, 2009; WCED, 1987). The concept of 
sustainability was firstly introduced by the World Commission of Environment and 
Development (WCED) in their report entitled „Our Common Future‟ (WCED, 1987). 
The foundations of sustainable development were outlined during the United Nations 
WCED meeting in 1987, which is referred to as Agenda 21 (United Nations General 
Assembly, 1987). This Agenda became the basis of the Environment and Development 
Meeting in Rio in June 1992. The outcomes of the Rio Earth Summit highlight 
sustainable development encompassing four areas wherein tourism becomes one of the 
sustainable ways to solve poverty in the world (Parson et al., 1992).  
 
WCED (1987) outlines four basic principles of sustainable development, these include:  
1. Holistic planning 
2. Preserving important ecological processes 
3. The urgency to protect heritage and biodiversity, and 
4. Development should comprehend productivity as sustainability for the future 
generations. 
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The sustainability of the earth‟s resources has become a major issue (United Nations 
Environment Programme [UNEP], 2014). These concerns include threats to 
biodiversity, that is, the extinction of vegetation and animal species, which affects the 
ecosystem (Bio Diversity, 2010). It also includes climate change (UN and Climate 
Change, 2014), as well as the accumulation of the un-degradable waste in the oceans, 
for example, the Great Pacific Garbage Patch (Mother Nature Network, 2013). Apart 
from many devastating calamities and natural disasters that have occurred which were 
triggered by the earth‟s current condition, Turton (2013) foresees an unfortunate 
circumstance of water scarcity in Australia in the next 20 to 50 years, and the increase 
of the continental temperature. However, he is optimistic that nature tends to take care 
of itself; nevertheless, humans need to take affirmative action and strive to help preserve 
the earth, so that living species can continually inhabit the earth.  
 
Lu and Nepal (2009) describe sustainability as an outcome of a „balance‟ or „wise‟ use 
of resources. They further argue that the concept is defined, interpreted and 
implemented differently by stakeholders. In advocating sustainability the WCED 
defines sustainable development as development which „meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of the future generations to meet their own needs‟ 
(United Nations General Assembly, 1987, p. 1). However, a number of weaknesses 
have been identified in relation to this principle. For instance, it is seen as a single 
approach rather than a multiple approach (Wall, 1997), it lacks the specification of 
human needs and potential conflicts (Butler, 1999), and the tourism agenda is 
sometimes contradictory to sustainable development (Hunter, 1995).  
 
Despite the mounting practices of unsustainability and the obstacles encountered during 
its implementation, to some extent the world has practiced sustainability. These actions 
are, for example, the ocean clean-up undertaken by Slat (The Ocean Cleanup, 2014), the 
commitment of the urban coalition of the Compact Mayors to reduce the energy related 
emissions wherein cities account for 70 per cent of the world‟s emissions (World 
Resources Institute, 2014). The apparent rebuilding of the ice in the Arctic by 29 per 
cent, which goes against the prediction of the global warming phenomena (Mail Online, 
2013), may be a sign that humans are becoming more sustainability oriented. Weaver 
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(2012a), supported by Buckley (2012), argues that more individuals, corporates and 
organisations participate in activities that practice sustainability. These include the 
certification of environmentally–friendly products, awards and an initiative of certified 
sustainable tourists. They suggest that further actions are required to achieve a 
significant impact.  
 
Concern about the sustainability of the planet leads people to become more sustainable 
in the way they live their lives. Weaver (2012a) raises the discourse on 
environmentally-friendly corporate behaviour and products, whereas Hall (2012) 
discusses „voluntary simplicity‟ and promotes quality travel rather than quantity. As 
stated by Choi and Sirakaya (2005), the notion of „sustainability‟ has become popular 
and is now commonly used in many fields, including tourism. Sustainable development 
is adopted to sustain the planet, however, implementing the notion is a great challenge 
(Lu & Nepal, 2009). Nevertheless, all people should endeavour to participate and 
contribute to the effort within their related field, capacity and capability, so that the 
planet will become a better place in which to live. Within this corridor, this research 
was conducted with the purpose to obtain a better understanding of CBT products to 
contribute to the establishment of sustainable CBT.  
 
2.1.1 The evolution of tourism 
Tourism has evolved over many years. The devastating consequences of unplanned 
mass tourism in the 1980s led to the notion of finding an alternative form of 
development from which sustainable tourism development emerged (Choi & Sirakaya, 
2005; Krippendorf & Vielmals, 1993). Subsequently, some forms of sustainable tourism 
development are formulated and implemented by the tourism industry. The United 
Nations World Tourism Organisation (UNWTO) defines sustainable tourism as 
„Tourism that takes full account of its current and future economic, social and 
environmental impacts, addressing the needs of visitors, the industry, the environment 
and host communities‟ (UNWTO, 2013, p. 1). Whilst sustainable tourism was not 
specifically mentioned in the original WCED report, it was a part of the Rio Summit 
outcomes.  
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Travel and tourism consumption, which is triggered by various motivations and 
expectations, can lead to adverse impacts (Hall, 2012). Singh, T.V. (2012) suggests 
efficient consumption in tourism for sustainability. Nevertheless, research on the 
impacts of people travelling conclude that travelling is inevitable as people have the 
right to travel and are attracted to seeing the way others live (Edgell, 1990), and love 
viewing nature (Butcher, 1997). The Global Code of Ethics for Tourism (GCET) Article 
7 states that people have a „Right to tourism‟ (UNWTO, 2013, p. 1). Nevertheless, it is 
predicted that by the year 2020 the number of international arrivals in all continents will 
reach 1.6 billion (UNWTO, 2011a), and 1.8 billion by 2030 (UNWTO, 2014) (Figure 
2.1); thus, it is one of the largest and fastest growing industries (Holloway & 
Humphreys, 2012; Hall, 2008).  
 
 
Figure 2.1: The forecast of the international arrivals by 2030 (UNWTO, 2014, p. 14)   
 
Sustainable tourism has evolved over the past two decades since the Rio Earth Summit; 
its evolution is presented in Figure 2.2. Lu and Nepal (2009) assert that when it was first 
introduced, sustainable tourism (ST) was regarded as being opposite to mass tourism. 
The concept was advanced further in the 1990s with both types of development 
considered as part of a continuum from destructive mass tourism to sustainable tourism 
(Weaver, 2012a). Moreover, the World Tourism Organisation (UNWTO, 2013) 
promotes the application of sustainable tourism development guidelines and 
management practices in three areas, environment, socio-cultural and economic, to all 
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forms of tourism regardless of the scale and type of the tourism development, either 
mass or niche tourism.  
 
 
Figure 2.2: The evolution of sustainable tourism 
 
The increasing number of international arrivals predicted is economically encouraging, 
but the potential adverse impacts are alarming. Edgell (1990) and Krippendorf (2002) 
point out that with the unstoppable tendency of people‟s urge to travel, the 
environmental damage can only be prevented or minimised when the majority of people 
who travel become more aware and sensitive to the natural and cultural environments. 
By extension, Weaver (2012a) recommends using „charismatic public relation‟ to create 
a greater awareness of sustainability, and suggests a more radical approach of a certified 
sustainable tourist scheme.  
 
Sustainable tourism attempts to manage resources in order for economic, social and 
aesthetic needs to be satisfied, while at the same time maintaining the cultural integrity, 
the biological diversity and vital ecological processes (Lu & Nepal, 2009). As quoted 
earlier at an earlier stage, WTO (1998) put forward a definition that took a more 
balanced view between the local people and tourists and the wise use of natural 
resources. As well as satisfying the needs of producers, the definition emphasised the 
meeting of the customer‟s needs, which is a basic business orientation, in addition to the 
conservation orientation. 
 
Since it was first coined, the term Sustainable Tourism has become widely used and 
practiced in various forms, depending on the different emphases (Lu & Nepal, 2009). 
These authors view sustainable tourism as a solution to destructive mass tourism. 
Sustainable Mass 
and Alternative 
Tourism  
in 1990s - present 
 
Sustainable  
Alternative Tourism 
late 1980s - early 
1990s 
 
Unsustainable  
Mass Tourism 
in 1960s 
 
Early Stage of 
Tourism 
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Weaver (2011) posits a positive view that after World War II, most mass tourism 
destinations have converged into sustainable mass tourism destinations through an 
evolutionary process. Weaver (In Press) discusses the harmonious synthesis process of 
the thesis and antithesis, between mass tourism and alternative tourism. Moreover, the 
WTO encourages the application of sustainable tourism principles to all types of 
tourism development, including mass tourism (UNWTO, 2013).  
 
Applying sustainable tourism principles is a great challenge because individuals, 
organisations and tourism authorities interpret and apply the concept differently (Lu & 
Nepal, 2009). According to Utting (2000), chief executive officers (CEOs) usually 
practice the principle not for the sake of sustainability, but to gain an increased positive 
image for their organisations. Buckley (2012) identifies that businesses incorporate 
sustainability in their operations, for example, by using less water or electricity for cost 
efficiency. However, they rarely launch programs that especially relate to sustainability. 
He further argues that mass tourism needs to take sustainability more seriously. The 
World Tourism Organisation, which aims to provide „a global reference on tourism 
future development‟ (UNWTO, 2011b, p. 3), fosters the concept that all forms of 
tourism should be sustainable (UNWTO, 2013). The report concludes that tourism 
stakeholders should work together to transform the activity into a means of  economic 
development, especially in destinations where communities will benefit; environmental 
development to promote awareness and action for the preservation of the cultural and 
natural environment; and social development as an instrument for achieving people‟s 
physical, mental, emotional and spiritual wellbeing. 
 
The ideal that mass tourism, which generates a large amount of revenue, becomes a 
sustainable practice is an enormous advancement in tourism industry. Every possible 
effort should be undertaken to actualise this ideal. Nevertheless, CBT with its inherent 
sustainable features that have originated from the sustainable alternative tourism, does 
not automatically become a sustainable tourism practice. Sound planning, management 
and operations, adherence to the sustainable principles and continuous monitoring are 
required to achieve the targeted objectives. In its study approach, this research into CBT 
products incorporated the sustainable features of CBT, assessed the application of THK 
(the sustainable value of the host community), and examined the alignment of the CBT 
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host–tourist perceptions, these were conducted in pursuit to the identification of 
sustainable CBT products.  
 
2.1.2 Tri hita karana (THK)  
Tri hita karana is a sustainability value of the Balinese community. The term was first 
introduced in 1966 during the „Konferensi Daerah l Badan Perjuangan Umat Hindu 
Bali‟ (the Regional 1 Conference of the Bali Hindu Uprising Board) at Perguruan 
Dwijendra Denpasar, Bali. THK is crystallised from the local heritage values practised 
by Balinese communities. Currently it is empowered and used as the value underpinning 
Bali‟s provincial development, including tourism development, in Bali. It is essential 
for CBT development in Bali to observe this principle. The discussion about this 
concept is conducted to contextualise CBT with the local sustainability value. The 
discussion includes the clarification of the term, published research on the topic, a 
discussion of the importance of THK, and the relevance of THK to this study. 
 
2.1.2.1 Clarification of the term 
Tri hita karana is Sanskrit for tri meaning three, hita meaning goodness, and karana 
meaning reason. Thus THK means three reasons for goodness and contentment. An 
individual or a human (H) plays a role as a „doer‟ in THK relationships. THK includes 
three components and encompasses three relationships. The components consist of the 
Universe-spirit (Us), humans/society (Hs) and the natural environment (N). The three 
relationships comprise a relationship between a human and the Universe-spirit (H–Us), 
a relationship between a human and other humans/society (H–Hs), and a relationship 
between a human and the nature (H–N). The three reasons refer to three streams of 
balanced relationships (Figure 1.2). 
 
The first stream is the H–Us relationship, which emphasises the highest form of 
awareness and is more powerful than any physical matter (Agung, 2010). The second 
the natural evolution of Balinese culture. Finally, the H–N relationship features the 
sustainability of the natural environment. THK therefore, the life value of Balinese 
community, includes the issue of sustainability of the natural environment.  
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The components of THK are sourced from the sacred books of Veda (Agung, 2010; 
Leurs, 2010; Astiti, 2010; Windia & Dewi, 2007). Chapter 3, verse 10 of the Bhagawad 
Gita conveys the components of prajapati (God or Universe-spirit), praja (human kind) 
and kamandalu/kamadhuk (nature). It states that God (praja-patih) creates all beings 
(prajah) after the performance of a sacrifice or selfless actions; thus, by extension all 
shall evolve and prosper through the same endeavours to accomplish all that is desired 
(kama-dhuk) (Bhagavad–Gita Trust, 1998). Figure 2.3 presents the expression in its 
original manuscript followed by the English translation.  
 
 
Figure 2.3: The origin of THK components (Bhagavad-Gita Trust, 1998, Chapter 3, 
verse 10) 
 
Leurs (2010), referring to the work of Panji Tisna, explains that in practising the 
religion, the Balinese adhere to some basic principles. These include tri kaya parisuda, 
which refers to the three ways to liberation (right thinking, right speech and right 
action), and desa kala patra is the notion of flexibility in dealing with space, time and 
situation. While Pitana (2010) argued that THK governs the life values of Balinese 
communities, Windia and Dewi (2007) stated that THK is crystallised from the existing 
life values in Bali. Windia and Dewi (2007) discuss general guidelines regarding the 
three THK relationships. Firstly, the H–Us relationship is based on a belief in the 
greatness of God, in which, according to Jensen and Suryani (1992), the major aspect of 
practising the Balinese religion is to accomplish a balance between tattwa (learning the 
philosophy/teaching), susila (doing things right) and upacara or yadnya (selfless 
service). Secondly, the H–Hs relationship is based on the principle tat wam asi (you are 
me and I am you), quoted from Yayur Weda: 36, 18, in which God decrees that humans 
should regard one another as friends. Lastly, the H–N relationship advocates the ideal 
that humans do not conquer nature but should live in harmony with it. By extension, 
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THK suggests that achieving life satisfaction by being greedy or by overindulgence 
leads to the destruction of the natural environment. 
 
2.1.2.2 Published research on THK 
The concept of THK has been popularised by an academic (I Gusti Ketut Kaler) and the 
two previous Governors of Bali (Wayan Mertha Suteja and Ida Bagus Mantra) (Windia 
& Dewi, 2007). These authors state that the regional development regulation of Bali 
province 2006–2026 adopts THK as its founding principle. Windia et al. (2001) note 
that the House of Representatives of the Bali province encourages the implementation 
of THK and stipulates the goodwill of the provincial government to align with it. It is 
important to note that the Bali Province Spatial Plan adheres to the concept of THK 
(Pemerintah Daerah Bali, 2009). However, there is a problem when it comes to 
implementing THK into daily life activities because limited guidelines existing on how 
to do this (Windia et al., 2001). These authors state that scholars are encouraged to 
conduct research in many fields and develop a manual for implementing the value. 
Some manuals are already developed, even though further development is still required, 
and many more fields have not yet been researched. For example, some 
implementations of THK include the Kalpa Taru Award, which is a reward for 4–5 star 
hotels (Budiarta, 2010) as well as business management assessment based on THK 
(Windia & Dewi, 2007). Windia et al. (2001) also conducted a study on THK in desa 
adat and subak (the traditional irrigation organisation). Furthermore, a study on THK 
applied to community housing was conducted by Wesnawa (2010). 
 
There is much discussion among scholars who claim to have various insights about 
THK, some of which are complementary. As discussed earlier, THK is central to the 
Balinese philosophy of life and forms its cultural base (Agung, 2010).  It guides people 
to establish a balanced, harmonious relationship in life. The principles of THK are 
embraced by many dimensions of Balinese life. The following is a discussion of the 
published studies and government courses relating to the value of THK.  
 
The Decree of Bali Provincial Government No. 16, 2009, regarding the spatial planning 
for the region of Bali, states that THK is a life philosophy of the Balinese community 
(Pemerintah Daerah Bali, 2009). It promotes the concept of „balance‟ as well as the 
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„harmonious‟ relationships of the three components. The Bali Province Spatial Plan 
reflects the concept of THK. The decree states that Bali builds the economy of desa 
adat based on agriculture, craft, small businesses and community-based tourism. 
Geographically, it recognises 16 tourist areas. These are Nusa Dua, Kuta, Tuban, Sanur, 
Ubud, Lebih, Soka, Kalibukbuk, Batuampar, Candikusuma, Perancak, Nusa Penida, 
Candidasa, Ujung, Tulamben and Air Sanih. 
 
Pitana (2010) studied THK in relation to managing tourism development. He notes that 
Bali developed „cultural tourism‟, and stated that in this cultural commoditisation 
Balinese culture is conserved and revitalised. This is owed to the local wisdom of THK 
endorsed by the Balinese people and which conveys that life must be in accordance with 
the changing environment, and that happiness can only be achieved if life is in balance. 
 
An assessment of the implementation of THK as the manifestation of sustainable 
tourism development in hotels was undertaken by Budiarta (2010). The study conducted 
at Melia Bali Sol Hotel used the „THK Tourism Award‟ checklist as a measuring 
instrument. Kertih and Sukadi (2007) assessed ajeg Bali (Bali conserved), a concept 
based on the ideology of THK and its implementation in the school environment, and 
developed an implementation guideline. Duija (2008) conducted a study on Balinese 
traditional dancing as an artistic expression of the traditional community in Penglipuran 
village being used as a medium of worship. It is an application of the THK concept in 
instituting the harmonious relationship of humans with God.  
 
The following two studies focus on THK within the context of the natural environment. 
Wesnawa (2010) researched the application of the concept of THK in rural 
environmental settlements. He discovered that implementing THK principles in rural 
settlements ensures the sustainability of the environment. Samadhi (n.d., p. 2) assessed 
THK within the context of environmental management and translated the values as 
„three causes of goodness‟. He examined the value within the context of desa adat, and 
viewed its implementation on the basis of community – people with God, people with 
environment and, people among themselves. He further describes desa adat as a 
traditional community organisation that differs from desa dinas (the local government 
administration) and concludes that desa adat consists of four entities:  
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1. Tri kahyangan – the village triad temples of Brahma, Wisnu and Siwa 
2. Desa ada – the geographical domain 
3. Krama – the community members  
4. Awig-awig – the local customary codes.  
 
The THK application in the geographical domain of desa adat, the traditional village, 
permeates the three settlement divisions - parhyangan (holy zone), pawongan (dwellers 
zone), and palemahan (garden or farmland). Thus, Samadhi (n.d.) concludes that 
environmental planning and design promoted in Balinese culture is a harmonious co-
existence between people and their surroundings (the natural environment). The 
implementation is reinforced by local values, people‟s participation, and empowering 
the desa adat.  
 
Academics studied the application of THK in various fields and discussed it in a 
positive manner; nevertheless, applying sustainability principles is always a challenge. 
The following is a discussion of THK applied to the everyday life of Balinese people. 
 
2.1.2.3 The importance of THK in the Balinese culture 
Windia et al. (2001) state that THK has become the underpinning operational principle 
for the traditional organisations in Bali – subak (farmers‟ organisation) and desa adat 
(traditional village). Apart from the THK–based programs being implemented in the 
desa adat, THK is also referred to as a village physical space that has three sub-
divisions – parhyangan (the temple or the holy place), pawongan (the house or the 
villagers‟ housing) and palemahan (the yard or the rural environment).  
 
Desa adat and subak are two essential organisations in Bali. Subak is the dry-land or 
paddy field farmers‟ organisation. Windia et al. (2001) describe desa adat as a unit of 
area, which has similar traditions over many generations united by the village triad 
temples, which are the quarters of the Tri Murti – Brahma, Wisnu, and Siwa. Both 
organisations, but especially the desa adat, are traditional community institutions, 
which unify Balinese people and govern all aspects of life systems. Widia and 
Widnyani (2010) explain that desa adat and subak come under the desa dinas, which is 
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the smallest administrative area within the governmental structure of the Republic of 
Indonesia.  
 
Windia and Dewi (2007) view the THK components as resources, natural, human and 
God as a spiritual resource. In relation to business practice, they assert that a business 
system is analogous to a technology system within a cultural system. Thus as part of a 
cultural system, the business system has three sub-systems: thoughts, society, and 
artefact (physical objects), which are similar to the three components of THK.   
 
Each stream of the three THK relationships, for example, Human–Universe-spirit) 
covers the three cultural subsystems: ideological, social, and objects (Windia & Dewi, 
2007). Kendra (2013, p. 1) identifies them thus: 
1. Ideological subsystem – ideas, beliefs, and knowledge of a culture and the ways 
in which they are expressed in speech and communication. The evidence is 
called „mentifacts‟. 
2. Sociological subsystem – the expected and accepted patterns of interpersonal 
relations showed in economic, political, military, religious, kinship, and other 
associations. The evidence is called „sociofacts‟. 
3. Technological subsystem – material objects and techniques; tools and 
instruments allowing people to feed, clothe, house, transport, defend, and amuse. 
The evidence is referred to as „artefacts‟. 
 
Their expressions in the H–Us relationship could be, for example:  
1. Mentifacts – understanding the inherent nature of the Great-spirit  
2. Sociofacts – celebrations in the village‟s triad temples  
3. Artefacts – the shrines. 
 
The majority of villages in Bali incorporate THK in their operation as a legacy, this 
includes the four sample villages engaged in this research. 
 
In the contemporary lives of Balinese, the philosophy is practiced in various ways and is 
incorporated in traditional and professional institutions as well as in the everyday life of 
the Balinese. For example, practising selfless service through metulung (volunteer 
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works), which is the basis of traditional institutions‟ operations, the various rituals 
dedicated to God, humans, animal and nature (Sumadi, 2011), and the application of the 
principle in star–rated hotels (Budiartha, 2010). Every year, Balinese celebrate Nyepi 
(the silent day), which is a day without activities and CO2 emission from vehicles. Mass 
media plays a very important role as a monitoring agent of THK implementation 
(Warren, 2012). Nevertheless, Bali still encounters challenges in implementing the 
value, for example, flooded gutters, river, and roads caused by household garbage 
blockage (Putra, 2015), the issue of plastic rubbish (Tribunnews.com., 2014), the 
conversion of land use for tourism purposes leading to critical environment and social 
problems, particularly with the issuance of project permits which forgo environmental 
feasibilities (Warren, 2012). Disputes also occur among people in some villages (Prami, 
n.d.). A great deal still needs to be undertaken to implement the value and achieve the 
THK ideal objectives with community-wide contribution an imperative. This study 
aimed at making some contribution to the implementation of the sustainability value. 
 
2.1.2.4 The relevance of the THK life value to this study  
This section discusses three essential issues of THK within the context of Balinese 
people – the interpretation of balance, the balance within a relationship, and the balance 
between the three THK relationships. A discussion of „life value‟ as a term is also 
presented.  
 
According to Singh et al. (2003), life values are translated and expressed into actions, 
and value–based expressions are the life–blood of community living. Peterson (cited in 
Telfer & Sharpley, 2008) asserts that culture consists of four symbols - values 
(statements/goals), norms (specification of values), beliefs (the justification of values 
and norms) and expressive symbols (all aspects of material culture). Since THK is a 
Balinese traditional value it can be viewed as a goal to strive for, an end result that is the 
balance between the three relationships that lead to human contentment.  
 
The balance of the three THK streams of relationship needs to be maintained for 
humans to achieve contentment. Apart from the term „balance‟ the word „harmonious‟ 
is also introduced (Pemerintah Daerah Bali, 2009). Balance is defined as „… a situation 
in which different things exist in equal, correct or good amounts.‟ (Oxford University 
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Press, 2013), while another source defines it as: „… a state in which different things 
occur in equal or proper amounts or have an equal or proper amount of importance‟ 
(Merriam Webster Incorporated, 2013). The first definition emphasises an equal 
„amount‟, while the second definition extends the meaning to an equal „importance‟. 
„Harmonious‟ is defined as „… having parts that are related or combined in a pleasing 
way.‟ (Merriam Webster Incorporated, 2013). It could therefore be argued that the 
interpretation of the concept of balance in THK refers firstly to an „equal proportion‟ 
and secondly a „harmonious proportion‟ of H–Us, H–Hs, and H–N in any aspect of life.  
 
In the first context „balance‟ requires the same proportion of H–Us, H–Hs, and H–N in 
any human endeavour and is challenging to achieve.  In the second context, „balance‟ is 
naturally more attainable because an event, activity or object requires a holistic 
approach and a complete checklist of all related items or issues. These are not 
necessarily in equal proportions to each of the THK relationship streams. However, the 
measurements used for the THK Awards for 4–5 star hotels in Bali are rendered 
proportionately the same (Budiarta, 2010). The measurement focuses on the three 
components of THK – parhyangan, pawongan and palemahan – and each of these are 
measured by ten factors, as shown in Table 2.1. This suggests that an individual or 
organisation should maintain the balance, not necessarily through an equal proportion, 
but rather in a harmonious proportion for each component and relationship. The 
proportion of THK components in the research measurement used in this study is 
discussed in Chapter 5. 
 
A question arises as to whether the balance should be maintained within a relationship 
stream (the harmony of the two components, for example the H and the N components 
in an H–N relationship), or between the three relationships. This question leads to the 
suggestion that an individual should maintain a balance and harmony „within‟ as well as 
„between‟ the THK three relationships. 
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Table 2.1: THK – Tourism Award measurement items (Budiarta, 2010) 
Parhyangan (holy zone) includes: 
1. The existence of a shrine on the premises 
2. Correct use of the religious symbols – patung (statue), umbul-umbul (flag), and 
pelinggih (shrine) 
3. The use of facilities and amenities for Hindu rituals 
4. Related to the temples situated outside the premises 
5. The care and maintenance of the shrine 
6. Enhancing the Balinese culture on the premises 
7. The use of Balinese traditional architecture 
8. The arrangement of the position of the shrine  
9. Religious activities 
10. Contribution to religious activities of the communities close by  
Pawongan (dwellers’ zone) includes: 
1. Fostering harmony between staff and managers 
2. The existence of a social organisation 
3. The inclusion of local people as employees 
4. The empowerment of traditional organisations  
5. The harmonious relationship with organisations and surrounding communities  
6. Enhancement of the entrepreneurship capability of local people  
7. The improvement of human resources of the organisation 
8. The improvement of human resources of the surrounding communities  
9. Humanitarian community care  
10. The contribution and participation in the conservation and development of 
Balinese culture 
Palemahan (environment and garden zone) includes: 
1. Organisation commitment to the quality of the environment 
2. The use of traditional architecture  
3. Conservation of ecosystems 
4. Sewerage management 
5. The organisation participation in environmental enhancement at the local, 
national and international levels 
6. Clear organisation of environment management 
7. Energy saving and other natural resources 
8. Names used for rooms and buildings in accordance with Balinese customs 
9. The environment management is in accordance with the related law 
10. Conducting routine monitoring and evaluation of the environment. 
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It could be further elaborated that, in attaining a balance within a relationship, an 
individual is confronted with a question – how do I maintain a balanced and harmonious 
relationship with the Life–force, with other people and with the natural environment, in 
every aspect of life? An integrated approach should be applied that accommodates the 
establishment of a harmonious relationship between the THK components and among 
the relationship streams. This concludes that the choices and decisions made by an 
individual or organisation should encompass the interests of the other humans, the 
natural environment, and be based on the belief in the Universe-spirit. This is expressed 
in a different manner by Windia and Dewi (2007) who suggest that people should live 
their lives based on the principle of tat wam asi, which means having not only your own 
view but also taking into account the views of others.  
 
Thus, it can be summarised that THK encapsulates the establishment of balance 
between the three relationships and it takes an integrated perspective of the three 
components. The three components and the three streams of relationship that are 
harmoniously combined in every individual‟s venture leads to contentment. THK places 
an individual as its central point. It is about how she or he relates herself or himself to 
the THK three components. Creating a balanced relationship requires sufficient thought, 
attention, care and actions to be taken to maintain the wellbeing of the three 
components.  
 
Human contentment, which is advocated by THK, is a challenge to be attained; 
notwithstanding, it is a lifetime goal of every human being. This also becomes a 
challenge for the communities in Bali. A question may arise, to what extent is THK 
currently applied in the everyday life of Balinese people? Bali is exposed to critical 
environmental issues caused by, for example, the inappropriate issuance of project 
permits (Warren, 2012). Is THK misused, as in the case of ajeg Bali (Bali sustained), 
which connotes multiple meanings (Allen & Palermo, 2003)? Despite THK 
underpinning and being practiced in the operation of traditional organisations in 
villages, Bali could still develop and better apply the value in the contemporary lives of 
the people. Effort should be made in echoing THK in society, for example, by 
conducting studies and developing a THK application checklist of performance 
indicators.  
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THK, the balance of the three relationships as a goal to be achieved, requires an 
implementation guideline and a standard operating procedure in every field and every 
activity in which the value is intended to be applied (Windia et al., 2001). It could be 
suggested that the guidelines to achieve the balanced relationship should contain the 
„what‟ or the action needed to be undertaken and its performance indicator as well as 
the „how‟ they should be carried out. This study aimed to establish a reference for 
community-based tourism (CBT) product development in which the implementation of 
the local sustainability value was assessed in the research instrument. The aspect of 
sustainability related to CBT products was addressed in the last category of the research 
instrument, as well as incorporated in the items measuring the elements of CBT 
products. 
 
THK is relevant to Balinese wherein the principle is recognised and endorsed; it 
governs the communities in Bali. The THK value is drawn and crystallised from the 
existing local values, and it is revitalised and used as an underpinning value of the 
provincial development in Bali. Being an invented value, which sprang forward in the 
1960s, the valued needs to be further studied and by extension implemented. The 
Balinese people bear the responsibility to live the value.  
 
2.1.3 The sustainability principles of THK and ST  
Sustainability in relation to THK and ST is explored and compared to provide context 
of both principles to the study, and to examine how these local and global sustainability 
concepts complement or differ from each other (Table 2.2). ST is a global approach to 
tourism (UNWTO, 2013; WTO, 1998). It is rooted in the global sustainable 
development approach introduced by the World Commission Environment 
Development (WCED, 1987). Nevertheless, both concepts advocate sustainability, and 
it is argued that there is a growing convergence between Asia‟s traditional resource 
management philosophy and contemporary planning approaches (Hamzah et. al., 2013). 
 
According to Goodall and Stabler (1997) the implementation of sustainable tourism 
development incorporates these principles:   
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1. To satisfy the short-term and long-term needs and aspirations of the local 
community in terms of better living standards and quality of life  
2. To fulfil tourists‟ needs to ensure business sustainability  
3. To conserve the culture, natural and built environment, to achieve the first two 
goals 
4. To maintain the industry‟s competitiveness and viability. 
 
Sustainable tourism involves and assesses three elements – the economy, society, and 
natural environment (UNWTO, 2013), while the practice of sustainability in businesses, 
including tourism business is addressed as a corporate social and environmental 
responsibility (Utting, 2000). John Elkington in 1994 coined the triple bottom line 
(TBL) principle – the three measures of business performance in general (The 
Economist, 2009). These include people, planet and profit, which are similar to the 
aspects of sustainable tourism. It is noted that the business‟ responsibilities for the 
social and natural environment are included within the profitability objective, and the 
activities of sustainability practice contained in the corporate social responsibility 
scheme. It is further noted that TBL advocates a performance assessment that is 
measurable. 
 
CBT as a form of sustainable tourism development has been developed and refined in 
the context of Western countries (Rocharungsat, 2008). This approach placed more 
emphasis on economic aspects rather than the complexity of the local situation (Li, 
2004). Despite Tosun‟s (2000) argument that detailed consideration has not been given 
to developing CBT in Asian Countries, the Thailand Community Based Tourism 
Institute (CBT-I) has been actively developing a common standard of homestay and 
CBT in the region in response to the mushrooming of CBT in ASEAN countries 
(Hummel et al., 2013). According to Lu and Nepal (2009) and Tao and Wall (2009), the 
use of local values as basic principles for CBT development should be encouraged, as 
this generates a more collaborative attitude from local people. Bali province uses THK 
as an underpinning principle to sustainable development (Pemerintah Daerah Bali, 
1996). THK as a basis for general developments, including tourism development in 
Bali, is stated in the decree of the local government on spatial planning no. 4/1996 
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(Pemerintah Daerah Bali, 1996), which was confirmed by the tourism regulation of the 
Republic of Indonesia 2009 (Perpustakaan Nasional R I, n.d.). 
 
THK, the life value of the Balinese community, resonates a universal rhythm of 
sustainability (Agung, 2010). It guides the Balinese community to establish balance 
harmonious relationships in life. Initially THK is attached especially to the operation of 
desa adat. The author further argues that the traditional village was established in the 
past before the institutionalised government body was introduced in the villages. Desa 
adat governs the village members wherein the religious activities are organised and 
performed within the social group, characterising communality as saling metulung – an 
institutionalised form of behaviour of mutual help in maintaining all phases of one‟s life 
from birth to death. Furthermore, Agung (2010, p. 45) states that „… the Balinese 
community is based on the tri hita karana, the central philosophy of life…‟. He 
describes the community living in Bali, which is rooted in the Hindu religion, and 
asserts, „The pervasive influence of religion goes even beyond art and profession to 
shape the perceptions, practices, and institutions of the people to such an extent that 
hardly a day passes without a reference to religion‟ (Agung, 2010, p. 45). For example, 
artists‟ works are dedicated to worshipping the Supreme Being. He concludes that the 
offering of the artists‟ inherent talent to the Supreme Being and deities is an expression 
of gratitude for their existence. 
 
Rooted in the Hindu religion, the respect of, and care for, the natural environment was 
adopted by the Balinese people and institutionalised in this basic life value – the THK. 
Living in harmony with nature is a key community goal. Agung (2010, p. 45) notes: 
„Hindu Dharma is the foundation of a non-Western, alternative philosophy of nature and 
environment, less exploitative and productive–oriented, but rather guided by a 
conservation ethic in subsistence and resource management with respect for Balinese 
diversity and the “Sacred Balance”.‟  
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Table 2.2: The sustainability principles of THK and ST, a comparison 
Values 
Aspects 
THK ST 
S
im
il
a
ri
ti
es
 
 
Both are sustainable values, an underpinning principle of sustainable 
tourism development, and sustainable living on earth 
Both principles recognise the environmental and socio-cultural aspects 
  
D
if
fe
re
n
ce
s 
A local concept  A global concept  
It does not include the economic 
aspect 
It does not include the Universe-
spirit aspect 
It is familiar to the local 
community, which generates more 
local collaboration  
It is unfamiliar to the 
community‟s members of the 
development site  
It is not devised with a modern 
management approach to guide 
the implementation of the 
development 
It incorporates a modern 
management approach, which 
gives a clear implementation 
guideline 
Performance assessment features 
include balance, harmonious and 
human contentment 
Performance assessment features 
include discrete and measureable 
performance indicators 
 
When comparing the aspects of ST or TBL and THK, it should be noted that both 
foundation principles accommodate the aspects of people or humans and the natural 
environment or planet. The spiritual aspect, in which achievement and performance are 
difficult to measure, is not included in the ST or TBL. On the other hand, the 
sustainability principle of THK in the Balinese cultural context does not specifically 
address the element of economy or profit. However, THK includes the aspect of the 
Universe-spirit as one of its components. Nevertheless, in a wider perspective the 
Universe-spirit and the economic aspects are inclusive of people‟s or humans‟ matters. 
By extension, observing the sustainability principle in CBT operations implies 
practising the sustainability value of THK. Both principles have strengths and 
weaknesses in this context, as presented in Table 2.2. People involved in the 
development project should incorporate the strength factors of both principles for a 
successful CBT development. 
 
2.2 The genesis of community-based tourism 
Eadington and Smith (1992) argue that alternative tourism attempts to develop a more 
meaningful relationship between „host and guest‟, while Loker-Murphy and Pearce 
(1995) note that it is more sensitive to local people and the environment. House (1997) 
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defines alternative tourism as an approach that complies with the environmental ethics 
code, fosters positive host and guest encounters, and is based on community values. 
Furthermore it involves the intellectual pursuit by tourists and their interest in self-
development, and the realisation of consumers‟ goals for marketers. Weaver and 
Lawton (2010) contrast alternative tourism as being small-scale, authentic and locally 
controlled, with mass tourism as being destructive, artificial, highly controlled, with 
income leakage from the local economy. This delivers an interim conclusion that 
alternative tourism is a more desirable model of tourism development. 
 
Alternative tourism develops because new market niches emerged in tourism with a 
higher awareness of the conservation of the natural and social environment (Marson, 
2011). It is viewed as an alternative to the destructive mass tourism (Claver-Corte´s et 
al., 2007; Choi & Sirakaya, 2005; Krippendorf & Vielmals, 1993). Weaver (2006) 
classifies alternative tourism into two types – „deliberate‟ – the existence of regulatory 
framework that keeps it alternative, and „circumstantial‟ – the early stage of tourism 
development. He further outlines the characteristics of alternative tourism as follows: 
1. The market features include: Allocentric, low volume, FIT (free independent 
traveller) arrangement, extended length of stay, no distinct seasonality and no 
dominant market. 
2. The attraction features include: pre-existing, moderately commercialised, tourist 
and local orientation, authentic culture and history; and the natural attractions 
are in context to the uniqueness of the place and allow interaction with locals.  
3. The features of the business and accommodation include: small-scale, local 
community ownership and small business. 
4. The spatial features include: dispersed pattern and low density. 
5. The architecture features include: unobtrusive and vernacular style.  
6. The economic features include: low tourist receipts, linkage with local sectors, 
low leakage, high multiplier effect, and the role of tourism is a supplementary 
economic activity. 
7. The regulation features include: high local community control, public 
intervention, priority of public wellbeing, and a long-term time frame. 
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When contextualising the various market segments, alternative tourism is often referred 
to as niche tourism (Marson, 2011). Niche tourism is driven by the specific needs of 
groups of tourists who share the same interests. They are independent and aware of the 
environment. Marson (2011, p. 10) notes some examples of niche tourism as including 
„Adventure tourism, Agri-tourism, Cruise tourism, Culture/heritage tourism, Dark 
tourism, Ecotourism, Educational tourism, Indigenous tourism, Lesbian-gay-bisexual-
and-transgendered (LGBT) tourism, Medical tourism, Music tourism, Religious 
tourism, Sports tourism and Volunteer tourism‟. 
 
One of the triggers for the emergence of alternative tourism is mass tourism. Marson 
(2011) posits that the main feature of mass tourism is a large number of tourists, which 
needs large scale facilities. It is recognised that the earliest generation of mass tourism 
took place in the 1960s (Claver-Corte´s et al., 2007), which morphed to an 
unsustainable form of tourism. Scheyvens (2002) confirms the adverse impacts of mass 
tourism, which include the damaged natural environment, the loss of culture in 
destinations, and capitalistic control, while Munt (1994) states that mass tourism is 
shallow and a degrading experience for people in third world nations. 
 
Claver-Corte´s et al. (2007) argue that there have been three generations of mass 
tourism destinations. The first generation, located along the northern European coastline 
including the UK, declined in the 1960s. The features included non-packaged products, 
an absence of tour operators, and a focus on aristocrat travellers. The second generation 
is the „Ford-ean‟, located in the Mediterranean, including Spain. This generation of 
destination offers sun, sea and sand, and low-price standardised products packaged by 
tour operators. The authors conclude it is unsustainable and in decline. The third 
generation is the „neo-Fordist‟, examples of which include Cancun in Mexico and Eilat 
in Israel. Such destinations offer products for specific markets, intense use of 
information technology, and cater for new tourists who have modified their values and 
lifestyle toward flexibility and more independence. The third generation destinations are 
devised with infrastructure planning, quality and luxurious accommodation, exotic 
features such as golf and water sports, and conference facilities. 
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Both alternative tourism and mass tourism have strengths and weaknesses. Alternative 
tourism is generally considered as „sound‟ tourism, however, Mowforth and Munt 
(1998) note that alternative tourism is not automatically attached to positive features. 
Thomlinson and Getz (1996, p. 197) describe alternative tourism as „small is 
beautiful…. small is also vulnerable‟. Hence, the vision that mass tourism is destructive 
is not always the case in reality (Weaver & Lawton, 2010). Butler (2012) argues that 
mass tourism gains cost advantage raised from economies of scale. Weaver (In Press) 
notes that alternative tourism is on too small a scale to achieve the desired level of 
development, and proposes enlightened mass tourism development as a solution. 
Thomlinson and Getz (1996) put forward the virtues of mass tourism:  
 The community might like more money, more tourists, thus mass tourism. 
 The tourists may like to have a short visit rather than stay in a village. 
 It is less invasive. 
 It has a glamour element, which is an indicator of development, five star hotels, 
and luxury resorts. 
 Mass tourism cann not be abolished, it is large scale and not environmentally 
oriented, however, there is a possibility of reforming. 
 
Despite the advantages of alternative tourism suggested by many academics (Claver-
Corte´s et al., 2007; Choi & Sirakaya, 2005; Scheyvens, 2002; Krippendorf & Vielmals, 
1993), some argue that alternative tourism is more hazardous compared to mass tourism 
(Weaver, In Press; Wall & Long, 1996; Butler, 1990). Wall and Long (1996) state that 
alternative tourism is not free from social problems and conflicts could occur between 
people who provide services to tourists. Alternative tourists permeate into the life of the 
community and have a close contact with the natural environment, which could impact 
in two contradictory ways (Butler, 1990). On one hand it could enhance the preservation 
of the culture and the environment as many visitors appreciate them, in return local 
people develop a higher appreciation of their traditional culture and environment. The 
other possibility is the deterioration of the ethnic culture when local people do not 
conserve it and do not have the understanding that the very reason the visitors are 
coming is because of the uniqueness of their culture and environment (Butler, 1990). 
Sometimes, the local people emulate the lifestyle of their guests in a way that degrades 
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the local culture instead of adding value to it. This tourism impacts on local people is 
known as „the demonstration effect‟ (Fisher, 2004). 
 
Scheyvens (2002), supported by Egmond (2007), and Marson (2011) argues that 
alternative tourism can evolve into mass tourism when the tourist number in a niche is 
increased; thus, the identification of mass and alternative tourism is required. Scheyvens 
(2002) further states that alternative tourism is a new type of tourism that is socially and 
environmentally driven, instead of economically oriented. It minimises harm to the 
people and the environment of the destination.  
 
The number of visitors is an issue in tourist destinations (Weaver, 2012b). The United 
Nations World Tourism Organisation advocates a sustainable approach; that is, all 
forms of tourism, whether mass or small-scale, should be sustainable (UNWTO, 2013). 
Scheyvens (2002) asserts that the members of a niche market can be inflated, wherein 
destinations could benefit from its economic of scale, which leads to the sustainability 
of the tourism development economically. Therefore, there is a potential for alternative 
tourism to become sustainable mass tourism. This could bring benefits to the host 
communities; nevertheless, the destination‟s physical and socio-cultural carrying 
capacity defines its limit. As the small-scale approach is a characteristic of alternative 
tourism development, a destination should limit the number of visitors. Regulating the 
number of visitors is required, using promotion to increase the visitors or de-marketing 
to decrease the number of visitors to be compatible with the destination capacity 
(Mowforth & Munt, 1998). Weaver (2006) suggests commercialising moderately by 
taking into consideration the destination‟s carrying capacity. 
 
Some researchers foster the benefits of alternative tourism. According to Khan (1997), it 
promotes the use of indigenous knowledge, local material, labour and expertise; 
provides direct economic benefit to the community; limits foreign investment by 
prioritising sociocultural and environmental carrying capacity; emphasises the local 
lifestyles, values, and economic wellbeing of the local community; promotes local 
identity, pride and self-accomplishment; and empowers the community through local 
participation leading to self-tourism management. Munt (1994) concludes that new 
tourism practice is credible.  
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Scheyvens (2002) argues that alternative tourism as a brand is misused and abused. 
Businesses use it as a promotional tool, but there is doubt as to whether it is actually 
practised. Nevertheless, she asserts that tourism is indeed a development option for a 
better living standard of people in developing countries to create a distance from 
starvation, disease and even a permanently damaged environment caused by agricultural 
malpractice. Alternative tourism is a form of tourism development that minimises 
negative impacts and maximises its benefits (Newsome, Moore, & Dowling, 2013; 
Scheyvens, 2002). 
 
Relating alternative tourism to CBT, Scheyvens (2002) explains that alternative tourism 
supports the form of tourism that is small-scale, minimises environmental and cultural 
intrusion; and prioritises a community‟s needs, involvements and interests rather than 
just economic benefit, which is often the priority interest of Western countries. CBT is 
one of the forms of sustainable tourism development which is a part of alternative 
tourism. Therefore, in executing the development of CBT, it is essential to observe the 
principles of alternative tourism, so that the community and their environment are 
sustainable.  
 
2.2.1 Cultural tourism 
Cultural tourism and CBT are two forms of alternative tourism that are highly relevant 
to this study. Bali is a cultural tourism destination. Bali promotes cultural tourism as an 
attraction theme supported by a scenic natural or rural environment in a tropical climate. 
This statement is found in Bali province regulations (Pemerintah Daerah Bali, 1993). 
By extension, Picard (1996) discusses how Bali is a successful exemplary model of 
cultural tourism. Furthermore, Pitana (2010) describes that as Bali develops cultural 
tourism, villages that initiate tourism use ethnic culture as the main attractions. 
 
Oelkers (2007) defines cultural tourism as tourism that concentrates on the culture of 
the region as attractions, inclusive of – heritage, art, food, clothing, geographic points of 
interest, historic sites and museums. Like all other forms of tourism, it has both 
favourable and unfavourable features. This section assesses cultural tourism. However, 
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before progressing further some related concepts are discussed, including culture and 
authenticity.  
 
Culture is defined as the predominant attitude and behaviour of a group of people 
(Oelkers, 2007). Culture includes language, religion, ethnicity, food, clothing and 
politics. A cultural group shares common beliefs and values. From a broader 
perspective, culture covers almost everything at a particular location. Koentjaraningrat 
(2000) summarises culture as the total of human thinking, labour and labour results that 
are obtained by learning instead of using instinct. He lists the seven universal elements 
of culture, which, regardless of the society type, always exist in modern cities or ethnic 
villages. These are: 
1. Religious system 
2. Society organisational structure 
3. Knowledge 
4. Language 
5. Art 
6. Occupation 
7. Technology and equipment.  
 
The Organisation of Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) (2009) defines 
culture in relation to tourism, as something that attracts tourists and which differentiates 
destinations from one another. It is a source of identity and differentiation in the face of 
globalisation. 
 
Authenticity is an important element in cultural tourism. The tourist‟s search for 
authenticity begins from the moment a human looks inward to search for meaning in 
life (Cohen, 1979). It is further stated that modern society is becoming more 
inauthentic, and thus is searching again for „the authentic‟. MacCannell (1973) stated 
that, feeling alienated, modern tourists search for the pristine, the primitive, or the 
natural, that has not yet been touched by modernity, the matters that are absent from 
their inauthentic world. However, it has been suggested that authenticity in tourism is 
staged. MacCannell (1973) divided the setting in two ways – the stage-set, (front-set or 
public-set) and the back-set (private-set).  
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Authenticity is a core element of tourists‟ experiences. Handler and Saxton (1994, p. 
243) concur and state that, „An authentic experience… is one in which individuals feel 
themselves to be in touch both with a “real” world and with their real selves.‟ Cohen 
(1979) differentiated the authenticity of tourists‟ attractions as the back stage and the 
front stage. He argued that local costumes and customs, rituals and feasts, and folk and 
ethnic arts that are produced simply for tourist‟s consumption, which is referred to as 
cultural commodification (Shepherd, 2002), causes the destruction of local cultural. 
 
Hall (2008, p. 230) posits a broad perspective above all the arguments on authenticity in 
tourism. He contradicts the idea of authenticity with that of „fakery‟, which he defines 
as „… the replication of environmental and/or social meaning through the manipulation 
of appearances, actions or experiences.‟ He further argues that replication is not 
intrinsically bad, even though it affects the experiential depth, because sometimes 
replication is a way to experience and understand the original. He concludes that 
authenticity is not tied to the place of things, but rather it is an experience that is 
obtained from the connectedness of an individual with the respective entity. Thus 
anything, anywhere that provides connectedness, can lead to authenticity. 
 
Steiner and Reisinger (2006) refer to authenticity as „genuineness‟, which is 
contradictory to „fabrication‟. Hall (2008) differentiates between authentic and 
replication, however, he does not differentiate them by their functionality, which is the 
profound effect of genuineness on the consumers. He notes that replication can help 
tourists to understand authenticity. Seemingly contradictive, nevertheless both authentic 
and replication deliver a meaning and provide a learning medium wherein someone 
could be in touch with his or her true-self. The context of this thesis refers to the 
authentic ethnic culture of the Balinese community in the villages which the community 
prevents from being transformed into a state of global uniformity.  
 
According to Oelkers (2007), cultural tourism concerns all the cultural elements of the 
region. Some tourists regard experiencing local culture, languages, traditions, lifestyle 
and the natural environment as essential components of their trip (Egmond, 2007). 
Egmond (2007) further explains that currently there is a tendency for these components 
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to be packaged by local or external agents under various labels, such as cultural tourism, 
heritage tourism, indigenous tourism, village tourism, and community-based 
ecotourism. The Travel Industry Association of America, researching for the „national 
endowment of art‟ finds that 65 per cent of tourist travel included culture, art, heritage, 
or historic activities in the trip (Oelkers, 2007). It found that 33 per cent includes extra 
time to enable participation in cultural activities, and that cultural travellers tend to 
spend more money than others. Weaver (2006) confirms that an interaction with the 
members of the local communities is an essential element of travel. 
 
Fagence (2003) notes there are various terms related to cultural tourism, including 
ethnic tourism, urban tourism, heritage tourism, high culture (excellence of fine arts and 
humanities) and low culture tourism. He suggests that there are three groups of cultural 
tourism: 
1. Highly institutionalised culture – including museums, exhibitions, visual art, 
historic sites, theatres, performing arts, and literature, science and technology 
centres 
2. Popular folk culture – including film, entertainment, sport, mass media, 
shopping, events, food, produce, crafts, customs, and traditions 
3. Symbolic ethnic culture – including folkways, vernacular architecture, 
education, transport, religion, dress, language and work patterns. 
 
The uniqueness of any culture attracts visitors, while ethnic is defined as „typical of a 
country or culture that is very different from modern Western culture and therefore 
interesting for people in Western countries‟ (Oxford University Press, 2013). This 
implies that cultural tourism could have a theme of ethnic or modern city culture to 
include Holland‟s (2010) festivals for urban cultural tourism. Apart from these different 
themes, cultural tourism is viewed from a broader perspective by government agencies 
such as Tourism Western Australia [TWA] (2006). The organisation posits that „cultural 
tourism gives visitors the opportunity to understand and appreciate the essential 
character of a place and its culture as a whole‟ (TWA, 2006, p. 1). It suggests that any 
tourism destination is built upon certain attributes that give the destination its distinctive 
character and which differentiate it from the other destinations. These items include 
lifestyle, heritage, cultural activities, landscape, flora and fauna, all of which are 
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suggested as forming the basic tourism product of any destination. TWA also 
emphasises products that authentically reflect the culture of the destination. 
 
Hitchcock (1999) finds that the stereotyping of the host communities and tourists is an 
issue for ethnic cultural tourism. He proposes a better way of using ethnic cultural 
tourism that could contribute to humanity. He contrasts ethnic cultural tourism to global 
cultural tourism and further articulates that tourism provides an opportunity for 
individuals from different ethnic backgrounds to meet one another. Edgell (1990) found 
that travellers are interested in the way people live in their environment. Oelkers (2007) 
states that respecting the culture of others is a learned behaviour and is a key to success 
in travel and tourism.  
 
The Organisation of Economic Cooperation and Development [OECD] (2009) views 
cultural tourism as a major source of economic development and states that it is used as 
a means for „unity in diversity‟ within the European Union population, and to appreciate 
cultural differences. The organisation suggests that the most successful destinations are 
those that can build synergy between culture and tourism. However, it emphasises that 
synergy does not occur automatically. Rojek and Urry (2003) discuss an incidence of 
„travelling culture‟ and provide insights into cultural tourism. They state that not only 
do tourists travel, but also cultures actually travel too along with the people who 
experienced them. Thus cultural tourism develops resulting in the „culturalisation‟ of 
tourists or improving the culture of the tourists. Knowing leads to understanding - 
having an experience of standing in someone else‟s shoes broadens one‟s perspective. 
People‟s mobility during travel enables them to experience life in different contexts, 
thus cultural tourism provides a medium for the reconciliation of humans on the planet. 
 
2.2.2 Community-based tourism (CBT) 
CBT is a small-scale alternative form of tourism development using a community‟s 
traditional life and the rural environment as principal attractions (Lu & Nepal, 2009; 
Telfer & Sharpley, 2008; Scheyvens, 2002). However, France (1997) suggests that it 
could become a mass tourism marketed by tour operators. CBT is a tourism 
management model that attempts to minimise the negative impacts upon the local 
culture and their environment while creating positive economic impacts in delivering a 
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satisfying CBT experience for the tourists. This form of tourism emphasises the 
involvement of the local people as key players during its planning and implementation. 
Thus the impact will will be felt by the community and any benefit of the project can be 
used as resources for village development (Muqbil, 2010). CBT became a focus of 
attention during the Internationalen Tourismus Börse [ITB] Berlin Forum in 2009 under 
the theme „Wisdom of Old Ways‟ (Muqbil, 2010).  
 
CBT is highlighted by community empowerment, participation, and development, and 
is often tied with conservation of the immediate natural environment (Butcher, 2012; 
Weaver, 2012c). Butcher (2012) and Weaver (2012c) view CBT specifically related to 
ecotourism unfavourably because the community empowerment is implemented 
ineffectively and often used as a public relation tool only. Relating ecotourism to 
environment conservation, Fennell (2015, p. 101) discusses the „community 
conservation‟ model in which local people are actively involved in and benefit from the 
conservation project. He further expresses the ideal of ecotourism, stating „… 
ecotourism, if developed and managed appropriately, can generate more revenue…‟. 
However, Novelli and Gebahardt (2007) argue that growth in the number of visitors 
does not always lead to more benefits for the local community. Weaver (2012c) notes 
that there are few success stories apart from the significant number of this type of CBT 
developments that were carried out, and of these developments, many objectives are still 
just a vision.  
 
A study by Afenyo and Amuquandoh (2014) on CBT in the Ghana context, Tati Atome, 
identifies the need for the benefits of CBT to be distributed to the indigenous 
community. Ruiz-Ballesteros and Brondizio (2013) suggest a CBT management model 
that enhances the participation of the local community in Galapagos Islands. A non-
CBT approach of tourism development in the Bangladesh Sundarbans is reported by 
Islam, Rahman, Iftekhar and Rakkibu (2013) wherein the tourist benefits are mostly 
captured by private companies in the absence of a systematic scheme of benefit sharing 
with locals. A study investigating factors that discouraged local participation in CBT in 
the Malaysian context was conducted by Ebrahimi and Khalifah (2014). 
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Despite some CBT cases needing further development, a positive contribution of „a 
community cooperative institution‟ to CBT operation in Sabah, Malaysia was reported 
by Mohamad and Hamzah (2013). In addition, Phommavong and Sorensson (2014) 
report on a successful showcase of female empowerment in CBT in Akha, Lao. Lorio 
and Corsale (2013) report on the role of networking in piloting the tourism initiation 
that benefits the community, and they conclude that strong local leadership and external 
support contribute to a successful development initiative. 
 
Okazaki (2008) argues that a community participation approach to tourism leads to 
sustainable tourism. This is supported by Hall (2008), who claims that the involvement 
of the host community in the planning and implementation of CBT development is 
bound to create a more sustainable industry. He further argues that the CBT concept 
advocates the management of tourism by local entrepreneurs. This includes the 
management of tourism at the destination site as well as providing all the services 
required by the guests. In that way it is possible to maximise the tourism benefit for the 
local people, and place them not only as the object of tourism but the subject (Butcher, 
2012; Hitchcock, 1999). MacDonald and Jolliffe (2003, p. 309) posit that CBT, which is 
referred to as cultural rural tourism, has four stages of development; these include:  
 Stage 1 – A few residents recognise opportunities and integrate tourism 
resources into socioeconomic planning. 
 Stage 2 – Community groups plan and implement tourism strategies as part of 
economic development. 
 Stage 3 – Developing community partnerships and a formal tourism body help 
to turn plans into enduring attractions. 
 Stage 4 – Fully centralised, cooperative, and long-term planning and marketing 
of tourism occurs. 
 
Robinson and Wiltshier (2011, p. 87) state that „In essence CBT is based upon a useful 
combination of resources, plus strategy, values, vision and sufficient projects with 
resources to be implemented and developed‟. They suggest that tourism is used as a 
development tool by a community when income is neither derived from agriculture nor 
manufacturing. CBT relies upon the availability of transport, accommodation, food and 
drink, and entertainment produced by the community members through small 
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businesses, within values and visions of a shared social, economic and environmental 
setting (Robinson & Wiltshier, 2011). Nevertheless, the success of CBT depends upon 
the support of the local authorities (Scheyvens, 2002). Lpez-Gusman et al. (2011) assert 
that the reasons the community should be involved in CBT development include giving 
the opportunity to the community to experience and adapt to change, opening up the 
community perspective, and recognising that the community is part of tourists‟ 
experiences.  
 
In summary, the features of CBT include – its attraction related to community life, 
culture and heritage (Telfer & Sharpley, 2008), community involvement in its planning 
and implementation (Scheyvens, 2002), its orientation to the sustainability of the natural 
environment and local culture (Telfer & Sharpley, 2008), its possibility as a means of 
community development (Beeton, 2006; Scheyvens, 2002), and its focus on special 
interest tourists (Eagles, 1992; Edgell, 1990). 
 
Scheyvens (2002), Telfer and Sharpley (2008), and Singh et al. (2003) assert CBT 
should prioritise community empowerment, equity of benefit and participation. Lu and 
Nepal (2009), and Stabler (1997) contend that environment and cultural protection can 
secure resources for tourism, which could ensure the long-term viability of the industry. 
By extension, Stabler (1997) suggests a levy on some responsibilities of tourists and 
businesses. He also recommends that the industry practice should include the following:  
1. Delivery of quality products 
2. Lower tourist density 
3. Small-scale and dispersed development of facilities and infrastructure 
establishment 
4. Education and training 
5. Reinvestment to mitigate tourism effects 
6. Social, economic and cultural programs for the community by involving them in 
the utilisation, operation and protection of their cultural and natural 
environment. 
 
CBT is a form of tourism management that emphasises the involvement of the local 
community (FACET, 2011). This involvement, especially during planning, ensures their 
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interests will be accommodated during the operation (Rocharungsat, 2008). Tolkach, 
King and Pearlman (2013) conducted a study on a collaborative network approach to 
CBT development, while other studies focus on tourism planning and development, for 
example, Hall (2008), Telfer and Sharpley (2008), Rocharungsat (2005), Goodfrey and 
Clarke (2003). This argument shows that planning is critical in tourism development. 
However, Baum (2013) states that human resource development is actually the most 
important aspect in tourism development. Nevertheless, it is obvious that all aspects are 
crucial for the success of the projects according to their development phase. 
Rocharungsat (2008, p. 66) proposes a set of success criteria for CBT development. 
These include: 
 CBT should practically involve the broad community. 
 Benefits gained from CBT should be distributed equally throughout the 
destination community. 
 Good and careful management of tourism is significant. 
 CBT should have strong partnerships and support from both within and outside a 
community. 
 The uniqueness of the place should be considered to ensure a destination‟s 
sustainability. 
 Environmental conservation should not be neglected. 
 
Choi and Sirakaya (2005) developed indicators for CBT, which is referred as 
sustainable community tourism (SCT). These dimensions include: 1) economic, 2) 
social, 3) cultural, 4) ecological, 5) political, and 6) technological. They suggest that 
SCT should aim at improving the local residents‟ quality of life. They summarise the 
objectives of SCT – optimising local economic benefits, protecting the natural and built 
environment, and improving the sociocultural wellbeing of the community, while 
delivering quality visitor experiences. 
 
Kibicho (2008) investigated factors that are critical for a successful CBT in a Kenyan 
context, and outlines five factors – the inclusion of stakeholders, the recognition of 
individual and mutual benefit, the appointment of a legitimate figure in charge, the 
formulation of aims and objectives, and the implementation of policy and decisions. 
Kontogeorgopoulos, Churyen, and Duangsaeng (2014) identify three success factors of 
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CBT in Mae Kampong, Thailand - fortunate geographical conditions, external support 
and transformational leadership. Robinson and Wiltshier (2011) describe CBT in the 
UK as being usually initiated by the local authority of an area, town or village for the 
purpose of community development. They conclude that the area needs to have a strong 
distinctive theme for tourist attractions, as suggested by House (1997). For example, 
these could be the burial place of Sir Winston Churchill in the village of Baldon, 
Oxfordshire in the UK, the legend of Dracula in Whitby in the UK, or a strong 
community identity such as traditional festivals in Wirksworth in the Peak District. 
Shaw and William (cited in Robinson & Wiltshier, 2011) explain that CBT should 
include the involvement and consent of local communities, a fair share of profits with 
the local community as well as the whole community‟s involvement instead of 
individual commercial ventures. 
 
The assessment and evaluation of community-based tourism development have been 
conducted. Picard (2008) views tourism in a positive manner stating that tourism 
contributes to the conservation and appreciation of the ethnic culture in the tourist 
destination. Koster and Randall (2005) studied the development performance, 
examining the goals of tourism development, either to beautify the area or to pursue 
economic goals. They further elaborate the assessment indicators for both types of 
development, which comprise:  
1. How well the community is presented.  
2. How proud the people are of the community and their talents.  
3. How much they have learned about their history. 
4. How much fun the process of development has been.  
5. The friendships and relationships people in the community have created. 
6. How tourism has fostered the interest of community members across age groups. 
7. How residents have come to view the community. 
8. How local artists have benefited.  
9. Have the economic oriented goals being met? 
10. Has the number of visitors increased and jobs created? 
11. Have retail activities multiplied? 
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There are both positive and negative aspects of CBT development. According to Choi 
and Sirakaya (2005), CBT is rooted in the concept of sustainable tourism. However, 
Singh et al. (2003) argue that the early forms of CBT emphasised only its economic 
benefits. The last authors suggest that the sociocultural and the environmental aspects 
have only been considered during the development and implementation of CBT, after it 
was realised that the negative sociocultural and environmental impacts might surpass 
the positive economic benefits. As an authentic lifestyle becomes a value missed by 
some people in developed countries (Egmond, 2007; Jason, 1997), and the appreciation 
of a traditional authentic way of life has increased, CBT has become popular (Luloff & 
Krannich, 2003).  
 
CBT development is not free of obstacles. Telfer and Sharpley (2008) state that 
sometimes there is a lack of tourism expertise at the destination, benefits are 
concentrated only for certain local elites, and often there is a lack of capital. Robinson 
and Wiltshier (2011) report the limitations of CBT, such as the nature of politics in the 
area, lack of support from the community, the longer process of decision-making, a 
partial representation of the community members, and the lack of understanding of the 
complexity of planning and process. Neither is CBT free from social problems, for 
instance Scheyvens (2002) notes that conflicts could appear between service providers. 
Ethnic communities are often vulnerable to the influence of foreign culture exposure. 
They differ from urban societies, which are adaptive due to the frequent exposure to 
change (Fagance, 2003).  
  
Hitckock (1999) stated that the CBT destination is visited by tourists who are interested 
in exotic ethnic culture. He further notes that sometimes this interest is based on a 
stereotypical context in which the non-Western culture represents the early age 
civilization, or as an object to be analysed, and classified, to be captured by words or in 
pictures. He further discusses that stereotyping is applied not only to the hosts but also 
to the tourists. He concludes that stereotyping is a dangerous and crude practice, and 
asserts that ethnic tourism can instead promote understanding among different ethnic 
groups. Indeed, a geographical zone is not occupied by a homogenous population, and 
therefore tourism having an ethnic culture as an attraction can be used as a medium of 
human learning and development (Rojek & Urry, 2003). 
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Choi and Sirakaya (2005) discussed the multidimensional nature of sustainable 
community tourism (SCT) using the indicators including ecological, social, economic, 
institutional, political, cultural and technological, which are applicable at the various 
levels of a geographical boundary. Beeton (2006) highlights community empowerment 
in CBT development, but warns that empowering a community must be supported by a 
strong political will to succeed. It is also emphasised that focusing on a development 
plan which measures uses only economic criteri is a pitfall, because there are other 
aspects that are deemed important for the sustainability of the earth and the wellbeing of 
all living entities on it (Choi & Sirakaya, 2005). Egmond (2007) points out that 
detrimental circumstances occurring in the environment as well as the community are 
caused by the tendency towards consumption, may result in destruction which is 
sometimes irreversible. 
 
Hitchcock (1999) notes that the benefits of tourism that have ethnic cultures as 
attractions include a mutual understanding from nations around the world, and low-
impact tourism due to a smaller number of visitors. A number of CBT benefits have 
been identified its low capital, as there is no need to develop high capacity infrastructure 
(Telfer & Sharpley, 2008). A smaller number of visitors is profitable because the 
development is small-scale (Weaver, 2006) and it usually benefits the host community 
directly (Muqbil, 2010). The local community is empowered and the economy is vibrant 
(Beeton, 2006). CBT maintains and appreciates the authenticity of the local cultures 
(Picard, 2008). It causes less environmental damage (Loker-Murphy & Pearce, 1995), 
and uses local materials (Khan, 1997). It also opens up the potential for learning 
especially of best practice during the host – guest interaction (Rojek & Urry, 2003). 
 
Despite its pros and cons, CBT is compatible to ethnic cultural tourism contexts. It is 
promoted as a model for sustainable tourism development in the developing countries, 
which it used as a means for community development (Hummel et al., 2013; Telfer & 
Sharpley, 2008; Beeton, 2006; Singh et al., 2003; Scheyvens, 2002). To summarise the 
previous discussion, CBT promotes the sustainability of the communities and their 
environment while satisfying the visitors‟ needs. As noted above, when it is 
underpinned by local value, it generates collaboration and uses terms familiar to the 
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locals. It prioritises local involvement that drives and guards the development direction. 
It contributes in the creation of a better understanding among people around the globe. 
This is the ideal of CBT that stakeholders attempt to achieve. However, a question may 
arise – to what extent could CBT assist community development? It is wise to examine 
Hummel et al.‟s (2013) argument. These authors note that CBT could not become a 
source of large income, however, it could be effectively used as a catalyst for social and 
environment development. 
 
2.2.3 CBT in tourism, an overview 
Sustainability has been initiated and become a global movement (UNWTO, 2013; 
WCED, 1987) aligned with the effort to sustain the planet and therefore human 
settlement. The implementation of the concept is in progress embracing people, 
businesses, and governments, organisations of all level – local, regional, and 
international – to adopt a sustainable approach (UNWTO, 2013; Utting, 2000).  
 
It has been argued that the positive or negative attitudes to tourism at a destination 
depend on the viewer‟s perspectives and the contributions made (Telfer & Sharpley, 
2008). Mantra (in Agung, 2010) explains that a positive attitude toward tourism can be 
cultivated. CBT stakeholders strive to gain benefit from tourism, while remaining 
concerned about the changes occurring in the communities. Singh et al. (2003) argue 
that changes in the community are unavoidable. The change is a result of adaptation 
efforts in order to survive, however, the community members must be aware of the 
consequences of changes. They further described that it is vital to hold and keep some 
aspects of communal living that are essential to the authenticity and the community‟s 
wellbeing. As tourism development proceeds, the question may arise as to whether the 
development‟s direction is still appropriate. It is apparent that all tourism stakeholders 
should work together expecting a better outcome, working resolutely toward 
sustainability; as Weaver and Lawton (2010, p. 310) note „...it should never be 
automatically assumed that the outcomes of small-scale tourism are always positive‟. 
 
An overview of CBT in sustainable tourism is presented in Figure 2.4. Sustainability is 
a broad concept, by definition it „… can continue or be continued for a long time‟ 
(Oxford University Press, 2013). The sustainability concept was introduced by the 
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United Nations and is referred to as sustainable development, which was then adopted 
in all human practices (WCED, 1987). In the tourism field it is known as sustainable 
tourism (Parson, et al., 1992). In the 1980s, tourism faced a critical stage caused by the 
adverse impacts associated with mass tourism (Weaver & Lawton, 2010; Beeton, 2006; 
Scheyvens, 2002; Butcher, 1997; Munt, 1994). Subsequently, new tourism markets 
emerged, which consist of many niche segments, and each niche has a specific interest 
(Claver-Corte´s et al., 2007). In response, alternative tourism, which is small-scale and 
tailored to cater for the specific needs of a particular market segment, has developed as 
a form of sustainable tourism (Choi & Sirakaya, 2005; Krippendorf & Vielmals, 1993). 
There are many types of alternative tourism being developed in the industry. These 
include nature tourism, cultural tourism, ecotourism, indigenous tourism, urban tourism, 
geotourism, heritage tourism and grey tourism (Egmond, 2007; Fagance, 2003). 
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Figure 2.4: The genesis of community-based tourism (CBT) 
  
During the 1990s, as the number of tourists within a niche market increased (Marson, 
2011), the notion arose that not only is alternative tourism inclusive of CBT to be 
sustainable, but that mass tourism should also be oriented to sustainability (Weaver, in 
press; UNWTO, 2013). CBT is a form of sustainable tourism development that 
highlights the management and operation of a destination by the local community, in 
which tourism is used as a means of community development, and its attraction is 
mainly the local culture in the environment (Telfer & Sharpley, 2008; Beeton, 2006; 
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Singh et al., 2003; Scheyvens, 2002). CBT can also use the immediate natural 
environment as an attraction. The inclusion of local involvement differentiates CBT 
from other forms of alternative tourism, which concentrate their attractions more on the 
natural environment, city culture, institutionalised high culture, and others (Fagence, 
2003).  
 
Tourism may aim to adopt sustainability (Lu & Nepal, 2009), however, implementing 
sustainable development in tourism is a complex task. The inherent features of CBT 
support the formation of sustainable tourism; nevertheless, a sustainable CBT is not 
automatically established, it is a result of continuous efforts. Some constraints in CBT 
development are identified. It is small scale but sometimes the community would prefer 
to receive more visitors in the village, because small-scale operations cannot generate a 
sufficiently large income. Other obstacles include the possible conflicts among 
stakeholders and service providers in the village, and lack of expertise and skills in 
operating CBT. This research aimed to contribute to developing a sustainable CBT. 
This study involved CBT villages that have an ethnic culture in a rural environment as 
the main attractions, and aimed to identify sustainable CBT products – a host-tourist 
match that could guide the CBT operators in developing products.  
 
2.3 The supply and demand aspects of CBT 
Supply and demand are two important elements in business, particularly in marketing 
for consumers‟ satisfaction, and producers‟ benefits. Therefore, understanding the two 
related concepts is vital. Firstly, some essential marketing principles relevant to this 
study are explored, followed by a discussion about tourism consumers and products.   
 
According to Kotler and Armstrong (2012), marketing includes profitably creating 
customer value and satisfaction, while Kotler et al. (2014, p. 8) state that successful 
businesses share a common attribute – „They are strongly customer focused‟. The 
American Marketing Association (2007, in Middleton, Fyall, & Morgan, 2009, p. 21) 
defines marketing as „the activity, set of institutions, and processes for creating, 
communicating, delivering, and exchange offering that have value for customers, 
clients, partners and society at large‟. Thus, the essence of marketing includes all the 
efforts taken by organisations to satisfy consumers by driving the marketing tools, 
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which consist of product, price, promotion, and distribution, with the bottom line being 
an organisation‟s net profit. Apart from managing the marketing tools, which are the 
internal aspects of organisations, successful companies need to take into account their 
external aspects as well.  
 
The concept of marketing has evolved over time. Its orientation has shifted over time 
from production, sales and marketing, to the latest trend, societal marketing (Morrison, 
2002). To understand marketing and to be successful at it, Morrison (2002) outlines 
seven principles of marketing: 
1. The marketing concept refers the belief that satisfying the customers‟ needs and 
wants is the first priority. 
2. Marketing orientation refers to the organisation complying with the marketing 
concept implied in 1 above. 
3. Satisfying the customers‟ needs and wants ensures sustainability. 
4. Market segmentation enables better targeting of efforts to ensure the highest 
return. 
5. Value and exchange process refers to creating value for the customer and taking 
care of the exchange process. 
6. Product life cycle avoids the potential of product decline. 
7. Marketing mix of the key tools is used to satisfy the customers. 
 
Porter (1990) invented the concept of „competitive advantage‟, which is defined as an 
advantage over competitors. It is obtained by offering consumers greater value at a 
lower price, or more benefits for a higher price. Hassan (2000) developed marketing 
competitiveness for sustainable tourism, which consists of comparative advantage, 
demand orientation, industry structure and environmental commitment.  
 
Kotler et al. (2014) and Mill (1996) raise the issue of marketing being oriented to 
customers. They note that these activities include, firstly, identifying customer‟s needs 
and, secondly, ensuring the organisation‟s activities are aimed at fulfilling those needs. 
In the case of CBT, the latter author is cautious about fulfilling the customers‟ needs 
because the community is a part of tourists‟ experience, wherein most of the production 
processes are not a deliberate course, but a natural occurrence in the village instead.  
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According to Kotler et al. (2014) the tourism industry is one of the growing service 
sectors. In the developing countries in which the majority of the work force do not work 
in the agricultural sector are often employed in tourism industry. The authors further 
describe that marketers should understand the four characteristics of service products to 
be able to carry out marketing activities effectively. These features include – 
intangibility, perishability, variability and inseparability.  
 
Inseparability in the service industry is referred to as production and consumption 
occurring at the same time, both the service provider and the consumer are part of the 
product (Kotler et al., 2014). The cooperation of the customers is highly desirable for 
the production of a satisfactory product, in which customers participate during the 
production (House, 1997). Thus, the customer becomes a co-producer (Frochot & Bata, 
2013). In the context of sustainable tourism and CBT, the issue of the customer being a 
co-producer, which affects product quality, requires the tourists to be active, 
participative and responsible. Krippendorf (2002) refers to this specification as the 
requirement of customer awareness, and similarly Dowling (2003) suggests that people 
should adopt the „life-orientation‟ principle. To fulfil needs in a sustainable way is a 
challenging issue as there are obstacles of cost and expertise involved. However, 
Krippendorf (2002) disagrees with the notion that the „green product‟ is more 
expensive, because simplicity should mean less cost. Oelkers (2007) posits a different 
view when he states that to be able to serve people who are unique in physical, mental, 
and cultural backgrounds, is a way of human development. He further argues that 
people with disabilities also want and need to travel and marketers should find ways to 
make this happen at a reasonable cost.  
 
A customer orientation is a key to success in business (Oelkers, 2007). He contends that 
the producer should listen carefully to needs and customers‟ perceptions about the 
products. Subsequently, products and services are designed and produced to meet the 
needs and expectations of the customers. While the variety of products and services 
offered are referred to as the „product mix‟, the companies‟ product lines should include 
the combination of product mix because certain products or attractions appeal to 
specific market segments (Oelkers, 2007). In the case of the CBT product, it is 
important not only to identify the CBT tourists‟ needs and fulfil them, but a match 
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should be made and understood as the match of the needs of both the host as well as the 
visitors, as producers and consumers. The ability to observe this match during the CBT 
product development and packaging is vital not only for business success but for 
community success as well. The basic principle needs to be observed during the 
development process is to ensure a compromise between the hosts and tourists, whilst 
also ensuring the environment is conserved in meeting the stakeholder‟ needs 
satisfactorily and sustainably.  
 
2.3.1 The tourism market: Sustainable and alternative tourists  
For statistical purposes, UNWTO (2011a) defines international tourists as people who 
travel outside their country for a minimum of 24 hours and maximum of one year. It is 
further stated that being one of the largest industries in the world, tourism is predicted to 
have international tourist arrivals reaching 1.6 billion per year in 2020 with a growth 
rate of 4.2 per cent. The UN also forecasts a figure of 1.8 billion per year by 2030 
(UNWTO, 2014), with a lower but significant growth rate of 3.3 per cent (UNWTO, 
2011b). The top ten tourist origins are predicted to be from Western countries with the 
exception of Japan (Egmond, 2007). These include Germany, the United Kingdom, the 
Netherlands, Switzerland, Scandinavia (Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway, Sweden), 
and immigrant countries (North America, Australia, Canada and New Zealand). Bali 
received a significant number of international tourists with an annual average of 
2,468,099 between the years 2008–2012 (DPPPB, 2013). 
 
The Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development refers to domestic 
tourists as domestic visitors and defines them thus, „Domestic visitors are those whose 
country of residence is the country visited; they may be nationals of this country or 
foreigners‟ (OECD, 2007, p. 216). The organisation further states that domestic tourists 
are usually the major market in a destination. Bali received a significant number of 
domestic tourists at an annual average of 4,560,990 between the years 2008–2012 
(DPPPB, 2013). Pickel, Budarma, and Parantika (2014) state that one of the motivations 
of domestic tourists visiting Bali is to experience being in an international tourist 
destination. They are attracted to observe other tourists enjoying their culture, the beach 
and the vistas. The majority of domestic tourists visiting the villages where regional 
Hindu temples are located are Balinese pilgrims, while some other local Balinese 
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visitors come to experience the local trekking through the rural and natural environment 
(Desa Belimbing, 2005). 
 
As tourism markets have evolved over the years, there has been a significant shift from 
the conventional mass tourist to the sustainable tourist (Figure 2.5). Krippendorf (2002) 
investigates the reasons for tourists going on a holiday, finding that 20 per cent desired 
to broaden one‟s horizons, and to do something for one‟s culture and education. He 
further classifies travels into two extreme entities – „holiday in the ghetto‟ being at one 
extreme, and „alternative travel‟ at the other. Holiday in the ghetto comprises the mass 
tourism market, which follows a predetermined pattern with artificially made attractions 
and facilities especially created for tourists – a perfect image being exemplified by 
„Club Mediterranee‟.  
 
Scheyvens (2002) argues that alternative travel is the opposite of mass tourism, being 
for people who travel alone or in small groups and who like to undertake different 
challenges. She further explains that the purposes of their travel are education, 
adventure, hiking, participation in the local culture, and solitary journeys, mostly to 
third-world destinations. Scheyvens (2002) identifies five general types of tourists – 
organised mass, individual mass, international low budget, local domestic reasonable 
budget, and local domestic low budget. Based on their sociocultural background, 
Egmond (2007) classified tourists as organised tourists (mainstream and organised 
adventurous), backpackers, and others (independent luxury, volunteer tourists, romance, 
and adventure).  
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Claver-Corte´s, et al. (2007) argue that alternative tourists comprise many market niches 
in tourism, each of which has specific needs and all having general sustainable and 
conservation awareness. Different experts refer to the alternative tourists as Special 
Interest Tourists (SITs). Postulating various characteristics of SITs, Eagles, Bowman, 
and Tao (2001) state that they are interested in nature and enjoy personal development 
through physical activities, experiencing new and simpler lifestyles, meeting people 
with similar interests, seeing indigenous cultural activities and buying local crafts.  
Alternative tourists are the people who like to travel in a smaller group and enjoy 
personalised service (Duff, 1993). According to Boo (1991), they are outdoor 
enthusiasts who like to travel as a couple or as individuals and are frequent and 
experienced travellers. Furthermore, Boo (1991) explains they are generally more 
accepting of conditions different from those of luxury travellers. They enjoy living like 
local people, and sampling local customs and food, and have a stronger science 
orientation. They are also interested in study and learning. Eagles et al. (2001) argue 
that SITs from Canada are interested in tropical forests, birds, lakes, streams, trees, wild 
flowers, mammals, mountains and oceans. 
 
The needs and attitudes of alternative tourists are different from mass tourists. 
According to Wearing and Neil (2003), the typical characteristics of alternative tourists 
are that they are relatively younger tourists with an age range of 20 to 40 years, or older 
tourists of 50 plus; their income range is USD 37,000–60,000; and they are high 
spenders – approximately 8.5% higher than mass tourists. They generally have tertiary 
education, the genders are equally divided and the countries of origin are mainly USA, 
Canada, Germany, Sweden and Australia. These tourists usually travel as couples 
(61%), families (15%) and singles (13%). Ballantine and Eagles (1994) point out eight 
psychographic characteristics of SITs: 
1. An environmental ethic  
2. A willingness not to degrade the resources 
3. A focus on intrinsic rather than extrinsic motivation 
4. A biometric rather than anthropocentric orientation 
5. An aim to benefit wildlife and the environment 
6. A striving for first-hand experiences with the natural environment 
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7. An expectation of education and appreciation 
8. A possession of high cognitive and affective dimensions. 
 
One market niche of alternative tourism are „green tourists‟ – ecologically oriented 
travellers. For a comparison regarding the number of people with a „green orientation‟, 
Krippendorf (2002) suggests that in Germany and Switzerland about 25 per cent of 
consumers are looking for ecological goods or services. Weaver (2006) posits that the 
green consumers purchase products based on ethical decisions and a large number of 
them are in developed countries.  
 
The above explanations describe the real sustainable tourists; thus, it is important to 
recognise the characteristics of CBT visitors that is, whether they have a high or basic 
sustainability awareness. As personal development is in progress, sometimes alternative 
tourists are not yet aware of the total concept of sustainable tourism (Wehrli in ITB 
World, 2012; Wearing & Neil, 2003; Hassan, 2000). This situation needs to be 
anticipated in meeting the need of SITs who are still developing toward total awareness, 
and their needs may vary in accordance with their level of awareness. It is important to 
meet these needs while still complying with the nature of the CBT product being 
sustainable.  
 
CBT should identify its market to be able to focus its marketing efforts effectively. 
Based on the criterion of whether tourist‟s spending goes directly to the community 
with the least leakage, Krippendorf (2002) clearly identifies the target market segment 
for alternative tourism development as different from the market segment of „holiday in 
the ghetto‟. Egmond (2007) suggests targeting organised adventurers, the backpackers, 
and those classified as „others‟, which include independent luxury, volunteer, romantic, 
and adventure tourists.  
 
The trend shows that tourist‟s awareness of sustainability has increased in recent years 
(Claver-Corte´s et al., 2007), and sustainability is encouraged to be applied to all kinds 
of tourism activities – mass and small-scale (Weaver, in press; UNWTO, 2013; Weaver, 
2012; Butler, 2012). Wehrli (in ITB World, 2012) notes that, in general, tourists are 
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well informed about the important aspects of sustainable tourism. He refers to them as 
„sustainable tourists‟ and categorises them into five types:  
1. The „balanced type‟ (33%) who views ecological, social and economic 
aspects as equal in importance for sustainability 
2. The „ecological type‟ (15%) who considers the natural environment as the 
most important aspect of sustainability  
3. The „localist‟ (15%) who views the local culture and products as being most 
important 
4. The „socio-economic type‟ (12%) who considers society and economics the 
most important aspects of sustainable tourism  
5. The „sceptics‟ (25%) who are critical of all three elements of sustainable 
tourism.  
 
Nevertheless, Wehrli (in ITB World, 2012) further explores whether they would be 
ready to pay a premium price for sustainable products, he identifies a niche group of 20 
per cent that consistently buys sustainable travel; this group could be assumed to be the 
real sustainable tourists. He concludes that sustainable travel is „nice to have‟ but not a 
„must‟ for the majority of consumers around the globe.  
  
2.3.1.1 Cultural tourists  
Most people tend to be interested in seeing the way others live in their environment, and 
culture is one of the most compelling motivations to travel (Fluker & Richardson, 2008; 
Oelkers, 2007; Edgell, 1990). Ozel and Kozak (2012) note that cultural tourists are not 
only motivated by having a deep cultural experience; the authors identify various 
motivations of cultural domestic tourists within the Turkish context. Rojek and Urry 
(2003) argue that when tourists experience a different culture, this promotes individual 
development, because the cultures they have seen are integrated with their personalities 
thus, cultures travel along with the tourists who see and experience them, and these 
trigger the development of cultural tourism. Fagence (2003) posits that cultural tourists 
may like to see the highly institutionalised culture that is related to art appreciation, 
popular folk culture, and symbolic ethnic culture. This leads to the classification of 
cultural tourism being an „ethnic‟ and „urban‟ cultural tourism (Fagence, 2003), of 
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which the latter is addressed by Daskalopoulou and Petrou (2009) as „contemporary 
cities‟ tourism. 
 
Smith (2012) and Hitchcock (1999) argue that tourism provides an opportunity for 
people from different ethnic backgrounds to meet one another. The latter differentiates 
global tourism from ethnic tourism, which could serve as a medium for establishing 
mutual understanding among different ethnic groups. He explains that ethnic tourism is 
for tourists who search for the pristine, the exotic, and the untouched. Smith (2012, p. 4) 
describes the features of ethnic tourism and the activities engaged by tourists in the 
village „… visits to native homes and villages, observation of dances and ceremonies, 
shopping for primitive wares and curios … As long as the flow of visitors is sporadic 
and small, host–guest impact is minimal.‟ 
 
Ethnic culture is fragile because it does not experience much foreign exposure 
(Fagence, 2003). Sustaining this unique culture requires the awareness of visitors. 
Tourists, who are aware of and adhere to a code of ethics, are benefactors of cultural 
tourism who care for a less damaging and more sustainable tourism development. An 
example of a Code of Ethics followed in regard to cultural aspects of tourists was 
developed by The Christian Conference of Asia (Edgell, 1990; Table 2.3). The stages of 
the travellers‟ awareness vary (Ernawati, 2010; Mill, 2000). Dowling (2003) explicitly 
mentions two types of people orientation – being, „people oriented‟ where people are 
considered to be in charge and control of their world, and „life oriented‟ wherein people 
are respectful of others or wildlife, and live on earth in a life-sustaining way.  
 
CBT visitors are sustainable tourists and are sometimes referred to as special interest 
tourists (Edgell, 1990). Edgell further suggests that between 20 to 25 per cent of 
international visitors are interested in culture. According to Wehrli (in ITB World, 
2012), among the sustainable tourists there are „localists‟, who place priority on the 
sustainability of the local tradition and culture. This segment is identified to be 15 per 
cent of the total tourist population.  
 
Cultural tourists are people who are interested in experiencing the way of life of others 
in their environment; they could be interested in contemporary or ethnic culture. There 
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is an issue of different awareness among the cultural tourists. Similar to the host 
community members, cultural tourists also evolve into individuals who have a better 
understanding of others, and that cultural tourism is the medium where the process 
occurs. 
 
Table 2.3: The cultural aspect code of ethics for tourists (Edgell, 1990, p. 75) 
No. A Code of Ethics for Tourists 
1 Travel in the spirit of humility and with a genuine desire to learn more about 
the people of your host country. 
2 Be aware of the feelings of other people, thus preventing what might be 
offensive behaviour on your part. This caution applies very much to 
photography. 
3 Cultivate the habit of listening and observing rather than merely hearing and 
seeing. 
4 Realise that often the people in the country you visit have time concepts and 
thought patterns different from your own; these differences do not make them 
inferior, only different.  
5 Discover the enrichment of seeing a different way of life through other eyes 
instead of looking for a „beach paradise‟. 
6 Acquaint yourself with local customs; people will be happy to help you. 
7 Cultivate the habit of asking questions instead of adhering to the Western 
practice of „knowing all the answers‟.  
8 Remember that you are only one of the thousands of tourists visiting this 
country; do not expect special privileges. 
9 It is foolish to spend money for travelling if you really want your experience 
to be „a home away from home‟.  
10 When you are shopping, remember that the „bargain‟ you obtain is possible 
only because of the wages paid to the maker. 
11 Make promises to the people of the host country only if you are certain you 
can carry them through. 
12 Spend time reflecting on your daily experiences in an attempt to deepen your 
understanding. It has been said that „what enriches you may rob and violate 
others‟. 
 
2.3.1.2 CBT tourists 
There are limited studies conducted on the CBT products and markets, despite the fact 
that targeting the right market segment is important for a successful CBT development 
(Egmond, 2007). Telfer and Sharpley (2008) and Egmond (2007) argue that many CBT 
failures occur because the communities do not achieve the targeted number of visitors. 
It is further discussed that the problem is rooted in the failure of knowing the 
characteristics of their market segment, therefore being unable to focus their marketing 
effort on them. It is important that the CBT management understands the market in 
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order to be able to meet their needs; as Lucchetti and Font (2013, p.1) argue, „the 
creation of attractive and competitive products‟ is one of the critical success factors of 
CBT development. At the same time, product developers can take precautions when 
developing the products and consider the inherent characteristics of the CBT. 
 
Lpez-Guzman et al. (2011) note that tourists are now active and personally involved in 
discovering and finding new destinations. They further describe that it is increasingly 
important to experience cultural diversity as an instrument of self-enrichment. UNWTO 
(cited in Salazar, 2011) reports that even though CBT could be cultural or ecotourism, 
its most promising target market is the cultural niche. UNWTO (2003) supports CBT 
developments that have the traditional way of life of a small community as the main 
attractions, and which are managed, operated and controlled by the community 
themselves. The customers of CBT are within the cohort of alternative tourists. Eagles 
(1992) refers to them as „special interest tourists‟. Wehrli (in ITB World, 2012) 
discusses the „localists‟ who view the sustainability of local culture and products as the 
most important aspect.  
 
The Centre for the Promotion of Imports from developing countries (CBI), an agency of 
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in the Netherlands (2009) describes some reasons why 
CBT tourists undertake their travels. These include, satisfying nostalgic feelings for 
simplicity; pursuing enjoyment of a combination of authenticity and rural areas; having 
an open attitude toward other cultures; and willingness to support less economically 
developed communities. 
 
Specifying CBT tourists within alternative tourists, Goodall (1995) explains that 
alternative tourists are the people who are interested in learning about specific 
ecosystems or wildlife, and in experiencing the indigenous lifestyle. He further states 
that they may be adventurous people or those who take an interest in volunteering to 
provide assistance to the indigenous people. A study conducted by Lpez-Guzman et al. 
(2011) on CBT product quality in Cape Verde, Africa, identifies a market segment that 
prefers to consume products provided by the community for the quality.  
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The European Union Countries such as the UK, Germany, Sweden and the Netherlands 
are CBT markets (CBI, 2009). It is further detailed that 2–5% are interested in staying 
in a Homestay, and 20% preferred staying in a more luxurious accommodation such as a 
lodge. It is stated that 50% of the mainstream tourists are interested in some aspect of 
CBT, and about 25% are interested in taking CBT as a day excursion. This is a long-
haul tourism market segment, with an age range between 30–50 years. They are well 
educated, growing in awareness of sustainability, are interested in experiencing 
authenticity, and have a high income. They are interested in their children learning 
about other cultures.   
 
CBT is a form of tourism management that emphasises the involvement of the local 
community (Rocharungsat, 2005), and CBT tourists are supportive of this practice 
(Lpez-Guzman et al., 2011). The CBT tourists are alternative tourists, who might be 
ecotourists or cultural tourists, and who are attracted to community indigenous life 
(Goodall, 1995). They are interested in seeing and experiencing a different way of life. 
Some CBT tourists might like to have their travel arranged by general travel agents 
(France, 1997); others like to self-arrange their travel as free independent travellers 
(FITs) (Weaver, 2006), or have them arranged by CBT travel organisers (Lpez-Guzmn 
et al., 2011). The three identified tourist groups are interested in assisting the 
community to develop through tourism. 
 
The CBT tourist is a niche of sustainable tourism markets (Marson, 2011). It is argued 
that, in general, tourists are aware of sustainable practices in tourism (Wehrli, in ITB 
World, 2012), yet tourists have different levels of sustainability awareness (Wearing & 
Neil, 2003; Hassan, 2000). Nevertheless, academics have also argued that there are 
differences between attitude and actions (Mill, 1996), as it is identified that only 20 per 
cent of tourists consistently purchase sustainable products, and that sustainable travel is 
„nice‟ but not a „must‟ to have (Wehrli, in ITB World, 2012). CBT operators need to be 
aware of the CBT tourist types. This research aimed at examining tourists‟ perceptions 
of CBT products that could lead to the identification of their specific needs. 
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2.3.2 Tourism products  
Products and markets are two phenomena that cannot be separated for a successful 
business. Businesses should have their products oriented to their customers. The 
orientation is reflected in all of their business activities, specifically in both production 
and marketing activities.  Wearing and Neil (2003) posit that marketing is viewed as the 
development of products or services that are consistent with clients‟ needs, and the 
pricing, promoting and distributing of these products or services effectively. Creating 
products that meet the needs and wants of the customers is a focal point for business 
success (Kotler & Armstrong, 2012; Oelkers, 2007).  
 
Richardson and Fluker (2008) defined tourism products as anything that includes goods 
or services purchased or consumed by tourists. Weaver and Lawton (2010, p. 115) 
define the tourism product „as the combination of tourist attractions and the tourism 
industry‟. They argue that sometimes these components cannot be classified in a 
straight-forward manner; thus, for example, some commercial attractions also belong to 
the tourism industry.  
 
Over the years, researchers have classified tourism products slightly differently. Smith 
(1988) classifies six categories of goods and services required by tourists: 
transportation, travel services, accommodation, food services, activities and attractions, 
and retail goods. According to Dickman (1994), there are five major requirements of 
tourists at the destination, called five „A‟ requirements - attractions, access, 
accommodation, amenities, and activities. Middleton and Clarke (2002) regard the 
components of tourism experiences as products that consist of attraction and 
environment (natural, built, cultural, social); facility and service; accessibility of 
destination; image of the destination; and price to the consumers. The product design 
based on Kotler‟s concept views product from three levels – core/benefit, 
actual/tangible, and augmented products (Kotler & Armstrong, 2012).  
 
A more general view of tourism products is seen as the total visitors‟ experience starting 
from the moment they leave their home until they return to their home (Middleton & 
Clarke, 2002). Ritchie and Hudson (2009) assert that a holiday is an important period of 
life that presents an opportunity for life-changing experiences. Despite its various 
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descriptions, in the context of CBT, culture – the way of life of the local people – is the 
main attraction (UNWTO, 2003).  
 
Expert views on tourism products are the foundation of this research. They assist in 
formulating the construct of „CBT product elements‟. Academics have categorised 
product elements differently. When assessing the tourism product aspects in the 
literature, five main elements of the product were identified – attractions, travel 
services, transportation, accommodation and merchandise. These are the elements 
proposed by Weaver and Lawton (2010) and were used as a base to investigate the CBT 
product in Phase 1 of the study. A summary of the academics‟ opinions regarding 
tourism product elements and the version adopted in this study is presented in Table 2.4. 
 
Table 2.4: Tourism product elements 
Experts Product elements 
The 1980 Canadian 
Standard Industrial 
Classification Codes 
(in Smith 1988) 
Transportation Travel 
services 
Accommodation Food 
services 
Retail 
goods 
Recreation 
& 
amusement 
Middleton (1989) Basic design Style 
ambience 
(physical 
evidence) 
Service 
elements 
Branding  
Dickman (1994) Attractions Access  Accommodation Amenities Activities 
Smith (1994) Physical plant Service Hospitality Freedom of choice Involvement 
Lewis & Chamber 
(2000) 
Goods Environment Services   
Middleton & Clarke 
(2002) 
Attraction & 
Environment 
Facility & 
service, 
Accessibility of 
destination, 
Image of destination Price to 
consumer. 
Fluker & 
Richardson (2008) 
Transportation Travel 
services 
Accommodation Food 
services 
Retail 
goods 
Activities & 
attraction  
Five A‟s of 
Tourism: (Tourism 
Western Australia: 
2009) 
Attraction Access Accommodation Amenities Awareness 
D. Weaver & 
L. Lawton (2010) 
1. Attraction 2. Tourism Industry 
a. Natural 
    1. Site 
    2. Event 
b. Cultural 
    1. Site 
    2. Event 
2.1 Travel 
Industry 
2.2 
Transportation 
2.3 
Accommodation 
2.4. 
Merchandise 
The tangible tourism product elements adopted as an underpinning values for the research Phase 1 
The elements 
adopted in this 
research 
Attractions Travel 
services 
Transportation Accommodation &  
Food & Beverage 
(F&B) 
Merchandise  
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Customers‟ satisfaction depends on their expectations met, thus it is important for the 
businesses to communicate the product features accurately for this will influence 
customers‟ expectation of the product and the price they are willing to pay (Oelkers, 
2007). It is further argued that quality services ensure customers‟ satisfaction, which 
means the product standard is being achieved or exceeded. Businesses aim for the 
formation of a positive attitude and behaviour of their customers (Richardson & Fluker, 
2008). They further developed five stages in the process of meeting the customers‟ 
expectations: 
1. Determine expectations. 
2. Design the product – determining the characteristics of the product. 
3. Set the performance standards. 
4. Implement 1 to 3 above, incorporating staff training and management programs. 
5. Assess the operation by monitoring the satisfaction level, and conduct quality 
audits. 
 
Egmond (2007) states that knowing the target market segments and providing the 
products to satisfy them is a key of success in developing tourism. Dowling (2003) 
suggests targeting the market in accordance with the attraction type. To understand the 
customers entails knowing their needs, wants and demands. A need is a condition of 
lack, wants are the things that satisfy the needs, which are affected by a person‟s 
background, and wants will turn into demands (Morrison, 2002). 
 
In summary, experts‟ views regarding tourism the product and its elements are varied 
and sometimes overlapping; this is due to the different standpoints, the purposes and 
emphases. The product elements that are adopted and investigated in this study are 
outlined in the revised conceptual framework (Figure 2.7 in section 2.4). 
 
2.3.3 Host community and CBT products 
Murphy (2013) argues that community-based tourism products rely on the community 
resources and hospitality. For the sustainability of the host communities and the tourism 
ventures, CBT products should be developed based on the sustainability of the 
community ecology rather than being exploitative and producing unauthentic products. 
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Both topics are discussed in this section, considering the essential nature of the host 
community to CBT products.  
 
2.3.3.1 Host community 
The term community is widely used and in the context of this study it refers to a more 
traditional society where the relationship of the members is still solid and cohesive. 
Singh et al. (2003) state that the vitality of the relationship provides a sense of 
belonging to the community members. They define community as a social group living 
in a certain area where they continually tackle their survival. It is further described that 
the communities observe the belief system that resonates on attitudes and is expressed 
in the behaviour of the community members. Singh et al. (2003) also explain that a 
community is sometimes exaggeratedly described as a paradise, free of everyday life‟s 
problems. This tactic is commonly used as a selling point by the tour operators. 
 
Beeton (2006) defines community as a blend of living things that share an environment. 
She discusses the most essential elements of „community‟, which include 
empowerment, mutual interdependency among members, provision of a sense of 
belonging and connectedness, possessing common expectations and goals. The 
community members also share values, spirit, faith and trust. Macbeth, Carson and 
Northcote (2004) emphasise the element of reciprocity in the community. Beeton 
(2006) further states that there is an effort of returning to the community in which the 
results come in greater variety. The other variation is „constructed community‟, such as 
Disney theme parks, and gated cities featuring safety and security for the members 
residents; however, an issue emerging from such kinds of constructed communities is 
the lack of „community sense‟ (Beeton, 2006). 
  
When discussing community and tourism, two issues emerge (Singh et al., 2003). 
Firstly, the authenticity or the original character: this needs to be maintained for the 
wellbeing of community members. This value gives a sense of wellbeing to members, 
and thus attracts visitors to come. Secondly, the community does change for its survival 
and adaptation to external phenomena, such as fulfilling the needs of visitors, which 
might be different from the community‟s basic physical needs. Singh et al. (2003) 
exemplify change in the society as people changing, the landscape transforming, 
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communities evolving, intrinsic values eroding, the commune spirit shifting, and 
community values breaking down.  
 
Change is inevitable. Butcher (1997) prefers to accept change in the community and 
accept the consequences, including losing authenticity, because changing to modern life 
brings with it greater ease and increased comfort. He disagreed with the contention to 
stay underdeveloped for the purpose of sustainability, arguing that double standards 
should not be applied to any of the world‟s people; that is, poverty is not acceptable for 
any reason. Nevertheless, the United Nations has established a standard for life‟s quality 
of the people in the world, and has named this the „Millennium Development Goals‟ 
(MDG) (OECD, 2013). It is further noted that the United Nations Millennium 
Declaration was signed by 189 nation members of the UN in the year 2000. The 
declaration states „a world with less poverty, hunger and disease, greater survival 
prospects for mothers and their infants, better educated children, equal opportunities for 
women, and a healthier environment; a world in which developed and developing 
countries worked in partnership for the betterment of all‟ (OECD, 2013, p. 1). Egmond 
(2007) supports Butcher‟s idea stating that authenticity must exclude poverty. 
Considering both the negative and positive views regarding the dichotomy between the 
authentic and the developed, specifically regarding the issue of CBT products, finding 
the correctly balanced match between hosts‟ and tourists‟ needs is crucial, embracing 
both the authentic (Hitchcock, 1999) and the developed (Singh et al., 2003). Finding the 
nexus of opinions and perceptions of the communities and the tourists on CBT products 
is the aim of this research, which will assist the CBT operators in developing 
sustainable products.   
 
2.3.3.2 CBT products 
This section presents the CBT products and later provides examples of some existing 
products that have been investigated. Weaver and Lawton (2010) assert that the two 
main components of products are the attractions and the industry. For CBT, the 
attractions mainly include the natural and or rural environment or the ethnic culture 
(UNWTO, 2003). The ethnic attraction includes the symbolic ethnic culture, for 
example, folkways, vernacular architecture, education, transport, religion, dress, 
language and work patterns (Fagence, 2003). Weaver (2006) notes that attraction is pre-
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existing, moderately commercialised, tourist and local orientation, authentic culture and 
history and the natural attractions are in context with the uniqueness of the place and 
allow interactions with the locals. According to Smith (2012, p. 4), the attractions of 
ethnic tourism include „… visits to native homes and villages, observation of dances 
and ceremonies, shopping for primitive wares and curios‟.  
 
Weaver (2006) argues that being a part of alternative tourism, the CBT industry 
component should features small businesses, small-scale accommodation, a spatially 
dispersed pattern with a low density of facilities and infrastructure development, and 
local community ownership. 
 
The community is a part of tourists‟ experiences (Lpez-Gusman et al., 2011). As 
interaction with locals is an essential product component (Weaver, 2006), there is a 
need to build a medium to allow interactions between the community and the visitors. 
Smith (1988) posits that tourism facilities and sites could be exclusively for tourists or 
they could be a shared unit; he goes on to argue that (p. 179) „A supply-side definition 
of the tourism industry is proposed. The definition is based on recognising two tiers of 
tourism businesses: a tier composed of businesses that serve tourists exclusively and a 
tier composed of businesses that serve a mix of tourists and local residents‟. 
  
The development of sustainable tourism products should be based on certain sustainable 
values (House, 1997). Hall (2008) suggests it should be based on local values. 
Sometimes the implementation of tourism activities is motivated by experimentation, so 
as to continue to operate profitably (House, 1997). House (1997) further notes that the 
tourism products should be designed based on a process to which the tourists as 
consumers contribute during the product delivery and are impacted in the long term. 
 
House (1997) argues that the tourist‟s experience or tourism product should be 
meaningful, enduring, authentic, and priced based on contribution not a predetermined 
price. He provides further examples of three different CBT products: 
1. The Ecologic College – South England:  2–6 week study courses, cultivating 
spiritual and ecological awareness with the aim of establishing the importance of 
relationships and community in modern society. 
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2. Recton Farm – South England: providing a lifestyle that is environmentally 
sensitive, implementing short weekly courses on sustainable farming, gardening, 
and a holistic lifestyle approach, for example, permaculture. 
3. Alston Manor – South England: conducting courses on self-development, for 
example, meditation, holistic medicine, and personal and psychological healing 
methods. 
 
Another CBT example is Kendran, Tegal Lalang village in Bali, Indonesia, which offers 
products suitable for group outings, company outings, school field-trip programs, and 
family gatherings, (Kendranbali, 2013). The programs include: 
 Cultural tourism – village life 
 Spiritual tourism – sacred bathing in Telaga Waja 
 Tourism village – ecology tour, paddy fields trekking 
 Historic tours – megalithic sites  
 Cultural classes – wood carving, dancing, and painting. 
 
A study conducted by Lpez-Guzmn et al. (2011) on CBT product quality in Cape 
Verde, Africa, concludes that tourists would like to consume products provided by the 
community because of its „better quality‟. The study examined the customers‟ 
satisfaction related to different aspects of CBT products or services. The items being 
measured include:  
1 Hospitality  10 Price of the trip  
2 Food  11 Sun and beach  
3 Public safety  12 Ecology  
4 Hiking 13 Conservation   
5 Restaurants 14 Shopping area  
6 Accommodation  15 Flora and fauna 
7 Telecommunications  16 Cultural activities  
8 Transport links 17 Information and signposting. 
9 Cleanliness   
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When examining CBT products as tourist experiences, the complex issue of authenticity 
emerges, as the tourists‟ expectation of „authenticity‟ varies. Nevertheless, producers 
suggest offering products that reflect the culture of the destination (TWA, 2006). 
 
Product packaging is different from programming. Morrison (2002) describes that 
packaging involves combining related products and services into a single price offer, 
while programming involves creating and developing an entity that composes a package 
or a single product or service appealing to customers. Packaging in this research refers 
to both packaging and programming. He further elaborates on the „all-inclusive 
package‟ that could be offered by a travel organiser. This comprises almost all elements 
required by travellers for their trips, including air and ground transportation, 
accommodation, meals, recreation and entertainment, tips and taxes. He describes the 
requirements of a good package, which include – containing core attractions, economic 
value for customers, consistent quality and compatibility among elements, elements that 
are well planned and coordinated, a distinctive competitive edge from other products, 
attention to detail, and generating profit for providers. 
 
Developing and packaging products which give „more value for the customer‟s money‟ 
is important. This requires a sound knowledge and skill of product elements and a 
secure knowledge of the targeted market segment. A case of low quality product 
packaging and pricing was provided by Baum (2013) who stated that in some Asian 
developing countries, locals offer accommodation for as little as seven dollars per night. 
This is because they do not have much to offer that could be included in the 
accommodation to give „value for money‟. This small amount will not allow economic 
returns in the destination.   
 
CBT products are argued in two ways; firstly, the production of CBT products occurs at 
a place that is a home to a community (Kotler, 2014). Culture, the most important 
attraction element is pre-existing, and it is noted that environmental and sociocultural 
components are valuable assets that must be appreciated (Picard, 2008; Krippendorf & 
Vielmals, 1993). Nevertheless, Morrison (2002) claimed that CBT operators could 
enhance the existing product components to deliver a profound and authentic CBT 
experience for guests, even though they cannot manufacture their products the way 
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businesses commonly do. This study aimed at identifying those aspects in which the 
community could develop sustainable products despite this limitation. 
 
Secondly, CBT tourists are interested in ethnic life styles (Smith, 2012), and the 
community‟s traditions need to be kept for the community members‟ wellbeing (Singh 
et al., 2003). However, the purpose of CBT development is for community 
advancement, which requires the community to change (Singh et al., 2003). This change 
is intensified by the existence of „demonstration effect‟ (Fisher, 2004), or cultural 
hegemony in tourism (Mowforth & Munt, 2003). Thus, ethnic authenticity and change 
are required in CBT communities; this study also examined the areas in which authentic 
ethnicity and change related to products are preferred for both the community‟s and the 
tourists‟ needs to be fulfilled. 
 
2.4 Conceptual framework 
The sustainable community-based tourism products a host–tourist nexus in this study, is 
examined based on the qualitative and quantitative approaches engaging two sample 
groups – the CBT host community and the CBT tourist. The role of tourists in forming a 
satisfactory customer experience is important considering that the tourists are co-
producers of the tourism product (Frochot & Bata, 2013). The tourists participate during 
the production process of the guest‟s experience. Even so, a single focus on the guests‟ 
needs and desires for product creation is not possible, since the CBT products consumed 
are part of a living entity – a village, a community, people (Lpez-Gusman et al., 2011). 
Thus, both the host community members and the tourists should be considered when 
creating the products. From the community‟s perspective, it is essential to identify the 
aspects of culture the community is willing to share, the services that are prepared to be 
provided by the community, and community opinions on authenticity and change 
related to CBT products. From the tourist‟s perspective, it is vital to identify the CBT 
experiences desired by the tourists, the kind of services and standard required, and 
tourists‟ opinions on authenticity and change related to CBT products. 
 
After examining the various experts‟ opinions on CBT product elements, Weaver and 
Lawton‟s (2010) tourism product categories were used as an assessment base in Phase 
1. These include five elements of tourism products that are actually received and 
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consumed by the tourists. The issues of authenticity and change related to CBT products 
were also assessed, as both are vital to the sustainability of CBT (Telfer & Sharpley, 
2008; Singh, 2003; Scheyvens, 2002). They are goals to achieve, and performance 
indicators for CBT development. 
 
Weaver and Lawton‟s (2010) product categories comprise the attractions and the 
industry or the business aspects, the latter of which includes four elements:  
1. Travel industry  
2. Transportation/access  
3. Accommodation and food and beverage (F&B) 
4. Merchandise.  
 
The issue of sustainability in the research is incorporated by considering the CBT innate 
features, assessing the application of THK in the product items, and identify the match 
of opinions and perceptions of the hosts and tourists on product items. 
 
To enable the research to flow and be based on a sound foundation, a research 
framework was formulated (Figure 2.6). The framework demonstrates that the CBT 
product is evaluated from two different angles – the host community and the CBT 
tourist. The total of six product elements assessed includes five main product elements 
and the combined elements of authenticity and change related to CBT products. The 
encompassing sustainability values assessed include the CBT features, the 
representation of THK (the local sustainability principle), and the match of opinions and 
perceptions of the hosts and tourists.  
 
Kotler and Armstrong (2012, p. 607) define a product as „Anything that can be offered 
to a market for attention, acquisition that may satisfy a want or needs. It includes 
physical objects, services, persons, places, organisation, and ideas.‟  Thus, in the CBT 
context, products are not only the tangible items or services directly consumed by 
visitors. Products include the tangible components as well as the amenities, 
infrastructure, awareness and attitude of all stakeholders, because all are related to 
customers and potential customers, pre-, post-, and during consumption, and these all 
form the total tourist experience (Anderek, Bricker, Kerstetter, & Nickerson, 2006). 
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Masip (2006, p. 5) argues that product development „… should be based on the existing 
attractions and resources, but it should also take into account the essential 
infrastructures, facilities and services needed…‟. 
 
 
Figure 2.6: The initial conceptual framework of CBT product match host–tourist 
 
Apart from the main elements of tourism products, the supporting elements, such as 
packaging (Morrison, 2002), amenities and awareness (TWA, 2009), were recognised 
during the literature review. However, the initial focus of this study was on the main 
product elements as identified by Weaver and Lawton (2010) therefore, packaging, 
amenities and awareness were not examined in Phase 1. 
CBT Communities as the producers  
Awareness and commitment of the 
community of sustainability, while 
striving for development and satisfying 
the tourists‟ needs 
Tourists as customers & co-producers 
Awareness and commitment of tourists 
of the sustainability of local culture and 
the rural environment while having a 
satisfying CBT experience 
CBT product 5 elements + 1: 
1. Attractions 
2. Travel services 
3. Transportation 
4. Accommodation and F&B 
5. Merchandise 
6. Authenticity and change 
related to CBT products 
Sustainable  
CBT Products  
CBT Product 
The encompassing sustainability values:  
- CBT features 
- Tri hita karana (THK) 
- Match of opinions and perceptions 
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During the analysis of the research Phase 1 qualitative data, food and beverage were 
identified as major issues; therefore, they were separated from accommodation. 
Amenities, people‟s awareness, and product packaging issues also emerged strongly 
from qualitative data; thus, the product elements were expanded from five to nine. This 
is aligned with Lewis and Chamber (2000) who generally assert that tourism products 
consist of goods, environment, and services. The vital aspect of product – the 
environment, which Smith (1994) refers to as the „physical plant‟, is the supporting 
product element, which includes amenities, and people/awareness. Subsequently, a 
revised research framework was developed after Phase 1 of the research (Figure 2.7).  
The product elements were expanded into nine; with the additional aspects of 
authenticity and change related to CBT products, this made up a total of ten elements. 
The definitions of the CBT product elements are provided in Appendix 1. These 
elements include: 
1. Attractions 
2. Travel services 
3. Transportation/Access 
4. Accommodation 
5. F&B 
6. Souvenirs/Merchandise 
7. Packaging 
8. Amenities 
9. People/Awareness 
10. Authenticity and change related to CBT products. 
 
This study was carried out within a context that a product is comprehended as a total 
tourist experience inclusive of the pre-purchase up to the post-consumption, and that 
experience is not a snap-shot, but rather an intricacy involving multiple parties, over a 
period of time, and holding values over the future (Anderek et al., 2006). Two research 
frameworks were developed chronologically due to the additional CBT product 
elements identified during Phase 1. The revised framework shown in Figure 2.7 forms 
the basis of this research. The analyses and discussions of both study stages were 
conducted based on the second framework. 
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Figure 2.7: The revised conceptual framework of CBT product match host–tourist  
 
Literature was explored, relevant concepts were discussed and the development of the 
framework was presented in this chapter. The following chapter contains the research 
methodology.  
 
 
CBT Communities as the producers  
Awareness and commitment of the 
community of sustainability, while 
striving for development and 
satisfying the tourists‟ needs 
 
Tourists as customers & co-producers 
Awareness and commitment of tourists 
of the sustainability of local culture and 
the rural environment while having a 
satisfying CBT experience 
CBT Product 9 elements + 1 aspect: 
1. Attractions 
2. Travel services 
3. Transportation/Access 
4. Accommodation 
5. Food and Beverage (F&B) 
6. Souvenirs/Merchandise 
7. Packaging 
8. Amenities 
9. People/Awareness 
10. Authenticity and Change related to CBT 
products 
 
Sustainable  
CBT Products 
CBT 
Product 
The encompassing sustainability values:  
- CBT features 
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Chapter 3 – Research design 
 
3.0 Introduction 
This chapter presents the design of the research. It outlines the guiding principles that 
were used to address the research questions. This research used a mixed methods 
approach involving two research phases. The first stage employed a qualitative 
approach to explore the community-based tourism (CBT) product elements and their 
features. The results of Research Phase 1 were subsequently used as a base to develop 
the survey instrument used in Research Phase 2. A quantitative approach was used in 
the second research stage to identify the level of agreement between hosts and tourists 
on each of the CBT product items identified in Phase 1. At the same time Research 
Phase 2 verified the findings of the first research stage through the use of a larger 
sample size.  
 
3.1 Research paradigm 
Jennings (2010) asserts that a paradigm is an overview of the ways by which the world 
operates. She posits that when designing a research study and selecting a research 
approach, academics should start from the theoretical paradigm underpinning the 
research. She notes that an understanding of the principles of research paradigms will 
enable consistency during „… data collection and the subsequent construction of 
“knowledge”…‟  (Jennings, 2001, p. 33). This research, to establish guidelines for 
sustainable CBT products was based on two research paradigms – constructivism and 
positivism. 
 
The constructivism paradigm, which was adopted in Phase 1 of this study, views the 
world as a multiple reality (Creswell, 2007). The perception and interpretation of events 
or entities are never precisely the same among people. By extension, as many aspects as 
possible corresponding to CBT products need to be identified and collected to obtain a 
truly holistic perspective. Marx (2008, p. 795) discusses rich data in qualitative study 
and describes „qualitative data … should reveal the complexities and the richness of 
what is being studied.‟ A constructivist paradigm guided this study through the 
qualitative research, when the issues and concerns of CBT host communities and 
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tourists regarding CBT products were explored extensively to identify CBT products 
demonstrating a host–tourist match.  
 
A positivism paradigm is based on a principle that the world is governed by laws and 
theories that need to be constantly refined in order for humans to understand the world 
(Creswell, 2007). When conducting an assessment of a phenomena or an entity in a 
quantitative study, underlying patterns and trends are identified as results of the 
analyses (SAS, n.d.). The Wilder Research (2009) describes that statistical analyses can 
help summarise data, identify key findings and draw conclusions about the research 
results. It is further explained that these results identify the characteristics of the 
samples and therefore describe the population, because samples represent a population 
(Field, 2005). The positivism paradigm was adopted in Phase 2 of the research, wherein 
the qualitative results were tested in a larger sample size, to obtain their generalisation.  
 
3.2 Research methodology 
Yin (2009) argues that both survey and case qualitative research strategies could be 
used in synergy, and the use of both qualitative and quantitative approaches in this 
research is justified in Section 3.1. The main research question in this study comprises 
what is the CBT product, a host–tourist match that promotes the sustainability of the 
local culture and the rural environment, whilst also enhancing tourists‟ satisfaction? To 
obtain the answers, firstly a qualitative research was undertaken. This was an inductive 
approach (Jennings, 2001), wherein the items included in the CBT products were 
identified and the opinions and perceptions of the CBT hosts and tourists regarding the 
items were examined and compared, therefore the nexus were discovered. The next 
research stage used a quantitative research strategy. This was a deductive approach to 
identify to what extent the opinions and perceptions of the CBT host communities and 
tourists regarding the items within the ten elements of CBT products, matched with one 
another. Generalisation of results was assessed to identify the hosts‟ and tourists‟ 
preference; therefore, Research Phase 2 also verified Research Phase 1 results using 
larger samples. As discussed earlier, it is expected that the results of this study could 
assist CBT product developers to create products preferred by the markets, in order to 
reach a sufficient economy of scale for the sustainability of CBT. 
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This study investigated community-based tourism products, with a producer–market 
orientation, using Bali, Indonesia, as a case study. Yin (2009) argued that as a research 
strategy, a „case study‟ is used to contribute to knowledge about an entity that enables 
the researcher to obtain its holistic and meaningful characteristics. Following Yin 
(2009) who argued that in many situations a combined research methodology could be 
applied in synergy, this research used a combined research strategy of case study and 
survey.  
 
This study uses a multiple approach comprising exploratory, descriptive and 
comparative study (Jennings, 2010; Saunders et al., 2009). While exploratory study 
aims to understand more about something, being „an attempt to lay the groundwork that 
will lead to future studies‟, descriptive study is described as an attempt to explain or 
describe a topic (Education Portal, 2014, p. 1). Sage Publications (n.d., p. 1) refers to 
the comparative approach as an „art of comparing‟, and „a means to a goal‟, and 
suggests identifying clearly the need for comparison. Phase 1 of this research explored 
and identified the properties of CBT products, as well as compared the opinions and 
perceptions of the CBT host communities and the CBT tourists. Research Phase 2 
compared the more detailed aspects of CBT products by examining the items identified 
in Research Phase 1 and also tested the qualitative results to obtain their generalisation. 
This research conforms to a descriptive study in order to obtain a clear picture and an 
accurate description of the CBT products a host–tourist match. 
 
Apart from being pure research aimed at contributing to knowledge about CBT 
products, this study also had the practical function of applied research. Jennings (2010) 
notes that pure research is conducted for the advancement of knowledge, while applied 
research is oriented to the speed and usage of the results – the application of the 
findings into practice. The practical and theoretical contributions of this research have 
been discussed under the subheading of Research significance in Chapter 1, and the 
conceptual framework development (Figure 2.6 and 2.7) is presented in Chapter 2. This 
study contributes to establishing a greater understanding of CBT products and is also 
concerned with the practical use of the results. It studied the elements of the 
community-based tourism products and their features, with the aim of establishing a 
reference for the development of sustainable CBT products that could then be used by 
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CBT communities as a guideline when developing products suited to their own specific 
location. 
 
Unlike the majority of business practices, CBT products cannot be tailor-made to meet 
the customer needs (Mill, 1996) because they use existing facilities and natural vistas as 
well as the attractions of the indigenous culture in its rural environment. This leads to an 
ideal condition where both the ethnic communities as producers and the CBT tourists as 
consumers mutually understand the three needs – the conservation of the community 
traditions and the rural environment, the development of the host community, and 
satisfying the CBT visitors. This is coherent with Kotler et al. (2014) who argue that 
service providers need to understand the consumers, as well as Krippendorf (2002), and 
Edgell (1990) who state that tourists need to understand their hosts. For this purpose, it 
is essential to establish a match of opinions and perceptions between the two groups for 
a successful CBT.  
 
The success of CBT development in the village requires a sufficient number of visitors 
to achieve economy of scale and profitability (Butler, 2012). Therefore, it becomes 
imperative that the generalisability of the study results is examined to identify people‟s 
preference, particularly the tourists‟ choice. For this purpose a quantitative study is 
required in which the results of the qualitative study are verified using a larger sample 
size (Miles & Huberman, 1994). Simultaneously, the match of opinions and perceptions 
of the community members and the CBT tourists is discovered. Therefore, this research 
adopted a mixed methods methodology (Creswell, 2007). The qualitative method is 
used as an exploratory study; the quantitative method is used as a comparative and a 
confirmatory study.  
 
3.2.1 Mixed methods approach 
Mixed methods approach is also referred to as multimethods, convergence, integrated or 
combined methods (Creswell, 2007). Teddlie and Tashakkori (2003, p. 11) describe 
mixed methods as the „use of qualitative and quantitative data collection and analysis 
techniques either in parallel or sequential phases‟. Greene, Caracelli, and Graham 
(1989) posit five different purposes of mixed methods – triangulation, complementary, 
development, initiation and expansion. The methodology used in this research is a 
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mixed methods approach, in which both methods were applied in sequence for the 
purpose of „development‟. As detailed earlier, the development process involved the 
following. First a qualitative method was used to explore and identify the aspects of the 
research subject and to build a survey instrument, and second a quantitative method was 
used to generalise the qualitative results and to discover the answers to the research 
questions.   
 
Denzin (2010) discusses the combined qualitative and quantitative methods of 
triangulation which are commonly used in a single research. However he is cautious 
about using qualitative and quantitative methods in combination. Teddlie and 
Tashakkori (2003) explain that the experts‟ contradictions regarding the use of 
qualitative and quantitative research approaches in one study are due to the different 
epistemology underpinning both methods. However, these authors conclude that both 
methods have been satisfactorily employed on the condition that the usage of the 
method must be kept separate, in order for the strength of each paradigm to be 
sustained. The use of qualitative and quantitative methods for a mixed methods research 
is also recommended by Barbour and Kitzinger (1999) who consider that focus group 
discussion as a data collection method can be combined with a quantitative method of 
data collection. 
 
In summary, this research used the mixed methods approach in sequential order. A 
qualitative research was conducted to explore the elements and the properties of CBT 
products, to identify their nexus, as well as to develop a suitable quantitative research 
measurement – a resource that was not readily available. Research Phase 1 results 
required a certain extent of generalisability to identify producer–market preferences. 
Subsequently, the quantitative study was employed to investigate the nexus of the 
product items and also to verify the results of Research Phase 1 using a larger sample 
size.  
 
3.2.2 Research procedure 
The research process and procedure (Figure 3.1) that guided this research into 
formulating a CBT products development reference, a host–tourist match, began with a 
review of the literature. This was followed by the construction of a checklist of tourism 
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product elements based on the literature. The third step involved the development of a 
conceptual research framework. Step 4 was part of Research Phase 1 involving data 
collection from the host communities and the CBT tourists using focus group discussion 
and in-depth interview. Step 5 was the qualitative data analysis, in which a survey 
instrument was constructed. In Steps 6 and 7 this instrument was tested using an expert 
panel and a pilot survey. Step 8 was the second stage of the research when data was 
collected using the survey instrument. This was followed by Step 9 – data analysis and 
Step 10, a discussion of the results.  
 
 
Figure 3.1: Research procedure 
 
10. Thesis Development 
9. Data Analysis and Interpretation 
8. Research Stage 2 – Quantitative Study 
Host Communities 
(Survey Questionnaire) 
CBT Tourists 
(Survey Questionnaire) 
7. Pilot Study 
6. Experts Panel 
5. Qualitative Data Analysis 
Revised  Research Framework and Phase 2 Research 
instrument (Questionnaire) Development 
4. Research Stage 1 – Qualitative Study 
Host Communities (Focus group 
discussions and interviews) 
CBT Tourists (Focus group 
discussions and interviews) 
3. Conceptual Framework Development 
2. CBT Product Elements Identification 
1. Literature Review 
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3.3 Research methods 
Research methods refer to techniques and procedures for collecting and analysing data 
(Jennings, 2001). To ensure quality data that represent the population‟s views and 
accurate responses, three important matters should be critically addressed when 
conducting this type of research – the sampling method, the data collection method, and 
the guidelines (Fowler, 2009). The research methods used in this research and the 
relevant issues are discussed in the following subsections. The qualitative and the 
quantitative methods are presented separately. A general brief description of the study 
populations and sampling, reliability and validity are conjointly presented for both 
methods, which are further elaborated in the discussion of each method.  
 
In this research, focus group discussion, in-depth interview, and a survey-questionnaire 
in either the qualitative (non-statistical) or the quantitative (statistical) research are 
employed. Research Phase 1 used focus group discussion and in-depth interview to 
explore the views of both hosts and tourists on elements of sustainable tourism 
products. Research Phase 2 used survey-questionnaire as a data collection method. 
Frequency distributions and measures of central tendency were used as parameters 
within which the opinions and perceptions of participants were quantified, using a 
Likert scale, rank order and nominal category. Sections 3.3.3 and 3.3.4 discuss Research 
Phase 1 and 2 in more detail.  
 
3.3.1 Study populations and sampling  
This research is an investigation into CBT products, a match between host communities 
and visitors, focused on a case study of Bali. The study populations in this research are 
the CBT villages‟ community members in Bali and the tourists who have visited any 
village in Bali either staying overnight or on a day tour. 
  
Under the 1993 governor‟s decree, 21 villages were developed as community-based 
tourism sites (Pemerintah Daerah Bali, 1993) and this was subsequently increased to 16 
areas covering more villages in the Governor‟s 2009 Decree (Pemerintah Daerah Bali, 
2009). Considering the number of tourists visiting Bali and the extent of CBT villages 
in Bali, samples were taken as study participants. Data was gathered from two sample 
groups representing both populations.  
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The sampling method used for both groups in Research Phase 1 and Research Phase 2 
was „non-probability purposive sampling‟ (Fowler, 2009). „Purposive‟ sampling was 
applied to capture a representation of the various characteristics of the populations. 
Budget and time were limitations in collecting the data, as were technical limitations. 
Access to the CBT community had to be administered through the „gate keeper‟, the 
village authority, as CBT in Bali is usually operated under the village institution. 
However, CBT is managed by a foundation in one of the sample villages; therefore, 
access to the participants in this village was made through the foundation. Four villages 
from four different regencies were selected as samples to represent the CBT 
communities in Bali. To achieve the representation of the population and be adequate to 
achieve external validity (Howell, 2013), the villages were selected based on the criteria 
of their CBT development stage.  
 
Rocharungsat (2005) uses two classification criteria of CBT development – medium and 
low levels. Medium level applies to CBT areas that have been developed for five to 
eight years, whilst low level criteria is applied to places that have just started to develop 
or have been developed for less than two years. Nevertheless, the indicator of the 
development stage used in this study is based on the available CBT products that can be 
accessed by customers. Penglipuran and Bedulu village represented the developed CBT 
villages since packaged products (Appendix 2 and 3) are readily available and visitors 
come regularly to the villages, individually or organised by the travel agents. Tihingan 
and Belimbing represented the developing CBT villages, since their development has 
just been initiated and the villages are in the process of preparing the product package, 
and developing facilities and human resources. Guests visit the village incrementally 
without proper arrangement and management from the community. 
 
Fowler (2009) notes that it is important to include people who are knowledgeable as 
samples to represent the study populations. The first population set in this research 
comprises CBT villagers:  
 Who are officially registered as the members of the three different types of 
village organisations  
 Who currently participate actively in the village activities  
 Who fit into the study requirement of a respondents‟ age range of 18 and above.  
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Therefore the CBT host community samples included the representatives of the three 
main village organisations in each of the four selected CBT villages. This sample 
selection method was applied with a purpose to obtain sample representation across 
gender and different age groups among the people who are actually involved in 
providing and delivering the products or CBT experience in the selected CBT villages. 
These official members and managers are actively involved in the planning and the 
execution of the village activities. They are concerned with the wellbeing and the 
development of the village and the people. The members of the community who are 
actively involved currently vary according to marital status and gender. Thus, according 
to the village structure they are streamed into different groups according to the three 
main organisations in the village, each having their own unique characteristics. They 
are: 
1. The Youth Organisation (Seke Teruna Teruni)  
2. The Women‟s Organisation (Krama Istri – PKK)  
3. The Men‟s Organisation (Krama Lanang).  
 
Bali receives a significant number of international and domestic tourists. The average 
annual number of international visitors to Bali in 2008–2012 was 2,468,099 (Dinas 
Pariwisata Pemerintah Propinsi Bali, 2013). The average annual number of domestic 
tourists in 2008–2012 was 4,560,990 (DPPPB, 2013). Wehrli (in ITB World, 2012) 
notes that alternative tourists are also referred to as sustainable tourists since they have a 
higher awareness of sustainability. Ernawati (2010), using indicators of the alternative 
tourist developed by Wearing and Neils (2002), found that the majority of the 
international tourists (86 per cent) in Bali claimed themselves to be alternative tourists, 
which indicates that they have some understanding of the principles of sustainability. 
However, this percentage dropped to 25 per cent when a question was asked to the 
tourist respondents about „accepting the basic facilities available on site‟, which is one 
of Boo‟s (1991) criteria of the alternative tourist. Similarly, Wehrli (in ITB World, 
2012) discovered that the majority of tourists are well aware of sustainability. 
Nevertheless, he claims that only 20 per cent of tourists consistently purchase 
„sustainable trips‟. Hassan (2000) and Mill (1996) recognise the different levels of 
tourists‟ awareness of sustainability and the latter suggests observing tourists‟ behaviour 
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to identify the „real‟ sustainable tourists. Scheyvens (2002) argues that the CBT market 
niche is included in the alternative tourist markets. The tourists‟ profiles and the number 
of alternative tourists in Bali provide an estimate of the CBT tourist population. 
Nevertheless, samples were taken as research participants, which is further described in 
the study phase description.  
 
Due to the fact that the CBT tourist population is defined as tourists who have visited 
any village in Bali, it is important to screen the CBT tourists from the general tourists. 
The purposive sampling method was also applied to the CBT tourist group. Efforts had 
been made to be able to meet the population and sample specifications, as well as 
considering a favourable situation that permitted unbiased responses from the study 
participants which accommodated validity. Therefore, during data collection, samples 
were administered in the sample villages, on the tour bus administered by the tourist 
guides during the CBT trip or day-excursion to the village and on the premises targeting 
tourists who have visited villages in Bali. 
 
3.3.2 Validity and reliability  
According to Creswell (2007), reliability and validity are important issues affecting 
research findings. Jennings (2010) posits that reliability and validity are vital, and 
researchers should ensure the data collection instruments – that is the questions and the 
measures used are reliable and valid.  
 
Despite the different epistemologies which are inductive for the qualitative approach 
and deductive for the quantitative, there are controversies regarding the inferences or 
the interpretation of the results from both research strands in mixed methods. A solution 
for use with the mixed methods approach proposed by Teddlie and Tashakkori (2003) is 
for the researchers to use common terms for both methods to insure the quality of the 
inferences drawn from the samples, either inductively or deductively.  
 
3.3.2.1 Validity 
Veal (1997) states that sometimes the data collection situation is not conducive to a 
thoughtful response and also the inaccuracy of participants‟ expressions could 
compromise the validity of the finding. Nevertheless, he notes that researchers should 
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„live with it‟ and expect that the inaccuracy will not be significant and that certain 
responses will cancel each other out. With respect to the accuracy of the participants‟ 
account, Holloway and Jefferson (2003) note that when research uses people‟s 
expressions as data, the findings are based on the account of people‟s expressions. 
These authors conclude that sometimes people‟s outer world is not a reflection of their 
inner world; however, their outer world experience can be understood if they understand 
their inner world. Knowledge about the inner world allows people to experience their 
outer world more meaningfully. In general, the truth of people‟s expression is a 
challenge the researchers faced in regard to data collected from respondents in an effort 
to understand the world around them. The validity of this research is further addressed 
in each of the study phases.  
 
3.3.2.2 Reliability 
There are two types of reliabilities – internal and external reliability (Creswell, 2007). 
Internal reliability refers to the consistency of respondents‟ responses or a similarity of 
response patterns among different investigations in a research, which is the research 
replicability to other settings. External reliability or generalisability is the extent to 
which samples represent the population (Miles & Huberman, 1994). This research 
applied pilot tests in which the internal reliability was tested using the Cronbach alpha 
value as an indicator and the external reliability was addressed during the sampling. 
Reliability is further discussed under the research phase sections. 
 
3.3.3 Research Phase 1 – the qualitative study  
The first stage of this research into the CBT product, a host–tourist match, is a 
qualitative study. A qualitative method was used to explore the CBT product aspects 
and their features to find the host–tourist match. Subsequently, a research instrument 
that was suitable for use as a measurement of the CBT product was developed, since a 
ready-made instrument for measuring the CBT product was not yet established in the 
literature. The CBT product was viewed from two different perspectives – that of the 
CBT host community, and that of the CBT tourists. The methods used in the study and 
their related aspects are presented in the following subsections. 
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3.3.3.1 Study samples 
Two sample groups were used to represent the study populations. The first population 
group is the community members of CBT villages in Bali and the second study 
population is tourists who have visited any village in Bali. Ten focus group discussions 
and nine in-depth interviews were conducted (Table 3.1). Two tourist focus groups 
representing mature and younger age groups were held and three CBT tourists were 
interviewed. For the host community group, eight community focus group discussions 
and six in-depth interviews were conducted. The following is the details of the samples 
for both the host and the tourist groups in Research Phase 1.   
 
Table 3.1 Research participants 
Participants 
Places 
Focus Group (FG) Interview  Total 
FG Interview 
Penglipuran 
 
FG1 - Youth Org. (7) 
FG2 - Woman Org. (7) 
FG3 - Men Org. (5) 
- 3 
 
- 
Bedulu 
 
- Interviewee 4 - Youth Org. 
Interviewee 5 - Woman Org. 
Interviewee 6 - Men Org. 
- 3 
 
Belimbing 
 
FG7 - Woman Org. (4) 
FG8 - Men Org. (5) 
Interviewee 3- Youth Org. 
 
2 
 
1 
 
Tihingan 
 
FG4 - Youth Org. (6) 
FG5 - Woman Org. (3) 
FG6 - Men Org. (6) 
Interviewee 1- Men Org. 
Interviewee 2 - Men Org. 
3 
 
2 
 
Tourists FG9 - Younger group (5: 
2 intl. & 3 domestic) 
FG10 - Mature group (3: 
2 intl. & 1 domestic) 
Interviewee 7 - A Dutch tourist 
Interviewee 8 - A French tourist 
Interviewee 9 - A Swedish tourist 
2 
 
3 
 
Total 10 9 
 
The primary data used in this research was collected from the community members in 
four sample villages in four different regencies of Bali that have either developed or 
developing community-based tourism. The villages are Penglipuran (Bangli regency), 
Bedulu (Gianyar regency), Belimbing (Tabanan regency), and Tihingan (Klungkung 
regency). The villages selected are those that represent the various stages of CBT 
development. Penglipuran and Bedulu villages are at a more advanced stage - the CBT 
management is established, is operational and products are offered and priced for 
visitors. An example of their brochures is provided in Appendixes 2 and 3. Belimbing 
and Tihingan are in the early stages of CBT development: their products are not yet 
managed and sold to guests and the guests are not administered by the community, 
although a restaurant and two villas are available in the Belimbing village. 
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The participants in each village were aggregated into three focus groups representing 
each of the three main village organisations, in order to be representative and to avoid 
domination during the group discussion. As a normal practice these three organisations 
have their own programs and each of them operates relatively independent from one 
another, because their scope of duties is different. The researcher assumed that they 
would be more comfortable expressing their ideas among themselves within each 
organisation. The focus groups were also held separately for the three organisations to 
moderate the tendency of dominant speakers. For example, men are dominant over 
women and the seniors are dominant over the juniors during the discussion. Each set of 
three groups represented a village as a whole. The arrangement gave a better 
opportunity for the representatives of the three organisations to put forward their 
opinions during the discussions. 
 
Eight focus group discussions and six interviews were conducted with the host 
communities. The arrangement of the focus group discussion and interview with the 
community members was made by the villages‟ authorities and the CBT foundation and 
thus, had to be completed, even though data was saturated before the last session.  
 
Two tourist focus group discussions and three tourist interviews were conducted with 
participants from two different age ranges (Table 3.1). One focus group represented 
those aged below 30 years old, which consisted of five participants, three of whom were 
domestic tourists and two were international tourists. The other focus group represented 
those of the mature age of over 30 years and consisted of one domestic tourist and two 
international tourists. The same criteria were applied with the three interviews. Data 
saturation within the tourist group was achieved by acknowledging that at the last 
session of data collection, there was little new data being gathered. 
 
3.3.3.2 Research instruments 
Interview guidelines were followed during the first stage of data collection – the focus 
group discussions and in-depth interviews. The interview guidelines were developed in 
a semi-structured format that was preferred because of its flexible and fluid structure 
(Mason, 2013). The questions contained the study topics, were asked interchangeably 
and in different sentence structures. Two guidelines that were developed for the CBT 
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communities and the tourists inquire similar information – the CBT product features, 
however, they were structured differently to accommodate the different contexts 
(Appendix 4). The guidelines covered the main elements of the tourism products 
identified during the literature review and the vital sustainability aspects of CBT – 
authenticity and change in the community. The product elements are the actual products 
received or consumed by the tourists. These include: 
1. Attractions 
2. Travel services/Travel industry 
3. Transportation 
4. Accommodation and food and beverage (F&B) 
5. Retail goods /Merchandise. 
 
The data collection guidelines function as a checklist during the data collection to 
ensure that all aspects are covered.   
 
3.3.3.3 Validity and reliability 
Jennings (2001, p. 153) asserts that in qualitative methodology, validity and reliability 
assure that „… what is being attempted to be “measured” is actually measured.‟ The 
reliability of this research was accommodated by conducting a careful literature review 
identifying the product elements, which then became the topics on the semi-structured 
data collection guideline, and which was used as an instruction during data collection. 
For the purpose of consistency, the same data collection guideline was used during each 
of the focus group discussions and interviews. 
 
The validity of this research was assured by separating the participants in the CBT 
villages to prevent the influence of dominant speakers and ensure unbiased responses 
and representation of the community from the three main organisations. Two data 
collection methods were used to obtain richer data. Specifically for the tourist group, the 
data collection was carried out when the tourists were in a relaxed situation in the 
evening in their homestay or in a meeting room to avoid bias responses.  
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3.3.3.4 Data collection  
Research Phase 1 used focus group discussion and in-depth interview as an exploratory 
qualitative research method to assist in defining the characteristics within the concept of 
CBT product. Barbour and Kitzinger (1999) define focus group discussion as a 
discussion that explores particular issues collectively. In this study, the purpose of the 
focus group discussion was to understand the key issues of CBT products leading to the 
formulation of a survey instrument. The data collected during the focus group 
discussions and in-depth interviews were used as indicators in the questionnaire for 
Research Phase 2, the quantitative stage.   
 
Jennings (2010) argues that an important feature of a focus group is the entity of group 
interaction. Barbour and Kitzinger (1999) suggest that the focus group discussion can be 
used to answer the question of „what‟, while the in-depth interview is used for 
answering the question of „how‟, as it is accessing personal information. In this study, 
the data collected from the in-depth interview was used to supplement the data gathered 
from the focus group discussions. This allowed sharp probing of issues with an 
individual, in contrast to group discussions, which focus more on gathering different 
ideas and perspectives from many people in the group (Barbour & Kitzinger, 1999). 
 
Barbour & Kitzinger (1999) further argue that a group could comprise three to over fifty 
people. This research targets a group wherein members ranged from a minimum of three 
to a maximum of seven people for a better management of the group discussion. In that 
way, the brainstorming method used during the discussion could be carried out 
smoothly and enabled the gathering of rich and sufficient data, as recommended by 
these authors.  
 
The in-depth interviews were conducted with some respondents within the two sample 
groups with a purpose of collecting more detailed information to supplement the data 
obtained from focus group discussions. Nine in-depth interviews were conducted. Of 
the nine interviews, six were with representatives of the community and three were with 
CBT tourists. 
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Initially, it was planned to hold a total of twelve focus group discussions within the host 
communities, with three groups in each village representing the three organisations. 
However, only eight focus group discussions were conducted, due to the limited number 
of participants. The group detail is presented in Table 3.1. They included Penglipuran 
(three groups), Tihingan (three groups), and Belimbing (two groups). Due to a limited 
number of participants, there was no focus group held in Bedulu and only three 
interviews were conducted with the representatives of each village organisation. There 
was only one participant from the Youth Organisation in Belimbing village; thus, 
instead of focus group discussion, an interview was conducted for the youth. 
Nevertheless, data saturation was achieved before the last session of data collection, 
however, the whole course needed to be completed because participation was already 
arranged by the village heads. 
 
The first Tourist Focus Group consisted of five participants aged between 18 years and 
30 years. The group members were a mixture of domestic and international CBT 
tourists. The discussion was conducted in Bali at a homestay where the guests were 
staying. The first focus group discussion was followed by three individual interviews. 
One of the interviews lasted for over three hours as the participant was very enthusiastic 
and much information was gathered covering many topics. The second focus group 
discussion was held in Perth at Edith Cowan University. There were three participants, 
two Australians and one Indonesian. These participants were all mature age, over 35 
years, and had visited villages in Bali either on a day excursion or stayed overnight. 
During this last focus group discussion only a little new information was discovered, 
and most data were reiterated, thus the qualitative data collection was ended. 
 
3.3.3.5 Data analysis 
Huberman and Miles (2002) note that data analysis could include activities – defining 
concepts, mapping the range and nature of phenomena, creating the typology, finding 
associations, and developing strategy. The steps of data treatment and analysis followed 
in this research were adapted from the model developed by these experts to 
accommodate the specific needs of this research (Figure 3.2).  
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Figure 3.2: Steps of qualitative data treatments 
 
The qualitative data obtained from the focus group discussions and in-depth interviews 
were transcribed. Subsequently, data treatment and analysis were undertaken using 
Nvivo – a software package for qualitative data analysis (QSR, 2012). Data were 
classified based on the five product elements plus one CBT sustainability aspect – 
authenticity and change for development. These product elements were identified 
during the literature review. The food and beverage (F&B) data were initially included 
in the element of accommodation; however, a significant amount of data was identified 
under this theme. Therefore, it is treated as a separate element, thus making up a total of 
seven elements. After data indexing, which was based on the seven elements, a 
substantial amount of data remained unclassified and subsequently three new themes 
 
 
 
1. Data transcribed 
2. Data familiarisation 
3. Indexing 
5. Charting/Mapping 
8. Interpretation 
7. Questionnaire 
Development 
6. Comparison of 
Community & Tourist  
4. Establishing the 
new thematic 
framework 
output 
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emerged from the remaining data. This resulted in ten classification themes in total. 
During the charting and mapping stages, data were separated for every village and 
tourist sample groups to enable comparison. The analysis results were presented in ten 
elements in which the CBT product items in the survey questionnaire were categorised. 
Lastly the results were interpreted.  
 
The results obtained from the two sample groups, the host community and tourists, were 
compared in greater detail and then interpreted. To obtain a match between the hosts 
and tourists involved comparing items within the ten elements emerging from the two 
sample groups. Apart from the match, the inferences were verified against preceding 
study results conducted in this field and supported by data as evidence. The qualitative 
study component was the initial stage of the research, and, as planned, a research 
questionnaire was developed based on its results. 
 
3.3.4 Research Phase 2 – the quantitative study  
A quantitative research approach was used in Phase 2 of the study. The quantitative 
method analyses numerical data, which was obtained by conducting a survey (Bouma & 
Ling, 2006). The purpose of Research Phase 2 was:  
 To discover the extent to which the opinions and perceptions of the CBT host 
communities and the tourists were matched with one another; and 
 To develop a reference that can be used as a CBT product development 
guideline.  
 
3.3.4.1 Study samples 
The same criteria for samples were used in the second stage of research. Coakes, Steed, 
and Ong (2010, p. 134) state that „A sample of 100 subjects is acceptable but sample 
sizes of 200+ are preferable.‟ This research targeted a total of 300 participants (Figure 
3.3) from the two sets of samples: 150 from the host community of the four villages and 
150 from the CBT tourists.  
  
There were a total of 303 questionnaires completed. Three incomplete questionnaires 
from the community respondents were not included. A total of 150 questionnaires from 
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the CBT host community group were used. There were 150 cases used to represent the 
CBT tourist group, thus it made up a total of 300 samples. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.3: Research Phase 2 samples  
 
3.3.4.2 Research instrument 
To assess CBT product elements during Research Phase 2, a quantitative research 
measurement was developed. A quality questionnaire is critical when conducting a 
survey, the goal being to have answers that accurately explain particular aspects of the 
research subject. Quality data is collected using a carefully designed questionnaire 
(Fawler, 2009). The questionnaire in this research aimed to measure the CBT products, 
a host–tourist match. This was undertaken by assessing the agreement or disagreement 
of opinions and perceptions of the two groups on the product items within the ten 
elements. The last elements related to CBT – authenticity and change, which are 
significant for the sustainability of CBT in Bali – were also examined. The ultimate 
goals of the assessment were to identify CBT products that deliver quality CBT 
experiences for visitors‟ satisfaction, in which the community remains authentic but 
Total 300 Samples 
(Quantitative) 
CBT host communities 
(Table 6.1) 
CBT Tourists visiting villages 
in Bali (Table 6.2) 
150 participants in 
four villages 
150 participants  
Penglipuran village 
(Youth, Women‟s, 
and Men‟s Org.) 
Tihingan village  
(Youth, Women‟s, 
and Men‟s Org.) 
Belimbing village  
(Youth, Women‟s 
and Men‟s Org.) 
Bedulu village  
(Youth, Women‟s, 
and Men‟s Org.) 
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develops for the wellbeing of its members and the village rural or natural environment 
is sustained.  
 
The CBT product items were identified from the qualitative data collected from the 
CBT hosts and tourists in Research Phase 1. The items were developed into variables in 
the questionnaire. Before being used in the survey, the questionnaire was tested to 
evaluate its scope, and completeness of the content using an expert panel in Bali. This 
was followed by a pilot survey to ensure its understandability and internal consistency. 
The questionnaires (Appendix 5 and 6) used as data–gathering tools during the survey 
comprise the same points presented in different languages, English and Indonesian, to 
accommodate two different groups of research samples – the CBT host community and 
the tourists. The encompassing sustainability principles – the CBT features and THK – 
have been incorporated into the entire research measurement and also addressed 
independently in the last category in the questionnaire, authenticity and change related 
to CBT products. THK is a generic sustainable principle advocating balance and 
harmonious relationships between a human and the Universe-spirit, other humans and 
the natural environment. Thus implementing the sustainability features of CBT implies 
implementing THK. 
 
There are two types of variable – dependent and independent. Howell (2013, p. 4) notes 
that „… the study is about the independent variables, and the results of the study (the 
data) are the dependent variables.‟ Therefore, the two groups, the CBT tourist and the 
community, are the independent variables, and all the resulting CBT product items are 
the dependent variables. In the research measurement, there are a total of 118 questions 
within 10 categories, with five questions related to the respondents‟ demographics. The 
list of the product elements, number of measurement items and measurement scale are 
provided in Table 3.2. Some variables were measured as categorical (for example 
gender, age), others in rank order, with the majority using the Likert five-point scale. In 
general, the answer options in the questionnaire were of three types: 
1. A range of choices within the CBT product features requesting the respondents‟ 
preferences, e.g. in relation to the attraction elements 
2. A continuum – from sustainable alternative tourism features at one end to the 
non-CBT alternative tourism properties at the other end, e.g. the preferred type 
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of accommodation in which the range of choices is from resort hotels to 
homestays/villas 
3. A request for opinions – level of agreement/disagreement on the standard of 
services expected. 
 
Respondent‟s answers could be measured on a Likert scale (Fink, 1995). Pallant (2007) 
notes that the response format may be ranged from 1 – „Strongly agree‟, to 5 – „Strongly 
disagree‟. Using too many points (e.g more than 5) on the scale to measure the level of 
agreement and disagreement of participants is a challenge. Because it would be difficult 
for the research participants, particularly the community members, to recognise a slight 
difference in intensity of opinions, therefore, in this research the respondent‟s answers 
were rated at five points on the Likert scale, these comprise: 
• Strongly agree = 1 
• Moderately agree = 2 
• Neither agree nor disagree = 3  
• Moderately disagree = 4  
• Strongly disagree = 5. 
 
Table 3.2: Categories and variables in the questionnaire 
No Product elements Measurement scale Number of 
variables 
1 Attractions Likert scale 16 
2 Travel services Rank order 7 
3 Transportation/Access Categorical and Rank order 11 
4 Accommodation Likert scale 10 
5 Food & Beverage Likert scale 10 
6 Souvenirs/Merchandise Likert scale 10 
7 Amenities  Likert scale 15 
8 Packaging Likert scale, Categorical, and 
Rank order 
21 
9 People/Awareness Likert scale 11 
10 Authenticity and Change 
for Development 
Likert scale 7 
Total 118 
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3.3.4.3 Validity and reliability  
The content validity was assured by identifying elements composing tourism products 
through the literature review. In addition, an expert panel was conducted to examine the 
content coverage of the questionnaire. It was also ensured that respondents were in a 
relaxed situation when answering the questionnaire to obtain objective responses. The 
internal reliability of the questionnaire was tested using a pilot test.  
 
Slocum (2005) asserts that an expert panel should be used for synthesising a variety of 
materials. The outputs are in a form of recommendations for possible solution options 
for the topics being assessed. In this study, the expert panel was used to evaluate and 
provide feedback on the draft questionnaire that was constructed based on the literature 
review and the qualitative study results. The panel also assessed the representation of 
the THK components in the research instrument. The expert panel was held in 
Denpasar, Bali on the 27
th
 November 2012. The panel consisted of academics in the 
field of tourism from Udayana University and experts with practical orientation from 
the Bali State Polytechnic. The experts are local Balinese who are familiar with the case 
study sites and are active in providing assistance to CBT development in the area. The 
same group size criterion as used in Research Phase 1, was applied – that is, an 
acceptable group size between three to fifty members (Barbour & Kitzinger, 1999). The 
expert panel for this study consisted of thirteen participants. The panel was organised by 
The Bali State Polytechnic Tourism Department, which invited lecturers in tourism 
schools from two major tertiary education institutions in Bali – Udayana University and 
Bali State Polytechnic. The detail of the panel members, the results and the input 
generated from the event, which were incorporated into the questionnaire, are presented 
in Appendix 7. Participants were divided into two groups and each assessed the same 
questionnaire in different languages, Indonesian and English, intended to be distributed 
to the CBT communities and the tourists respectively. 
 
The initial discussion first assessed the breadth of materials covered in the 
questionnaire, followed by a discussion on the incorporation of THK, the sustainability 
value of the Balinese community, in every question in the questionnaire. One question 
was added based on the feedback provided by the panel regarding the economic 
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sustainability of CBT, with respect to the equitable distribution of the economic benefit 
gained from the CBT venture among all stakeholders. 
 
Jennings (2001) stated that the purpose of a pilot study is to test the analysis techniques 
and to ascertain that the variables and the questionnaire are valid and reliable measures, 
the questions are „clear and flow‟, the terms are understood and the measures are 
suitable for the analysis methods. This study used statistic software – Statistical Package 
for the Social Sciences (SPSS) – as an analysis device (Allen & Bennett, 2010). 
Jennings (2001) further asserts that for the purpose of analysis and to examine the 
effectiveness of the instrument, a pilot study should involve at least fifty participants. 
The pilot study conducted in this research used a total of fifty comprising 15 CBT 
tourists and 35 community members.  
 
Samples for the tourist group were Australians who had visited villages in Bali. The 
pilot-survey participants in the community were taken from a village in Bali other than 
the villages used as a case study, Pohsanten in the regency of Jemberana, Bali province. 
This village is a typical Balinese farming village and was selected for its convenience 
and researcher‟s familiarity with the place and its people, enabling the pilot study to be 
undertaken smoothly.  
 
The main purposes of the pilot study were for testing the internal consistency of the 
questionnaire, the understandability of the questions, the SPSS data template, and 
experimenting with some analysis methods intended to be used for the quantitative 
stage. A query arose from some tourist-respondents that some questions elicit too 
obvious answers. For example, the need for CBT tourists to have travel insurance, the 
souvenirs made from materials that could conveniently pass their country‟s airport 
customs, and the critical subject of toilet cleanliness. However, it was identified during 
the qualitative stage that the CBT communities were not familiar with these issues; thus 
the questions were retained in the questionnaire. 
 
The questionnaire was treated as a single measurement that was used to assess the CBT 
products match between host and guest. The steps taken in analysing the pilot data are 
as follows. Descriptive analysis was conducted to clean the data to eliminate missing 
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systems and mistyped data. This was followed by the reliability test for internal 
consistency. The analysis was run on cases which have a complete set of data; with 43 
valid cases using „listwise deletion‟ procedure, the result showed an overall value of 
0.917 Cronbach alpha (Appendix 8). Using the parameter of Cronbach alpha of 0.70 as 
a cut-off point of reliability (Allen & Bennett, 2010), the questionnaire appears to be a 
reliable measurement. Observing the Cronbach alpha values when the item was deleted 
(Appendix 9), showed that some variables when deleted had higher values compared to 
the overall Cronbach alpha. However, none of the questions were eliminated from the 
questionnaire because the overall Cronbach alpha was already high and far above the 
cut-off point, thus the questionnaire was used to collect the data during the quantitative 
stage. 
 
With the data collected during the pilot study, some analysis techniques were exercised 
appropriate to the data types and research purposes, acknowledging that fifty cases 
would not allow drawing of representative inferences. Nevertheless, the pilot study 
devised a medium to trial the SPSS data template, making adjustments to the value and 
labelling format, setting a system to treat missing data and exercising some prospective 
analysis methods.  
 
3.3.4.4 Data collection  
Research Phase 2 used a survey as a data collection method. When reading and writing 
is not a problem for the respondent, the self-administered data collection method is 
suitable (Fowler, 2009). However, its weakness is a high potential for incomplete cases 
since assistance is not available when respondents need clarification. Considering this 
possible situation, this research used a face-to-face method during the survey for the 
purpose of reducing the number of incomplete cases. The respondents were the people 
actively involved in running the day-to-day village operations – Seke Taruna-Teruni 
(Youth Organisation), Krama Istri-PKK (Women‟s Organisation) and Krama Lanang 
(Men‟s Organisation).  
 
The heads of the villages assisted in inviting the research participants. Participants 
gathered in the village meeting room, and all respondents answered questionnaires at 
the same time with explanations to any part of the questionnaire being provided when 
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necessary. The session was immediately followed by the dissemination of the results of 
Research Phase 1 to the community members. 
 
For the CBT tourists, the data were collected in the evenings at their homestays or 
accommodation when they were at leisure, as this increased the willingness of the 
tourists to participate in the study. This was also carried out to obtain more objective 
and thoughtful responses. On another occasion, the assistance of the CBT tourist guides 
in Bali was organised to enable the questionnaires to be completed during an activity 
break, or whilst on the tour bus. Using a similar criterion of participants who had visited 
any village in Bali, data were collected in Western Australia (WA), considering 
Australia is a major tourist origin for Bali. 
 
3.3.4.5 Data analysis 
Data were in the form of scale, rank, and nominal values. Statistical methods of Mann-
Whitney U-test, Chi-Square, and descriptive analysis of frequency and mean were used 
to obtain the nexuses of opinions and perceptions between the two sample groups for all 
variables in the survey. By comparing the frequency and the mean values of the 
respective variable in the questionnaire from both sample groups, the agreement or 
disagreement of opinions and perceptions were identified.  
 
Firstly, data cleansing was conducted using descriptive analysis to ensure there were not 
any missing system or typographical errors on the data, with the missing value coded as 
-1. The second step was the re-coding of one variable in the accommodation category 
(Accom.9) for its contradictive scale. Thirdly, the internal reliability was tested. The 
fourth step was the Normality test, which was run using the Shapiro-Wilk test using 
SPSS, and the results showed that the data was not normal, with many missing cases – 
31 per cent using „listwise‟. The fifth step was undertaken, wherein the missing value -1 
was replaced with „mean series‟ on the data sheet, to enable all cases to be included in 
the analyses. The Normality test was repeated, and the results showed data were still not 
normal. Thus, to be able to conduct comparisons between groups, the decision was 
made to use the non-parametric test of Mann-Whitney for the Likert scale and rank 
order data, and Chi-Square for the nominal data. All tests used a probability–value of 
0.05, which is a 95% confidence level (Field, 2005).  
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3.4 Research limitations 
Some technical limitations were identified for this style of research. A limitation of 
budget allowed the collection of the quantitative data for only one month in total for the 
four villages. The quantitative data was collected in May 2013. However, the number of 
respondents required was not achieved in one month thus the data for the tourists were 
continually collected by the data collectors – the CBT tourist guides. The data collection 
from the communities was assisted by the village heads – the gatekeepers.  
 
Another issue was shown in Research Phase 2 that aimed at obtaining generalisability of 
the results. As the study was a case study of CBT in Bali, the generalisation would still 
be within the scope of CBT in Bali. In fact, this study was an exploration of an 
unexplored topic – the elements of the CBT product. The exploration was mostly 
undertaken during the qualitative stage.  
 
3.5 Ethical considerations 
Edith Cowan University (ECU) has set well-defined research ethics, which must be 
observed by all research students conducting data collection involving humans and 
animals (ECU, 2013).  It is therefore vital to maintain the acceptability of the activities 
being carried out against the research ethics. This research was conducted based on the 
ECU ethic clearance issued in June 2012, project number: 8131 Ernawati (Appendix 
10). 
 
To minimise intrusions to participants, as described in Section 3.3.1, community 
participants in the villages were coordinated by the „gate keeper‟– the head of the 
village in three villages and by the CBT foundation in Bedulu village. A favourable 
condition was also endeavoured during data collection from tourists, for example – 
during relaxation time in the village and in the tour bus coordinated by tour guides. 
 
3.6 Research location 
Data for this research from the tourist group was collected mainly in Bali and also in 
Australia as one of the main tourist origin countries for the destination of Bali (DPPPB, 
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2013). The respondents of this study comprise tourists who have visited any village in 
Bali. The data from the community group was collected in four Balinese villages: 
1. Penglipuran – Bangli regency  
2. Bedulu – Gianyar regency 
3. Belimbing – Tabanan regency 
4. Tihingan – Klungkung regency. 
 
CBT is already in operation in Penglipuran and Bedulu villages. Guests visit the 
villages, and products are well presented in brochures and professionally marketed 
through the internet and/or travel agents (Appendix 2 and 3). The other two villages are 
reasonably new to CBT and have received only a small numbers of visitors. The four 
villages were selected to obtain a representation of varied stages of CBT development. 
 
3.6.1 Penglipuran village – Bangli regency 
Penglipuran village is located in Kubu, 5 kilometers from Bangli, the capital town of the 
regency. It has a total population of about 800 people and covers an area of 
approximately 70 hectares (Duije, 2008). The village is bordered in the north by Kayang 
village, in the east by Kubu village, in the south by Gunaksa village, and in the west by 
Cekang village. The occupations of the locals include farming, small business and 
government employees or civil service (Duije, 2008). 
 
Penglipuran is one of Bali‟s ancient villages and has a unique culture and lifestyle. 
Since ancient times the villagers‟ houses have been built in a terrace style to embrace 
the open-style of a Balinese house compound (asta kosala kosali). The distinctive 
bamboo roof structure has a 20 year lifespan and is greatly admired by visitors. The 
bamboo roof structure is still preserved specifically for temples and the villagers‟ 
kitchens. A cottage industry has developed around craft objects made from bamboo, and 
the village is also famous for its traditional dancing and music, which were originally 
incorporated in religious ceremonies in the village temples (Driversbali, 2011). 
Penglipuran is a developed CBT village with average annual tourist arrivals of 16,057 
between 2006 and 2010, of which 4,486 were domestic tourists (Jambika, 2011). 
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3.6.2 Bedulu village – Gianyar regency 
Bedulu is located on the periphery of the greater Ubud area, wherein a major island–
wide temple „Pura Samuan Tiga‟ is located (Sejarah pura Samuan Tiga [the history of 
Samuan Tiga temple], 2013). It is situated 5 kilometers west of the regency capital town 
of Gianyar, and 26 kilometers from Denpasar, the capital city of Bali. There are 723 
families living in Bedulu; the majority of them make a living from agriculture that is 
carried out in traditional ways and forms part of the tourist attractions. Apart from 
farming, the other occupations include woodcarving, painting, working for small 
businesses and as civil servants for the government (Sutanti, personal communication, 
January 12, 2012).   
 
The village is situated in a scenic location that includes the archaeological site of Goa-
Gajah (the Elephant Cave) (Indonesiaphoto, 2011). Gianyar regency is a centre for art 
and craft such as painting, woodcarving, silversmithing, and modern art 
(Balitravelportal, 2011). Among the tourist sites either within or close to Bedulu are: 
Gedung Arca, an archaeological museum; the house of I Gusti Nyoman Lempad, a 
famous Balinese artist; Tampak Siring, the Presidential Palace; Yeh Pulu Rice Field, 
which encompasses a stone mine; scenic landscapes and temples (Indonesiaphoto, 
2011).  
 
Bedulu is strategically located en route to the Ubud–Kintamani Volcano tour and many 
tourists visit the village because it is one of the stopping points along the way. Tourists 
do not normally stay overnight, but more recently an effort has been made by a group of 
individuals to develop a CBT package. The package combines the use of villagers‟ 
homes for accommodation with activities that enable guests to experience the traditional 
life of the locals. The packages are promoted through travel agents and the village has 
been receiving an average of 250 visitors per month (Sutanti, personal communication, 
January 12, 2012).   
 
3.6.3 Belimbing village – Tabanan regency 
Belimbing village is one of the ethnic cultural tourism areas situated in Tabanan 
regency, about 60 kilometers from the capital city, Denpasar. Desa (village) Belimbing 
is located in Pupuan district, Tabanan regency. The village is located en route to 
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Sinagaraja, a major tourist area in Bali, and has a population of 6,280 (Desa Belimbing, 
2005). The people of Belimbing are farmers of coffee, coconut, cloves, cocoa, cassava, 
vanilla, and fruits such as durian and white mango (Desa Belimbing, 2005). Even 
though the village has many potential tourist attractions, its development is only just 
beginning, and tourism has yet to become an officially recognised occupation with 
formal registration in village documentation. Villagers generally have adequate 
education, although specific skills in tourism training are still required. The main 
occupation is farming (68 per cent), with the remainder of the population employed as 
civil servants, army personnel and in private business (Desa Belimbing, 2005).  
 
Belimbing has only recently started to develop as a CBT destination, initiated by village 
authorities and strongly supported by the villagers and the regency government. Visitors 
comprise mainly domestic tourists who come for pilgrimages to Mekori, the forest 
temple. No official numbers have been recorded. International tourists also stop along 
the roadside to view the picturesque rural environment that is predominantly covered by 
rice terraces. The village is also attractive to visitors seeking light adventure, and four 
trekking routes pass through its farms, forests and ancient sites (Desa Belimbing, 2005).  
 
The village offers tourists a traditional way of life, generous hospitality, and a rural 
environment comprising coffee farms and rice terraces. There are four waterfalls and a 
forest with a regional temple for worship by not only the villagers but all Hindu people 
in Bali. Traditional Hindu ceremonies frequently occur in the village. Special attractions 
for tourists include pilgrimages and meditation, the natural environment, Mekori – the 
forest temple and ancient site, and traditional activities of farming and harvesting. Some 
existing facilities support CBT, including a restaurant that is owned and managed by a 
villager, two villas and a homestay. A structure for meditation has been built close to a 
waterfall and trekking routes have been established through the coffee farms and rice 
fields (UPVIJPPNB, 2008).  
 
Security is overseen by the communality of the village (Desa Belimbing, 2005). The 
management of CBT is owned by the village. CBT in Belimbing village is supported by 
tertiary education institutions like the Bali State Polytechnic who officially facilitated 
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CBT through development of the trekking routes, building skills in food preparation and 
housekeeping and English language training. 
 
3.6.4 Tihingan village – Klungkung regency 
Tihingan village is located in the district of Banjarangkan, Klungkung regency, 
approximately 3 kilometers from the capital town (Klungkung, 2014). It has a total area 
of 266.02 hectares and is densely populated with relatively small land ownership of 0.23 
hectares per family (Desa Tihingan, 1988). The villagers are farmers, traders, 
carpenters, civil servants, members of the army and labourers in cottage industries, for 
example gongsmiths, silversmiths and ironsmiths. The majority are gongsmiths (Wisata 
Dewata, 2011), for which the village is famous (Klungkung, 2014). Other tourist 
attractions include village life, temple ceremonies and trekking.  
 
The village is conveniently located around tourist sites and is about 42 kilometers from 
Denpasar, the capital city of Bali province (Wisata Dewata, 2011). There is potential to 
strengthen Tihingan as a CBT destination by creating synergies between the existing 
tourist attractions and sites located nearby. This will encourage tourist stopovers or 
stays in the village. Attractions include Batu Bulan (Barong dance), Celuk (silver 
smithing), the Sukawati art market, Mas (wood carving), Ubud (painting and craft), and 
Desa Kamasan (puppet painting). In addition, the Gunaksa Museum is situated two 
kilometres away from the village. Tourists average approximately 10 per month and 
visit the village mainly for its gong cottage industry and trekking (Sutanti, personal 
communication, January 12, 2012). 
 
This chapter has presented the research design – that is, the paradigm, methodology, 
and methods, as well as the research location. The next chapter presents the results of 
the qualitative phase.  
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Chapter 4 – Research Phase 1 analysis and findings 
 
4.0 Introduction 
This chapter presents the analyses and results of Research Phase 1. The results from two 
sample groups, the CBT communities and tourists, are structured separately and they 
will be compared as well as addressed independently in the discussion presented in 
Chapter 5. The sample villages are presented in sequence from those containing the 
most developed to less developed CBT – Penglipuran, Bedulu, Belimbing, and 
Tihingan. This is subsequently followed by the results from the tourist group. An 
overview of results for each village and the tourist group is provided in table format at 
the end of the results presentation for each of the product elements. 
 
Data revealed that the nine product elements plus the aspect of authenticity and change 
related to CBT products randomly appeared in either the community or tourist sample 
groups (Appendix 11); thus, the nine elements did not necessarily present in every 
village or tourist sample group, neither in every focus group discussion nor interview.  
 
4.1 Analysis and the highlighted issues 
Phase 1 consisted of the qualitative research, which used two data collection methods – 
focus group discussion and in-depth interview. The focus group discussions explored 
aspects of the CBT products to generate a range of diverse opinions, whereas the in-
depth interviews were designed to gather more detailed data to supplement the data 
collected from the focus group discussions. As explained in Chapter 3, a total of ten 
focus group discussions and nine in-depth interviews were conducted (Table 3.1). The 
focus groups consisted of eight groups of the CBT host communities from the three 
villages Penglipuran, Tihingan, Belimbing. There was no focus group conducted in 
Bedulu since there were not enough participants, however, three interviews were carried 
out with the representatives of the three village organisations. Two focus groups were 
held for the tourist sample sub-set. Of the nine interviews, six were with representatives 
of the community and three with CBT tourists. Participant‟s opinions and perceptions 
were merged together and are presented in this chapter under each village and tourist 
headings for the nine elements of the CBT products, and the sustainability aspects of 
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authenticity and change related to CBT products. The data analysis steps are presented 
in Section 3.3.3.5 in Chapter 3. 
 
The indexed data from both groups were examined and the significant items arising 
from either the community or the tourist group, or from both, are presented in a table 
format (Appendix 11). These significant items became variables and composed the 
questionnaire for Phase 2. The issues identified (Appendix 11) regarding the product 
elements and the aspects of authenticity and change related to CBT products that were 
used as indicators for the quantitative study are presented in Table 4.1. 
 
Table 4.1: The issues identified in the elements of product and the sustainability 
No Product elements Issues 
1 Attraction natural/rural environment, lifestyle, culture, traditional architecture, 
art, sport and surfing, and events (religious ceremonies, 
outbound/personal development, meditation, and learning) 
2 Travel services arranged by the community travel organiser, general travel agents, 
and self-arranged 
3 Transportation/Access environmentally-friendly mode of transportation in the villages, 
access to villages, and signs and notices 
4 Accommodation villas, resort hotels, homestay, facilities, cleanliness 
5 Food & Beverage having meals in restaurants, and shared meals with host (tools and 
cutleries, spices, raw produce, cooking process, hygiene, food 
types) 
6 Souvenirs/Merchandise types, selling methods, production, packets 
7 Packaging narration, length of stay, language, and varieties of attractions  
8 Amenities sewerage and drainage, roads and paths, public toilets, villagers 
support, government support, parking spaces, waste disposal, 
information technology, and CBT management 
9 People/Awareness training requirement for the community members, sustainability, 
standard and values, needs awareness 
10 Authenticity related to 
CBT products 
environment, values, traditions, building structure 
Change related to CBT 
products 
technology and living standards 
 
The initial data classification was conducted based on the main product elements 
identified from the literature review. These five elements that directly relate to 
customers consist of: 1. attractions, 2. travel services, 3. access/transportation, 4. 
accommodation, and 5. merchandise/souvenirs.  An issue of sustainability – authenticity 
and change related to CBT – was also assessed during Research Phase 1. However, 
when the data were indexed, three new categories were identified that are vital 
supporting elements to the main product elements. These include: 1. amenities, 2. 
people/awareness, and 3. packaging. „Food and beverage‟ were initially treated as a part 
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of accommodation, however, during the data collection, food and beverage became an 
essential issue; therefore it is considered as a separate element. Nine product elements 
and one sustainability issue were identified from the qualitative data as significant to the 
CBT products, thus making up a total of ten elements. The discussion of the nine 
elements of products and the sustainability issue – authenticity and change related to 
CBT – are presented in Chapter 5.  
 
4.2 Findings – host communities  
The community participants were organised by the village heads in three of the villages, 
while in Bedulu village the participants were organised by the CBT Foundation that 
operates CBT. Based on the formal request of the researcher, the village heads invited 
some members of the three main village organisations to participate in a discussion or to 
be interviewed.  The discussions for the three different village organisations were run 
separately. The focus groups consisted of three to seven participants with an age range 
from 18 to 60 years.  
 
In every village the community focus groups were divided into three separate groups. 
The first group comprised representatives of the Youth Organisation, the second group 
consisted of the representatives from the Women‟s Organisation, whilst the third group 
included participants from the Men‟s Organisation. Based on the data collected, each 
group demonstrated their particular contribution to CBT. The participants from the 
Youth Organisation were mostly involved in the operational level of the CBT 
management, which is the CBT travel organisation owned by the village. The women 
were mainly involved in preparing and providing accommodation, food and 
merchandise for the tourists, while the men were involved in managing the attractions 
and holding managerial positions in the CBT travel organisation. 
 
Some interviews with community members in the four villages probed into certain 
aspects of CBT product that the individuals were involved in. For example, an interview 
with a village authority member who was concerned with the issue of providing 
infrastructure to the village and with the appeal to the local government to support them 
in developing the CBT. In addition, he expressed concern on how to involve more of the 
village members in the CBT activities.  
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4.2.1 Village 1 – Penglipuran 
Penglipuran has the most developed CBT among the participating villages. Participants 
stated that the villagers are interested in developing CBT and that the village authority 
and the local government (Bangli regency) provide a strong support to the development. 
CBT management was well established and positioned under the village authority.  
 
Three focus groups were held in Penglipuran. The Men‟s Focus Group consisted of five 
participants with an age range of 30 to 60 years old. The Women‟s Focus Group 
comprised seven people with an age range of 30 to 50 years old, and the Youth Focus 
Group included seven people from 18 to 23 years.  
 
4.2.1.1 Attractions 
There are three types of attractions in and around the village of Penglipuran which were 
identified by most participants of the Youth Focus Group:  
1. The first is rural attractions around the village, which includea cycling around 
the bamboo forest and trekking through the rice terrace.  
2. The second type of attractions focuses on activities referred to as „outbound 
activities‟. This includes team building and confidence development. Organised 
by an instructor from the military, participants in these activities are usually 
local young people.  
3. The third type focuses on cultural attractions, which includes the architectural 
styles of traditional houses and their gates, which, through their unique bamboo 
roof structure and similarity in design, express village communality. Figure 4.1 
shows that CBT tourists enjoy the experience of visiting a traditional village. A 
particular cultural activity that is popular among local visitors is Galungan – the 
celebration of the triumph of the dharma (the virtue) against adharma (the evil). 
This is followed by another celebration called Kuningan.  
 
The village attractions identified by the majority of participants from the Men‟s Focus 
Group include the traditional way of life that is still strongly practised and the rural 
environment around the village. The traditional culture was mainly the authentic way of 
life and the traditional architecture of the houses, gates, temples and shrines. In addition 
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to the normal Balinese architecture, the structures in Penglipuran are partly made from 
local material including bamboo, which is conveniently available in the forest located 
nearby and owned by the village. The roofs are made from selected bamboo which has 
20 to 25 years of durability. Bamboo is shaped and fitted into structures in a way that is 
unique to Penglipuran. 
 
 
Figure 4.1: Penglipuran village – CBT tourists enjoy the experience of visiting a 
traditional village (Source: Author‟s own photo) 
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One participant from the Men‟s Focus Group pointed out that using bamboo as a 
building material supports the principle of sustainability. It promotes natural 
conservation since bamboo grows rapidly, resulting in less use of wood, and conserving 
the forest – the lungs of the world. Penglipuran village has the expertise to use bamboo 
not only for roofs but also for partitioning. Focus group members advised that many 
people from other provinces in Indonesia, and from neighbouring countries such as 
Malaysia and East Timor, often invited the bamboo experts from Penglipuran to their 
countries to show them how to build roofs from bamboo. Using bamboo upholds the 
principle of sustainability, creates an authentic look, and enables buildings to be 
constructed economically. 
 
The majority of the Men‟s Focus Group participants enthusiastically depicted the 
uniqueness of their village as tourist attractions. The village environment was styled in 
various ways, for example the internal village road was built in a certain style that 
reflects the authenticity and was naturally blended with the traditional house gates 
cascading on the sides of the road, forming the entrance to the Balinese house 
compound with their traditional bamboo roofs.  
 
Penglipuran also attracts domestic tourists interested in the practice of „clean living‟. 
The clean way of life is commonly practised in the village, and includes keeping the 
common areas, household yards, and the house interiors clean. Restaurants and shops 
are constructed in a way that supports the authentic atmosphere of the village. One 
Women‟s Focus Group participant mentioned that cock fighting is an attraction, 
although this has been forbidden by the Governor of Bali. Other attractions they 
identified included traditional house gates as well as children‟s barong dances. 
 
Strong communal life maintains the community‟s integrity, thus shaping the village‟s 
authenticity. With regard to life values, the women stated that there is a severe 
consequence to practising polygamy. Anyone having more than one spouse is requested 
to stay in an isolated location, especially prepared by the village and away from the 
community‟s housing. 
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Art and handicraft are tourist attractions in Penglipuran. The majority of the Youth 
Focus Group participants believed that art and handicraft were reasonably developed. 
Handicraft was mainly the bamboo–based woven baskets made by the majority of 
women in the village. The traditional dancing centre was established in the village, 
where the participants were normally the youth, with instructors usually from the older 
generation. Apart from tourist and community entertainment, the traditional dances are 
mainly for the purpose of religious ceremonies. They are performed during temple 
celebrations, which include sacred dancing as a part of the ritual procession. Dancers 
are volunteers, however, everyone is expected to be able to perform sacred dances. 
 
4.2.1.2 Travel services 
A Men‟s Focus Group participant explained that the CBT management comprised 
representatives from the village people. The operational level of the CBT management 
is carried out mainly by the Youth Organisation that assists the traditional village 
authority in managing tourism in the village. The operating personnel currently oversee 
security, cleaning, visitor attractions, ticketing, and an information centre, while the 
actual administration is carried out by the CBT managers. The positions were filled 
based on the needs, priorities, and the ability of the village to pay their staff. 
 
Regarding the current CBT management, a Youth Focus Group participant stated the 
following: „Bidang pengelolaan menghandel tamu, dan semua karyawan anggota desa 
adat. Pengelola berdiri sendiri yang dikoordinor oleh senior yang sudah pensiun, 
teman – teman dipanggil kalau ada yang berpengalaman‟ [The CBT management 
operates guest activities and all staff are members of the village. The management is an 
independent entity which is coordinated by a retired senior person with some youth 
members called for duty if they have experience]. 
 
4.2.1.3 Access/transportation 
A participant in the Men‟s Focus Group said that for tourism purposes in future the 
CBT management planned to use bicycles to access the bamboo forest. Previously they 
used a dokar, a horse–pulled cart but this was not convenient because horses required 
high maintenance.  
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One Youth Focus Group participant stated a similar comment regarding the internal 
village mode of transportation. The village used to have a cart for going around the 
bamboo forest but it was not now available. 
 
4.2.1.4 Accommodation 
A good standard of homestays is available and it is common for guests to spend nights 
in the village, according to one of the participants in the Women‟s Focus Group. There 
are some tourist accommodations, which are spread among the villager‟s houses, where 
families have one or two rooms in their houses. Participants in all groups mentioned the 
recent local regency government support to the village – the provision of a set of 
Balinese compound–styled guest houses.  
 
4.2.1.5 Food and beverage 
Most Women‟s Focus Group participants said that they did not have any training in how 
to provide services to guests, such as preparing meals and accommodation. However, 
one Youth Focus Group participant said that there was a man who had previously 
worked on a cruise ship who could train the women in preparing meals for guests. Some 
simple cooking activities had been done with guests, such as making sweet purple 
potato dumpling, which is called kelepon in Balinese. 
 
One Youth Focus Group participant suggested that in collaboration with the 
neighbouring village, Cekang, Penglipuran CBT has established a trekking route, with 
meal arrangements centred in Penglipuran. Usually cooking is undertaken by the 
women of the village.  In fact, lunch for the focus group discussion collecting data for 
this research, was prepared by the Women‟s Organisation. Some traditional foods were 
available, including sweet potato dumpling, rujak cemcem (green leaves juice), and nasi 
campur (the Balinese food staple) – rice with a variety of meat and vegetable dishes. A 
restaurant located at one of the villager‟s houses offered further refreshments. 
 
4.2.1.6 Souvenirs 
A lively discussion regarding souvenirs in the Men‟s Focus Group occurred. Currently, 
most of the handicrafts are produced for local consumption. They are made from 
bamboo and come in the form of small and artistic bamboo baskets, usually functioning 
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as an offering place during traditional ceremonies. The design is dynamic and 
developed. A participant explained that in some part of the production, technology is 
used, specifically in the processing of the raw materials into ready-made materials to be 
woven into handicrafts, including the cutting of bamboo and the sanding and refining of 
the materials. The handiwork is created by weaving bamboo splinters into baskets, then 
colouring, painting and fitting the accessories and embroidery as necessary.    
 
Most participants in the Women‟s Focus Group were excited about having a souvenir 
corner in their house. This created potential for additional income and an opportunity 
for communicating with guests. They were very proud of being able to have 
conversations with guests using colloquial English and if they had a language problem 
they could ask the guide. The souvenirs sold include coffee powder, textile material, 
wooden statues and bamboo craft.  
 
The majority of participants in the Youth and Women‟s Focus Groups agreed that 
handicraft production was mostly pursued by the women of the village, mainly 
producing a variety of bamboo baskets. As a Youth Focus Group participant explained, 
the making process of the bamboo baskets attracts tourists. He also emphasised that the 
insistent way of offering souvenirs in Penglipuran was not allowed, as they were aware 
that this way of selling could spoil the tourists‟ experience. 
 
4.2.1.7 Tour packaging 
A discussion among the Men‟s Focus Group participants intensified on the issue that 
management had a lot of doubt regarding the product packaging and pricing. Packaging 
was required in order to provide a deeper experience for tourists by offering a variety of 
products with different themes and prices.  Most participants were not confident and felt 
the explanation given to all the traditional objects and events which the villagers 
thought that they are mundane and familiar was exaggerated. As stated by a member of 
the Men‟s Focus Group: „Biasanya kita melupakan diri kita ... Ketika orang belum 
menghargai...‟ (Usually we do not appreciate ourselves ... before others appreciate us). 
Nevertheless, they realised that the explanation of the objects contributes to creating a 
meaningful visit for tourists. 
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A Youth Focus Group member said that the product packaging was to be launched the 
following month (July 2012). This would be promoted through a website, collaborating 
with other CBT villages in Bali and organised by Bali CBT Centre. Most of the Youth 
Focus Group participants agreed that as a part of the product packaging, they would 
include activities such as painting, basket weaving, drawing on the bamboo basket, 
trekking and traditional dancing and cooking.  
 
4.2.1.8 Amenities 
Participants explained that infrastructure was reasonably developed in the village. The 
researcher also observed that an asphalt road reached the village entrance, the village 
roads were well paved in traditional style using river stones, and that the road-sides 
were covered with green grasses and flower plants. Clean running water and electricity 
were also available.  
 
4.2.1.9 People/awareness 
Results from all three focus group discussions generally showed that villagers strongly 
support the development of tourism in Penglipuran, which was overseen by the village 
authority. This contributed to Penglipuran becoming a developed CBT village. Most 
Youth Focus Group participants agreed that the villagers were happy to have tourists in 
their village. Visitors visit their houses in turn, based on the CBT management 
arrangement. A participant in the Women‟s Focus Group stated that she was happy 
having visitors coming to her house. Tourists were both overseas domestic  and 
international and sometimes included movie stars. She enjoyed the conversation with 
the visitors, for example a discourse on souvenirs that the villagers have on display in 
the corner of their houses for tourists to buy.   
 
The Youth Focus Group discussed the visitors‟ clothing.  But they were not concerned 
as most visitors were dressed respectfully.  
 
A participant in the Women‟s Focus Group expressed that she admired some traits of 
the guests, for example their determination in achieving goals, and hoped that the 
village youth could adopt these traits. 
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4.2.1.10 Authenticity and change for development 
The issue of authenticity and change for development were extensively discussed by 
participants in all three focus groups. Their responses are presented below in two 
discrete sub sections.  
 
In keeping the village authentic, most of the Men‟s Focus Group participants agreed 
that Penglipuran had a very strong traditional system, which members respected and 
adhered to. They had a very strong sense of communality and, as one respondent said, 
their lives were, „berasas kebersamaan‟ (community-based). This was expressed in all 
aspects of their everyday life, such as the similarity of the house style, the administering 
of the religious ceremonies, the organising of social events for the youth and the women 
of the village, keeping households clean and hygienic along with the public places, the 
CBT establishment, the art and handicraft production and the management of the village 
as a whole. 
 
The Men‟s Focus Group discussion extended to the issue of handicraft. Apart from 
those locally used, tourists (especially the domestic tourists) bought the many types of 
bamboo baskets. In this way many people in Penglipuran, particularly the women, 
pursued this profession, using their time in between taking care of the family. This was 
also one form of preserving a rare professional handicraft, and at the same time it served 
as a means for generating income. Furthermore, it was revealed that many people visit 
the village, thus the unique products of the village were promoted by word of mouth 
and often Penglipuran was broadcast on TV locally and nationally. The villagers 
became proud of the village and the clean way they lived their life has become a model 
for other villages. 
 
Responding to the researcher‟s question of how the authenticity would be retained, one 
of the Men‟s Focus Group participants described that the traditional lifestyle is the 
competitive advantage of Penglipuran as a tourist area. He referred to this as: „... 
kelestarian lingkungan kelestarian anu ... budaya‟ (the conservation of natural 
environment and culture). A member of the Women‟s Focus Group mentioned the term: 
„... desa traditional‟ (traditional village). In addition to the traditional village way of 
life, clean living is a habit that the villagers inherited from their ancestors. This was 
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ingrained from a strong village system and the people highly respect this value. As an 
example, communality as the main characteristic of the village was obvious in people‟s 
lives. The situation created a fertile condition for development programs to be 
implemented, without losing the village‟s unique characteristics. 
 
Being optimistic about the village people‟s support and their being united, one 
participant from the Men‟s Focus Group stated they would conserve their traditional 
culture including the physical artefacts and buildings. Efforts were made and events 
were organised to ensure the conservation and the imparting of the precious values 
down to the younger generation. 
 
The youth committed to retaining their original identity. They wanted to filter tourism 
influences by adopting the positive aspects, a participant in the Youth Focus Group 
suggested: „...akulturasi.‟ (acculturation). Most of the Youth Focus Group members 
believed that the authenticity of the bamboo roof was retained since it was recognised as 
a good practice – an example of conservation, emitting an authentic look, yet durable. A 
special structure known by the Penglipuran people, the bamboo roof could stand for 20 
to 25 years.  Lately bamboo has been treated with the expectation that it would last 
longer compared to the natural bamboo roofs. 
 
One participant of the Women‟s Focus Group pointed out some examples of originality, 
such as three houses that had been kept in their original state. They were made from soil 
and everything was kept authentic including the moss growing on the soil fences. They 
also mentioned the tradition of separating the garbage – the plastic was sent to be 
recycled and the organic garbage was taken to the garden for fertiliser. 
 
According to one of the Men‟s Focus Group participants, Penglipuran was promoted as 
a CBT, highlighted by its traditional lifestyle. With regard to change related to CBT, 
the members stated that they did not want their village to become a museum, and that 
they could not adopt new technology. He said: „bukan seperti museum‟ (not like a 
museum). They wanted to be up to date with information and have technology that 
helped them in their everyday day lives, such as producing bio-gas, egg hatching for 
their poultry farm, and grinding and cutting machines for their woodwork and the work 
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during the preparation stage of their handicraft production.  They also wanted to use 
technology for laborious jobs and high volume work for speed and higher productivity. 
In that way manual crafting would be done only during the refining and the final stage 
of the production. 
 
Most Men‟s Focus Group participants agreed that tourism in the village brings about 
positive change economically, socially and to the natural environment. This strengthens 
the already strong establishment of the traditional village, as stated by a participant of 
the Men‟s Focus Group: „Memang penataan kehidupan social budaya itu sudah kuat... 
kuat dalam arti instrument-instrumen yang menyebabkan desa adat sebagai system 
kehidupan social budaya kuat sejak awal‟ (It is true that the sociocultural structure is 
already strong ... in a sense that all the instruments that shape the traditional village as a 
sociocultural life system are strong from the beginning).  They did not want to be 
destroyed by tourism but wanted to take advantage of it. For example, they brought into 
order the scattered street vendors that existed before the time of CBT. As bamboo 
structures bring many admirers, they wanted to use bamboo as building materials for an 
authentic look and at the same time prevent people from cutting trees from the forest. 
The participants explained a comprehensive reasoning regarding the benefit of having 
the bamboo structures. The reward they had from conservation was the indirect 
economic benefit. Nevertheless, the moral benefit was obvious, that is, the appreciation 
of the structure by the local people and international visitors.  Because people value the 
structure, and the villagers‟ expertise, many people invited them to construct buildings 
made from bamboo.  
 
It was further discussed that a clean lifestyle was a tradition for the Penglipuran village. 
For example, the first thing the women undertook in the morning was sweeping. They 
separated their rubbish, took the organic material to their dryland farm, turned it into 
fertiliser and sent the plastic rubbish to be recycled. The cleanliness of the public place 
was a shared responsibility by all villagers. With tourism in the village the activity of 
keeping the surroundings clean and hygienic received much more attention. The 
discussion became intense on the current situation that the local government interferes 
with the garbage management in the village. Many villagers thought that they were 
regressing in handling their waste, because the inherited good practice was lost and had 
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disappeared. Some villagers now just threw away their rubbish in one of the containers 
to be taken away by the rubbish truck and there was no longer an effective, village-
based effort to recycle or turn the rubbish into self-made fertiliser. 
 
There was a concern among the Men‟s Focus Group participants regarding the 
adaptation of technology that they would forego the traditional way of doing something 
for the easier and lighter way supported by technology. As expressed by one participant: 
„... ketika ada teknologi baru masuk kelihatan lebih mudah, otomatis orang akan 
meninggalkan yang lama. Itu terjadi karena ada perubahan... Perubahan pasti kalau 
dalam hidup ...‟ (When new technology is available which gives ease, automatically 
people would leave the old way. This happens because of change ... change is a sure 
thing in life). However, one participant said that the adaptation of technology could be 
screened and the village would only adopt those technologies aligned with their values. 
This includes information and technology.  
 
One Men‟s Focus Group participant said that the internet was a good source of 
information. However, it was lacking in the social aspect. To correct this aspect, they 
said activities were held especially for the young that enable social interaction – doing 
something together, taking responsibility, executing duties. These activities included 
learning to dance, and playing traditional Balinese music – gamelan. Everyone was 
expected to be able to dance and to play the traditional musical instruments – gamelan, 
but the dancing was especially important because community members would be asked 
to perform during the temple celebration as a part of the ceremony procession. This was 
supported by the statement of a member of the Men‟s Focus Group:  
... jadi anak dari sisi kemanusiaan perkembangan sosialnya selalu masih terjaga 
untuk mengaktualisasikan dirinya melalui permainan tradisional termasuk juga 
lewat apa namanya ... pengembangan seni budaya ... yang mau tidak mau yang 
dia harus bersama-sama lakoni ... jadi dia tidak bisa sendiri, yang misalnya 
latihan menari latihan menabuh, kemudian ada wadah seka Terunanya untuk dia 
belajar mengambil tanggungjawab mengambil kewajiban dan hak secara 
bersama-sama (... therefore, taking the view of human social-development, the 
youth is provided with a medium to reach their self-actualisation through, for 
example traditional games, and also art and culture ... so like it or not, they must 
work in collaboration … thus it cannot be done alone, for example, learning how 
to dance, and to play the traditional music instruments, and for this reason there is 
a youth organisation as a medium to support young people to take responsibility, 
acquire rights and perform duties at the same time). 
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Most Women‟s Focus Group participants confirmed that a change was occurring – these 
days there were more visitors and the effect was obvious in the life pattern and income. 
One of the participants said: „... desa tradisional kan buk ya ... padahal kalau gaya 
hidup dan pola hidup disini itu sudah kayak di kota tidak primitive lagi ...‟ (…even 
though it is a traditional village, we are not primitive). These changes were expressed in 
a change in lifestyle, broader thinking patterns and viewpoints, more fashionable 
clothing, more attention to beauty (for example wearing make-up), a more open society 
and better education for the younger generation.  
 
These participants further stated that living in a tourist destination made the women feel 
more prestigious. The women entered into international connectivity where international 
tourists came right to their doors. In other circumstances this precious opportunity 
would be difficult to obtain. The village was also broadcasted widely on television 
media, locally and nationally. Many artists visited this village. However, the women 
were concerned about the youth interaction with tourists. Tourists might influence the 
youth‟s lifestyle and especially the dress style. However, high appreciation was 
expressed regarding the self-discipline of the tourists, which they thought represented 
the character of Western culture. One participant in the Women‟s Focus Group stated: 
„Tuutange discipline luung‟ (If self-discipline is followed, it should be good). 
 
The change identified by most of the Youth Focus Group members was in the aspect of 
building design, with the purpose of making the structures more durable. The original 
concept of the structure was retained. Some materials were replaced, but it was styled to 
have a traditional look. Originally, walls and floors were made from soil, but nowadays 
they were replaced with concrete, stone or rock. 
 
The youth further commented on change and  information technology being adopted by 
the village, noting that the internet was a common source of information, Facebook and 
games were also popular, and they made the traditional games less attractive. Further, 
the traditional villagers had a broad perspective because some people lived temporarily 
outside the village due to their occupation, such as becoming a policeman or working on 
a cruise ship. They would return to their village when they retired. 
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Occupational change was a forceful drive for cultural change. The youth commented on 
changes to the traditional occupation of farming. Besides farming, some villagers were 
involved in tourism and producing handicraft, especially the women, whereas many of 
the men of the village engaged in woodwork or working in building construction.  
 
The summary of findings for Penglipuran village is provided in Table 4.2. 
 
Table 4.2: Summary of findings – Penglipuran village  
No Product’s 
elements 
Findings 
1 Attractions - Penglipuran has a strong communality and traditional village system, and 
practices a „clean living‟. 
- Its attractions include rich traditional culture and architectures, a historic site, art 
and the rural environment. 
2 Travel services - The CBT management was positioned under the village authority. 
- A participant of the Men‟s Focus Group explained that the CBT management was 
made up of representatives from the village people, with the front liners mainly 
members of the Youth Organisation. 
3 Transportation/ 
Access 
- The guests coming to the village were arranged by travel agencies or they used 
their own transportation. 
- The CBT management planned to have an environmentally friendly mode of 
transportation for visitors to get around the village or the bamboo forest, using 
bicycles or walking. 
4 Accommodation A good standard of homestays is available and the local regency government 
supports the village by providing a set of Balinese compound-styled guesthouses. 
5 Food & Beverage The village is rich in local cuisine; however most Women‟s Focus Group 
participants expressed a need for training in how to prepare food for to guests. 
Some cooking activities for visitors were carried out. 
6 Souvenirs/ 
Merchandise 
- The existing crafts currently produced were made of bamboo, which are mainly 
for local consumption. 
- Souvenirs are available in a corner of every house for visitors who are interested 
in them, which the hosts enjoy discussing with the visitors. 
- The youth organisation expressed their intention to have souvenirs that were 
unique to their village.  
7 Packaging - There are no sufficient and structured descriptions of the attractions provided by 
local guides or in a form of leaflet. 
- It is stated that most tourists stayed for one or two hours, therefore, experiencing 
only a „snap-shot‟ of the village.   
- The village CBT management wanted to extend the tourists‟ stay in the village 
and to share more of their way of life.  
8 Amenities Infrastructure was reasonably developed in the village. 
9 People/ 
Awareness 
- Confident CBT hosts  
- The village charged an entrance fee but has difficulty in pricing 
combined/packaged products. 
- Villagers strongly support the development of tourism in Penglipuran, which was 
overseen by the village authority.  
10 Authenticity related 
to CBT products 
- The village people agreed to keep their village authentic in terms of physical 
structures, traditions and values that governed the community, and believed that 
they could maintain the uniqueness of their village.  
- Villagers use tourism as a medium to keep the authenticity and uniqueness of 
their village. 
- The youth keep the traditional way of interactions. 
Change related to 
CBT products 
- The villagers adopt some of the visitors‟ positive values, in this way tourism 
functions as a medium for development.  
- The youth were familiar with using the internet, and villagers used some 
technology to assist laborious work while maintaining the quality of the goods and 
crafts. 
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4.2.2 Village 2 – Bedulu 
Based on the CBT activities carried out in the village, Bedulu is second among the 
sample villages. An interviewee stated that CBT Bedulu was managed by a foundation 
established by some individuals in the village. This was different from the other 
villages, which were normally managed under the village authorities. Apart from the 
earnings received directly by some villagers involved in CBT operations, the foundation 
contributed to the community financially in the form of entrance fees to the tourist sites 
during the village tour and also made some donations to the village treasury.  
 
There was no focus group conducted in Bedulu, since there were not enough 
participants. Nevertheless, three interviews were carried out with a representative from 
each of the Youth, Women‟s, and the Men‟s organisations. Interviewee 4 was the 
representative of the Youth Organisation; she was 18 years old. Interviewee 5 was the 
representative of the Women‟s Organisation; she was one of the personnel in CBT 
Bedulu and was 45 years old. Interviewee 6 was a representative of the Men‟s 
Organisation; he was 60 years old and was an executive member of the CBT 
Foundation in Bedulu.  
 
4.2.2.1 Attractions 
Interviewee 6 explained that the attractions included in the „Bedulu CBT package tour‟ 
were trekking around the village and through Gua Gajah (the Elephant Cave), the 
village green area, the rice terrace, egg painting, learning the Balinese traditional music 
and dance, the village lifestyle, temples and shrines, tasting Balinese food, and Balinese 
cooking demonstrations (Figure 4.2). Bedulu is located in the middle of many tourist 
sites, such as Ubud – the art village, Tampak Siring – the holy bath and the presidential 
palace, and Kintamani – the Mountain View. He further said that the tourists like to chat 
while having coffee, sharing and exchanging information regarding the villagers‟ 
different ways of life.  
 
Interviewee 4 said that she liked to see tourists admire their dancing. Apart from 
dancing for tourists, she was also involved in making the flower bouquets – the caning 
sari for the CBT. 
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Figures 4.2: Traditional cooking – satay making and food tasting (Source: Author‟s own 
photo) 
 
4.2.2.2 Travel services 
Among the four CBT villages taken as research samples, Bedulu was the only place that 
operated an overnight package. Interviewee 6 said that the marketing was done through 
the Bali CBT Centre, which connected them with some travel agents. Through the 
agents some groups regularly visited the village and stayed overnight. Regarding the 
service provided, he explained that upon arriving, guests were checked in at the Ancak 
Saji (the reception area) and then escorted to the household that provided the 
accommodation. The guests then enjoyed the programs as stated in the brochure. All 
meals were served in Ancak Saji. 
 
4.2.2.3 Access/transportation 
Bicycles were available for transportation around the village, apart from the walking 
tour. Some guests cycled to Kintamani for the volcano viewing site, said Interviewee 6. 
He further stated that guests came to the village escorted by tour guides, however, the 
CBT Foundation can provide airport transfers at an additional charge. 
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4.2.2.4 Accommodation 
Interviewee 6 stated that there were sixteen rooms available in Bedulu. Some 
households and also their guest-rooms had hot water, a shower and air-conditioning. He 
said the accommodation standard was still far below the standard of 5-star hotels; 
however, he further stated that CBT does not need luxurious facilities.  
 
Interviewee 6 emphasised the importance of cleanliness and the artistic style of the 
places, particularly the guest-rooms and the public areas. This was the basis of their 
service. As Interviewee 4‟s family also owned some rooms for tourist accommodation, 
she was also in charge of cleaning the rooms and the house, which she did based on her 
mother‟s direction.  
 
4.2.2.5 Food and beverage 
Interviewee 5 stated that the meals normally served to the guests were traditional 
Balinese food such as betutu – the steam spiced chicken, sate – the skewered meat, 
steamed-rice, and fried noodle. Dinner was charged separately at Rp. 100.000/person, 
with an additional Rp. 75.000 if Balinese dancing was requested for a minimum of 15 
people. The cooking demonstration showed the making of the traditional snack jaje 
bantal – the boiled glutinous rice with beans and bananas wrapped in young coconut 
leaves. 
 
Interviewee 5, who cooked for the tourists, said that the important thing when cooking 
for tourists was using less hot spice. She keeps to the original recipes, except that less 
chilli is used, as she said that generally the guests cannot eat hot food. She uses mostly 
local produce for cooking. Regarding the meals she prepared, she said that they were 
based on the menu ordered by the travel agents or the tourist guides, and included gado-
gado (the vegetable in peanut sauce), fried noodles, and sate. She also conducted 
cooking demonstrations for the guests and included the making of jaje bantal snack and 
sumping – the banana dumpling, tipat – the boiled rice wrapped in young coconut 
leaves. 
 
Interviewee 5 stated that she cared for the utensils, plates, glass and cutlery for guests. 
She said they must be kept separate and in clean condition at all times. Electric tools 
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such as a blender were used when cooking a large amount of food for a large group. She 
also cared for the freshness of the material used and she said meat was always bought 
fresh before cooking. It was important to keep it fresh and she stated: „Langsung fresh 
... kulkas ten ... nggih ten dados be ibi ... harus langsung-langsung, numbas langsung 
gae, pang ten makelo ngoyong ...‟ (The meat is fresh, and this can not be yesterday‟s 
meat, it must be bought and cooked directly, and it can not stay outside for a long time.) 
 
4.2.2.6 Souvenirs 
Interviewee 6 said that souvenirs were plentiful in Bedulu, the Elephant Cave had a 
cluster of souvenir shops close to the parking area, and currently most of the guests 
brought by the travel agents already had some prior shopping arrangement. 
 
4.2.2.7 Tour packaging 
Interviewee 6 said that the CBT Foundation in Bedulu had a three-night package, which 
was promoted through travel agents and websites. It was sold to the travel agents at Rp. 
350.000/night per room including breakfast, sightseeing and activities.  
 
4.2.2.8 Amenities 
Interviewee 6 stated that the infrastructure was relatively developed. Bedulu, with its 
Elephant Cave, had been a tourist site ever since tourists first visited Bali in the 1960s. 
The government has paid a lot of attention to developing infrastructure in Bedulu. The 
historical site of Gua Gajah, the river and the green area were built and styled in a 
natural way, which made the place attractive to visitors. Nevertheless, Interview 6 noted 
that some stopping points on the walking tour around the village still needed to be 
developed, such as the renovation of the pottery production site and the landscaping of 
the megalith site.  He further said that the guests were happy with the facilities; 
however, information must be provided beforehand regarding the village situation, such 
as the pet sounds at night (dogs, roosters, etc.) He said that usually guests understood 
the situation. 
 
4.2.2.9 People/Awareness 
When comparing the Balinese lifestyle with the guests, Interviewee 6 said that the 
Balinese were very busy with religious ceremonies and he thought this kind of life was 
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attractive to visitors. He further commented that the Balinese were always connected 
and tied to their village wherever they live, even abroad. Regarding leisure activities, he 
said that the Balinese way of life did not include holiday travels for leisure. Travelling 
was done for the purpose of business or visiting their friends or families. 
 
During conversation with guests, Interviewee 6 was amazed by the lifestyles of their 
guests. They travelled regularly, at least once every year. He wondered whether this was 
due to the economic factor. He was also surprised by the availability of a job as pet 
keepers at the tourists‟ home country, while the owners were on holidays.  
 
Regarding values, Interviewee 5 said there was nothing extraordinary about their guests, 
she said that  they were just their guests, she cooked for them, and she had something to 
do, as well as earning some money from the activities. 
 
When comparing dance performance in the temple and for tourist entertainment, an 
interviewee stated that the reward from tourists was money and that dancing in the 
temple acquired blessings from God – Ida Shang Hyang Widhi Waca – ensuring that 
she would be healthy and safe. 
 
4.2.2.10 Authenticity and change for development 
In keeping the village authentic, Interviewee 6 stated: ‘.....hal-hal yang perlu 
dipertahankan kita pertahankan....‟ (What needs to be preserved will be preserved). 
Interviewee 4 said that she was not worried about the bad influence of tourists because 
the people coming to the village were polite, and they wore respectful clothing and did 
not kiss in public.  
 
Change related to CBT, for example the use of new technology was expressed. 
Interviewee 6 mentioned that once when a guest asked for the internet it was because 
there was an accident – one of the guests had his leg broken while on a tour to 
Kintamani and the tourist wanted to contact his insurance provider in his home country. 
 
Interviewee 4 also commented on change. She said that tourism was good for their 
village because the village has changed and the houses were tidied up and styled. Their 
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places became clean and nice and they had many guests in their houses. Regarding new 
telecommunication gadgets, Interviewee 4 said she never asked her parents to give her 
the latest model but if she was given something she would accept it. 
 
The summary of findings for Bedulu village is provided in Table 4.3. 
 
Table 4.3: Summary of findings – Bedulu village  
No Product’s elements Findings 
1 Attractions Its attractions include the historical sites of the Elephant Cave and 
the stone-age wall carving, traditional Balinese lifestyle, traditional 
cooking classes, dancing classes and performances. 
2 Travel services - CBT in Bedulu was well established, the CBT management was 
under a foundation owned by some individuals in the village, with 
some tourist earnings contributed to tourist sites and the village 
community.  
- Bedulu had been regularly visited by tourists, some of them 
coming in groups. 
3 Transportation/Access - Guests coming to the village were escorted by tour guides, and the 
CBT Foundation could also provide airport transfers on request.  
- Walking is convenient to access various tourist sites in the village, 
however bicycles were also available.  
4 Accommodation Tourist accommodation was homestay, which consisted of 16 
rooms spread around the village.   
5 Food &Beverage The CBT had a professional Balinese cook, who kept to some basic 
principles when cooking for guests, these include –using less hot 
spices, fresh raw material and keeping plates, cutleries and cooking 
utensils clean. 
6 Souvenirs/Merchandise Several souvenir shops were available in the Elephant Cave site 
selling an extensive range of souvenirs. 
7 Packaging The Bedulu CBT offered a two/three-night-package marketed 
through travel agents. 
8 Amenities The infrastructure for Bedulu CBT was relatively well established 
utilising the existing government facilities built for the historical 
site. 
9 People/Awareness - An interviewee admired guests‟ lifestyles, e.g. routine yearly 
travel, good economic conditions; however, contented with his own 
lifestyle, e.g. having a unique lifestyle, practising various religious 
ceremonies, travelling mainly for visiting friends and families.  
- Confident CBT hosts: an interviewee showed a professional 
attitude stating that she provided service for guests and she received 
some money in return.  
- There are aspects of both devotion and commerce in the 
traditional dancing performance. 
10 Authenticity related to 
CBT products 
The village people embraced a more relaxed lifestyle; however, 
they would preserve the traditional aspects, which were mostly 
related to religion. 
Change related to CBT 
products 
With CBT, community members would like to have a better life, 
housing and facilities; this means changes must be made. 
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4.2.3 Village 3 – Belimbing  
Belimbing village is the third-most-developed among the sample villages. Participants 
expressed that both the community members and the village authority are interested in 
developing CBT, which is supported by the local government – Tabanan regency. Some 
tourist facilities such as accommodation and local restaurants were already available, 
yet other supporting tourist facilities were still being developed. Some visitors came to 
the village sporadically, however, tourist contributions to the village were not yet 
administered. The CBT organisation was established and positioned under the village 
authority and had just started to function. One of the study participants referred to the 
organisation as an embryonic of the CBT travel operators. 
 
Two focus group discussions and one interview were conducted in Belimbing village. 
The two focus groups were with the Men‟s and the Women‟s organisations, while the 
interview was made with the representative of the Youth Organisation. The number of 
the participants in the Men‟s Focus Group was five persons with an age range of 30 to 
60 years old, whereas there were four participants in the Women‟s Focus Group, with 
an age range of 30 to 45 years old. The interviewee was the coordinator of the Youth 
Organisation and he was 24 years old. 
 
4.2.3.1 Attractions 
A participant of the Men‟s Focus Group stated that the main attractions in the village 
were the traditional culture, lifestyle and rural environment (Figure 4.3). The attractions 
included religious ceremonies, the traditional musical instruments made from bamboo, 
the dances called Joged bungbung, the friendliness of the village people, palm sugar 
production, traditional cooking, the dryland coffee farming, and the rice farming. Apart 
from the culture, the rural and natural environment around the village was also 
exceptional: the rice terraces, two waterfalls, the village forest where the magical forest 
temple – Mekori – was located, and trekking that passed through the coffee farms and 
the waterfalls. A participant of the Men‟s Focus Group stated that the village had four 
beautiful trekking routes. 
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Figure 4.3: The rice terraces (Tripadvisor, 2014a) 
 
Participants in the Women‟s Focus Group confirmed one another‟s comments. They 
stated tourists come to Belimbing village to see the beautiful scenery, with its rice 
terraces and the waterfalls, undertake trekking, and visit the forest temple. The second 
attraction identified was the culture. They discussed that the religious ceremonies were 
dazzling, with the women wearing their embroidery or brocade traditional dress and the 
men in their traditional costumes. There were also colourful offerings with the swaying 
of flowers arranged in white young coconut leaf bouquets, the playing of traditional 
gong music, the performing of sacred dancing, and the burning of the fragrance incense. 
The women believed that all this created a deeply inspiring and spiritual experience. In 
addition, they said some guests sometimes underwent ritual purification in the waterfall. 
Others were interested in observing how to cultivate rice farming traditionally, which 
was mostly carried out manually from planting the seed until harvesting, and others 
enjoyed strolling through the village forest. Belimbing also had various plants which 
were unique to the area.   
 
Interviewee 3, representing the Youth Organisation in Belimbing village, said that the 
strong traditional lifestyle is also expressed through a cohesive communality and 
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people‟s hospitality. Communal life was obvious, and many people participated in 
development programs launched in the village. Belimbing represents a typical authentic 
ethnic village. Traditional economic activities were attractive to visitors, for example, 
the rice paddy farming, the dryland farming, the traditional palm sugar and coconut oil 
production. 
 
4.2.3.2 Travel services 
Interviewee 3 stated that travel services were not yet available in the village, however, 
the embryonic CBT travel organisation owned by the village had been established. He 
stated that currently there were many tourists visiting the village and he further 
explained that there were three kinds of guests that visited their village. The first were 
tourists who come with their guide to stop on the side of the road to view the beautiful 
vistas. The second were guests who came by themselves in a rented vehicle.  The third 
were the trekking guests who came in the morning and returned in the afternoon. 
However, there was no travel services provided for them by the CBT management in 
the village. 
 
4.2.3.3 Access/transportation 
There was not much discussion regarding access to the village. Belimbing had very 
good roads connecting to the surrounding areas. Public transportation is available and 
tourists normally visited using cars or motorcycles they had rented, or their tour guide 
escorted them. The access issue was focused on the mode of transportation for visitors 
touring around the village. One participant from the Men‟s Focus Group said that a 
walking tour through the trekking routes was common in the village.  
 
4.2.3.4 Accommodation 
Most of the participants in the Men‟s Focus Group agreed that there was a lack of 
confidence in having guests in their homes.  There were some guests staying in villas 
owned by investors from outside the village. Homestay facilities were not yet ready said 
one participant, who further explained that their limited finances makes it difficult to 
build special structures for tourism purposes, even though some villagers had spare 
rooms in their houses. When further discussed, it was also revealed that this reluctance 
was caused by people thinking that their house was not tidy and artistic enough to 
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receive guests. Another issue regarding having guests in the house was the clumsiness 
in the initial stages of interaction, but it was admitted that once they started to get to 
know each other they became more comfortable. 
 
A participant in the Women‟s Focus Group said that there were two villas for rent in the 
village and some tourists also stayed in people‟s houses or set up their own tent. The 
village women did not worry about the house facilities saying that electricity supply, 
water, a bathroom and toilet should be sufficient. They said that there were many 
households that had spare rooms, however, they needed to be trained on how to prepare 
rooms for guests and how to handle guests in their house.  Interviewee 3 stated that 
apart from the two existing villas, some villagers had spare rooms that could be 
developed into guest houses.  
 
4.2.3.5 Food and beverage 
The majority of the Men‟s Focus Group participants expressed doubt about serving food 
to guests. They based their uncertainty on the issue of what type of food should be 
served, how to serve it and the hygiene standards needed. However, they mentioned 
about the village having different types of authentic vegetables that were normally 
cooked by the villagers. These were ferns and bamboo shoots, candung, and young 
cassava leaves. Snacks were made of local produce such as cassava boiled in palm 
sugar, and purple sweet potato dumpling. The village also produced fish from their fish 
pond in the village. One participant of the Men‟s Focus Group stated that the 
community had many authentic recipes and they said they needed instruction on how to 
prepare the meal based on their recipes to meet the standard expected by the visitors. 
 
One Women‟s Focus Group participant, who had the experience of having guests in her 
home, stated that tourists like to have nasi campur – steamed rice with various kinds of 
vegetables, and meat dishes. She further described that there was one tourist who liked 
to have rice with banana and also young coconut. Some women said that they had 
traditional recipes; however, they did not know whether tourists would like to taste their 
traditional cooking. They would like to be trained in how to prepare food for guests 
based on their traditional recipes, which used local produce available in the village. 
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Currently there was one restaurant located on the side of the road nearby the vistas 
viewing place and Interviewee 3 explained that his small restaurant there offered 
refreshment for visitors who stopped. 
 
4.2.3.6 Souvenirs 
One participant of the Woman‟s Focus Group stated that coconut oil was commonly 
produced as a home industry in the village. She further explained that the oil was very 
good for massage, it was full of vitamins and made the skin soft and supple. The oil was 
normally for local consumption as cooking oil and its aroma was different from the one 
that was commercially manufactured. The local oil was available for purchase at one of 
the households that produced the oil in large quantities.  
 
4.2.3.7 Tour packaging 
As Belimbing village was at an early stage of development, product packaging was not 
a concern yet, however some communication issues were revealed. A participant in the 
Men‟s Focus Group stated that language was sometimes a problem, and occasionally 
they needed to use signs or gestures to communicate. Some guests brought their 
dictionary with them and sometimes guests showed the host what they wanted, such as 
taking the water from the kettle in the kitchen. 
 
A participant in the Women‟s Focus Group raised a concern that she cannot speak 
English so she cannot provide a service to the guests, however, another participant said 
that sometimes tourists can speak very good Balinese while others used their dictionary 
every time they wanted to say something. 
 
4.2.3.8 Amenities 
Most participants of the Men‟s Focus Group agreed that they were ready to have 
visitors even though some supporting infrastructure and facilities still needed to be built 
for a more comfortable stay – as he said, „kemudahan-kemudahan’ [for convenience]. 
Interviewee 3 confirmed that even though most of the infrastructure was in good 
condition, some items needed to be developed. Soon villagers will build the stairways 
that connect the village forest and the rice terrace trekking route in a natural style.  
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Interviewee 3 said that they had a CBT Management, which they call BVE (Belimbing 
Village Ecotourism), and in which the operational staff were mostly drawn from the 
youth, especially those who can speak English. He further explained that currently there 
was no direct financial contribution made by the tourists to the village, but in the future, 
the village expects that tourism can assist the village. The village planned to establish a 
CBT organisation by restructuring the BVE in this way activities can be better 
managed.  
 
One participant from the Men‟s Focus Group was concerned about how to market the 
products, whereas a participant from the Women‟s Focus Group expressed that she 
wanted tourism in Belimbing to be owned by locals. 
 
Regarding the general cleanliness of the village, Interviewee 3 said that the village head 
paid a lot of attention to the household‟s waste treatment by putting in place regulations 
related to this matter. 
 
Regarding villagers‟ support of CBT, Interviewee 3 commented that apart from a 
limited regency government support in establishing a CBT in the village, the people‟s 
support was intense. He stated that funded by the community members, the village built 
a three-storey office for the village authority where the office of the CBT organisation 
will be located. 
 
4.2.3.9 People/Awareness 
Some participants in the Men‟s Focus Group expressed that their reason for not being 
confident in having guests in their house was because of their simple facilities, housing 
and furniture. They thought that all tourists would like to stay in luxurious hotels and go 
to large restaurants to have meals. They said that the cleanliness and the artistic standard 
of their households were not up to the standard expected by their guests. However, one 
participant, who had the experience of having guests in his house, said that to be tidy 
does not require much time. 
 
One participant in the Woman‟s Focus Group stated that tourists were curious and she 
said they asked about the functions of everything. She further stated that guests were 
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very understanding, for instance they sometimes calculated themselves the cost of all 
items for their stay – accommodation, rice, water from the kettle, and gave the money to 
their host. 
 
4.2.3.10 Authenticity and change for development 
One participant of the Men‟s Focus Group stated that tourists like to experience an 
authentic lifestyle, so they must be „hati-hati untuk mengembangkan supaya keaslian 
tidak hilang‟ (careful when undertaking any development in order for the authenticity to 
be retained). 
 
One participant said that she was happy with tourists coming to the village and further 
stated that the village and her house were kept clean since the family also 
accommodated visitors in their house. She hoped that tourism could assist the village to 
change and develop and enable a better education for the youth. 
 
The summary of findings for Belimbing village is provided in Table 4.4. 
 
Table 4.4: Summary of findings – Belimbing village  
No. Product’s elements Findings 
1 Attractions Participants stated that the main attractions in the village were traditional culture 
and rural environment, which include traditional lifestyle, religious ceremonies, 
traditional palm sugar and coconut oil production, rice and coffee farming, the 
village forest, Mekori – the forest temple, rice terraces, and waterfalls.  
2 Travel services Belimbing village was newly initiated as a CBT site.   
CBT management had been founded under the village authority.  
3 Transportation/ 
Access 
Public transportation used by locals provided access to the village. Normally guests 
travel to the village with their guides, in rented cars, bicycles or taxis. Riding 
bicycles was not convenient in the village as it has many hills. 
4 Accommodation There were two villas in the village that were owned by investors from outside the 
village. Similar to Tihingan, homestay was not yet developed to cater to visitors‟ 
needs, and participants identified a need for training. 
5 Food &Beverage Similar to Tihingan village, traditional culinary options were not yet developed to 
cater to visitors‟ needs; however, the village was rich with local produce. 
6 Souvenirs/ 
Merchandise 
The village also has the potential to develop its unique coconut-based souvenirs. 
7 Packaging The management enthusiastically started to function, and planned to create the 
product package. 
8 Amenities Infrastructure was reasonably well developed in the village and was not only 
government funded but also community funded. 
9 People/ 
Awareness 
- Villagers are still developing confidence as CBT hosts 
- The village finds difficulty in charging and pricing services/products. 
- The village authority and the villagers had a strong willingness to develop their 
village and to venture into tourism.   
10 Authenticity related 
to CBT products 
The village people‟s way of life was authentic and they had a very strong sense of 
communality based on volunteer works, which had a high participation rate. 
Change related to 
CBT products 
The purpose of venturing into tourism was for the economic contribution to the 
community and individuals; and for village development including better 
education. 
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4.2.4 Village 4 – Tihingan 
Tihingan is the least developed among the sample villages. An interviewee stated that 
CBT in Tihingan village is initiated by the village authority, wherein assistance from 
the Klungkung regency was requested to assist the development of tourism facilities and 
also the community members were persuaded to participate in CBT development. Most 
community participants showed little interest and were not enthusiastic about Tihingan 
becoming a CBT village. A CBT organisation had not been established yet.  
 
There were six participants in the Men‟s Focus Group in Tihingan village with an age 
range from 25 to 60 years. The discussions ran smoothly and participants responded to 
each other‟s comments, however, some participants were very quiet, only responding 
with „yes‟ or „no‟, or confirming what the other participants said. 
 
The members of Seka Teruna Teruni (STT) participating in the Youth Focus Group at 
Tihingan village consisted of six people with an age range of 18 to 25. A participant of 
the Youth Focus Group said that there was no discussion done involving the STT in 
establishing Tihingan as a CBT village. The issue was still being discussed by the 
village authority and the traditional village leaders. Nevertheless, they knew that their 
village had the potential to become a CBT village because it was one of the main 
centres of gong production in Bali and known internationally. The main youth activities 
in Tihingan Village were organising the dancing centre and undertaking volunteer work 
every six months before the temple celebration of Medangsia in the traditional Balinese 
Calendar.  
 
The Women‟s Focus Group consisted of three participants, who were women with an 
age range from 25 to 50 years. A participant stated that apart from the daily household 
activities, the Women‟s Organisation normally performs plenty of volunteer work in the 
many temples located in the village during the celebrations and cleans some public 
areas as designated by the village authority. 
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In addition to the focus group two interviews were carried out in Tihingan village to 
obtain more information. Interviewee 1 and Interviewee 2 were village authorised 
personnel. 
 
4.2.4.1 Attractions 
The main attraction identified by the majority of the Men‟s Focus Group members was 
the production of the gong – the traditional music instrument (Figure 4.4). A participant 
stated that Tihingan was the best known place that produces gongs in Bali. This 
traditional musical instrument was produced manually, starting with designating metals 
in the right proportion, melting the metals, moulding and harmonising the tone. 
Participant B of the Men‟s Focus Group said the manual method of harmonising the 
tone, called petuding, could only be done by an expert because it required „a sensitivity 
of feeling‟.  
 
 
Figures 4.4: A gong set – the traditional musical instruments (Bali island tourism, 2014) 
 
Gamelan – ensemble music using percussive instruments in Bali has developed 
progressively. The Balinese dance is accompanied by gong music and most religious 
ceremonies use gong music to liven up the atmosphere. The Balinese people enjoy the 
traditional gong music as much as they enjoy modern music. A participant of the Men‟s 
Focus Group said that appreciation of the traditional music had increased since the 
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previous Governor of Bali province – Professor Ida Bagus Mantra – encouraged the 
development and preservation of the Balinese culture, including the traditional music, 
by holding the Bali Art Festival every year around the month of July. A gong music 
competition, in which the participants are from villages all over Bali, is one of its 
programs. Also, an institute of art was established in Denpasar, the capital city of Bali, 
promoting the development of art. 
 
Men‟s Focus Group participants revealed that Tihingan is known for its gong industry 
in Bali and also internationally, particularly by the tourists who are interested in 
authentic kinds of music. Participants explained that many guests from Japan, Europe 
and America stayed for a longer period of time to learn about the music.  The majority 
of tourists who visited the village only came to the houses that produced gamelan 
instruments, and observed the process. This was normally a short visit of one to two 
hours as one of the stopover points in their tour. 
 
The Men‟s Focus Group also identified other attractions that could be enjoyed in the 
village, for instance the home industry for the traditional coffee powder, the village 
lifestyle and trekking through rice terraces and ancient temples. A view regarding 
attractions was expressed by a participant in Men‟s Focus Group, he stated that guests 
like to merge with the host to have a village life experience, as expressed „Tamu suka 
berbaur dengan masyarakat‟ [Some visitors like to intermingle with the community 
members]. 
 
4.2.4.2 Travel services 
Most participants in the Men‟s Focus Group agreed that tourism had not been 
established formally, although some tourists had visited the village. The visits were 
either arranged by the travel agents or by individuals in the village. They mostly agreed 
that the village lacks CBT personnel and supporting infrastructure. It was confirmed by 
a participant of the Women‟s Focus Group that the guests came to the houses that had a 
gongsmith, either individually or with their travel agent in absence of community‟s 
arrangement.  
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4.2.4.3 Access/transportation 
Interviewee 2 talked about tourists accessing the village and explained that the guests 
were escorted by the guides to the village to see the gong-smith enroute to the Besakih 
tour. Tihingan Village was located strategically amongst tourist sites such as Gunaksa 
Museum and Kamasan, the art village. 
 
4.2.4.4 Accommodation 
The majority of the Women‟s Focus Group participants agreed that they did not want to 
have guests in the house because they were not confident of hosting them. One 
participant stated that the house must have complete facilities and tourists must be 
treated as VIPs. They did not realise that most of the tourists who came to the village 
wanted to see and experience something different from home, they only needed simple 
facilities, provided they were clean. The Women‟s Focus Group participants also 
understood that they should keep their culture authentic. Participants B and C of the 
same focus group further stated that currently there was no accommodation for guests in 
the village. At one time, a guest from Japan who wanted to learn about the traditional 
music asked for accommodation. Because accommodation was not available, the guest 
had to stay in another place and come to the village every day. Participants also said that 
at this time there was not a demand for accommodation, but they assumed it would be 
provided if there were a need. They hoped that an investor would build accommodation 
in their village.  
 
Interviewee 2, who was one of the members of Tihingan village authority, explained 
that to develop CBT there needed to be a lot of other facilities. Management would have 
to approach villagers who had spare rooms and provide training for the community 
members on how to prepare meals for guests in order to have homestays ready for the 
tourists. He also stated that people‟s awareness regarding cleanliness was generally still 
low but villagers could contribute to the maintenance of the facilities, such as tidying up 
the roadside. He also showed concern about the possible situation where facilities were 
ready but there were no guests to use them. Interviewee 2 was keen to establish tourism 
in the village and wanted to approach six villagers who have spare rooms in their house 
to be developed into tourist accommodation. 
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4.2.4.5 Food and beverage 
The women of the village were normally in charge of the food preparation during 
events; however, most participants in the Women‟s Focus Group said that they could 
not prepare food for guests. One participant of the same focus group suggested that the 
presentation of food to guests needed to be different (e.g. there should be less chilli in 
the food). Interviewee 2 stated that the guests had to have meals in the regency town of 
Gianyar otherwise they should have home-cooked food served while hot, as he said: 
„Oh artinya makanan anyar-anyar… anget-angetan.‟, (Oh it means, the just-cooked-
food ... while hot). 
 
4.2.4.6 Souvenirs 
On the issue of souvenirs, a participant from the Men‟s Focus Group stated that there 
was some part of a gamelan set that could be made into souvenirs. For example, the 
kempul gantung (the hanging gong instrument), but at the moment it was still in its 
original size, which was too big and heavy to carry for a souvenir unless the person was 
very interested in traditional music. So there was a prospect of producing a miniature of 
the kempul gantung. Another form of souvenir was packeted coffee powder that was 
traditionally produced. 
 
4.2.4.7 Tour packaging 
According to Interviewee 2, Tihigan was not ready with its CBT package products. 
Tihingan was visited as one of the stopover points as a part of a day tour to Besakih 
Temple.  
 
4.2.4.8 Amenities 
One of the participants of the Men‟s Focus Group stated Tihingan village had requested 
assistance from the regency government to develop CBT by providing infrastructure 
and facilities, however, they did not obtain any response. Other participants confirmed 
that as the village lacked infrastructure, an effort was made to obtain funds for 
establishing the required facilities through the local government. Apparently, it is 
uncommon for the villagers to self-fund the infrastructure. Normally, the people only 
contribute to conducting the religious ceremonies and to the construction or renovation 
of temples. 
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The Men‟s Focus Group continued to discuss another aspect of the regency government 
assistance. Currently the government assists in providing a grass cutter for the village 
roadside, however, the villagers said that this was not suitable for the village because 
road-side cleaning is not only for the purpose of cleaning per se it has also become an 
activity to build cohesiveness of the village people by doing something together. Since 
this activity had been done by paid labour from the local government, one of the 
activities which contributed to establishing cohesiveness in the village had vanished. 
 
In addition to this view of the Men‟s Focus Group, Interviewee 1 expected the local 
government not only to develop their infrastructure but also through its tourism division 
to assist them in establishing the CBT. This included giving directions on how to 
prepare and manage CBT following a step-by-step process.  
 
Interviewee 1 commented on the government support, questioning the extent of the 
local government responsibility to the CBT village. He expected it to be fair and if the 
local government would not help, they should not expect to share in the contributions 
gained from tourism.  
 
In addition, most participants in the Women‟s Focus Group expected that the local 
government would support the development of tourism in the village, although they 
were very pessimistic about it because the regency had a very limited budget. They felt 
that it is difficult for tourism to develop in their area because the village people show 
very little support. They know that the neighbouring village, Penglipuran, had a lot of 
attention and assistance from their regency government to develop tourism and they has 
already received many guests.  
 
Interviewee 2 explained that currently most guests come to Tihingan Village only to 
observe the gong home industry and they came with their guide or individuals to the 
village. There was no management yet in the village, which meant there was no 
contribution made to the village. The Men‟s Focus Group also discussed the possible 
form of CBT Management as people did not show enthusiasm for Tihingan becoming a 
tourist destination. One focus group participant said that he would welcome an intention 
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of the regency government to develop and operate CBT. He said the generated income 
from CBT would be distributed amongst the desa dinas, the desa adat, and the regency 
government, provided that the villagers were not placed in a disadvantaged position.  
 
Regarding the negative social impact, the Men‟s Focus Group members stated that this 
depended on the society‟s ability to filter the external influences, absorbing those that 
were conducive to the development of the village. Nevertheless, one member mentioned 
that to alleviate the possible negative impacts of tourism, villagers need directions from 
the local government or other institutions related to tourism. The village people wanted 
tourism to be developed in Tihingan because it would improve the life of the people.  
 
Interviewee 2 was concerned about the lack of visitors coming to the village and he 
suggested that if there was a sign of guests coming, then villagers might be more 
motivated. He was interested in promoting CBT in the village on a website and 
brochure; however, he held back because he said the village needed to prepare 
presentable items for the brochure. Regarding the visitor‟s contribution, he suggested a 
single form of payment for all the services that could be collected in the parking place 
or the site entrance. 
 
The Men‟s Focus Group discussion also extended to the issue of general tidiness and 
cleanliness of the village – namely that the roadside drainage still needed to be 
permanently constructed. Currently, as a common practice in almost all villages in Bali, 
the sweeping and the grass cutting of the roadside was done by the villagers. However, 
lately there was a complaint from the village people regarding the grass cutter being 
provided by the local government, which was less effective and overlapped with the 
village communal activities. 
 
Interviewee 1 said that the village authority received little support from the people and 
the communality of the people was fading because everybody was busy with their 
current occupation and the people‟s participation in programs launched by the authority 
was low. The young people had an option to work in town; thus, working as a 
gongsmith was less appealing and as a result the gong industry workers sometimes 
came from outside the village. Villagers were not willing to establish infrastructure, 
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however, voluntary contributions were made for temples‟ festivals and ceremonies by 
the villagers or the owners of the gong smith. 
 
The Youth Focus Group also confirmed the above statement. Tihingan Village is 
located only three kilometers away from the capital town of Klungkung. As was 
normally the situation when a village was situated close to a town, the traditional aspect 
and the commonality of the village was slowly disappearing. A member of the Youth 
Focus Group said that most of the STT members were busy, some worked in Denpasar, 
some in Klungkung, and some are still completing studies, therefore, it was difficult for 
them to get together and their participation in volunteer work was low. 
 
A participant in the Woman‟s Focus Group stated that activities were centred in the 
many temples with different celebration times for each one, and nowadays the women 
were busy with their occupations and currently venturing into tourism had not become 
an interest for the people. One participant was very pessimistic about tourism being 
developed in the village because the village had very little support from local 
government and the question of how to win the community members‟ sympathy was 
even more difficult. The youth did not emphasise that tourism gave a direct financial 
contribution to the village, rather they saw it as a medium for promoting the gong 
industry. 
 
Another participant in the Women‟s Focus Group mentioned about art being well 
developed because there was someone in the village who was dedicated and a lecturer in 
the Art Academy in Bali. He had a dancing centre at his house where people could learn 
how to dance and sometimes he accommodated foreign guests as dancing students. This 
research participant expected that the village authority should seek promotion and 
obtain support from the people to develop CBT in Tihingan village. 
 
Interviewee 1 also stated that the village lacked infrastructure such as parking spaces. 
He was concerned about the shabby look of the village entrance and shallow drainage 
during the rainy season, which sometimes caused rubbish to flood onto the road. 
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A participant of the Men‟s Focus Group showed a sound understanding of tourists‟ 
needs and interests in the village. He stated tourists like to mix with the villagers, 
observing and experiencing villagers‟ life, getting involved in ritual ceremonies, sharing 
the history of the village and observing the traditional architecture of temples and 
shrines. He added that the visiting guests were normally people from cruise ships. 
 
4.2.4.9 People/awareness 
The majority of the Men‟s Focus Group participants agreed that some tourists like a 
peaceful place and one participant explained that tourists had various travel purposes, 
such as surfing, or being in a quiet place. 
 
A majority of the Women‟s Focus Group participants said that they do not believe that 
guests coming to the village would like simple and basic facilities and they thought that 
all tourists needed luxurious facilities because people who can afford to travel are rich 
people. Therefore, the women did not feel confident about receiving guests in their 
houses, they did not know how to handle them and they said that any induction or 
training regarding how to provide services such as accommodation and meals to guests 
would be welcome. A Participant said: „kalau ada pengetahuan yang menambah 
wawasan pasti mau‟ (if there is induction to broaden our knowledge, we certainly want 
to have it).  
 
4.2.4.10 Authenticity change for development 
Commenting on authenticity, one Youth Focus Group member said that Tihingan was 
still a traditional village since volunteer work was still organised, even though there was 
a very low level of participation. Two participants in the Men‟s Focus Group both 
expressed that they wanted to conserve the home industry, which will be inherited by 
the next generation. Apart from preserving the traditional culture, gong music was still a 
part of the people‟s life and producing gongs was a profession with a high rate of pay.   
 
Raising the topic of change occurring in the village, a participant in the Men‟s Focus 
Group stated that new ways of doing work utilising technology could cause the 
traditional lifestyle to fade. For example, an old tool such as a pengukugan was replaced 
with an electric blower and a pangur was replaced with a grinding machine. Thus, the 
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participants said technology was used to facilitate work to be more efficient, without 
degrading the quality of the results. While the old tools were still kept, the laborious and 
high-volume jobs were done with the aid of machines in anticipation of product 
completion deadlines. The other reason for this approach was labour efficiency – the 
gong home industry could employ fewer people. However, the finishing stage of the 
gong production must be carried out manually. The quality of the sound and the 
harmonising of the tones were dependent upon the mixture and proportion of the metals, 
as well as the setting of the tone of the gamelan set. The tone harmonising must be done 
manually because it requires the hearing sensitivity of the gong expert. The gong tone is 
different from the modern musical instruments, as one participant said: it uses „dong 
dang ding‟ instead of „do re mi fa ...‟. 
 
The summary of findings for Tihingan village is provided in Table 4.5. 
 
Table 4.5: Summary of findings – Tihingan village 
 No Product’s elements Findings 
1 Attractions - The attractions included: gong home industry – the Balinese traditional 
musical instrument, traditional coffee production, temples and religious 
ceremonies, and trekking through paddy fields. 
- Apart from the authentic gong industry, which is becoming rare in Bali, 
the village is located close to the regency town of Klungkung, which gives 
the village a town atmosphere. The village is relatively modern and many 
community members work in the nearby town. 
2 Travel services - Tihingan village was at a very early stage of CBT development with few 
tourist visits.   
- The village management intended to organise the CBT in the village but 
faced obstacles in establishing support from the community members, and 
infrastructures.  
3 Transportation/Access Tours around the village could be done conveniently on foot. 
4 Accommodation Accommodation for tourists was not available in the village and the village 
people expressed the need for dissemination and training regarding how to 
prepare rooms for guests. 
5 Food &Beverage The village people expressed the need for training on how to prepare foods 
and beverages for guests. 
6 Souvenirs/Merchandise Some participates discussed the possibility of producing a miniature 
gamelan set as souvenirs. 
7 Packaging Tihigan was not yet ready with its CBT package products; currently it is 
one of the stopover points as a part of a day tour to Besakih Temple. 
8 Amenities The infrastructure needed improvement and the lack of understanding by 
the village managers that CBT requires vast development of infrastructure 
and facilities intensified this need. 
9 People/Awareness - Still developing confidence as CBT hosts 
- The village has difficulty in charging and pricing services/products. 
- The village management intended to develop CBT in the village but faced 
obstacles in establishing support from the village people.  
10 Authenticity related to CBT 
products 
The gong home industry is an authentic craft-work and involves a lot of 
manual work during the production, especially in harmonising the tones 
and in determining the proportion of different kinds of metals melted for 
the ingredients. 
Change related to CBT 
products 
The change in the industry concerns the replacement of manual tools with 
electronic equipment used to perform high-volume and laborious work. 
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4.3 Findings – tourists  
There were two focus group discussions conducted for the tourist sample group – the 
first was with the younger age, Focus Group 9 (FG9), aged between 18 to 30 years old; 
the second consisted of the more mature participants, Focus Group 10 (FG10), with an 
age range of 35 to 45 years old. The first focus group consisted of five participants: two 
international tourists and three domestic tourists; whereas the second focus group 
consisted of three participants: two international tourists and one domestic tourist. 
 
The interviewees consisted of three CBT tourists aged between 24 and 42 years. All 
interviewees‟ names for the purpose of confidentiality were coded. Interviewee 7 was a 
Dutch citizen, 42 years old. Interviewee 8 was a 24-year-old French tourist. The third 
interviewee was Interviewee 9 – a 27-year-old tourist from Sweden. 
 
4.3.1 Attractions 
Based on the data, there were various features that attracted the visitors to the villages; 
however, culture was the main attraction. Interviewee 7 said that she was attracted to the 
village because of the people‟s way of life and the ambiance. She said: „Just the way 
people live and to taste the atmosphere is very nice.‟ While another expressed it clearly 
in the quotation below: 
I like to go to see ... I want to see culture because many indigenous cultures have, 
like, history, building ... like way of being, their music, their handicraft, things 
like that; their art, this is mainly what I am interested in ... So I love native music 
for example ...  I would love to experience like a local concert ... or coming to the 
market where native handicrafts or exhibition shows ... I want to see things, 
maybe more than just experiencing their daily life ... That is nice as well. 
(Interviewee 9) 
 
One of the focus group participants mentioned tourists coming to the village to see the 
authentic lifestyle. Another member stated that she liked to see villages to appreciate a 
different lifestyle, instead of a generic contemporary culture. She did not like to travel 
just to stay at the hotel. She said: „... I don‟t like travelling just to sit beside the pool and 
drink beer, I want to travel to experience things‟ (FG10). 
 
Discussions regarding lifestyle as an attraction became very lively in FG10. One group 
member said that she enjoyed the comfort of home, but she would like to see how others 
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live. She said that she avoided places like Kuta because it was quite „generic‟ and no 
different from home. A quote is provided below: 
 I mean I still like the comfort of home still, but I like to see how other people live 
… if you go … say, to Kuta – it is very similar really, it is quite a generic sort of 
experience isn‟t it? And so we travel for relaxation,  so ... see something different, 
different lifestyle … I suppose ... it is interesting to see the people in the village… 
a snap shot … So anyway, rather than just stay in the city, because it is just … a 
city is just a city, isn‟t it? (FG10) 
  
The practices of the religion were were of great interest to visitors. Interviewee 9 said 
that in Bali the practices of the religion were embedded in people‟s life and that this 
quality attracted tourists. She assumed the hospitality of the Balinese people was an 
expression of their religious practice. When she compared religion in Bali with the 
practice of religion in her home country, she said that the practice at her home was very 
well organised and almost confined. Some of her expression is quoted:  
 I was surprised that the religious-based culture was so obvious … temples 
everywhere, I saw they are really nice. You can use more for the tourist because it 
is an interesting theme, although I am not religious myself at all I can appreciate 
the beauty of the architecture and the art behind it. (Interviewee 9)  
 
 It is more embedded into peoples‟ everyday life … religion in Bali is more 
embedded ... it is part of their life ... people are very nice and seem very calm and 
welcoming. I don‟t know ... I hope that is based on their religion ... it could be … 
Since Buddhism – it is a good thing ... it attracts many tourists. If you compare, 
like, with Western ... in general, people are not religious … if they are religious, 
they are just like fanatic, sort of ... I can more relate to the Balinese way of 
practising religion. It is interesting. (Interviewee 9) 
 
Regarding the religious ceremony as a tourist attraction, one participant of Focus Group 
10 said that people celebrated some things in a different way. She further explained that 
she would not specifically arrange to come to observe the ceremonies; however, if she 
happened to come across one, she would like someone to explain to her the protocol, the 
procession, the significance of the components and the meaning of the different style of 
dresses, she expressed „... that would be interesting if the taxi driver told us little things 
about, say ... the procession. I think it would be interesting to know a little bit about, 
you know when you come across them‟ (FG10). 
 
One interviewee stated that it was important that a tourist destination offered enough for 
visitors to see and to do and this would determine the length of a tourist‟s stay. He 
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emphasised that younger tourists were interested in attractions involving physical 
activity related to natural environmental attractions. He further stated that while staying 
in Penglipuran one could go trekking to Mount Batur, which is a natural site close to the 
village. Conversely, senior tourists like more relaxing activities, as expressed: „we are 
young so want to keep busy but a lot of people in their 50s want to visit in the morning 
and read in the afternoon, and just enjoy the time and be less active‟ (Interviewee 8). 
This opinion was confirmed by a member FG 10. 
 
Interviewee 8, a French visitor, specifically noted his experience of observing 
traditional economic activities – the traditional way of making palm sugar in the village 
and paddy farming. Apart from observing traditional economic activities, learning about 
an aspect of traditional life was an attractive activity to tourists. For instance, one 
participant in Focus Group 9 said that French people like cooking and that she would 
like to join a cooking class to try some traditional Balinese recipes. She was curious 
about the sambal bawang merah (the onion and chilli dishes) that were served with rice 
while staying with a family. She said: „the fried onion with rice is perfect.‟ A desire for 
learning was also shown in making a simple offering – the flower bouquet. She was 
interested in learning how to make canang sari (Balinese flower bouquets). She 
expressed: „The good thing is they make it (the offering) from coconut leaves and this is 
good to see, how they make it„. 
 
Interviewee 9 was interested in joining some yoga or meditation being practiced in Bali. 
She stated: „And I guess if there are, like, meditation and stuff going on that people can 
join …? But I didn‟t hear of any … if I get an invitation, for me it would be an 
interesting thing as a tourist. Not a religious meditation‟. 
 
Interviewee 9 expressed that places that were rich in art were more interesting to her 
rather than a farmer‟s way of life. She liked all native music and liked to play the 
traditional drum. Furthermore, she said that she was particularly interested in the 
indigenous village because of the history, way of life, buildings, handicraft, art market, 
and exhibition. The religious-related art was also of interest to her, such as the 
ceremonies, the architecture of the temple and the shrines. She also said that apart from 
the farmers‟ life, she was also attracted to and wanted to enjoy art as a part of her CBT 
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experience. She commented: 
CBT is more interesting for more people, because ... there is a culture to be 
shared, because I found people ... I don‟t think I would just go by myself just to 
see poor farmers in the village ... I want to see something more like music ... 
experience, someone learning how to play drums. ... That‟s the thing I want to 
experience … I would pay for it. I think this time it is more for the friendship 
thing. (Interviewee 9) 
 
The traditional architecture of the houses, temples and shrines also attracted tourists to 
the village. One participant of Focus Group 10 said: „CBT attractions are – authentic, 
nice architecture, pathways, environment and cleanliness‟. 
 
Some young CBT tourists were interested in surfing as a part of the activities in Bali. 
They like a quiet beach and good waves. Interviewee 9 said: „looking for sport in this 
case is surfing, go to villages is good for surfing, quiet ....‟ 
 
Relaxing in a quiet place was one of the reasons for visiting a village. One participant in 
Focus Group 10 said the reason she went to the village was because she and her 
husband wanted to go to a place where they could relax in a quiet place. She said that 
while in the village she wanted to go on a sightseeing tour or go around the village in 
the morning, wandering around shops or reading in the afternoon. 
 
4.3.2 Travel services  
This section describes how the travel was arranged, including sources of information, 
travel service providers that help tourists organise travel and the provision of products 
and services required. 
 
To arrange travel oneself by searching for information and booking through the internet 
is very popular among travellers today. Interviewee 9 said that she normally went to 
special community websites to obtain such services; this was confirmed by Interviewee 
8. However, the self-arranged mode caused these tourists face uncertainty, obstacles of 
unfamiliarity and furthermore was time consuming, as expressed: „… Because it‟s 
[necessary to] really spend some hours on the internet to find something that‟s ... 
suitable‟ (FG10).  
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The issue of trusting people on the internet to provide tourists with the service required 
emerged in the FG10 discussion. This issue was occurred during the booking period and 
during the service provision, as was expressed in the conversation below:   
Participant A-FG10: I was uncertain about the people I was dealing with; whether 
to trust that I am going to get what I want. 
Participant B-FG10: … but it is hard to know whether ... when we get there, it will 
appeal to you or not! It is difficult you know, you are at the 
mercy of whoever is organising that trip. 
Participant A-FG10: We are looking for something we can trust and you step 
away from the culture you know. It is a big trust – I trust 
you to take me nowhere, and I trust you to bring me back 
safely. 
 
Some comments regarding travel guides not being accurate such, as the Lonely Planet 
series were expressed: 
Participant B-FG9: Lonely Planet is the last we used (as a guide). Tourists … too 
many … but we want to see the villages.  
Participant A-FG9: You go because you think it is an authentic village. Lovina is 
good, [but] when you go there just hotels ... and shops selling 
Bintang T-shirts and this is not a village anymore … 
 
One participant suggested looking for users‟ comments and people‟s reviews on sites to 
ensure the accuracy of the information, as expressed:  „For me ... maybe looking online, 
people may say ... this is interesting try this ... do not be excited by this ...!‟ (FG10). 
 
However, one participant in Focus Group 9 expressed that he preferred self-arranged 
travel, such as searching for services on the internet and finding his way at the 
destination as a part of the adventure. He said: „When everything is arranged for me ... I 
feel like a child ... That‟s [making own arrangements] a part of the adventure ...‟. 
Another participant found the service of the online travel service provider was 
satisfying. She expressed:  
It depends who your agent is, first time we went to online, I found my agent ... 
after I pay, I hope he doesn‟t disappear ... like ... they were based in Brisbane ... 
he arranged everything he said ... he synchronised everything, but still he arranged 
the local stuff that we want to see ... Where I can‟t imagine that you get somebody 
who is not interested in what you are after .... because she should ask ... what sort 
of experience you are after ... (FG10) 
 
The reason why tourists, especially young travellers, preferred self-arranged travel was 
because it was more economical and was expressed in the conversation below:  
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Participant B-FG9: We don‟t like so much company.  
Participant A-FG9: Our budget is limited – Just go directly to the village .... 
 
Travel agents were an option for CBT visitors. One Focus Group 10 participant stated it 
was tiring to look for services she required on the internet and she further mentioned 
that it was difficult to trust people. She said: „I found it was very weary doing that 
[searching on the internet] ... I was uncertain about the people I was dealing with; 
whether to trust that I am going to get what I wanted.‟ Another participant in Focus 
Group 10 said that she would prefer to use the agency because it was more organised, as 
expressed: „No, I do not prefer that way, I need something more organised … as far as 
…. I don‟t want to go to a very touristy place like Tanah Lot ...‟. Nevertheless, she 
found it was vital to communicate precisely the product she wanted, sometimes she 
faced difficulty when using a general travel agent, as expressed: „I think that using a 
travel agent to organise my trip so ... they just choose attraction they think that is good 
for us...  but It‟s actually ... not what you want‟ (Participant A-FG10). 
 
A participant in Focus Group 10 responded favourably to the question regarding the 
possibility of their travel being channelled directly to a CBT travel organiser.  He 
suggested placing the information of CBT on the web so people can access it directly 
and book the services required. The information about CBT on the website needed to be 
clear in order for potential customers to make correct decisions. As he expressed:  
I think for this kind of tourism product ... CBT, the best way is to provide 
information online so ... people can choose either to go by themselves, to go to the 
village without the agency involved .... Some people prefer to use the agency so 
they can contact .... We love to go to the village ... without the agency involved. 
(FG10) 
 
Another participant also commented on the need for clear information, as quoted below: 
Yes ... you need a nice description to specify ... what sort of experience you get... 
because you know ... not everybody want to ... like what you have ... in your 
travel. I don‟t mind for popping out for a day but not for two or three days ... I 
think different things appeal to different people … (FG10). 
 
4.3.3 Transportation/access 
Data on access comprises both access to the village and the mode of transportation in 
the village. Public transportation, taxis, and rented vehicles are among the options to 
access the villages. 
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The discussion on mode of transportation in the villages revealed a tendency to use 
environmentally friendly modes of transportation in the village. A participant of Focus 
Group 9 remarked that a suitable means of transportation in the village was a bicycle, 
and stated: „the village today … we can have no motorbike, bicycle is ok ...‟ 
 
Interviewee 9 commented on using public transportation to come to the village. 
However, she did not recommend this because public transportation was not reliable or 
was only known by local people: „Because often there is local transportation ... locals 
use it … but it is not available for the tourists, because they cannot access the timetable, 
they don‟t know … where they are going? When? Where they gonna stop?‟ 
 
Interviewee 9 stated that when travelling, using a taxi as a means of access to the village 
is expensive when travelling alone: „It is very expensive, especially when I travel alone 
because the cost cannot be shared, but sometimes it is just unavoidable‟. 
 
One participant of Focus Group 10 said she would not drive because the traffic was just 
too disorderly: „Well, I won‟t drive there; it just looks too chaotic for me ...‟. A 
participant of Focus Group 10 added that travelling around Bali using a rented car with 
a driver was convenient and cheap but they had to know precisely where to ask the 
driver to go.  
 
On the other hand, Interviewee 9 expressed that travelling around Bali using a rented 
motorcycle was convenient; however, it involved an adjustment process: „the first two 
days is a nightmare but after you get used to the traffic, driving becomes easy‟. The 
convenience, the excitement and the challenge of using a motorcycle in Bali were 
expressed: 
  That‟s a really good thing. Like Bali is really cool that way. 
 That is the other point, like the day the first time; I was terrified the first time 
like no ... for the first thing the traffic is crazy, then we don‟t know where to go 
... The third thing, it is my first time driving on the left hand side ... so the first 
time I was so terrified ... like Wow ... How I am gonna do this..? 
 
 ... like the motorcycle. So that was easy... the hard part was the traffic. I think it 
takes a couple ... maybe three days and then we got quite into it.  It is a kind of 
dangerous, you need to be aware of that ... but on the other hand ... it is an 
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experience right? Just do! I know many people ... If I was by myself, I wouldn‟t 
be able to ... If I was by myself I would not just driving ... Because I know 
people would ask ... are you crazy? Are you driving in Bali? (Interviewee 9) 
 
4.3.4 Accommodation 
The need for different standards of accommodation was revealed in the data obtained 
from the tourists. It ranged from homestay, budget accommodation, villas, and resort 
hotels. This is due to the different kind of tourists who had different needs. 
 
Young tourists like budget accommodation. Interviewee 9 said that when travelling she 
searched for hostels. Interviewee 8 supported her and stated that some tourists only need 
basic facilities – a clean bed, bathroom and toilet. He stated: „I mean there are different 
kinds of tourists. I think of the people who ... don‟t care about luxury, just the most 
important thing, like: closet, clean room ....‟ A participant in Focus Group 10 
specifically commented about the toilet: „A real toilet... and toilet paper‟. 
 
Homestay was a choice for visitors who enjoyed interaction with community members.  
Interviewee 9 stated that she would like to stay with a family but she could not find one. 
She questioned whether a website for the travellers‟ community was available to find a 
homestay. During her search for accommodation she commented: „Normally when I go 
travelling, I search for a hostel. I find [it] hard to ... I would love to stay with the 
family… I haven‟t found… I don‟t know if there is a site where... you can find it, that 
would be a good idea, families have, and help people ...‟. The following is a discussion 
about staying with a family:  
 Participant B-FG9: If we go to the village, like yesterday … it is really to share 
the life. So we want to stay with a family, not stay in a big 
hotel ... If we want to stay in a big hotel, we will go to a big 
city ... 
 Participant A-FG9: Like homestay and cook with the family for the night, and 
share a meal with family in the night. 
 
Villas and resort hotels were the other forms of accommodation preferred by the CBT 
tourists. Staying in a villa in the village was an option. One participant of Focus Group 
10 stated that when having a CBT experience in Bali she stayed in a villa in the village. 
She further explained that the villa had no TV, which was good because she could relax 
and enjoy reading but she still used her mobile phone. She stayed in the village for one 
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week, which she thought was too long. At the beginning it was exciting; however, 
toward the end it was a bit boring because there was nothing much she could do. She 
wanted to stroll around shops but none were available close by. Looking at the village 
lifestyle she remarked that she could not live that way and that she still loved her toilet. 
 
Some visitors preferred resort hotels. For a participant in Focus Group 10, the village 
was only a day trip while staying in a resort hotel: „I haven‟t done it, because…  I take it 
as a day-trip, and we stay in a resort place. I don‟t take it, like, stay for the night, so for 
me I am very much like a day tripper; just to experience it in the day without staying 
and it comes down to whom you travel with‟. 
 
For some visitors no accommodation was required. As Interviewee 8 expressed, it was 
good to add Penglipuran village as a part of a day tour. Accommodation was not needed 
as it took only about one hour to have a tour of the houses and temples in the village. 
However, he further said tourists could stay overnight in the village if going to Mount 
Batur because it is close. 
 
The standard of quality of the accommodation was a concern related to non-star 
grading. Participants in Focus Group 9 discussed: 
Participant A-FG9: I don‟t know, we are young; it doesn‟t matter, if we share the 
bathroom … 
 Participant B-FG9: Depending on the bathroom, just the shower and ... 
 Participant A-FG9: The very important thing ... This has to be clean; you have to 
feel safe ... 
 
The tourists‟ responses indicated a need to go beyond just basic accommodation needs 
and catering for artistic and more refined tastes. This is expressed in the following 
conversation comparing the Balinese and the Australian style of bedroom: 
Participant B-FG10: It‟s utilitarian [Balinese bedroom] ... you put stuff you 
need, while in our ... put the things we don‟t need. 
Participant A-FG10: I use a nice bedspread, and have my European pillows, then 
I throw rugs just in case I get cold, and this sort of thing, 
that add with a couple of cushions, it‟s quite simple to use 
soft furnishing to make something .... 
Participant B-FG10: That wouldn‟t be authentic ... would it? 
Participant A-FG10: No, no ... 
 Participant B-FG10: Even batik bedspread. 
Interviewer - FG10: Hot, we don‟t really need ... 
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Participant B-FG10: It looks pretty though ... 
Participant A-FG10: Something even if it‟s just a light sheet, just having those 
options... if you kind of want to use ... it‟s a kind ... they 
have the preference. They use or not use … 
  
The issue of cleanliness was mainly found in a homestay type of accommodation, but 
also in public facilities. It was a critical issue because it was commented on repeatedly 
by tourists. Some quotes are provided below:  
We are just not getting used to the bacteria. Because in the Philippines I got sick, 
in Egypt I was also sick. It is not only the food ...  but in everything ... the money 
… and so you deal with the money and then you eat, and all this bacteria … You 
are not used to it, that is why people are getting sick ... in Bali one week, I did 
not get sick. (Interviewee 9) 
 
An issue of privacy arose in Focus Group 10. A discussion took place concerning an 
authentic village beyond Bali, where the whole family, even visitors, slept in the same 
room, one participant passionately commented: 
I think you do expect some kind of privacy during a stay. If you are saying that a 
stay with a family ... it‟s ... kind of... you know… They need their privacy too ... 
I am not ready to be exposed 24-hours a day. If you, say, 24-hours, their lifestyle 
is exposed to you, then they also need ... but at the end of the day at least you 
can go to your own room, doesn‟t need to be a separate building, just my own 
room ... something slightly separate. (FG10)  
 
4.3.5 Food and beverage 
Data on food and beverage is classified into two groups. The first concerns having 
meals with the host family, which raises the issue of cleanliness and hygiene, spices and 
raw materials. The second concerns dining in restaurants. 
 
Sharing meals with a host was commented on by a participant in Focus Group 9, who 
found that cooking and sharing meals with the host family was very special and an 
impressive experience. He expressed: „.... cook with the family for the night, and share 
meal with family .... it was nice‟. 
 
The discussion revealed that cleanliness and hygiene were critical issues. CBT tourists 
were very conscious with food hygiene since they were aware that germs to which they 
were not accustomed could cause illness. The cleanliness and hygiene concern applied 
to not only the food and beverages, but also the cooking apparatus, plates and cutlery. 
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Regarding the cleanliness and the hygiene of the cooking apparatus and cutlery, one 
participant of Focus Group 10 noted: 
Clean doesn‟t mean pristine … it‟s just when the contact surface is clean ... the 
outside doesn‟t matter, the preparation area is clean… doesn‟t need to be perfect 
... expectation ... clean area is hygiene … the cooking area is wiped down … no 
one cares if the outside is black ... (FG10) 
 
While Interviewee 9 on the hygiene issue stated: „We are just not used to the bacteria‟ 
and participants of Focus Group 10 expressed: „Some people have a different kind of 
resistance to different kinds of bugs‟, and „Different germs in different countries.‟ 
 
However, one member of Focus Group 9 put forward an extreme comment, connecting 
human psychology with cleanliness, stating he would choose a clean restaurant even 
though they might serve less satisfying meals. He said: 
Humans are stupid, they just need to think something is clean in [their] head, 
then it is ok ... it is true... clean means okay… digesting your meal ... but clean 
kitchen and you think it is gonna be good ... It is weird … You try to stop in the 
restaurant that looks clean… The other thing is that the clean restaurant gonna 
serve you bad meal. Dirty restaurant better meal, we‟ll stop at the first restaurant 
... (FG9). 
   
In a discussion about spices, Interviewee 8 stated that it was good to keep local food 
based on the original recipes. He further expressed that he was fine with all spices 
except chilli. Some of his comments are quoted: „Just put less chilli for the tourists. Just 
chilli, I have no problem with all the [other] spices. Yes ... spicy but less hot‟. However, 
another interviewee had a different preference regarding chilli. Interviewee 9 stated that 
she had no problem with chilli; she commented: „I like spicy food, so I am fine with it‟. 
 
A comprehensive discussion occurred in Focus Group 10 concerning the originality of 
the recipes. They said that some ethnic restaurants modified their recipe to cater for 
Western palates. However, in doing so, the authentic food lost its original flavour and 
became generic, which most people do not expect. The problem with the ethnic recipe 
was usually only the chilli. Some quotes from the discussion are provided in the 
following: 
Participant A-FG10: Sometimes it‟s disappointing ... they say they serve 
Vietnamese food and they change it so much to cater for 
the Western palate. It‟s really quite generic, for me it‟s 
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quite disappointing, I would like to try. If I don‟t like ... I 
would like to try it again ... 
 Participant B-FG10: If you have a choice, some people do want to eat authentic 
food, but yeah ... especially we don‟t eat chilli a lot. It‟s 
hard to take ... it has the flavour; you want the flavour, 
don‟t you? 
 
The freshness of raw produce for cooking was discussed and some issues were revealed. 
One member of Focus Group 9 who travelled together with a friend said that they were 
worried about the freshness of the raw material because when travelling they were sick 
and now they were very conscious about the freshness of the raw produce. It was 
expressed: „And sometimes we are worried about the meat ... whether the meat is fresh 
...‟ including the safety of the water: „… wash teeth with bottled water‟. 
 
A member of Focus Group 10 suggested that raw materials used in cooking should be 
kept fresh. She said: „... really good fresh veg‟. And she further commented that when 
she was in doubt about the freshness of the meat, she would rather go vegetarian, as 
expressed in the quote: „I am very conscious of that, meat not ... sitting outside for too 
long. I would rather eat vegetarian in that case ....‟ 
 
Commenting on the freshness of the raw produce, Interviewee 9 stated as long as the 
chef cooked the food properly, this would ensure safety. However, one participant in 
Focus Group 10 indicated that „well cooked‟ was not necessarily effective to ensure the 
food safety, because of different kinds of germs growing in tropical countries. She still 
suggested always eating well-cooked food and never consuming salads. She said: „even 
something well cooked, a lot of travellers got tummy wog ... anyway, because you are 
not used to the germs anyway ... say, not to eat anything that is not well cooked, you 
know that is cooked well, not salad.‟ Another participant commented: „Always hot 
food‟. 
  
Regarding the type of food, Interviewee 7 said that she had tried some typical Balinese 
food and found it nice, whereas Interviewee 8 suggested that the village people needed 
to be trained on how to prepare food for tourists based on local recipes. He emphasised 
that the amount of chilli on the food should be reduced. This was expressed because of 
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the experience he had that the food was just too hot and he finally ate rice. He said: „… 
no taste ...  just hot ...‟ 
  
One participant of Focus Group 10 who was of Asian background expressed that he had 
no worries regarding food. He was an easy-going traveller, even though he was 
conscious about not eating pork. He mentioned that he preferred McDonalds but there 
were ample seafood choices. His choice of food was also influenced by his travelling 
companions. He expressed: „for me actually ... I am not freaking about the food, just 
sometimes is my friend ... because some friends, you know they would do anything, just 
…  a certain dish in a certain place no matter the price ...no matter the big effort, they 
just really want to taste the food.‟ 
 
Eating in restaurants was also discussed. Interviewee 9 commented on Balinese food, 
which she found difficult to get at an affordable price in restaurants. International foods 
were readily available in Bali. Her comment is as follows: 
 In Bali, the Balinese food is really good; in a crowded place it is hard to find 
Balinese food because it is all of this, they make pizza, and they make this and 
that ... We don‟t go out so much, we just surf just more distance. We passed by 
some places ... just difficult to find a place we can drop by that was local. 
 
Interviewee 9 compared Bali with the availability of local food in the Philippines and 
said: „Traditional Philippine food, cheap and simple and good food, really good food, 
instead of ... I eat there every day ....‟ 
 
Another participant in Focus Group 10 stated that choosing the place to dine depends on 
the people she travelled with. As she said: „We‟re kind of travelling with family, if I 
travel with children and relatives, I would be more careful where I choose to dine, with 
me ... I eat everything.  It depends who you travel with; if with a group then, I need to 
organise, if it is only me ... I might just ...‟ 
 
One member of Focus Group 10 said that even though she herself was not so fragile, 
she would be careful choosing a place to eat when she is with her family. A discussion 
took place in Focus Group 10, regarding how to choose the right restaurant and 
obtaining safe food. Some of the quotes from the discussion are: 
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 Participant A-FG10: I dine where food is safe to eat. I try anything … but I 
would not necessarily expect my kids ... 
 Participant B-FG10: It is not a matter where you eat... it is as travellers we need 
to be conscious and suppose that when people serve hot 
food it‟s a kind of ... safe. 
 
Some participants of Focus Group 10 made a joke about how to choose the right 
restaurant to dine. They said that they did not know it was unsafe until something 
happened to their digestive system. However, one of the participants suggested looking 
at readers‟ reviews on websites for information of good places to dine. She said: 
„Something, someone put on the internet that someone wrote in a blog and gave their 
perception on whether to eat there; it‟s safe or not, you might do that.‟ 
 
Two participants in Focus Group 9 drew a positive conclusion regarding the standard of 
accommodation and food hygiene, as quoted „Good food, good room, nice toilet...‟ the 
other added „if the bed is clean, is good... and the pillow, and the dishes if we cook with 
the family... „. 
 
4.3.6 Souvenirs 
The research findings on this product element included production, selling methods, raw 
materials, and souvenir packets. Some visitors have commented on Balinese souvenirs. 
A participant of Focus Group 9 said that she wanted to take home locally produced 
coconut oil, saying that it was good for massage. Interviewee 9 stated that she liked to 
have souvenirs of indigenous handicraft, such as a nice bag or a small wallet. She was 
also impressed with Balinese traditional furniture. She expressed: „In Bali, you have this 
wonderful furniture, things like that, I mean too big to carry home, and craft like that 
but it is beautiful‟. 
 
Interviewee 8 was disturbed by souvenir shops selling mass-produced items, 
particularly „Bintang T-shirts‟. The ways in which the souvenirs were produced are 
interesting for tourists. A member of Focus Group 9 was more interested in handmade 
products as souvenirs and expressed: „I prefer to pay more for a good souvenir made by 
hand...  than a T shirt ...‟; while another commented that it is special when he can see 
the people making them, he stated: „Better than in the factory, painting as well, painting 
workshop...‟.  
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One member of the Focus Group 10 who has an Australian background raised the issue 
that some materials used for souvenirs would not pass the airport customs regulations. 
She said that it was too much of an effort for her to bring small things home and then 
having to declare them at border customs. She added that all wood products needed to 
be declared at Australian Customs. 
 
The ways the souvenirs were offered to the tourists made for an interesting discussion. 
Most of the participants said an aggressive way of selling was disturbing. They 
recommended a persuasive selling, such as explaining the souvenir product they sell for 
example that it was handmade. A participant of Focus Group 9 stated: „Like the sarong, 
this is handmade, it is thick; you can see its imperfection ... better than in the factory,‟ 
while the other added: „... you can see little things make a difference …‟ 
 
A participant in Focus Group 9 who had a French background suggested having a 
workshop in the shop because the way the souvenirs were made was attractive to 
tourists. He expressed: „Remember in Tanah Lot the guy making wood ... I told you [he 
participant‟s friend] ... he [the craft-man] didn‟t see what they do ... if they make 
souvenir they can have ... the workshop, people can see them working ...‟. While 
another remarked: „Tourists like seeing them working‟. 
  
Commenting on Penglipuran, where houses had a souvenir corner, a participant of 
Focus Group 9 commented that houses should not be like shops; however, if there was 
an artist in the house it could simultaneously become a workshop, a place of display and 
a selling point as well. He said: „Artist in the house would be better, not like a shop ...‟ 
While another participant in Focus Group 9 commented on many shops in tourist sites 
selling the same item „Bintang T-shirts‟, he remarked: „If only people have a specialty „. 
 
The issues of the souvenir package were – firstly, it must be in a form that was 
acceptable to border customs. One participant in Focus Group 10 expressed: „A packet 
... not allow … go to the bin ... If you want to buy spices ... It is good to check the 
package ... in a style that is acceptable in the customs ...‟, and the other added: „… make 
it a formal packaging‟.  Secondly, the description of the materials the souvenirs were 
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made from was important, as they would become a subject of scrutiny at border 
customs.  
 
4.3.7 Tour packaging 
Data on product packaging is mainly about the story and narration of the attractions, 
product package, and length of stay.  
 
Narration regarding the elements of products was vital because it formed the experience 
of the tourists. A typical comment from participants was: „That‟s something missing….‟ 
(FG9). A domestic tourist participant stated: „Tamu pergi tanpa kesan, cuma bersih 
kelihatan... padahal banyak bisa diliat tentang rumahnya dan adatnya...‟ (Guests left 
the village without impression; they just noticed the cleanliness of the village ... actually 
much to see ... housing and the tradition ...) (FG9). A participant in Focus Group 9 who 
was very appreciative of the information provided by the guide expressed: „Today we 
go to the rice terrace. The guy was good; he knew everything, so it was very good‟. 
 
Having no information about the village caused the guests to complete their tour in a 
very short period of time, as conveyed in the following quote:  „Just 30 minutes over 
there, then we go to Batur volcano‟ (FG9). 
  
Interviewee 8 also mentioned that he had a question that he could not ask because a 
guide was not available. Most participants in Focus Group 9 agreed that information 
was very valuable to tourists so that they could understand and appreciate the attractions 
in the village. Without information they were just looking around and they further 
argued that for the fee they paid they should receive some information, even if in the 
form of a leaflet. As one participant expressed: „That is the thing missing from the first 
village ...‟. Another participant added: „We have a question about the bamboo roof, we 
can‟t ask about it, do you know what I mean ...‟. One participant in Focus Group 10 
commented on religious ceremonies, she said that if she happened to come across them 
she would like to have a commentary about the procession, the significance of the 
components, the different dress styles and the meaning of the ceremony.  
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Another participant of Focus Group 10 commented on narration: „ A Village, I think we 
need to have a history of the people, nice to have that commentary, otherwise you are 
there just observing, you don‟t get that explanation, why people are doing things, this is 
unusual‟. In conclusion, the importance of narration is expressed: „Information is very 
valuable… for tourists to be able to appreciate things‟, and further detailed: „Paper to 
explain the temple, the house, and the roof … they build like this ...‟ (FG9).  
  
Another important issue related to packaging was information about the products 
communicated to public. One participant of Focus Group 10 commented that the 
information on the website had to be clear and precise. This was expressed by a 
participant: „Like, it is hot and humid.... what do you mean ... information to let them 
know what the difference is‟. This is because it helped the tourist to make a decision 
and informed them of what to expect in the village. Participants‟ discussion related to 
information is as follows: 
 Participant A-FG10: Because you have to see ... in the ad... what kind of facility 
you have, I am going to have unsuited with flush toilet, 
and suddenly find … that use outdoor toilet. If you are 
looking at seven hours hiking to get there .., [that is] 
something that you need to explain to people beforehand, 
so I get a hiking [shoes] … and sort of say ... there is no 
internet... 
Participant B-FG10: If people know beforehand I think ... it is ok, but if they 
think they are going to a resort and suddenly they can‟t get 
anything that is a problem. 
 Participant A-FG10: Just information so it gives them choices, knowing that 
information gives you choices like ... go for surfing but to 
climb down it takes 700 steps before we reach the water, 
so in that way he [her son] chooses not to do. 
 Participant B-FG10: Well, if I have problem walking ... I should know ... easy 
walk... but it climbs over a rock 
 Participant A-FG10: an easy climb ...it is a climb ... 
 
 There was a wide variation of opinions regarding length of stay. A member of Focus 
Group 9 stated one hour was enough to see the temple, go around the village and into 
the house. As expressed: „... maybe it is good to have this village in a tour ... like 
spending one hour in the village. The temple ... walks inside and in the house ... not 
enough to spend more than one hour.‟ Another participant of the same group stated one 
day was enough to follow a family‟s life, as expressed: „Maybe one-day, to spend with a 
family and follow the family‟s activities‟. One participant of Focus Group 10 said that 
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he spent two nights, while another person in Focus Group 10 said she stayed for one 
week and it was too long, yet another said she liked to undertake it as a day trip while 
staying in a resort.  
 
Interviewee 8 expressed that the length of stay could be extended if there were many 
things to see and to do in the village that would keep the guests staying longer, whereas 
Interviewee 9 indicated that if it was organised it would take a shorter time, rather than 
tourists going without any planning. Participant‟s discussions related to length of stay 
are as follows: 
 Interviewee 9: It depends on how it is organised, because I think if people just 
go ... you know, just go by themselves, you need a day and a 
night or two days, but if it is organised ... you see this … that ... 
like one or two hours … it depends on the experience ... 
 Participant A-FG9: Village is good, but little, you couldn‟t spend more than one 
day over there ... So I don‟t think they need accommodation ... 
  
4.3.8 Amenities 
The main findings concerning this product element included some issues regarding 
toilets, drainage, garbage, information technology, signage and notices, CBT 
management and emergency situations. One participant identified some general 
facilities required, she stated: „and what you need...and some normal infrastructure like 
water, toilet, road, stuff that is important‟ (Interviewee 9). 
 
The toilet issue made for a lively discussion. It started with the different style of toilets 
that the tourists found. It was expressed: „Nowadays most Western style toilet .... but it 
is (also) squatting on the ground … different … should be clean.‟ (Interviewee 9). There 
was also the issue of whether an en-suite bathroom was available or a shared bathroom 
with the host-family. Cleanliness was a critical issue, as stated: „...., there is a kind of 
lack of public toilet and stuff, because … I always go to restaurant to ask. Sometimes I 
just went to their back … into their own house ... use theirs. Yes, it is usually clean. The 
private toilets are more clean than public ….‟ (Interviewee 9). One of participants in 
Focus Group 9 spoke about the importance of placing tissues in the toilet.   
 
The drains were also a topic of discussion. Participants felt they needed cleaning, as 
commented: „It is a problem, we thought the main road, the drain is smelly and clogged 
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up, you need it to be clean, and we stay in a hotel that …‟ (FG10); and another 
participant added: „It‟s more outside but …‟ (FG10). 
 
Comparing Bali with other destinations in Asia, one participant stated: „Bali is quite ok 
... because so many people in small area, it gets like dirty, dusty and noisy, except in the 
countryside then, but it is still fine, it is clean compared to other places‟ (Interviewee 9). 
  
Waste was an issue. A French tourist in Focus Group 9 expressed concern regarding 
garbage, especially the non-degradable rubbish, such as plastic. This discussion went 
deep into the danger of plastic to the environment and to living creatures. He further 
explained that the plastic molecule can penetrate into human cells and contaminate 
them, even the DNA. He said Bali‟s garbage issue was like France six years ago and 
further explained that now the French have a very good garbage recycling system. 
Waste that was non-recyclable and non-biodegradable was burned in the incinerator and 
the emissions from the incinerator were treated and therefore safe to be emitted into the 
atmosphere. He further noted that it cost a lot of money to build such a plant. 
 
Regarding information and technology, Interviewee 9 stated that nowadays people 
needed to be close to internet facilities. She expressed: „Try to find local wireless … so 
you know ... I usually bring my computer, but I have been without it as well. I know 
many people won‟t go anywhere without access to „Facebook‟! Eh … but some people 
travel. It is always different what people want ... yeah .... I think it is good if it is a 
possibility … somewhere in the area to access internet …‟ 
  
Signage and notices were important. A participant in Focus Group 9 stated that signs 
and notices were important to be placed in the village, to point out directions of trekking 
routes, and especially at the locations that required caution. She said: „We don‟t see the 
track. They have to put a sign to know where to go .....‟ 
 
4.3.9 People/awareness 
In this subsection, the major findings comprised three issues: business aspect awareness, 
ethics and needs awareness. 
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The tourists‟ awareness of the business aspect was evidenced by some tourists who 
were willing to pay for the products and services provided by the community. One 
participant expressed it thus: „But anyway, it would make me feel good (by giving)… 
because they give something … I feel good because I give something‟ (Interviewee 8). 
 
Some discussions in Focus Group 9 and in an interview revealed a business prospect for 
the CBT organiser. The statements are presented in the conversation below: 
 Participant A-FG9: Face Book, for travel „Globe Trotter‟, all of this is a forum 
 Participant B-FG9: To find a good page ... 
 Interviewee 9:         It could be a good business to set-up. 
 
An important point raised was that some CBT tourists were young people with limited 
travelling budgets. They wanted budget travel arrangements. It was expressed: „We 
don‟t like so much company; we just go direct to the village ...‟ (FG9).  
 
The tourists also requested products and services that represented value for money, as 
expressed during the discussion in Focus Group 9: „We pay the fee to enter, if you pay a 
fee you can ... fee just to walk and we pay fees, there is no point, you don‟t learn 
anything …‟. 
 
Two participants in Focus Group 10 expressed that one way to sustain CBT and keep 
the village interesting was to keep the CBT small-scale, with small tourist numbers. As 
expressed: „To keep the village interesting...not mass tourism you know ...‟; and 
supported by other participant: „It is ok, but you don‟t want it to be too touristy ...‟. 
 
The results of the qualitative study regarding values and ethics are as follows. Firstly, 
friendship as an underpinning value of the host–guest relationship. The reason for 
tourists visiting the village was not to watch how poor people live a hard life. This was 
the opinion of Interviewee 9, when she stated that the underpinning relationship of 
host–guest should be friendship. She expressed: 
 I think it is important to get that, like, the meeting to be host and guest or 
friendship thing … not, like, people coming watching someone poor … kind that 
would be [terrible] .... Tourists coming can help with something, people for the 
people, that makes the person coming feel good, because people are coming to 
help out, they get something as well. 
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Secondly, Interviewee 9 also expressed concern regarding how to interact under certain 
circumstances, as she wanted to respect the locals. For example, when people were 
praying on a narrow road, she wondered whether to pass through or wait, then she said: 
„but for how long?‟ 
 
Participants of Focus Group 10 also raised the issue of tourists needing to respect local 
culture. Some quotes are provided in the conversation below: 
 Participant B-FG10: It seems a lot of young people [are] like that … they go and 
they can do whatever [they] want in a café … Just not 
respect ... When you want to go to the place we need to 
respect. 
 Participant A-FG10: But if we go to the village I would not expect people to do 
that, tourists to act like that. 
 
Being aware of people‟s needs was expressed by Interviewee 8. Tourists needed to be 
aware of the expected or desired financial contribution to be made for the service 
provided by the people in the village. His statement is quoted below:  
 Yes, with this kind of people, you are ... to give something because we need to 
give something, some money, we can give some services as well, so, with 
pleasure we want to give and ... this is why I ask to give something for them, 
because they spend their time for us, which is normal, it is a European thing ... It 
is not normal for them, but ... 
 
Tourists were pleased for the villagers to receive benefits from tourism. The following 
was expressed by Interviewee 8: „But anyway, it would make me feel good [by giving], 
because they give something ... I feel good because I give something; because they give 
me their time‟. 
 
An awareness to risk that could lead to an emergency situation was stated by 
Interviewee 9. She mentioned about the risk of driving a motorcycle in Bali, which she 
viewed as a part of the adventure. Her expression was: „... the hard part was the traffic. 
It is kind of dangerous, you need to be aware of that ... but on the other hand ... It is an 
experience right? … people would ask ... are you crazy? Are you driving in Bali?‟ 
 
4.3.10 Authenticity and change for development   
Interviewee 9 said that involvement in authentic ethnic village life was a strong 
experience, as she said: „I like it! Yeah … strong experience for me ... I really enjoy it; 
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it was very interesting for me, I think ... very good experience to have ... I think more 
people from Western countries ... should have to get some perspective.‟ 
 
Authentic experience was also related to finding meaning in life. If religious practice 
was too organised it could make people feel confined. They wanted religious practices 
that they were in tune with and to which they could relate. Interviewee 9 further 
commented that Bali had a rich culture because of the expression of religious practice, 
to which she was very attracted. She believed in goodness as the essence of every 
religious teaching. As she explained: 
 ... religion is just a way of putting people in boxes … and like doing things in the 
name of something which is to me ... Like Christianity, for example, is religion, 
every religion [should be] based on, like, you should be kind, should help ... 
which is really good ... we need that sort of message going through... on the other 
hand ... like people go out killing in the name of God, that to me doesn‟t make 
sense. There are many things [that] don‟t make sense, like interpreting all of these 
things is very strange. To me religion is something I can relate to ... it doesn‟t 
mean that I don‟t believe in doing good and being kind to people. Like the basic 
philosophy of life.  
 
Regarding authenticity, Interviewee 9 stated that tourists came to the village to see the 
real life of local people. She expressed: „It depends on what kind of village it is, ... the 
meeting to be host and guest or friendship thing ... people for the people, that makes the 
person coming feel good, because people [are] coming to help out, they get something 
as well ... 
 
Like authenticity, non-authenticity was also discussed. As Interviewee 9 commented, 
seeing authentic life was not equal to seeing people living in hardship. Her value 
regarding authenticity was supported by another participant from Focus Group 9 who 
commented on the authenticity of a village house in Penglipuran, which originally had a 
soil floor. As he believed it, to „keep having soil floors in the house doesn‟t mean 
keeping authenticity.‟ While another participant in Focus Group 9 commented on 
commercialisation. She stated that it is too commercialised when houses have a 
souvenir corner; she said: „... we have to keep the village authentic, not put shops inside, 
no shops inside ...‟. Tourists identified some aspects of the village that needed to be 
preserved to keep the authenticity. The following are quotes from the discussions of 
focus groups 9 and 10.  
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Tourists did not want the communities to change some aspects of the traditional 
lifestyle:  
  Participant B-FG9: If the tourist comes to the village to see the real life and the... 
 Participant A-FG9: The style ... when, where, like, in the village ... there is no 
car, and the car [is] only in the parking place, bike is in the 
house not in the village ... 
 Participant B-FG10: ... how unique their style of living compared to modern. 
Participant B-FG10: It is ok, but you don‟t want it to be too touristy ... but you 
do understand that people need to enjoy a certain level of 
lifestyle don‟t you?   
  Participant C-FG10: Authentic, nice architecture, pathways, environment, clean 
and everything. 
Participant A-FG10: If that [is the] experience you look for, that‟s fine ... but 
there are more …  that coming into, like, traditional 
Balinese style ... that doesn‟t make you less traditional if 
you have experienced [change] … so it is not frozen in 
time... 
 
Some participants appreciated the adherence and preservation of values and courtesy: 
 Participant A-FG10: There are standards we need to maintain, like wearing a 
sash, people need to understand. 
 Participant B-FG10: It seems a lot of young people are like that ... they go and 
they can do whatever you want in a café ... Just not respect 
... When you want to go to the place, we need to respect. It 
is allowing people to … 
 
Development requires change. CBT tourists regarded authenticity as a basic 
requirement for CBT; however, they also wanted the village to develop. Authenticity 
was different to poverty. Tourists identified some areas that should be developed for a 
better living standard. The following are quotes from the discussions of Focus Group 9 
and 10, as well as from an interview.  
 
Some participants encouraged change in technology and its appropriate use: 
    Participant A-FG10: Custom, ceremony in the village .... not to change ... but, 
like, using electric frying pan and opposed to fire wood... 
go for it. 
           Participant B-FG10: ... but still lead a traditional lifestyle, you don‟t need to stay 
Buddhist, because people have a way to live in the religion 
but it‟s too traditional, I don‟t …  
           Participant A-FG9: I mean if there is technology inside the house? It is no good 
to go to a traditional village and have advertisement or ... 
Maybe in the reception, ... in the village in the information 
centre. 
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Some tourist participants wanted to assist the villagers to develop, as revealed by the 
following quotes: 
          Participant A-FG9: They don‟t have to change for the tourists; … [but] get money 
from the tourism to have better house, is good.  
      Interviewee 9: … to be a host–guest or friendship thing... not like people coming 
watching someone poor… Tourist can help with something ... 
 
The summary of findings for tourist group is provided in Table 4.6. 
 
Table 4.6: Summary of findings – Tourist group  
No Product’s elements Findings 
1 Attractions Tourists were mainly interested in coming to villages to see a different way of life 
that is not that of a generic town. They preferred a place that is rich in culture with an 
authentic lifestyle, art, traditional music and/or performances. They did not 
particularly want to see religious ceremonies. 
2 Travel services Most tourists self-arranged their travels through the internet. However, when using 
travel organisers, they need the operators to understand their specific needs. 
3 Transportation/ 
Access 
- It is stated that transportation was a common problem for tourists who wanted to 
visit remote places. Public transportation was sometimes available that was normally 
used by locals; however, there was no clear information on timetables and routes.  
- For some, a motorcycle was a choice, although it involved a high risk, but they said 
it was part of the adventure.  
- Car rental with a driver was the best option, provided that a planned itinerary was 
known from the start.  
- In the village tourists preferred an environmentally friendly transportation. 
4 Accommodation - More mature participants looked at CBT products as something to be consumed 
only as a day trip, while staying in a resort hotel. 
- The younger participants preferred a homestay mingling with local people, 
provided there was a clean bed and toilet. 
5 Food &Beverage - Cooking and sharing meals with the host family were special; however, tourists 
suggested attention to cleanliness, hygiene, less hot spices and fresh raw materials. 
- Some participants noted that travelling companions affect the choice when 
selecting a place to dine, and also discussed about selecting a good restaurant that is 
clean, provides good food, and is a good price. 
- Tourists expressed the required standard of accommodation and food hygiene for 
CBT as quoted „Good food, good room, nice toilet...‟ 
6 Souvenirs/ 
Merchandise 
Guests preferred the handmade souvenirs that were persuasively offered, and 
conveniently transported to their countries. 
7 Packaging - More mature participants looked at CBT product as something to be consumed as a 
day trip. Younger participants preferred staying in the village mingling with locals.  
- The length of stay in the village varies – a short day trip, one day, two days; and 
one week was felt too long. 
- Tourists expressed a need of narration and stories. 
8 Amenities Tourists expressed the need for basic infrastructure, and preferred landscaping that is 
blended into the vistas. Information regarding the condition of the existing facilities 
such as stairs, tracks, pathways and the internet is required beforehand. 
9 People/ 
Awareness 
- Tourists‟ awareness of the business aspect was evidenced by some tourists who 
were willing to pay for the products and services provided by the communities. 
- Tourists requested products/services that were value for money. 
- One way to sustain the CBT and keep the village interesting was to keep the CBT 
small-scale, with small tourist numbers. 
- Participants discussed about tourists needing to respect local culture, and friendship 
as an underpinning value of the host–guest relationship. 
- There was an awareness of risk that could lead to an emergency situation, e.g. the 
risks when driving a motorcycle. 
10 Authenticity related 
to CBT products 
Most tourists appreciated the village authenticity, e.g. the traditional architecture and 
celebrations.  
Change related to 
CBT products 
Participants stated that it was desirable to help the villagers to develop and to have a 
more comfortable life.   
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4.4 Results summary and comparison of the villages and the tourists 
The findings from the host communities in the four villages and the tourist group were 
compared to find the match and the mismatch. Subsequently, the CBT products that are 
desired by both the hosts and the tourist could be identified (Table 4.7). The features of 
alternative tourism in CBT are identified in both groups and there is a high level of 
match between the community and the tourist groups; however gaps were identified in 
regard to the communities‟ competencies to operate CBT and provide services for 
tourists, specifically in the developing CBT villages. 
 
Table 4.7: Overall summary of results and the host–tourist comparison  
Elements Penglipuran 
village 
Bedulu village Belimbing 
village 
Tihingan 
village 
CBT tourists The matches 
1
. 
A
tt
ra
c
ti
o
n
s - A strong 
traditional 
lifestyle in 
traditional 
Balinese house 
compound. 
- A historic site 
- Outstanding 
archaeological sites 
- A traditional 
village highlighted 
by  communality 
- A strong 
traditional 
village lifestyle  
- An outstanding 
rural 
environment 
- Traditional 
industry of 
Gong making 
- Home industry 
of coffee 
making and 
packaging 
- Rural 
environment 
An authentic 
ethnic life – not 
a generic town 
experience; 
religious 
ceremonies 
experience not 
desired 
Visitors are 
attracted to an 
ethnic village; 
generic global 
culture is not 
an attraction 
of CBT, this 
is aligned 
with 
communities‟ 
desire.  
- Hosts do not 
offer and 
tourists are 
not interested 
in religious 
ceremonies as 
attractions. 
2
. 
T
ra
v
e
l 
se
r
v
ic
e
s CBT management 
is under the 
village authority 
CBT is operated 
under a foundation 
owned by few 
villagers with some 
financial 
contribution made 
to the community. 
CBT 
management was 
just established 
under the village 
authority 
CBT 
management is 
not yet 
established 
- Self-arranged 
through the 
internet 
- Through travel 
agents that 
understand their 
specific needs 
There is an 
opportunity 
for the CBT 
management 
to provide 
this service 
and fulfil 
visitors‟ 
specific 
needs. 
3
. 
T
ra
n
sp
o
r
ta
ti
o
n
/A
c
ce
ss
 - Tourists travel to 
the village: 
arranged by travel 
agencies or they 
used own 
transportation 
- Preference for 
environmentally 
friendly mode of 
transportation in 
the village 
- Guests travel to 
the village escorted 
by tour guides, and 
CBT Foundation 
could also provide 
airport transfers.  
- In the village, 
walking and 
cycling  
- Tourists travel 
to the village by 
public 
transportation, 
with their 
guides, in rented 
cars or 
motorcycles, and 
taxis.  
- Walking 
around the 
village is a 
convenience. 
It is one of 
stopping points 
for local 
excursion. 
- Transportation 
to remote area 
is a problem. 
- Transportation 
to villages: 
public 
transportation, 
with guide, taxi, 
rent car with 
drivers, rent car 
or motorcycle 
- In the village, 
preferred 
environmentally 
friendly mode 
- Both groups 
agreed on 
using 
environmenta
lly friendly 
modes of 
transportation 
in the village. 
- CBT 
management 
could offer 
transportation 
to the village 
for visitors.  
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4
. 
A
c
co
m
m
o
d
a
ti
o
n
 - A good standard 
homestay and 
villas are 
available. 
- Find difficulties 
in combining 
attractions with 
accommodation as 
CBT products 
 
Good standard 
homestays are 
available. 
- Two villas that 
are not owned by 
villagers. 
- Homestays 
were not yet 
developed. 
Homestays 
were not yet 
developed. 
- No 
accommodation 
for daytrippers 
- Villas and 
homestay, with 
minimum 
standard: clean 
room and toilet 
- Homestay 
and villa 
compromise 
the visitors‟ 
needs and the 
accommodation 
available in 
the village. 
- But villagers 
need to be 
mindful of the 
service 
standard. 
5
. 
F
o
o
d
 &
B
e
v
e
ra
g
e The women 
expressed a need 
for training, but 
some F&B 
activities have 
been carried out 
for tourism 
purposes.  
Employed a 
professional cook, 
specialising in local 
recipes 
- The village is 
rich with recipes 
and local 
produce. 
- A need for 
training in F&B 
was expressed. 
A need for 
training in F&B 
was expressed. 
- With host is 
special, but care 
needed for 
health and 
hygiene  
- In restaurant, 
requiring 
cleanliness, 
good food and 
good price  
- There is a 
match, but 
villagers need 
to be mindful 
of the service 
standard. 
6
. 
S
o
u
v
e
n
ir
s Bamboo-based 
souvenirs are 
available for local 
consumption, but 
a need to develop 
an icon for the 
village was 
expressed. 
Ample are available 
at the shops near to 
the archaeological 
site.  
There is a 
potential to 
develop coconut-
based souvenirs 
special to 
Belimbing 
village. 
There is a 
potential of 
producing a 
miniature of the 
gamelan set as 
souvenirs. 
- Hand made 
- Non-
aggressive 
selling 
- Convenience 
to be 
transported 
Potential is 
identified, but 
villagers need 
to consider 
the 
requirements 
of the 
souvenirs. 
7
. 
P
a
c
k
a
g
in
g
 Need to develop 
products that 
include 
attractions, 
accommodation, 
F&B, and guided 
tours, for a longer 
guests‟ stay. 
A Well-developed 
2/3 night package. 
CBT products 
are not yet ready 
and priced. 
CBT products 
are not yet 
ready and 
priced. 
- As a day tour 
- Staying in the 
village 
- The variation 
of length of stay 
– a short day 
trip, one day, 
two days, and 
one week was 
too long. 
- A need of 
narration and 
stories. 
Visitors 
indicated the 
needs and for 
CBT 
operators to 
consider 
developing 
products for 
daytrippers 
and 
overnighters.  
8
. 
A
m
e
n
it
ie
s Developed Developed Reasonably 
developed and 
still being 
developed 
Needs to be 
developed 
Tourists need: 
- Basic facilities 
- Clean and 
hygienic 
- Landscaping 
style featuring a 
blend with 
nature  
- The on-site 
conditions are 
clearly 
informed. 
The resources 
availability in 
villages and 
the visitors‟ 
needs endorse 
small scale 
infrastructure 
development, 
and feature a 
blend with 
nature 
landscaping. 
9
. 
P
eo
p
le
/A
w
a
r
e
n
es
s - Confident hosts 
- The village 
charges an 
entrance fee but 
finds difficulty in 
pricing combined/ 
packaged 
products. 
- An authentic 
ethnic place in its 
physical 
structures, 
traditions, values 
 
- Confident hosts 
- Admire guests‟ 
lifestyle, but also 
content with own 
culture  
- There are aspects 
of devotion and 
commerce for the 
art of traditional 
dancing 
performance. 
 
- Still 
developing self-
confidence as 
CBT hosts  
- Find difficulty 
in charging and 
pricing 
products/services 
- Villagers and 
the authority 
strongly support 
CBT 
development 
- Still 
developing 
confidence as 
CBT hosts 
- Find difficulty 
in charging 
entrance fee to 
tourist sites 
- The village 
authority 
attempted to 
obtain villagers‟ 
support in 
developing 
CBT.  
- Willing to 
give financial 
contribution 
- Desiring small 
scale tourism 
- Respecting 
local culture 
- Host-guest 
friendship base 
Visitors show 
characteristics 
of alternative 
tourists, but 
communities 
that want to 
develop CBT  
need to build 
competencies 
in operating 
CBT and be 
confident 
hosts 
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1
0
. 
a
. 
A
u
th
e
n
ti
c
it
y
 
r
e
la
te
d
 t
o
 C
B
T
 
p
r
o
d
u
c
ts
 Preventive 
programs were in 
place to anticipate 
negative impacts 
to the village 
traditions, 
especially among 
the youth. 
 
A more „relaxed‟ 
traditional lifestyle 
but preserving vital 
aspects of culture 
especially religious 
related activities. 
 
The village 
members have a 
strong sense of 
ethnicity and 
communality. 
The gong home 
industry 
involves aspects 
of traditional 
craft-works. 
Villages retain 
the vital aspects 
of ethnic 
culture. 
A need of 
both 
producers and 
consumers to 
keep the 
ethnic 
uniqueness  
1
0
. 
b
. 
C
h
a
n
g
e
 r
el
a
te
d
 t
o
 C
B
T
 
p
r
o
d
u
c
ts
  - Technology is 
used related to 
high volume and 
laborious work. 
- Adopted the 
positive values 
from guests 
- The use of IT 
especially among 
the youth. 
Villagers embraced 
CBT for the 
purpose of better 
life, housing and 
facilities. 
The purpose of 
the village 
embarking on 
developing CBT 
is for economic 
improvement, 
community and 
individuals‟ 
development, 
including 
education. 
- The village 
has a town-
lifestyle 
atmosphere. 
- The village 
was relatively 
modern and 
many villagers 
work in the 
nearby town. 
- Electrical tools 
were used to do 
high volume 
and laborious 
works. 
Tourists please 
to assist CBT 
communities to 
develop.   
Both desire 
the village to 
develop, CBT 
attractions 
exclude 
community 
hard and 
difficult life. 
 
 
Results have been presented for each village and the tourists sample group. The typical 
issues revealed among the developed and the developing CBT villages were slightly 
different. The former were more confident as CBT hosts and the issues focused mainly 
on product quality and packaging. The latter were still immersed in the issue of building 
community members‟ commitment, confidence, and infrastructure and facility 
development. The highlighted results from the community and tourist sample groups are 
discussed in the next chapter.  
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Chapter 5 – Research Phase 1 discussion 
 
5.0 Introduction 
This chapter discusses the qualitative results of the research, which are presented in the 
previous chapter. During the analysis, data was classified based on themes representing 
the elements of the CBT products. The focus group discussions and the in-depth 
interviews were conducted following a semi-structured guideline that was constructed 
based on the five main tourism product elements and the issues of authenticity and 
change related to CBT products. These product elements were identified during the 
literature review; however, during the analysis, three supporting elements vital for CBT 
products were identified and one element was split into two. The result of this was a 
total of four additional elements. This chapter discusses the major findings of the 
qualitative research stage, inclusive of ten CBT product elements.  
 
Business operations are commonly oriented to customer’s needs and wants (Morrison, 
2002; Mill, 1996). For the purpose of satisfying these needs and wants, and achieving 
organisations’ profitability, products are produced according to specification on the 
premises of the firms (Kotler & Armstrong, 2012; Oelkers, 2007; Wearing & Neil, 
2003; Morrison, 2002), whereby the business has full control of their production 
process. On the other hand, CBT operates on different principles – firstly, tourists are 
co-producers during the consumption process (Frochot & Bata, 2013). The cooperation 
between the product/service providers and the consumers/tourists is vital for customers’ 
satisfactions. Secondly, production and consumption occur at the same time at a place 
which is a home to the community (Kotler, 2014). The community is a part of tourists’ 
experiences (Lpez-Gusman et al., 2011). Apart from using human creations as 
attractions, CBT operation also utilises the natural and rural environments that need to 
be preserved. Thirdly, culture, the most important attraction element, is pre-existing. 
Pickard (2008), Krippendorf and Vielmals (1993) note that the environment and socio-
cultural components are valuable assets that must be appreciated. Even though CBT 
operators cannot manufacture their products the way businesses commonly do, they 
could enhance and combine the existing product components, with the aim that they 
could deliver a profound and authentic CBT experience for guests (Morrison, 2002). 
The other unique feature of CBT is that the product needs to be authentic to appeal to 
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customers (TWA, 2006; Handler & Saxton, 1994), while the villages themselves need 
to develop for the communities’ wellbeing. 
 
Thus, constrained by these conditions, the communities‟ understanding of the features 
of CBT and the tourists‟ expectation will assist villagers in providing quality products 
and services for their guests while fulfilling the needs of the community and the natural 
environment. For tourists, understanding the fundamental features of the CBT product is 
critical in the formation of meaningful CBT experiences, whilst preserving the nature, 
culture and heritage of villages. Tourists, at the same time, contribute economically to 
the development of villages. 
 
5.1 The nine CBT product elements 
The discussion of the findings from the communities and CBT tourists in this chapter is 
presented in nine sections of product elements, while the aspects of authenticity and 
change related to CBT products are presented separately.  
 
Three separate focus group discussions held in each village were aimed at giving a fair 
representation of the views and opinions of the research participants from the Youth, 
Women‟s, and Men‟s organisations. The in-depth interviews provided supplemental 
information generated from the focus group discussions. The findings identified from 
the community focus groups and in-depth interviews in each village were combined and 
structured under the ten product elements. A similar treatment was applied to the 
findings from the tourists. Thus, discussions have been combined and every section 
consists of five sub-sections – the four of villages and the CBT tourists.  
 
5.1.1 Attractions 
Robinson and Wiltshier (2011) and House (2007) posit that community tourism needs 
to develop a strong attraction theme to be successful as these will influence how 
strongly the village attracts visitors. Of the four villages, each highlights different 
attractions, and a different intensity of authentic ethnic life, hospitality, artefacts and 
heritage, art, and the natural or natural environment. Nevertheless, Fagance (2003) 
stated that CBT attractions could be predominantly concern the ethnic culture. This 
theme emerged strongly in this research with both the communities and the tourists 
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identifying ethnic cultural elements as key attractions. Apart from being a traditional 
Balinese village, each village has its outstanding features that can be used as an 
attraction theme. These are discussed in the following paragraphs. 
 
Penglipuran is a developed yet authentic village. These features support the village 
becoming a CBT village with a strong attraction theme. The village is rich in culture 
and has a strong ethnic lifestyle. The „socio-facts‟ include a strong traditional village 
system, and solid communality. The village has a traditional house layout with a 
bamboo roof of 20 years durability, uniform house-gates for the whole village, temples 
and shrines, traditional fences, heroes’ monuments, bamboo craft, bamboo roof 
production, and bamboo forest. It is a clean and pristine village, uncommonly found in 
developing countries. This theme is attractive to tourists, but because tourists visit the 
village for only one or two hours, they leave without a deep experience and 
understanding of the uniqueness of the village. This may be due to a lack of information 
and narration about the attractions provided, which is in contrast with the argument of 
McCabe and Foster (2014) who state that ‘stories’ are vital in contributing to visitors’ 
experience. Nevertheless, villagers feel there is not much to explain to visitors when 
objects and lifestyle are commonplace to themselves. 
 
Apart from being a traditional Balinese village, Bedulu is outstanding for its historical 
sites – the Elephant Cave and the Stone Age carvings. This shows the attraction theme 
as discussed by Robinson and Wiltshier (2011). Bedulu has operated overnight package 
tours successfully. In the tour package, the CBT Bedulu offered a walking tour around 
the village including visits to the historical sites and paddy fields, eggshell painting and 
traditional cooking demonstration, dancing classes and performances. The meals 
included in the package consisted of Balinese traditional cooking, and dinner with a 
traditional dancing performance. The duration of the package can be extended to 
include a visit to local tourist sites such as – Ubud, an art village, Kintamani, which has 
a volcano view, and Tampak Siring to see the presidential palace and the spring water.  
 
Apart from offering a traditional lifestyle, Belimbing could develop a CBT with a 
strong rural environment theme. It is supported by rich rural environments, which 
include the village forests with the Mekori forest temple, rice terraces, four waterfalls, 
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coffee farms, and the harbour view. The traditional culture is supported by traditional 
economic activities such as palm sugar production, coconut oil production, rice paddies 
and coffee farming. Belimbing has a rich natural/rural environment supported by a 
strong traditional lifestyle, which could be developed into a sturdy CBT theme. 
According to Weaver (2006), these natural attractions give a unique context to the 
place, and are essential for a successful CBT. 
 
The strongest attraction theme in Tihingan is the gong craft industry. The gong is 
famous as it is used to accompany the traditional Balinese dance, which is highly 
appreciated internationally. Other strong features that attract tourists to this village 
include traditional coffee production, temples, religious ceremonies, traditional dancing, 
and paddy field trekking. The uniqueness of the gong home industry amplified by the 
traditional art of dancing could establish a strong CBT theme for the village, as 
suggested by Robinson and Wiltshier (2011). 
 
The tourists who participated in this study were mainly interested in visiting the 
villages to see a different way of life. They prefer a place that is rich in culture and has 
an authentic ethnic lifestyle, art, painting, and traditional music or performance. They 
do not particularly want to see a religious ceremony; however, they would prefer to 
have an explanation and gain an understanding regarding such ceremonies if they 
happen to encounter these rituals on their travels. This finding is supported by Edgell 
(1990), who states that the most important motivation for travelling is to see other 
people’s culture, and also Fluker and Richardson (2008) who assert that culture is one of 
the ‘most compelling motivations’ for people to travel. Stories and narration are 
prominently important for the tourist attractions, these include the village history, and 
any unique items they find in the village such as buildings, customs, events, weather, 
and even any limitations on facilities, all of which facilitate the desire to have a deep 
experience while they are staying in the village (McCabe & Foster, 2014). Not only 
seeing, but having something to do is also required (CBI, 2009). Some visitors seek 
experiences such as learning traditional cooking, dancing, music, or visiting nearby 
tourist places.  
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The tourism product is sometimes referred to as tourist experience (Middleton & 
Clarke, 2002). Tourists look for an authentic lifestyle as a CBT experience (CBI, 2009). 
Therefore, the villages do not sell individual items, such as meals in the village 
restaurant, the viewing of the scenic rice terraces, a souvenir, a traditional house or 
temple visit, but the whole entirety of the traditional village lifestyle experience. This is 
composed of a variety of attractions to see and do, the community‟s hospitality and the 
other supporting products or services the guests consume during their stay in the village; 
thus product packaging is essential. The „total product concept‟ of Kotler et al. (2008) 
regarding the different levels of products, core, actual and augmented, can be applied in 
order to satisfy customers. Delivering quality in each product element contributing to 
the whole tourists’ experience is critical. 
 
A gap was identified between community and CBT tourists in relation to the attraction 
element. Tourists are in deep need of narration and interpretation of the tourist 
attractions in the village, including objects and abstract entities. These are referred to as 
„stories‟ by McCabe and Foster (2014). Legends, stories and history that the village has 
gone through up to its present state can form a major part of the tourists’ experience. 
The tourists expect a local guide or at least leaflets that provide explanation; however, 
the community feels shy and even feels they were exaggerating when sharing their 
stories or providing explanations of their everyday existence. The short time spent in the 
village seems to be due to this lack of interpretation. The villagers argued about guests 
staying for only a very short time, whilst guests complained of not having enough to see 
and do in the village. Clearly, tourist expenditure could be stretched if their stay is 
extended, as they will require accommodation and additional meals. 
 
5.1.2 Travel services 
CBT operators play a very important role contributing to the success of CBT in Bali. 
Local academics such as Pitana (2010) and Agung (2010) advocate for CBT to be 
managed by the community, thus the CBT operator is owned by the village, whilst 
Djinaldi Gosana (in Dolezal, 2013) proposes CBT management in the form of wisata 
puri (palace tourism), which is a hotel management model applied to CBT in the 
villages in Bali. Nevertheless, it is vital that CBT operations observe the basic principles 
of community tourism (Telfer & Sharpley, 2008; Weaver & Lawton, 2006; Beeton, 
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2006; Singh et al., 2003; Scheyvens, 2002) for a successful sustainable tourism 
development. 
 
This section focuses on how travel is arranged. Weaver (2006) posits that CBT tourists 
are free independent travellers (FIT); however, France (1997) argues that they can be 
mass tourists when general travel agents organise their excursion in a bus tour. 
Penglipuran village has mixed types of visitors, both FIT and escorted excursionists. 
CBT Bedulu gained most of its tourists through travel agents. Tihingan and Belimbing 
village, which have just started their CBT development, have not organised their 
visitors through the community – some guests are FIT, but mostly visitors are escorted 
by their tour guide directly to the attractions.  
 
Guests in Penglipuran are normally escorted to the village by guides from travel 
agencies. The CBT organiser in charge is the entrance ticket officer, who provides 
information about the house in the village that is to be visited. The guests normally stay 
for short periods of time in the village. The village CBT management expressed their 
intention to extend the tourists’ stay in the village and to share more of the villagers’ 
way of life. The overall intention is to provide tourists with a deeper, more meaningful 
CBT experience. In this way, it is expected that the community will provide more 
services such as tours through the village with a local guide, trekking through the 
bamboo forest and paddy fields, meals in the village, and providing cooking or hand-
craft workshops. To make this happen, Penglipuran travel organisers should establish a 
way to be able to attract and access this type of visitor. It seems that this intention is 
reasonable, as a study conducted by Lpez-Gusman et al. (2011) shows that a significant 
number of tourists support CBT by regularly purchasing products provided by the 
communities. 
 
CBT management in Bedulu is well established, however, the CBT was managed by a 
foundation owned by some individuals in the village, which incorporated about 18 
rooms in a number of different villager’s homes. The foundation affiliates with some 
CBT travel operators and the Bali CBT centre to promote and sell their products, and 
already receive many guests. However, Robinson and Wiltshier (2011) explain that 
CBT should include an enterprise run with the involvement and consent of local 
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communities, a fair share of profits with the local community, and the community’s 
involvement instead of individuals. MacDonald and Jolliffe (2003) identify the period 
when individual residents recognise the opportunity, and integrate tourism resources 
into their socio-economic planning as the first stage of CBT development. Thus, Bedulu 
village could still grow to the stage where tourism is beneficial for all of the community 
members. 
 
CBT management has been established under the Belimbing authority, supported by the 
community members. It has started to function and organise itself, establishing work 
space and planning to create product packages, and communicating the CBT existence 
in their village. An interviewee specifically stated that the Youth Organisation is in 
charge of the management of CBT in the village. They select staff that have education 
in tourism and can speak English. He also emphasised that the CBT proceeds should be 
for the village people and not for investors from outside the village. This drive 
expressed the very essence of CBT (Telfer & Sharpley, 2008; Beeton, 2006; Singh et 
al., 2003; Scheyvens, 2002). The CBT organiser needed only an immediate stimulus to 
kick-start their operation, since almost all components required were ready to 
participate.  
 
Travel services were not available in the Tihingan: financial contribution from tourists 
was not made to individuals or the community. The village management intended to 
organise the CBT in the village but found obstacles in establishing supporting 
infrastructure, and the village people were not enthusiastic about Tihingan becoming a 
CBT village. One of the women in the focus group discussion commented that villagers 
were not interested in tourism yet. Experts have discussed the challenges related to CBT 
development, for example – lack of support from the community members and/or the 
authority (Robinson & Wiltshier, 2011), human resources competencies (Baum, 2013; 
Moscardo, 2008), and limited capital (Telfer & Sharpley, 2008). Compared to the other 
sample villages, and considering its current conditions, Tihingan needs to exert more 
effort to establish the CBT.  
  
The main analysis results of the travel service element within the tourist group include: 
most tourists self-arranged their trips, some others wanted the arrangements carried out 
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by general travel organisers; or by the travel organiser owned by the village. Most 
tourists preferred to self-arrange their travels for the possible reason, as stated by Lpez-
Guzmu et al. (2011), that tourists want to feel actively involved with their travel. 
Nevertheless, some issues were raised regarding self-arranged travel. They mentioned 
spending too much time on the internet and struggling to trust the online service 
providers. One focus group participant stated: „It is like ... I trust you to take me 
nowhere ... and I trust you to bring me back safely.‟ One mentioned that the 
commentary from service users is very useful for evaluating the credibility of providers. 
Another participant stated that a self-arranged trip was part of the adventure. 
Nevertheless, online marketing offers advantages as well as disadvantages, the latter 
including customers‟ exposure to risks due to uncertainty with regard to the location and 
identity of the sellers (SCOCAE, 2004). 
 
A participant said that a more organised way was required, which could be provided by 
general travel organisers. However, trust needs to be built and the issue of a provider 
that understands the specific needs of the CBT tourists was identified. Some feel that 
they were at the mercy of their drivers to take them to „a not too touristy place‟. 
 
Based on the tourists‟ responses there is potential for the CBT village operators to 
provide travel services to the tourist – as argued by Lpez-Guzman, et al. (2011), many 
tourists would like to consume products provided by the community members because 
of their quality; however, the communities need to identify these needs. They need to 
observe and examine where assistance is required during the trip and the problems faced 
by the tourists. It should be recognised that the CBT tourists have specific needs that are 
different from those of mass tourists. It is critical for any travel agency to identify 
accurately the products desired by the customers and strive to provide them (Kotler, 
2014).  
 
In summary, there are three travel arrangement options for tourists: to self-arrange their 
travel as a part of the adventure; to seek the services of a general travel organiser for 
convenience and to avoid problems; or thirdly, to rely on a CBT travel organiser for 
sustainably oriented tourists who want the community to receive direct benefit from 
tourism (Lpez-Guzman et al., 2011). Knowing the tourist’s expectation from a travel 
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organiser, CBT organisers in the village should be able to envisage the services that 
need to be provided to guests. Accurate information on a brochure or website is also 
vital as Maser and Weiermair (2008) argue that information is related to risk and 
therefore an important factor affecting travel decision-making. 
 
The very essence of CBT is the involvement of the community in the management and 
operation of tourism (Telfer & Sharpley, 2008; Singh et al., 2003; Scheyvens, 2002). 
This opportunity is embraced by villagers, even though the readiness of human 
resources supporting tourism varies. Places such as Penglipuran and Bedulu are ready. 
In Belimbing village individual skills are available, however, this needs to be 
synchronised into the context of tourism. Moscardo (2008) recognises a vital issue of 
community capacity-building in his study. For Tihingan to be a CBT village, much 
greater effort is required. The village is lagging behind since the tourism development 
program initiated by the organisers does not meet with support from the local village 
people. Currently, tourism is an individual endeavour.  
 
5.1.3 Transportation/access 
Environmentally friendly modes of transport within the village that are suitable for 
tourism purposes, as explained in a „Good tourist‟s code‟, are to cycle or walk, and not 
to take a car (Butcher, 1997). This will generate a more tranquil atmosphere in the 
village, while the mobility mode itself might become a part of the attraction (Holloway 
& Humphrey, 2012). This, for example, can involve using a horse-pulled cart to roam 
around bamboo forests in Penglipuran, a walking tour in Bedulu, and trekking around 
the village in Belimbing and Tihingan. Frequently, the village topography and location 
of the attractions contribute to the preferred mobility mode in the village. The 
communities showed a sound understanding of this issue as most of the attractions 
involve walking or cycling as a means of mobility. In fact, the majority of tourist 
participants agreed that people should attempt to use an environmentally friendly mode 
of transportation within the village. 
 
Holloway and Humphrey (2012) explain that access to tourism destinations comprises 
the transportation modes within the tourism area, and the access toward the destination 
itself involves various modes of transportation by land, sea, and air. Currently the 
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means of access to the villages are varied. Most of the visitors travelling to the villages 
were escorted by the tour guides. The rest came individually by taxi, in rented cars or 
motorcycles. Except for Bedulu, none of the villages offered transportation services to 
their villages. 
 
While many visitors came to the villages escorted by their guides, some tourists 
preferred to use public transportation when visiting remote places. Using public 
transportation is a convenience for tourists in destinations within developed countries 
(Tripadvisor, 2014b). However this study discovered that tourists find some difficulties 
when using public transportation. The kind of public transportation that is normally 
used by locals is less reliable and is inconvenient for tourists because of a lack of 
information in regard to timetables and routes. For some, the motorcycle is a choice that 
involves high risk, but this can also be considered part of the adventure. Another study 
participant stated „I don‟t even think about driving in Bali, the traffic is crazy‟. Car 
rental with a driver is a compromise; however, tourists need to know precisely the 
places they are going to visit and destinations need to be agreed upon at the beginning. 
The CBT tourists do not seem to have any problem regarding transportation around the 
village itself. 
 
In general, tourists have plenty of choices on how to access villages. They can choose to 
be adventurous, or safe and problem free, yet be well catered for in their specific 
authentic needs. The adventurous are normally younger, whereas a safer transportation 
mode is selected by more mature tourists. While, most villagers are concerned about the 
parking space and the reception area, they are not concerned about how tourists come to 
the village, since normally guests come with their guides. The general indication is that 
there is a potential for the CBT organisers to offer transportation to access their village 
as a specific transportation option for the visitors. As Lpez-Gusman et al. (2011) argue, 
some tourists support CBT and would like to use services provided by the communities. 
 
5.1.4 Accommodation 
Holloway and Humphrey (2012) differentiated the various forms of sleeping and 
hospitality facilities under either serviced or self-catering, which cover most types of 
accommodation from luxurious to budget. Being a mass tourism destination, Bali offers 
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luxurious accommodation centered in some tourist resorts. CBT sites that offer 
homestay as visitor‟s accommodation need to put more effort into upgrading the 
accommodation standard. Currently the types of accommodation available in the 
villages include: villas in Penglipuran and Belimbing, and homestays in Penglipuran, 
Bedulu, and Belimbing. Currently Tihingan does not offer any accommodation options.  
 
Expertise and capital (Telfer & Sharpley, 2008), and developing human resource 
competency (Baum, 2013; Stabler, 1997) are common issues for tourism development. 
An important point noted by some participants expressed a need to participate in 
housekeeping workshops. Another question expressed by the CBT management in 
Penglipuran village is that of how to incorporate the accommodation facilities with the 
attractions so that the service can be offered to the visitors in a package.  
 
One participant in Bedulu village also mentioned the issue of animals roaming the 
streets, dogs barking and roosters crowing at dawn. They mitigate this potential 
nuisance by explaining the situation to the guests beforehand to avoid complaints. 
 
There appears to be a misconception regarding expectations of CBT tourists’, 
particularly in the new CBT villages. Boo (1991) notes a segment in tourism markets 
that is generally more accepting of the basic facilities available in the villages. 
However, it was thought by most study participants in Belimbing that tourists required 
luxurious facilities and wanted meals in fancy restaurants that serve beef-steaks. One 
member of the focus group stated that the expectation of guests is always glamour, since 
the people who can afford travelling must be rich and therefore need VIP facilities. 
They also think that they would feel clumsy having guests in their house. This indicates 
that the host communities need dissemination on CBT, as Egmond (2007) stated that 
limited market knowledge can hamper the success of tourism development. CBT 
managers should strive to improve the HR for tourism.  
 
Some other issues related to accommodation in the villages include human resources, 
and management. The majority of community members in newly developed villages 
who participated in the study showed a lack of confidence to host guests in their houses. 
The Women’s Focus Group in Tihingan said that they did not have complete facilities 
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in their house and that a special building for guests was required. Moreover, their 
houses required better sanitation and aesthetic elements. Skill was also lacking in how 
to prepare rooms for guests, based on the existing facilities. It is noted by Baum (2013) 
and Rocharungsat (2008) that human resource development is a priority for tourism 
development, which should also become a priority for CBT. 
 
The CBI (2009) discovered that only 2–5 per cent of the CBT tourists are interested in 
staying in a homestay, and 20 per cent prefer staying in a more luxurious 
accommodation, such as a lodge. This study identifies three types of tourists based on 
their accommodation needs. These ae: 1. luxurious accommodation in tourist resorts 
mainly for daytrippers; 2. good accommodation – villa styled accommodation in the 
village; 3. clean rooms in homestays with basic facilities for budget travellers that 
enable close interaction with hosts.  
 
More mature tourists participating in the focus group looked at CBT products to be 
consumed only as a day trip while staying in a resort hotel, or staying overnight in the 
village in a good standard of accommodation. Nevertheless, the CBI (2009) identifies a 
significant number (25 per cent) of CBT visitors from the European Union countries are 
interested in taking CBT as a day excursion. The younger participants, who usually 
travel on a budget, preferred homestay and to mingle with the local people, provided 
that they had a clean comfortable bed and toilet, because as they said they do not want 
to feel that: „when you are to sleep, you are scared to put your body [on unclean bed]...‟. 
There was no need for luxurious accommodation for them. 
 
Some tourists showed an interest in staying overnight in the village. Therefore, there is 
a chance that visitors may stay overnight in the villages, but the community must be 
prepared to meet their needs. 
  
5.1.5 Food and beverage 
Local dishes strengthen the CBT experience for the visitors and offer a greater variety 
of attractions. Sims (2009) argues that local cuisine plays an important role in tourism 
since it appeals to the visitors‟ yearning for authenticity; it represents the place and the 
culture. Tourism can cause the revival of a tradition, as in the case of the UK culinary 
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arts being promoted as „the taste of England‟ (Holloway & Humphrey, 2012), which 
contributes to the cultural sustainability of a destination. Nevertheless, these authors 
suggest visitors need to be cautious when sampling local dishes if they are not sure that 
preparation has met adequate cleanliness and hygiene practices.   
 
The villages are rich in local recipes. Penglipuran had developed its local culinary style 
supported by a reasonable quality of human resources in this area. Bedulu village was 
well developed in food and beverage supply; the CBT foundation employed a cook who 
is an expert in local culinary skills. Belimbing needs to develop their food and beverage 
services, although this village is rich with local produce that supports its local recipes. 
Most participants of the Women‟s Focus Group in Tihingan village showed very little 
interest in providing meals for guests. This is possibly because the idea of CBT has not 
yet been well disseminated. Local cuisine supports CBT (Sims, 2009). It expresses the 
region‟s authenticity (Holloway & Humphrey, 2012); therefore, CBT should develop 
local cuisine to support their attraction theme. 
 
The qualitative results show that tourists have a strong interest in trying the local food. 
They suggested the dishes should be based on the original recipes with a reduced 
amount of chillies.  
 
Liao (2012) discusses various consumer dining motives that influence preference, these 
include convenient food service, relieving hunger, entertainment, pleasure, and social 
and business activities. This study identifies travel companions as an important factor 
that affects the selection of a dining place, for example, tourists travelling with families 
will tend to dine in a restaurant. Young travellers and individual travellers are more 
open to trying local products. One participant particularly mentioned that he felt 
fascinated when sharing meals with the host. 
 
Egmond (2007) argues that a lack of familiarity with the characteristics of the target 
market could cause failure in tourism developments. There appears to be a mismatch of 
perceptions between the community members in the new CBT villages and the tourists, 
which CBT management needs to note. The villagers think that all tourists like to have 
meals in big restaurants and are very fond of meat dishes; and that they would definitely 
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not like to have the local indigenous cuisine. The tourists expressed that they would like 
to try local dishes and would like them based on the original recipes, but with fewer 
chillies. However, they did want good hygiene and cleanliness during production and 
presentation and the use of fresh ingredients, specifically the meat.  
 
Certain issues arose in regards to having local dishes, especially when sharing with the 
host. Tourism Queensland (2003) has stated that „food tourists‟ are even happy with a 
roadside café, not just those that are four star – all are unique and create memorable 
food experiences. Except for Bedulu, where the CBT cook was very confident about 
how to prepare food for the guests, other participants in other villages showed a lack of 
confidence. In contrast, the tourists were more concerned with the quality of the food 
and its preparation. This finding is confirmed by Holloway and Humphrey (2012) who 
emphasise adequate practice of cleanliness and hygiene during the cooking and 
presentation process. They indicated the issue of hygiene, the freshness of the raw 
materials, the cleanliness of cooking apparatus, plates and cutlery, the cooking process 
and the food presentation.  
 
Local dishes are a vital aspect for a successful CBT product, however a reasonable 
standard of hygiene must be met. As Moscardo (2008) and Baum (2013) claim, human 
resources development has a vital role to play, and many of the study participants, 
particularly the women, expected training in how to prepare food for the visitors. 
 
5.1.6 Souvenirs/merchandise 
Souvenirs are a memory of the place visited. Holloway and Humphrey (2012) explain 
that tourists regard local artefacts as a souvenir or investment. For the community, when 
tourists buy their handicrafts this generates economic benefit, and thus conserves local 
skills and traditions. Community members in Penglipuran viewed handicraft selling as 
a medium for interaction with visitors, and they were pleased to be able to have 
conversation with the tourists. These findings show concordance with Weaver’s (2012c) 
discussion on community empowerment which includes provision of opportunity and 
the establishment of universal self-esteem. 
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Bedulu was well supplied at the neighbouring souvenir shops. Belimbing had the same 
condition as Tihingan, both requiring further development of souvenir potentials. 
Tihingan was not well provided with souvenirs, even though there was a potential for 
the village to produce a miniature gong as a souvenir. Tourists showed interest in 
having a keepsake of the villages they visited in Bali, especially the visitors who 
originated from Europe. Tourists were interested in unique hand-made products and are 
fascinated by the way the craftsmen create the goods. 
 
Apart from making local artefacts crafted in its original form, size and attractive 
colours, Holloway and Humphrey (2012) recommended the production of a smaller size 
that can readily be transported. In the case of this study, the packaging and the raw 
materials of the souvenirs are an issue for Airport Customs officers who want to know 
what items tourists carry, where they were produced and the material from which they 
are made. This especially applies when souvenirs are in the form of powder and spices, 
or made from natural substances, such as wood and any kind of plants (Australian 
Customs and Border Protection, 2013). Therefore, it is important to have a product 
package containing information about the content. One participant of Focus Group 10 
described the experience of making declarations at the airport: „just too big a bother ... 
because it needs to go to quarantine.‟ Thus, it is important to consider producing 
souvenirs with material that is not subject to declaration at the airport, such as souvenirs 
made from fabric materials. 
 
Tourists prefer souvenir retailers that are not too aggressive. A persuasive way of 
selling by explaining how the crafted object was handmade and showing its 
imperfections is more appealing. Jamison (1999) discusses the important role of the 
vendors who use persuasive selling techniques in souvenir business. They also found 
there is no advantage for all shops to sell the same products, and pointed out that houses 
should not sell souvenirs unless they use their house as a work place. One participant 
mentioned, and another agreed, that using raw material and packaging that is acceptable 
in the custom clearance at the airport is essential. 
 
A souvenir is authentic to a particular place and a keepsake for tourists (Berger, 2013). 
CBT managers should maintain their availability and meet the souvenir requirements. In 
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general, souvenirs are available, or potentially available, in all villages and sellers 
should be well aware that aggressive selling disturbs tourists. Tourists are very pleased 
when souvenirs are handmade and from local materials. The community members are 
not aware of the process of transporting the souvenirs across to the tourists‟ home 
country. Tourists showed concern about the weight, size and materials the souvenirs are 
made from, as well as the packaging of souvenirs to fit the requirements of the airport 
customs check. Natural products made from wood, plants, and animals generally need 
to be declared; while souvenirs made from clothing material and thread are relatively 
free to be transported. Apart from gaining a pleasant memory of places that have been 
visited, tourists are fascinated by seeing how people manually produce the art and craft. 
They prefer a persuasive selling of the product by explaining its features and how it was 
manually produced. In addition, the products in packets are also of concern because the 
ingredients will be checked at airport customs.  
 
The issues discussed provide vital information related to souvenirs of which the 
community needs to be aware in order that souvenirs can support the creation of quality 
CBT experiences. 
 
5.1.7 Tour packaging 
The following is a discussion of the main issues related to tour packaging, these include 
– communication, length of stay and package elements. Morrison (2002) outlines the 
requirements of a good package. These are core attractions, financial value for 
customers, consistent quality and compatibility of elements, elements that are well 
planned and coordinated, distinctive benefits from other products, attention to detail, 
and profits generated for providers. Packaging is an important issue for the CBT 
management. Product packaging is an issue in Penglipuran village. Even though, 
accommodation and other tourism product components are available in the village, the 
CBT management in the village currently has not developed a product package. CBT 
management at Penglipuran charges for tickets at their entrance, and tourists spend only 
a little time in the village. Some problems emerged related to their inability to create a 
comprehensive product package. These include a very short guest stay, a shallow 
experience for guests, a weak attraction theme, redundancy of homestay in the village, 
little or no financial contribution to the village, and weak marketing tools.  
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A quality product package delivers meaning for CBT tourists (House, 1997), and it 
generates profit for the CBT operators (Morrison, 2002). Product packaging should 
become a priority for the CBT managers in Penglipuran. Apart from the unavailability 
of a well-designed packaged product, Penglipuran should also be concerned about the 
lack of narration and interpretation of the tourist attractions because this was clearly 
expressed by visitors as a deficiency. Some community participants showed some 
understanding about the importance of narration, as it was stated as necessary for guests 
to obtain a deeper experience and to avoid misunderstanding.  However, some focus 
group participants stated a contradictive argument that information for tourists is not 
crucial because the items are mundane and very ordinary for the villagers. Mowforth 
and Munt (2003) discuss the concept of cultural hegemony, wherein people sometimes 
do not feel confident of their culture, which might be related to the finding that some 
community participants were shy and felt that they were amplifying the description of 
an ordinary object. Some stated that they were simply not confident of whether they are 
doing the right thing.  
 
Nevertheless, McCabe and Foster (2014) note the importance of „meaning‟ obtained 
from observation and also from narration or stories, which contribute to tourist‟s 
experience. By extension, it is essential for CBT management to develop various types 
of products, ranging from – „guided tours‟ in the village for a short visit, „overnight 
packages‟ including some coordinated programs, and „accommodation only‟ that allows 
visitors to enjoy the village by themselves to draw meaning from their own 
observations. 
 
Packaging was not an issue in Bedulu, as the CBT foundation has sold CBT tour 
packages and received many guests; while Belimbing and Tihingan have not reached 
this stage yet, as they were still preparing the product components. 
 
An early study in relation to „language and tourism‟ was conducted by Cohen and 
Cooper (1986) who discovered that the degree of English proficiency of locals varies 
and that during the encounters, tourists make efforts to understand and accommodate 
this variety. Local’s efforts to achieve better foreign language proficiency for tourism 
purposes in European countries were researched by Lesliea and Russell (2006). This 
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study discovered that communities faced more communication issues compared to the 
tourists group. Bedulu reasonably had no language problem when providing services to 
the guests. However, it was an issue in the other three villages, since there were a 
limited number of villagers who are able to speak English. While no obvious language 
issues emerged from the tourists, one participant mentioned that presenting the 
attraction information on a leaflet was sufficient.  
 
Barros and Machado (2010) conducted a study in Madeira Island in Portugal and 
discovered that the average length of tourist stay is nine days; they also stated that the 
length of stay is influenced by the tourists‟ profile and the destination characteristics. 
CBT tourists regarded length of stay in different ways. Some tourists who self-arranged 
their travel wanted to visit villages as a day tour to see authentic ethnic life, while others 
stated that when it was arranged in a package, two days was enough. Another expressed 
that one week was too long because there was not enough to see and do in the village. 
One focus group participant mentioned that tourists can stay longer in the village if 
there are other local tourist sites, such as mountains and museums, nearby so that they 
can have sightseeing in the morning and spend the night in the village. 
 
The community discussed the various length of time that tourists stay: Penglipuran was 
mainly a stop-over point for local tours, and the visit could last for one or two hours. 
Some visitors occasionally spent the night in Penglipuran. Trekking normally takes one 
day in Belimbing, while lunch was arranged in the village. Some passer-by tourists 
stopped at Belimbing to view the rice terraces. A three-night package was offered in 
Bedulu village with combined attractions of things to see and do. Tihingan was one of 
a local tour stop-over points; and the visit could last for only a short time. However, 
Tihingan was different from Penglipuran; as tourists‟ visits were not managed by the 
village and there was no contribution made for the Tihingan community. As Morrison 
(2002) stated, products that generate profit for the providers are vital for the 
sustainability of the development; and tourism should contribute economically to the 
community, which is one of the goals of community tourism (Scheyvens, 2002). 
Therefore, it is important for the communities to establish a mechanism whereby the 
tourists‟ visits and their contribution can be administered. 
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Morrison (2002) discussed the issue of package elements. A variety of attractions is 
required in a package. These range from passive, just observing, through to doing and 
even learning the traditional aspect of the communities; for example, traditional music, 
dancing, or cooking. One tourist participant stated that younger tourists need active 
attractions, while more senior tourists need relaxing activities such as sightseeing in the 
morning and reading or shop browsing in the afternoon. The need to go to nearby tourist 
sites while staying in the village is also expressed, and this will increase the length of 
stay in the village. Villages are rich in ways of creating tourist attractions, these include 
– observing the traditional way of life and architecture, art and handicraft production 
and display, strolling through nature and vistas around the village, learning traditional 
music, dancing, cooking or painting. All these attractions need to be carefully combined 
to create an attractive CBT tour package.  
 
On the other hand, visitors appreciated narration in order to understand the unique 
features. In this way guests can build a profound memory and understanding of the 
village with all its unique characteristics that they have never known nor experienced 
previously. One tourist participant indicated that it was a huge disappointment when an 
explanation was not provided. Moreover an explanation on the brochure or online was 
critical because it influences the expectations and decisions of tourists (Maser & 
Weiermair, 2008), which leads to satisfaction during and after the CBT experience 
(Anderek et al., 2006). A tourist participant expressed his opinion after the paddy field 
tour in Belimbing village: „Today we go to the rice terrace; the guy was good, he knew 
everything… it was very good‟. 
 
The attraction elements, what to see and to do in the village, included in the package 
influence the length of stay (Morrison, 2002). A cross-topics discussion on length of 
stay and activities raised some points that the length of stay could range from one day to 
one week, depending on the tourist attractions available in the village. One interviewee 
said that to get to know the life of the village people, one hour is enough, and to follow 
a family‟s activities, one day is enough. A participant of Focus Group 10 said that one 
week is too long - she said that there are no activities in the afternoon, and the location 
is so quiet.  
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A learning point was put forward by the CBT Bedulu Foundation. It is critical for CBT 
organisers to state clearly the product components included in the package, establish 
terms and conditions for the fee charged, deliver products that are value for money to 
the customers, and ensure that all the items listed on the brochures or itinerary are 
executed. 
 
5.1.8 Amenities 
Baum (2013) cautions that a very low product price offered to tourists will not provide 
sufficient economic return to the destination; these include the inability to undertake 
facilities development in the tourist site. This study identifies that amenities and 
infrastructure are an issue in CBT. The TWA (2009, p. 2) defines amenities as „the 
services that are required to meet the needs of tourists while they are away from home. 
They include public toilets, signage, retail shopping, restaurants and cafes, visitor 
centres, telecommunications and emergency services‟. These facilities are vital 
supporting elements to CBT products that will affect the experience of tourists during 
their stay; therefore it is an essential element for discussion.  
 
An early study of tourism facilities was conducted by Smith (1988) who argued that the 
facilities could be built exclusively for tourist use or as shared facilities with the locals. 
This study found some aspects of infrastructure became a concern to the research 
participants of both groups. Infrastructure is reasonably developed in Penglipuran 
village: asphalted roads, paved village ring-roads, clean water and electricity, and 
internet.  
 
The infrastructure for Bedulu CBT is relatively well established utilising the existing 
government facilities built for the historical site – the Elephant Cave. Usually tourists 
visit the site for only a few hours of sightseeing. The supporting structures specifically 
managed by the CBT Bedulu are the workshops for ceramic production and the 
sarcophagus site. Both require a small amount of investment to become refined. 
 
Infrastructure is reasonably developed in Belimbing village. The infrastructure is not 
only government funded but also community funded. The village authority and the 
villagers have a strong commitment to develop their village and to venture into tourism. 
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Currently, being self-funded, the village built a village authority office. They also plan 
to build easy stair access for terrain that has difficult slopes, the connecting point 
between the village forest and the paddy fields. One of the Men’s Focus Group 
members stated that whenever there are guests, Belimbing village is ready. He further 
explained that besides a cohesive traditional way of life, the village has four trekking 
routes passing through paddy fields, coffee farms, and the waterfalls, across the village 
forest to the tranquil Mekori temple. There are also some traditional economic activities 
to view on the way such as palm sugar and coconut oil production. 
 
CBT is small-scale and could use upgraded existing facilities (Weaver, 2006). This 
message needs to be passed across to the CBT communities. The infrastructure is 
limited in Tihingan village. The current misunderstanding of the village authority that 
tourism only operates with high investment makes the condition worse. However, CBT 
does need basic infrastructure. One focus group participant mentioned the lack of decent 
sewerage and pavement on the sides of the road for pedestrians. Parking places are not 
yet available, so visitors park their vehicles on the road side. 
 
Most tourist participants stated basic infrastructure is required: for example, pathways 
do not need to be concrete covered for tourist trekking, as this creates an artificial 
atmosphere. This is aligned with Boo‟s (1991) argument, this author describes that 
alternative tourists are more accepting of the basic facilities available at the tourist sites. 
Sewerage and particularly clean public toilets are a concern for the tourists. However, 
information provided beforehand is required to create awareness regarding the 
availability of facilities to avoid complaint. This information should include the 
availability of elements, such as internet, independent or shared bathroom and toilet, hot 
water, pathways.  
 
Telfer and Sharpley (2008) stated that ethnic community tourism is low capital as there 
is no need to develop high capacity infrastructure. This is well articulated in the study 
findings. Except for Tihingan village, where the community members are very much 
concerned about the lack of infrastructure, participants from other villages are confident 
and understand that CBT highlights natural ambiance; while they are aware that the 
cleanliness of public facilities especially toilets, is a serious issue. This study found that 
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tourists explicitly stated the very basic requirement of infrastructure, as it is a part of 
their experience. However, they required the provision of clear and precise information 
and signage regarding the existing physical conditions. These include trekking routes, 
pathways and homestays. Clear information on the CBT sites would assist them to be 
prepared and know what to expect in the village.  
 
5.1.9 People/awareness 
CBT involves the broad community (Rocharungsat, 2008) and the products and services 
are provided by the locals through small businesses within the values and visions of 
shared social, economic and environmental factors (Robinson & Wiltshier, 2011). The 
services and products are delivered utilising the enhanced facilities and infrastructure of 
the community members. 
 
TWA (2009) recognises people‟s awareness as an important element in tourism 
products. It is stated that local people at the tourists‟ destination, including all people 
directly or indirectly involved in tourism, should have a positive attitude towards and 
value tourism. The concept outlines the awareness of people at the destination; however, 
a satisfying tourism interaction is expected by all parties involved so it is important to 
also examine the awareness of the visitors. 
 
Penglipuran people were aware of the need to balance traditional and new technology. 
For example in the communication sector, the usage of internet is just as important as 
the traditional way of communication, which involves personal contact.  
 
Some of the values upheld by the villagers that formed a strong base for the village 
development and enhanced its sustainability are identified as follows: 
1. The characteristic of a solid traditional village is a communality demonstrated by 
helping each other and performing volunteer work, which was pointed out by 
participants in Tihingan village. 
2. Gratitude to the ancestors for setting the village traditional management system, 
customs, the buildings and architectures, and the unique design of their village; 
this was expressed by participants Penglipuran village.  
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3. Visitors observe the village customs, such as the dress code in the village and 
inside a temple; this was expressed by Penglipuran village participants. 
4. Desa adat the traditional village unites its members very strongly without time 
and space limit, which was pointed out by Bedulu participants. 
 
The female chef interviewed in Bedulu village stated that people who are accustomed 
to serving guests feel that people are of equal status. Serving is a professional trait of 
rendering services to others as a part of life duty and responsibility. This delivers the 
selfless-service-value expressed in a verse of the Hindu holy scripture the Bhagawad 
Gita, „In the beginning a God named Brahma as a result of selfless service to the All 
Mighty God created all beings; thus by performing selfless services all shall prosper and 
evolve‟ (Bhagavad-Gita Trust, 1998, Chapter 3 verse 10). 
 
One participant spoke of the satisfaction in performing dances as part of the temple 
ceremony and for the tourists‟ entertainment. She is rewarded financially when dancing 
for the tourists and additionally feels blessed when performing in the temple. She also 
loves people admiring her dancing and that she could please the audience. Agung 
(2010) asserts that to Balinese people, religion is not only a faith to follow but also a 
source of inspiration. Thus Balinese artists, painters, dancers, musicians, carvers and 
craft people, are all inspired by it and actually perform their talent for God, as 
expressed: „a Balinese dancer performs his art for the Gods, not primarily for his 
audience.‟ (Agung, 2010, p. 44). 
 
Another interviewee stated that guests really expect that all the product components 
promised and written on the itinerary are delivered and that guests like to enjoy family 
hospitality, to share conversation while having coffee in the homestay, and to exchange 
information and life experiences. 
 
Most research participants in Belimbing village thought that guests preferred glamour: 
expecting hotel standard services and facilities, and eating beefsteaks in fancy 
restaurants. The villagers did not feel confident that visitors would be interested in 
sharing their daily life. This situation could lead to the formation of cultural hegemony 
(Mowforth & Munt, 2003). A dissemination of CBT to the community members was 
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required to promote an appreciation of the local culture. However, one participant 
explained that at the beginning he found it difficult to establish a comfortable 
interaction between host and guest, but after a while he became used to it and started to 
enjoy the experience. 
 
Alternative tourists including CBT tourists showed specific characteristics (Claver-
Corte´s et al., 2007). One community participant found that tourists like seeing and 
doing strange things, such as watching a girl climbs a coconut tree. The women, who 
prepare meals, stated that tourist needs are simple; such as showing them how to take 
boiling water from the kitchen kettle. They like Balinese staple food: a mixture of rice, 
vegetables and meat dishes. She found it strange that a visitor liked a mixed food of rice 
and banana, and that other visitors enjoyed rice and sambal (crunchy fried onion sauce). 
Furthermore, she said that some tourists made a calculation themselves of the total price 
of all products and services consumed, including the kettle of boiled water, and paid her 
for them. 
 
It is difficult for CBT to be successful without the support of the community members. 
Robinson and Wiltshier (2011) state that CBT relies upon the availability of products 
and services provided by the community members. Weaver (2006) argues that CBT 
includes high local community control, public intervention, emphasis on public 
wellbeing, and a long-term time frame for decision-making. Thus, being a public 
endeavour it involves many people, and is a complex process. Tihingan faced the 
problem of the villagers‟ support in developing CBT. Apart from the tendency of the 
majority of people to not support tourism development, an interviewee expressed a deep 
interest in the pursuit of Tihingan to become a CBT village. He further suggested 
starting CBT by managing the existing facilities, and upgrading them in terms of 
services that are human resource based instead of investment based. On the contrary, 
another interviewee provided comprehensive information on how infrastructure was 
badly needed in order to start a CBT, and even suggested the financial contribution from 
tourism could be fairly divided among stake holders, including the local government, 
with the expectation that the local government of Klungkung regency would handle the 
matter and the CBT in the village. 
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Tourists showed positive attitudes and values toward CBT, as most tourist participants 
were willing to give and contribute to the village and wanted to see the villages develop. 
Oelkers (2007), Rojek and Urry (2003), and Hitchcock (1999) argue that tourism could 
become a medium for interactions in creating understanding among people globally. 
This study’s results showed strong evidence of this. One tourist interviewee expressed 
that CBT is a strong personal experience that should be experienced by more people 
from Western countries. She further stated that a host–guest friendship type of 
relationship is desired. A focus group discussed that tourists in villages have a strong 
sense of respect and adherence to local norms, customs and tradition. For example, there 
is a concern regarding customs, such as how to behave acceptably during a ceremony. 
 
Those tourists who wanted to share the village life do not need luxurious facilities; they 
simply need a clean accommodation, good and safe food. Boo (1991) described 
alternative tourists, in which CBT tourists are included, as people who are more 
accepting of the simple village amenities and facilities.   
 
Most tourists expressed cleanliness and hygiene as basic requirements to be adhered to 
for all food being consumed, and the utensils used to handle them. The same opinion 
was stated by Holloway and Humphrey (2012), as they are cautious about tourists 
sampling local dishes and have concern about the adequate cleanliness and hygiene 
practices.   
 
Morrison (2002) emphasised package products that are value for money. Tourists 
expect to have products that represent value for the fee charged; for example, full 
commentary village tours. CBT tourists would like people to understand their specific 
needs and their passion toward ethnicity and authenticity, which are different from mass 
tourists’. 
 
Telfer and Sharpley (2008) are cautious about a situation wherein only limited numbers 
of people in the village benefit from tourism. One community participant raised the 
issue of the distribution of the financial contribution obtained from tourism in the 
village. It should be distributed in such a way as to avoid conflict and to ensure the 
sustainability of the CBT.  
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To summarise, some villagers think that the people who travel are only those who are 
very rich and modern. They do not realise that some people from developed countries 
are deeply enchanted by authenticity (Steiner & Reisinger, 2006), and that they can take 
advantage of their currency exchange rate; also jobs are more readily available for them, 
thus allowing citizens to leave their jobs to travel and to be assured that work will be 
available when they return to start life all over again. Concerns about the impacts of 
tourists in the village were not intense, as it was expressed in a Tourist Focus Group that 
the CBT tourists will act respectably in the village. 
 
Some other villagers were aware of the tourists‟ needs, especially those who had 
experience in handling tourists; but most were not aware of their motivations, nor their 
basic needs and the standard of services required during their stay in the village. 
 
CBT tourists were aware and even felt obliged to contribute to the village, because they 
wanted to help the villagers. However, in one of the villages no arrangement had been 
made to administer the contribution. This was very disappointing to the tourists, as one 
of the villagers who escorted them during the trekking, refused to take the money. 
Nevertheless, Lpez-Gusman et al. (2011) identified a market segment that is supportive 
of CBT, and they regularly consumed products provided by the community. 
 
There are many mismatches regarding people/awareness. Villagers have different views 
regarding the characteristics of tourists, as described previously, while CBT tourists 
mostly have very clear expectations. They want to see a way of life that is different 
from home, a different culture, and the art. They want it to be authentic and unique – the 
way it is, and do not want to enjoy seeing people living in hardship. Thus, they want to 
have friendship-based relationships, and are happy if tourism in the village helps the 
villagers economically. 
 
At the initial stage, when the CBT in the village is not yet run professionally, the 
villagers involved, are reluctant to receive money from the tourists, even though the 
tourists are happy to give and contribute. 
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5.2 Authenticity and change related to CBT products  
Authenticity and change related to CBT products are vital issues for the sustainability of 
CBT (Singh et al., 2003). They are aspects of the CBT product quality. Both tourists 
and communities need authenticity, and the rural/natural environment needs 
conservation. Authenticity supports the survival and the wellbeing of the community 
members (Scheyvens, 2002). It is also an essence that is sought after by travellers 
(Cohen, 2012).  
 
Development, as demonstrated by an improvement of living standards, is the purpose of 
the villagers’ venture into tourism. Change and improvement for local people are 
required in order for them to survive and thrive (Telfer & Sharpley, 2008; Beeton, 2006; 
Singh, Timothy, & Dowling, 2003; Scheyvens, 2002). The development of amenities in 
villages also enables a better CBT experience for visitors. Considering their significant 
role, both aspects – authenticity and change related to CBT products– were also 
explored in the qualitative phase. The discussions are presented separately in the 
following paragraphs.  
 
5.2.1 Authenticity 
Authenticity and change related to CBT products are closely related to one another. In 
some ways it might appear that they are contradictory. However, it has been argued that 
both are required when developing community tourism (Scheyvens, 2002). Authenticity 
is a required standard of CBT products for the sustainability of the CBT development, 
wherein the principles of THK and sustainable tourism (ST) are observed. This aspect is 
critical to the following discussion since they are the goals of CBT development – to be 
an authentic, ethnic, and developed community (Berger, 2013).   
 
Handler and Saxton (1994, p. 243) connect authenticity with tourist’s experiences, 
stating „An authentic experience… is one in which individuals feel themselves to be in 
touch both with a “real” world and with their real selves.‟ Steiner and Reisinger (2006) 
refer to them as object and existential authenticity. Authenticity in the context of 
destination is the representation of the ethnic culture by offering products that reflect the 
culture of the destination as suggested by TWA (2006). Nevertheless, this research 
found that CBT tourists do not want to visit sites of generic towns or cities similar to 
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their homes. Instead look for authenticity, ethnicity, and traditional culture. They want 
to exclude hard life, poverty, dirty, unhealthy surroundings, such as having soil floors in 
the houses as well as hard laborious work. 
 
The Penglipuran people agreed to keep their village authentic in terms of traditional 
architecture as well as tradition and values that governed the villagers. They believed 
that they can maintain their uniqueness, as the village tradition system is very strong. 
Moreover, the tourists visiting their village promoted a stronger appreciation of their 
tradition. This finding is aligned with a study result conducted in Los Caminos 
Antiguos, Colorado, USA by Besculides, Lee and McCormick (2002, p. 1) who argue 
that tourism „could provide important cultural benefits to residents and showed greater 
concern for its management to preserve the distinct cultural atmosphere‟. 
 
A research participant in Bedulu stated that people embrace a freer lifestyle, and further 
commented that the community would preserve what is required to be preserved; a 
similar local‟s attitude was discovered by Besculides, et al. (2002). In this study, these 
are the traditional aspects that mostly relate to religion. Apart from ethnic culture, 
Bedulu has some historical sites. He is optimistic that the village will still keep its 
authentic elements. He mentioned the chaotic situation of Balinese people participating 
in their religious ceremony; however he did mention enjoying the ceremony because it 
unites the people. 
 
The people’s way of life in Belimbing reflects a strong Balinese ethnicity. They have a 
very strong sense of communality that is based on volunteer work. The village is 
naturally beautiful, featuring the mysterious forest and its magic temple. 
 
Tihingan is located close to the regency town of Klungkung that influences a less 
traditional atmosphere in the village. Apart from the authentic gong industry, which is 
rare in Bali, the village life is ordinary. Although the participants of the Youth Focus 
Group mentioned that their village is traditional because volunteering is still common in 
the village, however, they stated that it is difficult to bring village people together to the 
routinely scheduled volunteering events. 
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Tourists expressed that village authenticity be kept, however, tourism that assists the 
villagers to have a more comfortable life was desirable. One tourist participant stated, 
„Having [a] soil floor doesn‟t ensure authenticity....‟, whilst Butcher (1997) comments 
that the sustainability of people in the developing countries does not include poverty. 
 
The CBT type of tourism is aligned with the concept of sustainable tourism. The United 
Nations (n. d.) assesses sustainability from three dimensions – physical, social and 
economic. The damage of the physical space, the environment that is usually caused by 
the development of a large scale infrastructures and facilities for tourism, should not 
occur in the context of CBT because it is small-scale. CBT mainly uses refined existing 
facilities, and parties involved in production and consumption, the community and the 
guests, are passionate about going green.  
 
Related to the social impacts of tourism, Scheyvens (2002) describes that the local 
people are the driving force and agent of development in the community, while tourists 
only influence the change. As visitors coming to the village are sustainable oriented 
tourists, it is expected that the villagers are able to take advantage of this: absorbing the 
positive values, for example, persistence towards achieving goals, awareness of 
conservation and other values that would assist them in moving toward development.  
 
The economic impacts are mostly positive, but there are issues that the communities 
need to be aware of; for example, generating economic benefits from the expense of 
authenticity or sustainability. A good management of earnings from tourism is vital for 
the sustainability of CBT development. CBT organisations should be owned by the 
community; thus, CBT could become a catalyst for development (Telfer & Sharpley, 
2008). It was identified during the experts’ panel that a fair distribution of tourism 
earnings will influence business sustainability. As stated by Wall and Long (1996), 
conflicts between local people who provide services to tourists could occur, and 
alternative tourism is not free of social problems, and thus requires ‘compromise and 
trade off’. 
 
Despite the villagers’ awareness of the need to keep their village authentic, they do not 
want to become a living museum. This was specifically pointed out by a community 
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member in Penglipuran village. Authenticity is the attraction of the village, and the 
representation of the Balinese tradition is not the same between different villages. A 
village such as Tihingan, which is located close to town, is less traditional.   
 
Nevertheless, this study examined sustainability during the production process; thus, 
negative impacts could be prevented and minimised by observing the indicators for the 
products to be authentic and sustainable. One of the ways suggested by Lpez-Guzman et 
al. (2011) is keeping CBT development as a complementary economic activity in 
addition to the traditional economic sector. 
 
5.2.2 Change for Development 
Tourism development is used as a means of community development (Telfer & 
Sharpley, 2008; Beeton, 2006; Singh et al., 2003; Scheyvens, 2002), thus change is 
expected in the communities. The expected results of change in a culture are explained 
by Geriya (2008) who emphasises the strengthening and solidifying of the traditional 
culture, integrated harmoniously with the modern elements, which are focused on the 
economy. The United Nations established the Millennium Development Goals (MDG), 
„a world with less poverty, hunger and diseases, greater survival prospects for mothers 
and their infants, better educated children, equal opportunity for women and a healthier 
environment, a world in which the developed and the developing countries work in 
partnership for the betterment of all‟ (OECD, 2013, p. 1). These should become the 
orientation of CBT development. 
 
Except for Bedulu, all villages stated that they need human resources development to 
support CBT. The new CBT villages training requirement consist of – room 
preparation, cooking for guests based on local recipes, and how to establish a CBT. In a 
more established place such as Penglipuran, the requirement becomes more specific, 
such as how to package and price the product. 
 
Tourism development is used as a means of community development (Telfer & 
Sharpley, 2008; Beeton, 2006; Singh et al., 2003; Scheyvens, 2002). Penglipuran 
wanted to adopt new technology, especially the machinery that can help them to make 
their work more efficient, easy, and quick without downgrading the quality standard. 
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The use of technology is particularly required for large-scale projects. It was strongly 
expressed by one of the Men‟s Focus Group participants that Penglipuran, being a 
traditional village, is not meant to be a museum, and that villagers can not use 
technology. Change was occurring in the field of carpentry for the type of works carried 
out such as sanding, wood cutting, and the bamboo drying process. In the area of 
building and housing the materials used changed, so that construction was more durable 
and safe. For example, previously, clay was used for walls and flooring, while now 
ceramics and concrete are used while retaining its traditional look. While the young 
commented about the virtue of the internet as a source of information and games, the 
women remarked on the expanded social horizons as an impact of the tourists coming to 
their village. The women admire the characteristics of „self-determination‟ and „striving 
to achieve the goals‟ of the Western people, and also recognise changes in their fashion 
style, make up and more attention to taking care of their physical body. They use 
tourism not only for obtaining direct financial contribution to the village and the 
individual, but also as a medium of promoting the uniqueness of their village, such as 
the bamboo roof structure, which has already yielded many commercial orders both 
nationally and internationally. 
 
With reference to Bedulu, an interviewee said that they would like to have a more 
comfortable life, better housing, infrastructure and facilities. This means that change 
must be made, the villagers have aspirations in accomplishing beyond economic goals, 
as an interviewee representing the youth expressed that houses were tidied up and styled 
and their places became clean and nice. This was noted by Koster and Randall (2005) 
who argue that the purpose of development could include beautifying the region. An 
interviewee was inspired and showed a deep interest in the visitors’ lifestyle and 
compared it with his own. He recognised the differences, as he said the tourists enjoy 
travelling and taking a break regularly, while Balinese do not have this custom. 
 
Change related to CBT products in Belimbing involved the expectation of venturing 
into tourism for financial contribution to the community, for village development, as 
well as for the financial gain of individuals. As Koster and Randall (2005) argued 
economic achievement is one of the goals for tourism development. The hope of having 
a better education for the youth was a goal expressed by one of the women in the focus 
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group. However, concerns were also pointed out that there was an indication of a 
changing lifestyle of the youth. For example, she recalled eating all kinds of traditional 
cuisine cooked by her parents, served from fine coconut shells when she was young. 
Nevertheless, Geriya (2008) argues that change is a natural process, and that culture 
changes structurally over the years. 
 
Particularly in the new CBT villages such as Tihingan, there is some evidence that the 
communities overestimated the tourists’ expectation about CBT products. The judgment 
was based on the tourists’ background being from developed countries, and in most 
occasions villagers did not realise the significance and value of their own unique and 
authentic culture. As argued by Scheyvens (2002), the Western world has superior 
status and developing countries are inspired by Western lifestyles. This tendency would 
conveniently lead to the melting down of the authentic culture into the adoption of the 
culture which is regarded as superior, reflecting the concept of cultural hegemony 
(Mowforth & Munt, 2003). For a CBT to be sustainable, including the survival of the 
community and their rural environment, villagers need to be aware of the significance 
and uniqueness of their culture, and thus appreciate and preserve it. Nozick (cited in 
Telfer & Sharpley, 2008) develops a set of principles for sustainable community 
development (SCD), which can be used as a checklist for an authentic yet developed 
community. They include: 
1. Economic self-reliance 
2. Ecological sustainability 
3. Community control 
4. Meeting individual‟s needs 
5. Building a community culture. 
 
Most tourists are contented with change in the village, particularly in using newer 
technology that could assist in handling difficult and lengthy labouring jobs. One 
interviewee said that: „people feel stupid if they go to the village just to see the hard life 
of the people in the village....‟ 
 
There is the question, then, as to how far change can proceed without losing individual 
uniqueness. This limit is discussed by Davis and Harriott (1996, p. 425): „A well-known 
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alternative is the „limits of acceptable change‟ (LAC) framework developed by Stankey 
et al. (1985), in which it is acknowledged that change is inevitable, but the question of 
„how much change is acceptable‟ must be asked‟. They focus on the assessment of 
destination carrying capacity and resources management. Butler (2012) suggests not 
exceeding the destination carrying capacity in the three domains – ecomomic, socio-
cultural and economic aspects. The ability to balance authenticity and change to pursue 
development is a key to a successful CBT.  
   
Change stands in opposition to authenticity, for instance, there is the fact that it is 
difficult for a culture to change completely and to forget their ethnic way of life. As 
Berger (2013) argues, change does not necessarily mean a loss of identity or 
authenticity. Each culture retains their authenticity, especially the values of the 
ancestors, which are an intrinsic aspect of their being, the social-facts expressed in the 
habits of the community members and in their attitudes in response to life occurrences. 
In a place where people originate from many countries all over the world, there will be 
found a variety of ethnic atmospheres in different contexts. While in the original 
location of the community, it is possible to see a culture with all its characteristics – the 
values, social-facts, and artefacts concentrated in one place and vigorously expressed, 
which could become a strong attraction theme. The guests of the site will be treated in 
accordance with the habit of the community members entertaining guests. The visitors 
will have the opportunity to share the community‟s lifestyle. Experiencing this ethnic 
way of life that has been passed through many generations in a community is an 
authentic ethnic experience. 
 
Change for community development is a vital goal and the very reason that tourism is 
introduced to less developed countries. The expectation is that tourism can promote 
growth (Telfer & Sharpley, 2008). Moreover, Pickard (2008) found out that tourism not 
only brings about improvement economically, but actually intensifies cultural 
development in Bali. On the topic of being modern and developed, the United Nations 
(2013) in the „2013 Human Development Report‟ established a measurement for 
„development‟, which is referred to as the „Human Development Index‟ (HDI). This 
uses three indicators – life expectancy, education and income. It is also interesting to 
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examine the opinion of Goulet in Telfer and Sharpley (2008), who stated that 
development in a much broader concept comprises five dimensions: 
1. An economic dimension – wealth creation and equitable access to resources 
2. A social dimension – improvement in health, housing, education, and 
employment 
3. A political dimension – assertion of human rights, appropriate political system 
4. A cultural dimension – protection or affirmation of cultural identity and self-
system  
5. The full life dimension – preservation and strengthening of society symbols, 
beliefs and meaning-system. 
 
Telfer and Sharpley (2008) posit one more dimension, the „ecological component‟, 
which reflects the emergence of environmental sustainability – thus, the environment as 
a parameter. The concept of development built in collaboration by Goulet, Telfer and 
Sharpley accommodates the needs of the village and the environment to be authentic 
and to develop. 
 
The UNWTO (2013) posits that the impacts of tourism development can be assessed 
from three aspects – social, economic, and environmental. Harrison (2012) discusses 
tourism in Bali and noted that small-scale tourism is more likely to bring benefit to the 
local community. Hummel et al. (2013) argue that CBT is not a source of a big portion 
of income, it is primarily used as a catalyst of social and environmental development. 
This was confirmed by a participant from the community group who stated that with 
tourism in the village, the place is cleaner and more aesthetic, and also community 
participants were committed to preserve Balinese traditional architecture. Lpez-Guzman 
et al. (2011) argued that tourism should only be used as a supplement to the traditional 
economic activities. By extension, Croall (1995) argued that tourism could cause 
economic dislocation, and a major change in occupation will jeopardise local culture. 
The discussion conjectures that Bali should use CBT as a supplement to the traditional 
economic activities, as this will preserve the ethnic culture, whilst useful technology 
could still be adopted; thereby, CBT brings benefits to the community.  
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As much as the villagers refuse to become a museum, regarding the change of Balinese 
culture, Gede Suma Jaya (personal communication, December 29, 2012), a Balinese 
academic who is a cultural observer, discusses whether people should be concerned if 
Balinese culture changes. Gede very strongly comments that Bali should be modern but 
still preserve its cultural identity, of which Hindu is the encompassing philosophy. This 
is expressed in the three dimensions of culture - thinking, attitude, and 
artefacts/materials. Gede also stated that the idea of preventing Bali from changing has 
no strong foundation and cannot be manifested, as culture is also defined as the results 
of human thinking and efforts. He further states that if change is prevented, this means 
that the culture is dead, even though the community may still exist, it does not develop 
and grow. As a reflection, Gede compares the thriving Japanese culture, which is 
modern, but is still strongly integrated with its tradition, whilst ethnic communities such 
as Badui-Dalam in Banten, Indonesia and Mormon in Pennsylvania in the USA, refuse 
to change. 
 
The qualitative stage results showed many issues associated with CBT being a 
sustainable tourism and a means of development. Issues that are seemingly 
counterproductive to authenticity – such as using technology, information technology, 
change of occupation, villagers not being fully aware of tourists‟ expectations and the 
weakening of the ethnic culture – are revealed. These results give a hint that the 
community members need to guard and drive the CBT development process heading to 
the sustainability of the culture and the rural environment yet to be developed, while 
providing a profound CBT experience for visitors.  
 
In summary, the CBT community and the tourists were in agreement regarding the 
attractions for the visitors to share in the village. However, disagreement occurs when 
the villagers overestimate tourist‟s expectations regarding the industry aspects of 
products and services required. Some CBT visitors have a strong CBT orientation, but 
all visitors are cautious about safety, health and hygiene; whilst some community 
members stated that tourists require luxurious facilities. This perception leads to the 
communities‟ lack of confidence in sharing their culture, for example lack of narration 
and interpretation, willingness to participate in the CBT development and providing 
services for visitors, the tendency toward culture hegemony, which in the long term 
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could cause the loss of cultural ethnicity. It is essential for the community to be aware 
of the results of this study, as it is discovered that there are two types of CBT guests: 
1. CBT visitors who are interested in ethnic culture in a rural environment, and 
would like to experience a snapshot of ethnic life in the village. They use tourist 
resort facilities. 
2. The real CBT tourists who are interested in the same attractions, but seek a 
deeper intensity by experiencing the village life and intermingling with the 
community members and who to some extent want to feel like locals. They 
would like to consume products and services provided by the CBT community. 
 
5.3 THK and sustainability in CBT products – a discussion summary  
As discussed earlier, the issue of sustainability in CBT products in this study is 
addressed in three ways – the application of CBT inherent features; the application the 
sustainability principles of and THK; and the alignment between the hosts and the 
tourists on CBT products.  As described earlier in section 3.3.4.2 - Research instrument, 
in Chapter 3, the sustainable features of CBT and THK were incorporated in the 
research measurement. The alignment of both groups was assessed by comparing the 
results, which were presented in Table 4.7 in the previous chapter; the matches and the 
possible matches between CBT producers and consumers are identified and presented in 
Table 5.1.  
 
THK is a generic sustainability principle that is practiced in Bali. It advocates a 
contented living attained by maintaining balance and harmonious relationships, as 
described in section 2.1.2, Chapter 2. In general, observing the principles of CBT 
features of sustainability implies the implementation of THK, the principle of 
sustainability in Balinese culture. THK, as an underpinning value, and its application to 
CBT specifically on products, are elaborated in Chapter 7.  
 
This study found THK provides spiritual and ethical foundations for operating CBT. For 
an interviewee in CBT Bedulu expressed, providing services to guests is a part of 
human traits of rendering services to others. One participant also spoke of the different 
kinds of satisfaction in performing dances as a part of the temple ceremony and for the 
tourist’s entertainment. Balinese architecture, including its building lay-out, which 
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reflects THK’s three components, obtains a priority for preservation. Both the hosts and 
the tourists did not regard religious ceremonies as a CBT tourist attraction. The practice 
of THK also includes the spirit of saling metulung and gotong royong (volunteering) 
practiced in villages, which might underpin the difficulties for the host community to 
price and charge for the products, as was the case in the sample villages, except for 
Bedulu. 
 
Table 5.1: Host–tourist matches and possible matches  
No Product elements The matches and possible matches   
1 Attractions CBT visitors were attracted to ethnic villages, and generic 
global culture is not an attraction of CBT, this is aligned with 
communities‟ desire to keep their village traditions, therefore 
CBT can be sustainable.  
Hosts did not offer and tourists were not interested in 
religious ceremonies as attractions. 
2 Travel services Visitors indicated needs of travel organisers that understand 
their specific needs, which the CBT management could 
provide.  
3 Access/Transportation Both groups agreed on using environmentally friendly moods 
of transportation in the village. 
Transportation was an issue for tourists travelling to remote 
areas; in response, CBT management could offer 
transportation to the village for visitors.  
4 Accommodation Homestay and villas moderated the visitors‟ needs and the 
accommodation available in villages. 
However, community members need to be mindful of the 
service standard required by guests. 
5 Food and beverage There is a match of needs and availability of F&B. 
However, communities need to be mindful of the service 
standard. 
6 Souvenir Potentials in the village were identified by the host 
communities; however, they need to consider the 
requirements of the souvenirs by the tourists. 
7 Packaging Visitors indicate their needs for operators to consider 
developing products for the two types of visitors – the 
daytrippers and the overnighters. 
8 Amenities Resources availability in villages and visitors‟ needs endorse 
small-scale infrastructure development and feature a blend 
with nature landscaping.  
9 People/Awareness Visitors showed characters of alternative tourists. Villages 
that want to develop CBT need to build skills and 
competencies in operating CBT and become confident hosts. 
10 a. Authenticity related 
to CBT 
Both producers and consumers expressed a need to keep the 
ethnic uniqueness. 
b. Change related to 
CBT 
 
Both desired the village to develop. Tourists expressed that 
CBT attractions should exclude the communities‟ hard and 
difficult life. 
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Lovelock and Lovelock (2013) and Fennell (2012) argued that practising sustainable 
tourism is an ethic. An ethical approach is critical in tourism practice (Fennell, 2012), 
this is particularly so in CBT where tourists permeate into the community life and 
environment. Tourists could be intrusive to the community. Fennell (2012) discusses 
ethics being referred to as „responsibility‟. The author further suggests using ethic as a 
means to solve the many problems in tourism. Ethics in tourism applies to businesses, 
and also to tourists (Lovelock & Lovelock, 2013; Fennell, 2012). Developing products 
based on the match between what the tourist‟s need and what the community is 
prepared to offer is an ethical approach in CBT operations. Ethics that are specifically 
related to host-tourist interactions is an essential issue for development in indigenous 
tourism (Sofield, 2003); this would be recommended as future research into CBT in 
Bali. 
 
The results and discussion of Research Phase 1– the qualitative study has been 
presented; the next chapter contains the results of Research Phase 2 – the quantitative 
study stage. 
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Chapter 6 – Research Phase 2 analysis and results 
 
6.0 Introduction 
This chapter presents the analyses and results of the quantitative stage. It starts with the 
demographic information of the participants, followed by the list of steps taken during 
the analysis, and finishes with the analysis and results of the comparison between CBT 
host and tourist sample groups. All analyses were conducted using the SPSS statistical 
package, processing a total of 300 cases, which consisted of 150 respondents from the 
CBT community group and 150 from the CBT tourist group. 
 
6.1 Research participants 
The purpose of the quantitative study stage was to discover the host–guest product 
nexus, which is a comparison of opinions and perceptions of the host communities and 
CBT tourists. An assessment of the sustainability principles of THK and ST against the 
items in the CBT product measurement was conducted (Appendix 12) and discussed in 
the following chapter.  
 
In this study, data from two sample groups – the CBT community and the tourists – 
were collected from a total of 300 respondents, 150 participants for each group. There 
were 123 questions in the questionnaire, of which five questions were about the 
respondents‟ demographic information, namely: gender, age, residence, occupation, and 
education. The demographic data summary of the research participants is presented 
separately for the CBT communities and the tourists in Tables 6.1 and 6.2. 
 
Table 6.1: The CBT community participants 
No Variables Categories % No Variables Categories % 
1 Gender Male  40.0 4 
O
cc
u
p
a
ti
o
n
 
Professional 5.3 
Female 54.7 Management 0.7 
Nonresponse 5.3 Operational staff 20.7 
2 
A
g
e 
< 24 15.3 Student 8.7 
25-34 20.7 Self-employed 25.3 
35-44 27.3 Retiree 4.7 
45-54 19.3 Others 12.7 
55-64 9.3 Nonresponse 22.0 
65-74 5.3 5 
E
d
u
c
a
ti
o
n
 
Primary  School     6.7 
No-response 2.7 High school      63.3 
3 
R
e
si
d
e
n
c
e 
Penglipuran vlg. 32.7 Tertiary 28.0 
Belimbing vlg. 16.7 Nonresponse 2.0 
Tihingan vlg. 39.3   
Bedulu vlg. 11.3   
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The proportions of gender were almost equally distributed for both groups – the host 
communities and the tourists. Using the standard ZS – confidence interval 
(skewness/standard error) ± 1.96 (Field, 2005), the age of participants for both groups 
was almost normally distributed with ZS value of -1.98 for the tourists group and -1.32 
for the hosts. However, none of the participants from the community were aged 74 
years or older, while only 2% in the tourists group were more than 74 years old. The 
occupations of the majority of the community participants were self-employed (25.3%) 
and operational employees (20.7%). Considering the community participants‟ 
educational background, 63% were high school graduates and just over a quarter (28%) 
obtained tertiary qualifications. Even though it was planned to have an equal number of 
participants from each sample village, the same proportion of participants from each of 
the four villages was not reached because some people did not attend the gathering 
when the CBT product dissemination and data collection was carried out.   
 
The largest proportion of the tourist group participants was French tourists (36.2%), 
followed by Australians (24.2%). Domestic tourists were grouped in the „Asian and 
Indonesian‟ category that represents 22.1% of the samples. The majority of the 
participants have tertiary education (60%), with most being professional (23.5%) and 
operational employees (22.1%).  
 
Table 6.2: The CBT tourist participants 
No Variables Categories % No Variables Categories % 
1 Gender Male  55.0 4 
R
e
si
d
e
n
ce
 
French 36.2 
Female 43.6 British 0.7 
Nonresponse 1.3 Other European and 
Scandinavian 
4.7 
 2 
A
g
e 
< 24  12.8 
25-34 18.1 Australian 24.2 
35-44 18.8 Asian & Indonesian 22.1 
45-54 22.8 Others 11.4 
55-64 19.5 Nonresponse 0.7 
65-74 4.7 5 
O
cc
u
p
a
ti
o
n
 
Professional 23.5 
> 74 2.0 Management 10.1 
Nonresponse 1.3 Operation 22.1 
3 
E
d
u
c
a
ti
o
n
 Primary  school     2.7 Student 12.8 
High school      36.2 Self-employed 6.0 
Tertiary 59.7 Retiree 8.7 
Nonresponse 1.3 Others  4.0 
  Nonresponse 12.8 
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6.2 The analysis process 
The assessments of the match of opinions and perceptions between the CBT host 
community members and the tourists regarding the CBT products were conducted using 
the „comparison between groups‟ analysis of Mann-Whitney, and Chi-Square tests, 
descriptive frequency and mean analyses.  
 
Field (2005) argues that for results to be accountable it is important to choose an 
appropriate test depending on the type of data and the fulfilment of the assumptions 
required by the analysis methods. Subsequently, a series of analyses and assessments 
was conducted in this study to ensure that suitable analysis methods were used. 
 
6.2.1 Data treatment  
There were 118 variables. Data was in the forms of – Likert scale (91 variables), 
ranking order (13 variables), and nominal (14 variables). The following are the steps of 
the data treatments:  
1. Data inputting in which the missing value is coded -1 
2. Data cleansing using descriptive statistics to check the missing system and 
typographical errors 
3. Cross-checking to the raw data for missing systems and typographical 
corrections 
4. Data re-coding for variable „Accommodation 9‟, this was carried out since this 
was a negatively scaled question in which the scale was structured contradictory 
to the other questions on the Likert scale. 
 
6.2.2 The analysis procedure 
The analysis procedure was conducted according to the following process: 
1. The internal validity check was carried out, which resulted in a Cronbach alpha 
coefficient of 0.937 (Appendix 13). 
2. This was followed by a normality test for data sheets with missing values coded 
-1, and the Shapiro-Wilk test results were 0.000 for all variables (Appendix 14), 
when it is required to have a significance level of  > .05 for data to be normal 
(Allen & Bennett, 2010). This study observed the significant value of Shapiro-
Wilk, as Razali and Wah (2011) state that the most powerful normality test is 
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Shapiro-Wilk.  All variables had significant values of 0.000 that indicates data 
were not normally distributed, with missing cases of 31% using „listwise‟. 
3. Due to the many missing values on the analysis, a replacement of missing values 
using „means series‟ was carried out, particularly for the Likert scale and rank 
order data, with the purpose of all values to be included in the analysis. The 
study administered a manually filled survey, which caused sometimes one or 
two questions in the questionnaire were missed. Using „listwise‟ treatment in the 
SPSS causes any case having even 1 unanswered question to be excluded from 
the analysis, which means loss of valuable data (Allen & Bennett, 2010). Filling 
the missing values enabled all data to be used.  
4. Subsequently, a normality test was carried out for data with mean series 
replacement, with no missing values. The analysis results showed that data were 
still not normally distributed. There was no improvement of ZS values – the 
number of variables having ZS values within ± 1.96 was decreased by one and 
there were four variables having ZS values increased. Whilst the Shapirio-Wilk 
test results showed the same significance values of 0.000 (Appendix 15). It 
seems that the data non-normality may have been caused by the nature of the 
population. Considering that the responses for the majority of variables in the 
questionnaire are structured using the Likert scale with sustainability features at 
one end and non-CBT features at the opposite, and CBT tourists tend to select 
sustainable products, and the villagers live a sustainable way of life guided by 
THK.    
5. It was decided to use the non-parametric tests of Mann-Whitney to compare the 
sample groups for the Likert scale and rank order data, whilst the Chi-Square 
test was used for the nominal data. 
 
a) Mann-Whitney test 
Allen and Bennett (2010) suggest that non-parametric analyses should be used to 
analyse rank data. It is further stated that the Mann-Whitney test is used to 
analyse ordinal data (Allen & Bennett, 2010; Field, 2006; Laerd Statistics, n.d.); 
therefore this analysis method was used to analise the Likert scale and rank 
order data. Since the distribution of variance in the Mann-Whitney test affects 
the interpretation of the results (Laerd Statistics, n.d.), the F-Lavine test was run 
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to both data sheets – data with missing values -1 and data with mean series 
replacement to identify the distribution shape.  
 
The results of the F-Lavine test comparing the two sample groups (Appendix 
16) showed that the majority of the variables had unequal variance distribution 
for both data sheets. Data with missing values coded -1 had 28 variables with 
equal variance. Data with mean series replacement had 34 variables with equal 
variance; six variables in the latter had equal variance distribution changing 
from unequal to equal. Also, 21 variables showed a significant increase in the 
level of F-Lavine values, and 13 showed a decrease in value without changing 
the status of the distribution. The analysis results indicated that data with mean 
series replacement showed a better equal distribution of variance; therefore those 
data were used for the Mann-Whitney tests. 
 
Laerd Statistics (n.d.) recommends using the Mann-Whitney U test to compare 
mean ranks between groups that have different distribution shapes, and since 
most of the variables had F-Lavine significant values smaller than 0.05, the 
principle was applied in this study.  As SPSS did not provide effect size results, 
the effect size-r was calculated manually using the following formula (Allen & 
Bennett, 2010).  
 
        
 
  
 
  
r             
 z                
 N  Number of valid cases 
 
b) Chi-Square test 
Non-parametric analysis of Chi-Square should be used to analyse nominal data 
for comparing two groups (Allen & Bennett, 2010; Field, 2006). The effect size-
w was calculated manually using the following formula (Allen & Bennett, 
2010).  
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w                
                       
 N    Number of valid cases 
 
There are three parameters of effect size: < 0.3 – small effect, ≥ 0.3 < 0.5 – 
medium effect, and > 0.5 – large effect (Allen & Bennett, 2010; Field, 2005). 
Out of the total 118 variables, the overall results of the effect size of Cowan‟s „r‟ 
and „w‟ showed –, most items (94) indicated small effect and some items (23) 
indicated medium effect. There was only one item in the „travel service product 
element‟ that had an effect size above 0.5 that indicates a large effect. „Small 
effect size‟ indicated that the difference between the community and the tourist 
groups was small, while „medium effect size‟ showed a medium difference, and 
the same respectively for the large effect. The effect size results for each data 
type are provided in the respective sections below. 
 
6. Mean values were compared for the rank data to supplement the results from the 
Mann-Whitney analysis. It was found that there were no differences in mean 
values between data with missing values coded -1 and data with means series 
replacement. Nevertheless, data with mean series replacement was used in order 
for all the values to be included in the analysis. 
 
6.3 Results 
The results of the „reliability‟ and „normality‟ analyses are presented in the next 
sections. This is followed by the results of the „compare means‟ analysis for the three 
data types: Likert scale, rank order, and nominal data.  
 
6.3.1 Reliability test results 
To ensure the internal consistency of the questionnaire, a reliability test was carried out. 
The results showed a Cronbach alpha coefficient of 0.937 (Appendix 13), which is 
above the cut-off point of 0.70 (Field, 2005); this indicated that the questionnaire is a 
reliable measurement. The result is higher than the Cronbach alpha of the pilot study. 
Observing the items‟ Cronbach alpha, there were 18 cases when the item was deleted 
resulting in Cronbach alpha values higher than 0.937 (Appendix 13). Nevertheless, all 
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variables were included in the analysis since the overall value was already far above the 
cut-off point; therefore, the questionnaire was assumed to be a reliable instrument. 
 
6.3.2 Normality test results 
Normal distribution presents samples that represent a population; therefore, a normality 
test was conducted. Normality test could be carried out using the „numeric method‟ by 
observing the ZS - confidence interval (skewness/standard error) and the ZK (kurtosis) 
values (Razali & Wah, 2011). There are three acceptable ranges for the ZS value; 
however, using p < 0.05 is common practice, which means normality is assessed and 
framed within the range of ZS ± 1.96; this is similar to the ZK value of ± 3 for kurtosis 
(Field, 2005). Razali and Wah (2011) further argue that a formal normality test of 
Shapiro-Wilk is the most powerful; therefore, this was applied as a normality test 
method in this research. The normality tests were conducted firstly on the data with 
missing values coded -1, and secondly on the data with mean series replacement.  
 
6.3.2.1 Normality test on data with missing values coded -1 
The normality test run on data with missing values coded -1 had 31% of missing values. 
The results of the Shapiro-Wilk value for all variables were 0.000; whilst descriptive 
analysis test results showed 18 variables had ZS values within ± 1.96 (Appendix 15).   
 
The analysis results presented in Appendix 15 showed only 18 of 118 variables had ZS 
values within 1.96. The Shapiro-Wilk normality test results for all variables were 0.000, 
which showed that data were not normally distributed, as it is required to have a value 
of > 0.05 for data to be normal (Field, 2005). Therefore, missing value replacement with 
mean series was put in place for better results, as replacement with mean series is a 
common and simple method to be used (Allen & Bennett, 2010). 
 
6.3.2.2 Normality test on data with mean series replacement 
The normality test conducted on data with mean series replacement for missing values 
showed no improvement on the ZS values. The significance values of Shapiro-Wilk 
were still 0.000 (Appendix 15). Moreover, the ZS of one variable – Product package 
(5.1) became not-normally distributed after the missing value replacement, whilst it was 
normal on the data with missing values coded -1 data. The ZS value of four variables 
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were increased without changing their normality status compared to those normality test 
results of the data with missing values coded -1. The comparison of ZS values obtained 
from data with missing values -1 and data with mean series is provided in Appendix 15. 
 
Using the Shapiro-Wilk significance value as a parameter, the results showed that 
normality results were similar for both data with missing values coded -1 and with mean 
series replacement. The non-normality of the data may be due to the nature of the 
population. The research focuses on the features of the CBT products in the CBT 
market, for example what type of CBT product consumers would like and what type of 
CBT product the suppliers or producers would prefer to offer. The target populations 
comprised firstly, tourists interested in CBT experience in Bali as consumers – the 
actual CBT tourists; and secondly, the suppliers – the members of the CBT community 
in Bali.  
 
Most variables in the questionnaire used Likert measurement scales that range from the 
features of the CBT product at one end to the non-CBT product at the other end. By 
extension, this research attempts to discover where along this scale the nexus between 
the „needs and wants of the CBT tourists‟ and the „ability and potential of the CBT 
communities to meet these needs‟ occurred. Ultimately, the aim of the study is to 
identify and define what the nature is of the CBT product that will be successful in the 
CBT market  and also what aspects of the existing CBT products may be modified to 
meet the CBT tourist‟ needs without overly compromising the authenticity of the CBT 
communities.  
 
The distribution shapes of data were investigated. On the basis of the results of this 
investigation, it was decided to use the data with mean series replacement for the 
missing values and non-parametric tests to analyse the differences between the ratings 
of CBT hosts and CBT tourists on each of the product elements of the questionnaire. 
The analysis results for each item are presented separately in this section. 
 
6.3.3 ‘Compare groups’ on Likert scale data: Mann-Whitney test 
The analysis results of the „compare means‟ for Likert scale data are presented in Table 
6.3 to Table 6.12. They include the mean values and the standard deviation obtained 
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from the group statistics on the t-test (Appendix 17) and the significance level U-test of 
the Mann-Whitney test (Appendix 18).  
 
The effect size-r interpretation is obtained by observing the Cohan‟s convention on 
effect size (Field, 2005). Among a total of 91 items, 74 have effect size-r values < 0.3 
that indicate small effect, and 17 items have effect size-r values ≥ 0.3 < 0.5 that indicate 
medium effect (Appendix 19).  
 
The majority of the mean values fall within the scale value of 2, that is, moderately-
agree, for both the host community members and the tourists. However, some were 
positioned within 4 (moderately disagree) and others were 3 (neither agree nor 
disagree). The scale value of 3 was allocated to the undecided responses where 
respondents hold no positive or negative support for the issues in question. It is 
interesting to note that no responses were in the extreme direction of 1– strongly agree 
or 5 – strongly disagree.  
 
The similarity between the community and the tourists is indicated by the reasonable 
convergence of the means of the hosts and the tourists, as shown in the result graphs 
that follow. A significance value of > 0.05 also indicates a non-significant difference 
between the means values of both groups. For some of the variables, the differences 
between hosts and tourists were shown by the visually represented divergence of the 
means of a variable for both groups on the graphs; yet, they still had a significance 
value of < 0.05, which indicted a significant difference between the means of the 
groups. Closer inspection of the items that visually appear to converge yet statistically 
show a significant difference, indicated that both community means and tourist means 
tended toward positive agreement, with one group rating the items slightly higher than 
the other group. The size of the small standard deviation may have influenced the 
statistical difference, however, in practical terms both groups tended to agree on the 
items. 
 
6.3.3.1 Attractions – 16 items 
The product element attractions could be regarded as a fundamental element of a 
satisfying tourist package. One of the main reasons for tourists to travel is to experience 
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different attractions specific to the chosen destination. It is important to note from the 
results of this investigation for the tourists (Table 6.3) that the mean score for the 16 
variables ranges from 1.53 to 3.19 with eight variables having a mean score of 2 or less, 
thus placing these variables in the „agree‟ domain. For the hosts, the range was from 
1.31 to 2.46 with nine variables rated in the „agree‟ domain of 2 or less. 
 
Table 6.3: Variable – Attractions, the item mean comparison of Likert scale data 
1. Attractions 
Variables Group Mean Std. 
Deviation 
Asymp. 
Sig. U-test 
Remark 
1.Soft adventure 
  
Tourists 1.93 .93 .08 Not significant  
Community 2.03 .72     
2. Relaxing activities 
  
Tourists 1.85 .95 .00 Significant  
Community 2.17 .88     
3. Natural & rural environment 
  
Tourists 1.53 .81 .04 Significant  
Community 1.31 .49     
4. Experiencing village life 
  
Tourists 1.81 .93 .33 Not significant  
Community 1.83 .71     
5.Watching religious activities 
  
Tourists 2.03 1.16 .02 Significant 
Community 1.61 .60     
6. Participating in religious 
activities 
  
Tourists 2.73 1.27 .09 Not significant 
Community 2.46 1.04     
7. Viewing traditional economic 
activities 
  
Tourists 1.83 .95 .05 Not significant 
Community 1.57 .64     
8. Participating in traditional 
economic activities 
  
Tourists 2.37 1.10 .04 Significant 
Community 2.15 1.10     
9. Participating in personal 
development 
  
Tourists 3.07 1.17 .00 Significant 
Community 2.22 .96     
10. Meditation 
  
Tourists 2.77 1.22 .00 Significant 
Community 2.14 .78     
11. Learning, e.g. traditional 
dances etc. 
  
Tourists 2.41 1.11 .00 Significant 
Community 1.54 .62     
12. Viewing traditional art, e.g. 
painting etc. 
  
Tourists 2.33 1.08 .00 Significant 
Community 1.57 .62     
13.Visiting local/art market 
  
Tourists 1.76 .90 .77 Not significant 
Community 1.71 .71     
14.Viewing traditional 
performances 
  
Tourists 1.88 .92 .00 Significant 
Community 1.45 .55     
15.Viewing traditional 
architecture, e.g. temples  
  
Tourists 1.67 .92 .97 Not significant 
Community 1.57 .68     
16. Surfing at a nearby place 
  
Tourists 3.19 1.31 .00 Significant 
Community 2.29 1.08     
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Observing the graph (Figure 6.1), there seems to be considerable convergence of 
opinions between the tourists and the hosts on eight of these variables. These are: soft 
adventure, natural and rural environment, experiencing village life, participating in 
religious activities, viewing traditional economic activities, participating in traditional 
economic activities, visiting local/art market, and viewing traditional architecture e.g. 
temples. However, two of these variables (natural and rural environment, and 
participating in traditional economic activities) showed a statistically significant 
difference of 0.04. In each case the rating showed a stronger agreement for the hosts 
than for the tourists, thus showing that the hosts consider these activities as more 
interesting than the tourists do. 
 
There are statistically significant differences in the opinions between the host and the 
tourist on ten variables – relaxing activities, natural and rural environment, watching 
religious activities, participating in traditional economic activities, participating 
personal development, meditation, learning e.g. traditional dances, viewing traditional 
art e.g. painting, traditional performance, and surfing at a nearby place. Except for one 
variable, relaxing activities, the host community showed a stronger agreement for the 
items to become tourist attractions compared with the tourists. The host community 
showed less agreement for relaxation activities, for example reading and traditional 
massage, as tourist attractions in the village. Tourists showed disagreement on surfing 
and participating in personal development as attractions for CBT. 
 
Using the rating point of ≥ 3 as the indicator for disagreement, the host community 
group did not have any item with an average rating of ≥ 3 that indicates that they 
generally agreed on all items on the questionnaire to be used as tourist attractions. The 
tourist group has two items (participating in personal development, and surfing at 
nearby place) having an average rating of ≥ 3 that indicates their disagreement on the 
items as tourist attractions for the CBT. 
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Figure 6.1: Comparison of means for the variable – Attractions 
 
6.3.3.2 Accommodation – 10 items 
Accommodation is one of the main product components that would form tourists‟ 
experiences and that contributes to visitors‟ satisfaction. The study results in Table 6.4 
indicate that for the tourist group the mean score for the 10 variables ranges from 1.34 
to 3.38 with six variables having scores within the „agree‟ domain – mean values of 2 or 
less. These include – homestay contributes directly to local community, accommodation 
with private bathroom, rooms in good standard cleanliness, bed linen is replaced at 
least every 3 days, daily room service, and villa in the village; thus placing these 
variables in the „agree‟ domain. For the hosts, the range is from 1.48 to 3.42 with four 
variables having a mean score of 2 or less, these include – in a homestay, homestays 
contribute directly to community, rooms in good standard of cleanliness, and daily 
room service. Thus, the four variables are located at the „agree‟ domain. 
 
Considering the mean score for hosts and tourists for each variable, there seems to be a 
close agreement between the tourist and the host on three of these variables (Figure 6.2). 
These are – homestay contributes directly to local community, rooms in good standard 
of cleanliness, and daily room service. However, one of these variables (rooms in good 
standard of cleanliness) also showed a statistically significant difference; in this case 
the rating showed a stronger agreement for the tourists than for the hosts, thus showing 
the tourists consider this activity as more important than the hosts do. 
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Table 6.4: Variable – Accommodation, the item mean comparison of scale data 
2. Accommodation 
Variables Group Mean Std. 
Deviation 
Asymp. 
Sig. U-test 
Significance 
1. In a homestay 
  
Tourists 2.16 1.16 .00 Significant 
Community 1.55 .71     
2. Homestay contributes 
directly to locals  
  
Tourists 1.95 1.11 .69 Non-significant 
Community 1.85 .75     
3. Accommodation with a 
shared bathroom 
  
Tourists 3.38 1.26 .00 Significant 
Community 2.83 1.24     
4. Accommodation with a 
private bathroom 
  
Tourists 1.65 .90 .00 Significant 
Community 2.22 .96     
5. Room in a good standard of 
cleanliness 
  
Tourists 1.34 .73 .00 Significant 
Community 1.48 .55     
6. Bed linen is replaced at 
least  every 3 days 
  
Tourists 1.70 .94 .00 Significant 
Community 2.52 1.20     
7. Daily room service 
  
Tourists 1.90 1.04 .69 Non-significant 
Community 1.83 .75     
8. Villa in the village 
  
Tourists 1.98 .96 .00 Significant 
Community 2.80 1.05     
9. Resort hotel in the village 
  
Tourists 3.37 1.36 .00 Significant 
Community 2.59 .99     
10. Resort hotel outside the 
village 
  
Tourists 2.44 1.24 .00 Significant 
Community 3.42 1.12     
 
There are statistically different opinions between the host and the tourist on eight 
variables. These include in a homestay, accommodation with a shared bathroom, 
accommodation with a private bathroom, rooms in good standard of cleanliness, bed 
linen is replaced at least every 3 days, villa in the village, resort hotel in the village, and 
resort hotel outside the village. 
 
Using the average rating of 3 as a disagreement indicator, the tourists showed 
disagreement on 2 items – accommodation with a shared bathroom and resort hotel in 
the village; whilst the hosts showed disagreement on the item – resort hotel outside the 
village. 
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Figure 6.2: Comparison of means for the variable – Accommodation 
 
6.3.3.3 Food and beverage (F&B) – 10 items 
Local cuisine contributes to creating a profound travel experience. In general, the results 
showed a very close alignment of opinions between both groups, with an exception of 
the item – having meals in restaurant. It is important to note from the results that the 
mean score of the tourists for the ten variables ranges from 1.24 to 2.38 with six 
variables having a mean score of 2 or less, thus placing these variables in the „agree‟ 
domain (Table 6.5). For the hosts, the range is from 1.49 to 3.57 with nine variables 
rated in the „agree‟ domain. 
 
By observing the mean score for each group there seems to be considerable agreement 
between the tourist and the host on five of these variables (Figure 6.3). These are – 
clean cooking utensils, chillies are reduced, authentic recipes, use of local produce, and 
meals are made from fresh ingredients. Two of these variables (use of local produce, 
and meals are made from fresh ingredients) showed a statistically significant difference. 
In each case, the rating showed a stronger agreement for the tourist than for the host; 
thus showing that the tourists consider these activities as more important than the hosts 
do. 
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Table 6.5: Variable – F&B, the item mean comparison of Likert scale data 
3.Food and beverage (F&B) 
Variables Group Mean Std. 
Deviation 
Asymp. Sig. 
U-test 
Significance 
1. Share meals with host 
  
Tourists 2.11 1.05 .00 Significant 
Community 1.71 .73     
2. Clean cooking utensils 
  
Tourists 1.54 .89 .35 Non-significant 
Community 1.49 .58     
3. Chillies are reduced 
  
Tourists 2.16 1.08 .16 Non-significant 
Community 1.94 .75     
4. Authentic recipes 
  
Tourists 2.02 1.12 .09 Non-significant 
Community 1.75 .88     
5. Use of local produce 
  
Tourists 1.48 .80 .00 Significant 
Community 1.62 .59     
6. Meals are made from fresh 
ingredients 
  
Tourists 1.26 .63 .00 Significant 
Community 1.49 .51     
7. Food meets with high 
standard of hygiene 
  
Tourists 1.28 .62 .00 Significant 
Community 1.72 .82     
8. Safe drinking water in the 
village is available 
  
Tourists 1.24 .56 .00 Significant 
Community 1.71 .83     
9. Cooked food is served hot to 
ensure its hygiene 
  
Tourists 1.43 .75 .00 Significant 
Community 1.81 .78     
10. Having meals in restaurants 
  
Tourists 2.38 1.14 .00 Significant 
Community 3.57 1.15     
 
There are statistically different opinions between the hosts and the tourists on seven 
variables. These are: share meals with host, use of local produce, meals are made from 
fresh ingredients, food meets with high standard of hygiene, safe drinking water in the 
village is available, cooked food is served hot to ensure its hygiene, and having meals in 
restaurants.  
 
There is an extreme difference of mean values for the last variable – having meals in 
restaurants for both groups. The figure shows the community and the tourists had a 
wide divergence of opinions regarding the matter, even though both were inclined to 
disagree with the item; however, the community expressed a stronger disagreement.   
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Figure 6.3: Comparison of means for the variable – Food and Beverage 
 
6.3.3.4 Souvenirs – 10 items 
Souvenirs are considered as a supplementary aspect of a product package. However 
they contribute to creating a memory of the destination, and in the qualitative study 
stage it was discovered that the host communities used souvenirs as topics for 
interaction with the visitors. The results showed the tourists‟ mean score for the 10 
variables ranges from 1.63 to 2.38 with eight variables having a mean score of 2 or less, 
thus placing these variables in agree domain (Table 6.6). For the hosts, the range is from 
1.46 to 2.61 with nine variables rated on the agree domain of a mean score of ≤ 2. 
 
The results show statistically non-significant differences between the two groups on six 
items (Figure 6.4). However, the graph only showed that 3 items clearly converged. The 
six items wherein both groups have agreement in opinions include – variety of 
souvenirs, souvenir material suitable to be carried into the guests’ home country, 
souvenirs easy to take home, souvenirs are sold using persuasive selling, able to 
bargain for souvenirs, and the souvenir package contains sufficient information for 
airport custom purposes.  
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Table 6.6: Variable – Souvenirs, the item mean comparison of Likert scale data  
5. Souvenirs 
Variables Group Mean Std. 
Dev. 
Asymp. Sig. 
U-test 
Significance 
1. Locally made handicrafts 
  
Tourists 1.80 .80 .00 Significant 
Community 1.46 .64     
2. Variety of souvenirs 
  
Tourists 1.91 .88 .08 Non-significant 
Community 1.70 .66     
3. Souvenir material suitable to 
be carried into the guests‟ home 
country 
Tourists 1.68 .81 .81 Non-significant 
Community 1.63 .61     
4. Souvenirs easy to take home 
  
Tourists 1.63 .81 .47 Non-significant 
Community 1.61 .58   
5. Souvenirs are sold using 
persuasive selling 
  
Tourists 1.84 .87 .13 Non-significant 
Community 1.65 .65     
6. No aggressive souvenir 
selling 
  
Tourists 1.64 .97 .00 Significant 
Community 1.89 .86     
7. Able to bargain for souvenirs 
  
Tourists 2.18 1.01 .16 Non-significant 
Community 1.99 .75     
8. Workshop next to the 
souvenir shop 
  
Tourists 1.97 .88 .00 Significant 
Community 2.61 1.20     
9. Souvenirs are attractively 
packaged 
 
Tourists 2.38 1.03 .00 Significant 
Community 1.66 .67     
10. The souvenir package 
contains sufficient information 
for airport custom purposes 
Tourists 1.66 .79 .29 Non-significant 
Community 1.68 .62     
 
 
There are statistically significant differences in opinions between the host and the 
tourist on four variables. These include: locally made handicrafts, no aggressive 
souvenir selling, workshop next to the souvenir shop, and souvenirs are attractively 
packaged. Nevertheless, none of the items has an average rating of 3 or more, indicating 
the divergence of opinion occurred within the „agree‟ domain. 
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Figure 6.4: Comparison of means for the variable – Souvenirs 
 
6.3.3.5 Amenities – 15 items 
„Amenities‟ is an element that is not directly purchased as part of tourism products; 
rather it is a supporting but vital element in the tourists‟ experience. The results on 
Table 6.7 show the mean score of the 15 variables for the tourists ranged from 1.31 to 
2.85 with twelve variables having a mean score of 2 or less, thus placing these variables 
in the „agree‟ domain. For the hosts, the range was from 1.36 to 2.74 with twelve 
variables rated in the „agree‟ domain. 
 
Considering the mean scores for each group on the items, there seems to be 
considerable agreement between the tourists and the hosts on six of these variables 
(Figure 6.5). These are: clean public toilets, Western style public toilet, garbage is well 
managed, plastic waste is well managed, CBT benefits all community members, and a 
fair economic benefit distribution among stakeholders. However, two of these variables 
(clean public toilets, and plastic waste is well managed) also showed a statistically 
significant difference. For the variable clean public toilets, the rating showed a stronger 
agreement for the tourists than for the hosts, thus indicating that the tourists consider 
this item as more important than the hosts do. For the variable plastic waste is well 
managed, the rating showed a stronger agreement for the tourists than for the hosts, 
indicating that the tourists consider this activity as more important than the hosts do.  
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Table 6.7: Variable – Amenities, the item mean comparison of Likert scale data  
6. Amenities 
Variables Group Mean Std. 
Dev. 
Asymp. 
Sig. U-test 
Significance 
1. Clean public toilets 
  
Tourists 1.31 .68 .03 Significant 
Community 1.36 .50     
2. Western style public toilet 
  
Tourists 1.87 .96 .74 Non-significant 
Community 1.85 .83     
3. Squatting toilet for visitors‟ 
experience 
  
Tourists 2.85 1.17 .00 Significant 
Community 2.27 .90     
4. Quality roads 
  
Tourists 1.95 .97 .02 Significant 
Community 1.64 .62     
5. Garbage is well managed 
  
Tourists 1.52 .74 .47 Non-significant 
Community 1.41 .55     
6. Plastic waste is well managed 
  
Tourists 1.54 .81 .02 Significant 
Community 1.64 .65     
7. Internet in the village 
  
Tourists 2.32 1.07 .00 Significant 
Community 1.67 .67     
8. Internet at a nearby place 
  
Tourists 2.25 .99 .00 Significant 
Community 1.72 .64     
9. Signage for clear direction 
  
Tourists 1.78 .85 .02 Significant 
Community 1.50 .53     
10. Notice at places needing 
caution  
Tourists 1.68 .77 .00 Significant 
Community 2.54 1.42     
11. CBT benefits all community 
members 
  
Tourists 1.73 .80 .36 Non-significant 
Community 1.76 .69     
12. A fair economic benefit 
distribution among stakeholders 
  
Tourists 1.81 .84 .13 Non-significant 
Community 1.95 .92     
13. Small number of visitors in 
the village at any one time 
  
Tourists 1.77 .88 .00 Significant 
Community 2.74 1.11     
14. CBT operators know how to 
handle emergency situation 
  
Tourists 1.43 .71 .00 Significant 
Community 1.71 .65     
15. CBT visitors recognise the 
need for travel insurance 
  
Tourists 1.55 .74 .00 Significant 
Community 1.85 .67     
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There are statistically different opinions between the hosts and the tourists on eleven 
variables. These are clean public toilets, squatting toilet for visitors’ experience, quality 
roads, plastic waste is well managed, internet in the village, internet at a nearby place, 
signage for clear direction, notice at places needing caution, small number of visitors in 
the village at any one time, CBT operators know how to handle emergency situation, 
and CBT visitors recognise the need for travel insurance. These show there are 
differences of opinions between the two groups regarding particular amenities, with the 
community lacking awareness in regard to issues that are viewed as important for the 
CBT visitors. These include toilet standards, safety, information technology (the 
internet) and CBT being „small‟ in scale. 
 
Figure 6.5: Comparison of means for the variable – Amenities 
 
6.3.3.6 Product packaging – 12 items  
Product packaging is essential during product development as the tourism product is not 
the individual product or service offered to the visitors, but the whole of it, that is, the 
total tourist experience. The results indicate that, for the tourists, the mean scores for the 
12 variables ranged from 1.40 to 3.06 with six variables having a mean score of less 
than 2, thus placing these variables in the „agree‟ domain (Table 6.8). For the hosts, the 
range is from 1.55 to 3.23 with six variables rated in the „agree‟ domain. 
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Table 6.8: Variable – Packaging, the item mean comparison of Likert scale data  
7. Packaging 
Variables Group Mean Std. 
Dev. 
Asymp. Sig. 
U-test 
Significance 
1. Information is available to 
explain the unique features in 
village. 
  
Tourists 1.40 .64 .00 Significant 
Community 1.55 .55     
2. Information helps to create a 
meaningful CBT experience. 
  
Tourists 1.48 .66 .00 Significant 
Community 1.64 .49     
3. Accurate information in 
brochure or websites 
  
Tourists 1.52 .68 .26 Non-significant 
Community 1.57 .59     
4. Information helps guests to 
prepare for what to expect in the 
village. 
Tourists 1.48 .74 .00 Significant 
  Community 1.70 .65     
5. Length of stay: day trip Tourists 3.06 1.28 .21 Non-significant 
  Community 3.23 .97     
6. Length of stay: over-night Tourists 2.61 1.12 .01 Significant 
  Community 2.93 .90     
7. Length of stay: 2 night stay Tourists 2.26 .87 .20 Non-significant 
  Community 2.18 .82     
8. Length of stay: 3 night stay Tourists 2.37 .90 .00 Significant 
  Community 1.92 .73     
9. Length of stay: 4 night stay Tourists 2.45 1.13 .00 Significant 
  Community 1.66 .77     
10. Host–guest communication is 
not a problem. 
Tourists 2.18 1.14 .01 Significant 
  Community 2.53 1.14     
11. Tour guide/interpreter is 
available in the village. 
  
Tourists 1.62 .86 .00 Significant 
Community 2.04 .99     
12. Host knowing the services to 
be provided eases the 
communication issue. 
  
Tourists 1.67 .72 .00 Significant 
Community 2.13 1.05   
 
Graphing the mean scores for each group, there seems to be considerable agreement 
between the tourist and the host on six of these variables (Figure 6.6). These are – 
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information is available to explain the unique features in village, information helps to 
create a meaningful CBT experience, accurate information in brochure or websites, 
information helps guests to prepare for what to expect in the village, length of stay – 
day trip, and length of stay – 2 nights. Although the mean scores appear to be similar for 
hosts and tourists, three of these variables (information is available to explain the 
unique features in village, information helps to create a meaningful CBT experience, 
and information helps guests to prepare for what to expect in the village) also showed a 
statistically significant difference. In each case, the rating showed a stronger agreement 
for the tourists than for the hosts, thus indicating that the tourists consider these 
variables to be more important than the host communities. 
 
Statistically there are considerably different opinions shown between the hosts and the 
tourists on nine variables. These include – information is available to explain the unique 
features in village, information helps to create a meaningful CBT experience, 
information helps guests to prepare for what to expect in the village, length of stay: 
overnight, length of stay: 3-night stay, length of stay: 4 night stay, host–guest 
communication is not a problem, tour guide/interpreter is available in the village, and 
Host knowing the services to be provided eases the communication issue. The 
differences show that the communities tend to prefer visitors to stay longer in the 
village, while the visitors showed almost no preference. It also indicates that visitors 
rely on interpreters and knowledgeable CBT product providers to establish their 
relationships with the hosts. 
 
It is interesting to note that among all the items, both groups gave an average rating of 
more than 3 only on 1 item – length of stay – day trip, although the tourist‟s average 
rating was only slightly above 3, the undecided opinion, which showed only a slight 
disagreement. 
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Figure 6.6: Comparison of means for the variable – Packaging  
 
The length of tourist stay is vital for the product package. The percentages of tourist‟s 
preference on the length of stay might be useful information when developing a product 
package. Therefore, the results of the frequency statistic of „length of stay‟ for the 
tourist group are discussed. 
 
There are five variables in the questionnaire assessing the CBT tourists‟ preferences 
regarding the length of stay, of which the means were compared and presented 
previously. Nevertheless, it is essential to identify the magnitude of tourists‟ preferences 
in percentages as a reference when developing a product. Therefore, a descriptive-
frequency test was run for those variables and the results are presented in Table 6.9.  
 
Table 6.9: Frequency statistics for items „length of stay‟ of tourist group 
Items Strongly 
Agree 
Moderately 
Agree 
Neither 
Agree nor 
Disagree 
Moderately 
Disagree 
Strongly 
Disagree 
No 
Response 
% % % % % % 
Day trip 15 16 18 15 17 18 
1 night stay 17 27 19 11 8 17 
2 night stay 20 30 25 7 1 17 
3 night stay 17 25 30 10 1 17 
4 night stay 22 19 22 14 5 17 
 
The one-day trip was not selected as the most popular alternative. Only 31% of 
respondents either moderately agree or strongly agree with this alternative. The most 
preferred package included a 2 night stay with 50% rating it as moderately agree or 
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strongly agree. This was closely followed by a 1 night stay (44%), a 3 night stay (42%) 
and a 4 night stay (41%).  
 
When one considers that 17% of the respondents did not complete these items, and the 
undecided response ranged from 18–30%, then the percentage of those who agreed or 
strongly agreed becomes even greater. Therefore, it may be surmised that CBT visitors 
appear to prefer overnight stays within a chosen community to experience greater 
involvement within that community.  
 
These results appear to endorse the qualitative research findings, in which hosts and 
visitors also prefer an extended stay for immersion in the culture. Tourist operators 
should consider these results when developing tourist packages.  
 
While there was not much variation on the „strongly agree‟ percentage – within a range 
of 15% to 22% for all options for the length of stay – significant variation in percentage 
responses show the „moderately agree‟ with a preference of 30% for the 2 night stay 
(Figure 6.7).  The day trip showed a sloper line on the graph that indicated there was not 
much difference in frequencies among people who agree or disagree to the option.  
 
 
Figure 6.7: „Compare frequencies‟ – Length of stay 
 
6.3.3.7 People/Awareness – 11 items 
People/awareness is a product element that is not directly purchased by visitors; 
however, it essentially affects the visitor‟s experience. It is important to note from the 
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results of this study that the mean score for the tourists for the 11 variables ranges from 
1.37 to 1.91 (Table 6.10). For the hosts, the range is from 1.44 to 1.95 with nine 
variables rated on the agree domain. For both groups, all variables have a mean score of 
2 or less, thus placing these variables in the „agree‟ domain. It is interesting to note that 
this is the first variable where there is very strong agreement regarding the importance 
of the variable for both groups. This showed that both the community and the tourists 
have a strong awareness regarding People/Awareness related to CBT. 
 
Table 6.10: Variable – People/awareness, the item mean comparison of Likert scale data  
7.People/Awareness 
Variables Group Mean Std. 
Dev. 
Asymp. Sig. 
U-test 
Significance 
1. Villagers are trained to cater for 
visitors 
  
Tourists 1.80 .88 .02 Significant 
Community 1.51 .53     
2. CBT operation is based on 
sound sustainable principles 
  
Tourists 1.79 .79 .40 Non-significant 
Community 1.66 .64     
3. Authentic life experience is 
related to finding meaning in life 
  
Tourists 1.78 .93 .39 Non-significant 
Community 1.70 .51     
4. More people from developed 
countries should attempt to 
experience an authentic life in the 
village 
Tourists 1.91 .88 .32 Non-significant 
Community 1.95 .80     
5. Tourists respect the way of life 
of the village people 
  
Tourists 1.37 .66 .00 Significant 
Community 1.67 .84     
6. The host–guest relationship 
should be underpinned by 
friendship 
Tourists 1.69 .84 .67 Non-significant 
Community 1.62 .57     
7. CBT is for visitors to have a 
profound traditional authentic life 
experience  
Tourists 1.73 .84 .01 Significant 
Community 1.87 .61     
8. Tourists should pay a 
reasonable price for products and 
services consumed in the village  
Tourists 1.56 .68 .02 Significant 
Community 1.74 .72   
     
9. All products and services 
consumed in the village should 
comply with the health and safety 
standard 
Tourists 1.37 .70 .00 Significant 
Community 1.60 .62   
10. The village people support 
CBT 
Tourists 1.66 .80 .78 Non-significant 
Community 1.61 .61     
11. The authority / local 
government  supports CBT 
  
Tourists 1.61 .77 .11 Non-significant 
Community 1.44 .57     
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There is considerable agreement statistically between the tourist and the host on six of 
these variables (Figure 6.8). These are – CBT operation is based on sound sustainable 
principles, authentic life experience is related to finding meaning in life, more people 
from developed countries should attempt to experience an authentic life in the village, 
the host–guest relationship should be underpinned by friendship, the village people 
support CBT, and the authority / local government support CBT. However, the graph 
only showed a close convergence to 4 items. 
 
There are statistically considerably different opinions between the host and the tourist 
on five variables. They are: villagers are trained to cater for visitors, tourists respect 
the way of life of the village people, CBT is for visitors to have a profound traditional 
authentic life experience, tourists should pay a reasonable price for products and 
services consumed in the village, and all products and services consumed in the village 
should comply with the health and safety standard. However, while this may show as a 
statistically significant difference, there seems to be very little practical difference as 
both groups agreed that the items are important. 
 
None of the items in this product element were given an average rate above 2, which 
indicates the hosts and the tourists agreed that all items are very important. 
 
 
Figure 6.8: Comparison of means for the variable – People/awareness 
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6.3.3.8 Authenticity – 3 items  
Authenticity is not a tangible aspect of the product, it is the core of the product, its 
atmosphere and nuance; to a certain extent it is a goal for CBT development. It is noted 
from the results of this study for the tourists that the mean scores for the three variables 
range from 1.40 to 1.73 (Table 6.11). For the hosts, the range is from 1.34 to 1.39. For 
both groups, all variables have a mean score of 2 or less, thus placing these variables in 
the „agree‟ domain. 
 
Table 6.11: Variable – Authenticity, the item mean comparison of Likert scale data  
Variables Group Mean Std. 
Deviation 
Asymp. 
Sig. U-test 
Significance 
1. The village way of life should 
be kept unchanged (5)  
  
Tourists 1.73 .87 .00 
  
Significant 
  
Community 1.39 .49 
2. Cultural tradition in the 
village (e.g., architecture, 
ceremonies and celebrations) 
should be strongly retained (6) 
Tourists 1.46 .70 .34 Non-significant 
Community 1.34 .47 
3. Villagers should conserve the 
natural and rural environment 
around the village (7) 
  
Tourists 1.40 .66 .48 
  
Non-significant 
  
Community 1.39 .49 
 
There is statistically considerable agreement between the tourists and the hosts on two 
of these variables – Cultural tradition in the village (e.g., traditional architecture, 
traditional ceremonies, and celebration) should be strongly retained, and villagers 
should conserve the natural and rural environment around the village (Figure 6.9). 
However, only one item showed convergence of average rating values on the graph. 
There are statistically different opinions between the hosts and the tourists on one 
variable this includes: the village way of life should be kept unchanged.  
 
Even though both groups‟ average ratings were positioned in the „agree‟ domain, the 
community showed a stronger agreement on the items compared to those of the tourists. 
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Figure 6.9: Comparison of means for the variable – Authenticity 
 
6.3.3.9 Change for development – 4 items  
As well as the village keeping its originality to a certain extent, change for development 
is also a goal to achieve when developing CBT. This aspect is a concern to the CBT 
community and the visitors who support community tourism. The results (Table 6.12) 
showed that for the tourists, the mean score for the four variables ranges from 1.40 to 
1.67. For the hosts, the range is from 1.55 to 1.83. All variables have a mean score of 
2.00 or less for both groups, thus placing these variables in the „agree‟ domain. 
 
Table 6.12: Variable – Change for development, the item mean comparison of Likert 
scale data  
Variables Group Mean Std. 
Deviation 
Asymp. 
Sig. U-test 
Significance 
1. The village people should 
gain a better living standard 
through CBT. 
  
Tourists 1.40 .66 .00 
  
Significant 
  
Community 1.55 .57 
2. Local people using some 
technology that helps them to 
work more efficiently  
  
Tourists 1.67 .78 .01 
  
Significant 
  
Community 1.83 .71 
3. CBT helps to promote the 
development of the village. 
  
Tourists 1.46 .69 .01 
  
Significant 
  
Community 1.57 .52 
4. CBT tourism should 
contribute to the cultural 
development of the village. 
  
Tourists 1.61 .81 .33 
  
Non-significant 
  
Community 1.60 .59 
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There was statistically considerable agreement between the tourists and the hosts on one 
of these items (Figure 6.10), which is CBT to contribute to the cultural development of 
the village. The figure shows that overall the community indicated less agreement on all 
variables, except for the last variable the host community showed just a slight less 
agreement. 
 
There are some differences in opinions between the hosts and the tourists on three 
variables. These include – the village people should gain a better living standard 
through CBT, local people using some technology that helps them to work more 
efficiently, and CBT helps to promote the development of the village. However, these 
differences appear to be very small, with the hosts having a slightly less favourable 
opinion than the tourists. 
 
 
Figure 6.10: Comparison of means for the variable – Change for development  
 
6.3.4 ‘Compare frequencies’ on rank order data: Mann-Whitney test  
The analysis results of the group comparison presented in Table 6.13 include the 
frequency values obtained from the crosstab analysis results (Appendix 21 – the 
highlighted sections) as well as the significant level U-test obtained from Mann-
Whitney test (Appendix 18 – in the second section under the double arrow). It is 
important to note that the nominal data was analysed using Chi-Square test, of which 
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SPSS-output is presented in Appendix 20 and the results are highlighted and 
commented in the next section. 
 
The effect size-r values of the 13 items (Appendix 18 – under the double arrow symbol) 
include: 10 items that have effect size-r < 0.3 that indicate a small effect, two items that 
have effect size-r values > 0.3 < 0.5 that indicate a medium effect, and one item that has 
an effect size-r value > 0.5 that indicates a large effect.  
 
Table 6.13: Variables – Travel services and Access/transportation, the item frequency 
comparison of rank order data  
P
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1. Arranged by the CBT travel 
agents  
Tourist 32 26 13    29 0 Sig. 
Community 85 10 3    2   
2. Arranged by general travel 
agents 
Tourist 33 23 23     21 0.13 Non-sig 
Community 8 55 19     19   
3. Arranged by self  Tourist 33 13 25     29 0 Sig. 
Community 5 17 51     28   
4. Information source: friends and 
family 
Tourist 42 18 9 10   21 0 Sig. 
Community 13 10 17 45   15   
5. Information source: websites Tourist 31 29 18 7   15 0.04 Sig. 
Community 47 19 15 6   13   
6. Information source: brochures Tourist 14 13 23 29   21 0 Sig. 
Community 17 47 21 5   10   
7. Information source: travel 
agents 
Tourist 10 21 21 24   24 0.06 Non- sig 
Community 20 11 31 23   15   
A
cc
es
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T
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n
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o
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a
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o
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6. Transportation mode to village 
provided by the village‟s CBT 
travel agent 
Tourist 57 15 10 6 5 2 6 0 Sig 
Community 
80 9 1 1 1 3 5 
  
7. Transportation  mode to village 
by public transportation 
Tourist 4 15 13 11 19 20 18 0 Sig 
Community 5 32 18 8 9 15 13   
8. Transportation  mode to village 
by motorcycle 
Tourist 2 9 8 13 18 30 19 0 Sig 
Community 3 27 23 16 8 8 14   
9. Transportation mode to village 
by taxi 
Tourist 8 19 21 20 10 5 16 0 Sig 
Community 1 12 11 23 20 17 15   
10. Transportation mode to village 
by a rental car 
Tourist 11 14 19 18 17 5 17 0.01 Sig 
Community 1 11 15 19 26 13 15   
11.Transportation mode to village 
provided by a general travel agent 
Tourist 19 25 9 9 11 14 13 0.21 Non-sig 
Community 17 21 8 11 10 19 15   
 
The comparison of the frequencies percentage for items – ‘travel services: travel 
arrangement’, ‘travel services: source of information’, and ‘access/transportation: to 
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the village’, was based on the results of the frequency analysis. Every variable is 
discussed separately in the following section. 
 
6.3.4.1 Travel services: Travel arrangement – 3 items 
The host community representatives and CBT tourists were asked to rank their 
preferences for travel arrangements made by CBT travel agents, general travel agents 
or by the tourists themselves. The percentage responses are shown in Table 6.13. 
Among the items, two showed statistically different opinions and one item showed a 
non-significant difference. 
 
It is interesting to note that the tourists had no specific choice for their travel 
arrangements to be made by the CBT travel agents. There is a fairly even distribution of 
tourist responses across all three alternatives, including the non-selecting option. 
However, the host community preferred the travel arrangements to be made by the CBT 
travel agents. Their first choice had a response rate of 85%. Thus, it appears that the 
host community has shown considerable willingness in providing travel-arrangement 
services for the tourists.  
 
It also appears that travel arrangements made by general travel agents is a clear second 
choice for the host community (55%) and self-arranged travel (51%) is their preferred 
third choice. There does not appear to be a distinctive choice pattern among the tourists 
for any of the three forms of travel arrangements. 
 
A closer investigation of the statistical analysis indicated that one item showed no 
significant difference – Arranged by general travel agents – whereas the other two 
items showed statistically significant differences. The frequencies distributions can be 
observed in Figures 6.11a–11c. 
 
Arranged by the CBT travel agents – There was no match of opinions between the two 
groups in any rank; the perceptions of the community and the tourists showed a 
statistically significant difference. The tourists‟ choice was almost evenly distributed 
among the ranks; nevertheless, 32% of the tourists wanted their travel arranged by the 
CBT travel organiser as a first choice. The community‟s choice was clustered on the 1st 
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Figure 6.11b: Travel services - Arranged by 
general travel agent 
Tourist
Community
choice (85%), which indicated that they are keen to use the services of their own CBT 
travel organisers. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Arranged by general travel agents – The group comparison showed similarity 
statistically. There seems to be considerable agreement between the hosts and the 
tourists on two answers, as a third choice and non-selecting option. The percentages of 
all ranking did not show a distinctive pattern. The highest percentage (33%) of the 
tourists selected it as a first choice, and 55% of the community members chose it as 
second choice, while very few community members (8%) selected arranged by general 
travel agent as their first choice.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The travelling is self-arranged – The item showed a statistically significant difference 
between the host and community responses. The tourists‟ ranking showed the 
percentages were distributed almost evenly, with the item selected as 1
st
 choice slightly 
higher (33%) compared to the others; while 51% of the community selected it as a third 
choice, and only 5% selected it as first choice. 
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Friends and family 
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6.3.4.2 Travel services: Source of information – 4 items 
The researcher investigated the preferences of both tourists and the host community 
concerning four different types of travel information sources. These included friends 
and family, websites, brochures and travel agents as sources of information. Table 6.13 
shows the percentage responses to each of these alternatives. Among the four items, 
three showed statistically different opinions and one item showed a non-significant 
difference. 
 
Investigating the statistically significant differences in responses shown in Table 6.13, it 
appears that one item showed similarity and three items showed statistical differences. 
The frequencies distribution can be observed in Figures 6.12a–12d. 
Friends and family as source of information – This was statistically different – the 
majority of the tourists (42%) selected it as a first choice, while the majority of the 
community (45%) selected it as the fourth choice. 
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Figure 6.11c: Travel services - Self 
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Websites as source of information – This was statistically different with most of the 
tourists (31%) choosing it as 1
st
 choice, and 29% choosing it as 2
nd
 choice. The majority 
of the community (47%) selected it as 1
st
 choice. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Brochures as source of information – This was statistically different with the tourist 
participants having a low percentage distribution on the 1
st
 (14%) and the 2
nd
 (13%) 
options, with the highest (29%) on the 4
th
 option. The community participants‟ answers 
focused on it as a second choice (47%). This showed that the tourists seem not to rely 
on brochures as a source of information. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Travel agents as source of information – This was statistically similar. It also showed a 
similar response pattern, the percentage being spread almost evenly for both groups 
with 10% of the tourists and 20% of the community members making it their first 
choice.
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Observing the results of the tourists‟ responses on „source of information‟, it is shown 
that the majority (42%) of them chose friends and families, followed by websites (31%) 
as their 1st choice. 
 
6.3.4.3 Access/transportation: To the village – 6 items  
The frequency distributions for the items measuring the choice for preferred mode of 
transportation to the village are shown in Table 6.13. The modes of transportation 
include transportation mode to the villages provided by the CBT travel agent, public 
transport, motorcycle, taxi, rental car, or the general travel agent. Among the six items, 
five showed statistically different opinions and one item showed a non-significant 
difference. 
 
There was only one item that showed similarity and five items showed differences 
statistically. The frequencies distribution can be observed in Figure 6.13a-13f. 
 
Transportation mode to the village by the village‟s CBT travel agent – This shows a 
statistically significant difference. It is interesting to note that the transportation mode to 
the village provided by the village‟s CBT travel agent appears to be the most preferred 
choice for both the tourists and the host community. Seventy-two per cent of the tourists 
selected this as a first or second choice and 89% of the host community selected this 
mode of transport as their first or second choice. 
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Transportation mode to the village by public transportation – This shows a statistically 
significant difference. Transportation by public transportation does not show any 
specific preference among the tourists and hosts, even though the hosts appear to have 
given it a higher ranking (50% selected it as 2
nd
 or 3
rd
 choice), whereas 50% of the 
tourists indicated that this option was only their 4
th
, 5
th
 or 6
th
 choice. Only 4% of the 
tourists and 5% of the community selected this as their 1
st 
choice. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Transportation mode to the village by motorcycle – This shows a statistically significant 
difference. Although transportation by motorcycle was selected by 53% of the hosts as 
their 1
st
, 2
nd
, or 3
rd
 choice, the tourists did not seem to be very interested in this mode of 
transportation, with 61% selecting this as their 4
th
, 5
th
, and 6
th
 choice. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Transportation mode to the village by taxi – This shows a statistically significant 
difference. Transportation to the village by taxi received a mixed response with only 8% 
of the tourists and 1% of the host community selecting this as their 1
st 
choice. Of 
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interest is that 60% of the host community selected this mode as their 4
th
, 5
th
 or 6
th 
choice, compared with 60% of the tourists who selected this as their 2
nd
, 3
rd
 or 4
th
 
choice. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Transportation mode to the village by a rental car – This shows a statistically 
significant difference. Transportation by a rental car shows a fairly even spread of 
choice levels among the tourists and host community, but only 1% of the hosts selected 
this as their 1
st
 choice compared with 11% of the tourists. The results also seem to 
indicate that the hosts would select this alternative as a last resort with 58% choosing it 
as their 4
th
, 5
th
 or 6
th
 choice, whereas the tourists rated their preferences for this mode of 
transport higher. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Transportation mode to the village by a general travel agent – This is statistically 
similar. The choices are spread approximately the same between the community and the 
tourists group, with 19% of the tourists and 17% of the community on the first choice.  
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Although the selection of transportation to the village provided by the general travel 
agent did not receive as many 1
st
 choices from both the hosts and the tourists, it is still 
fairly popular with 44% of the tourists and 38% of the host community selecting it as 
their 1
st 
or 2
nd
 choice. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
6.3.5 Compare frequency on nominal data: Chi-Square test results 
The group comparison for nominal data include: four items of Access/Transportation, 
and nine items of Packaging. The analysis results presented in Table 6.14 include:  
1. Pearson Chi-Square values and their significant values (Appendix 20) 
2. The frequency values obtained from the SPSS crosstab – the analysis results are 
provided in Appendix 21 – non-highlighted sections. 
 
The effect size-w interpretation is obtained by observing the Cohan‟s Convention 
(Field, 2005) on effect size. Among a total of 14 items (Appendix 22), 10 items have 
effect size-r values < 0.3 that indicate small effect; and 4 items have effect size-r values 
> 0.3 < 0.5 that indicate medium effect. 
  
The value comparison was based on the results of the Chi-Square test; every item is 
discussed separately in the following sections. 
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Table 6.14: Variables – Access/transportation and Packaging, the item frequency 
comparison of nominal data  
P
ro
d
u
ct
 
E
le
m
en
ts
 
CBT Product 
Variables 
Groups Compared Frequencies 
 
Measurement 
scale 
Pearson  
Chi-Square –
x2 
Asymp. 
Significant 
Remarks 
 
1
= 
Y
e
s 
(%
) 
2
= 
N
o
 (
%
) 
A
cc
es
s/
T
ra
n
sp
o
rt
a
ti
o
n
 
1. Transportation  mode 
in village: Walk 
 
Tourist 81 19 20.149 0 Significant 
Community 
97 3 
   
2. Transportation mode in 
village: Cycling 
Tourist 49 51 29.417 0 Significant 
Community 
79 21 
   
3. Transportation: Dokar 
– Horse-pulled cart 
Tourist 17 83 10.920 0.001 Significant 
Community 
34 66 
   
4. Transportation: Car Tourist 50 50 61.814 0 Significant 
Community 9 91    
5. Transportation: 
Motorcycle 
Tourist 11 89 15.939  0 Significant 
Community 30 70    
P
ac
ka
gi
n
g 
13. The tour package 
includes: activities in 
the village 
Tourist 75 25 15.245 0 Significant 
Community 
92 8 
 
 
 
14. The tour package 
includes: sightseeing 
in the village 
Tourist 68 32 1.311  0.252 Non-sig 
Community 
74 26 
 
 
 
15. The tour package 
includes: visit to close-
by tourist sites 
Tourist 47 53 28.749 0 Significant 
Community 
77 23 
 
  
 
16. The tour package 
includes: airport 
transfers 
Tourist 41 59 .905 0.341 Non-sig 
Community 
35 65 
 
 
 
17. The tour package 
includes: 
transportation to the 
village 
Tourist 52 48 .853 0.356 Non-sig 
Community 
47 53  
  
18. The tour package 
includes: resort hotel 
accommodation 
Tourist 37 63 4.504 0.034 Significant 
Community 
25 75 
   
19. The tour package 
includes: homestay in 
the village  
Tourist 46 54 .054 0.817 Non-sig 
Community 
47 53 
   
20. The tour package 
includes: meals with host 
Tourist 52 48 0.214 0.643 Non-sig 
Community 55 45    
21. The tour package 
includes: meals in 
restaurant 
Tourist 43 57 46.847 0 Significant 
Community 
9 91 
   
 
6.3.5.1 Access and transportation: In the village – 5 items  
The frequencies distributions are observed in Figure 6.14. The agreement is presented in 
Figure 6.14a, and the disagreement is presented in Figure 6.14b. All items showed 
significant differences (Table 6.14). The results are reported as follows: 
1. Transportation mode in the village – walk:  the majority of the tourists (81%) 
and the community (97%) agreed on using this mode. 
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2. Transportation mode in the village – cycling:  the tourists selected this almost 
evenly between „yes‟ 50% and „no‟ 50%, while 79% of the community voted 
„yes‟ and 21% „no‟.  
3. Transportation mode in the village – dokar - horse pulled cart: the majority of 
the tourists (83%) and the community (66%) disagreed on the use of this mode. 
4. Transportation mode in the village – car: the tourists were evenly divided (50%) 
between „yes‟ and „no‟, while 91% of the community voted no.  
5. Transportation mode in the village – motorcycle: the majority of the tourists 
(89%) and the community (70%) disagreed on using this mode. 
 
The majority of the tourists (81%) agreed to walk as mode of transportation in the 
village, subsequently followed by car (50%), and cycling (49%) (Figure 6.14a). The 
majority of the community members (97%) preferred to walk as a mode of 
transportation in the village, followed by cycling (79%).  
 
 
Figure 6.14a: The agreement on transportation mode in the village  
 
Figure 6.14b shows the same information as the previous figure, but in this case it 
emphasises the disagreement. This figure therefore emphasises that the majority of the 
tourists (89%) disagreed to motorcycle as a mode of transportation in the village, 
followed by dokar – horse pulled cart (83%). The majority of the community members 
(91%) disagreed to car as a mode of transportation in the village, followed by 
motorcycle (70%), and dokar – horse pulled cart (66%).  
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Figure 6.14b: The disagreement on transportation mode in the village 
 
6.3.5.2 Product packaging – 9 items 
Four items show similarities and five items show differences statistically (Table 6.14). 
The pattern of distribution is reported as follows (Figure 6.15a – b): 
1. The tour package includes activities in the village showed differences 
statistically. Nevertheless, the majority of both groups selected „yes‟ – 75% for 
the tourists, and 92% for the communities. The difference might be caused by 
the great difference for both groups in selecting „no‟ – 25% for the tourists, and 
only 8% for the community members.  
2. The tour package includes sightseeing in the village is statistically similar with 
the majority of both group members selecting „yes‟ (68% for the tourists and 
74% for the community). However, a smaller percentage from both groups 
selected „no‟ – 32% of tourists and 26% of the community. 
3. The tour package includes a visit to close-by tourist sites is statistically different 
with the tourists‟ choices almost equally distributed: 47% „yes‟ and 53% „no‟, 
while for the community – 77% selected „yes‟ and only 23% selected „no‟. 
4. The tour package includes airport transfers is statistically similar with the 
tourists‟ choices almost equally distributed: 41% „yes‟ and 59% „no‟; while for 
the community – 35% said „yes‟ and 65% selected „no‟. 
5. The tour package includes transportation to the village is statistically similar: 
the tourists‟ and the community members‟ selections were almost equally 
distributed between „yes‟ and „no‟. 
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6. The tour package includes resort hotel accommodation is statistically different : 
the majority of both group members selected „no‟, however some percentage 
from both groups select „yes‟ – 37% of tourists and 25% of community. 
7. The tour package includes homestay in the village is statistically similar: the 
tourists and the community members selected almost equally between „yes‟ and 
„no‟. 
8. The tour package includes meals with host is statistically similar: the tourists 
and the community members selected almost equally between „yes‟ and „no‟. 
9. The tour package includes meals in restaurant is statistically different: the 
tourists selected almost equally between „yes‟ and „no‟, while for the community 
– only 9% selected „yes‟ and 91% selected „no‟. 
 
Observing the frequencies‟ substantial figures on the graph (Figure 6.15a), the majority 
of the tourists (75%) agreed to activities in the village as a part of the CBT product 
package, subsequently followed by sightseeing (68%). It is interesting to note that the 
smallest percentage obtained within all components to be a part of the product package 
is resort hotel (37%). The majority of the community members (92%) agreed to 
activities as a part of a package, followed by visit to close-by tourist sites (77%), and 
sightseeing (74%).  
 
 
Figure 6.15a: The agreement on the item – package content  
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It is interesting to emphasise the disagreement response by inverting the previous graph. 
Observing this graph (Figure 6.15b), the majority of the tourists (63%) disagreed to 
resort hotel accommodation as a part of a package, followed by airport transfers 
(59%), and meals in the restaurants (57%). The majority of the community members 
(91%) disagreed to include having meals in restaurant as a part of the package, 
followed by resort hotel accommodation (75%).  
 
 
Figure 6.15b: The disagreement on the item – package content  
 
6.4 Results summary and comparison of the hosts and CBT tourists 
In summary, observing the average rating, in general the study results showed that the 
two groups were approximately in the range wherein both communities and the tourists 
have considerable agreement on the items on the research measurement. The 
convergence was occurring mostly around the average rating of 2 – moderate 
agreement.  
 
The highlighted results that show the matches and mismatches of opinions and 
perceptions of the CBT hosts and tourists are presented in Table 6.15. A more detailed 
discussion of the results is provided in the following chapter. 
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Table 6.15: Matches and mismatches – the highlighted results  
 
Elements 
Mismatch Host–tourist match 
Host communities Tourists In favour Not in favour 
1
.A
tt
ra
ct
io
n
s 
Agree on dancing & painting 
classes  
Undecided opinion - Natural/rural environment 
- Experiencing village life 
- Traditional architectures  
- Observing type of attractions  
- Visit to art market 
Participating 
type of 
attractions 
 
2
.T
ra
v
el
 s
er
v
ic
es
 
    
Three choices of travel 
arrangement - CBT travel 
agents, general travel agents 
and the tourists themselves 
- CBT travel organisers as a 
first choice for 85% of 
participants 
The tourists‟ choice 
almost evenly 
distributed among 
the three 
 
- A match on brochures as a source of 
information 
- Reasonably match on website as a source 
of information 
 
- Do not know that friends and 
families are a major (42%) 
source of formation for tourists. 
Friends and families 
are a major (42%) 
source of formation 
3
.T
ra
n
sp
o
rt
at
io
n
/
A
cc
es
s 
    
The least chosen means of 
transportation to the village is 
rental car  
The least chosen 
means of 
transportation is 
motorcycle 
Transportation provided by CBT travel agent  
Only 9% choose car as 1st 
choice 
50% as 1st choice Walk as means of transportation in the 
village 
 
4
. 
A
cc
o
m
m
o
d
at
io
n
 
Disagree on having a resort 
hotel outside the village 
- Disagree on 
having a resort hotel 
in the village 
- Clean rooms 
- Direct financial contribution to villagers 
- Accommodation with private bathroom 
 
 
Disagree on changing linen at 
least once every 3 days 
 Agree 
 
Undecided opinion with villa Agree on villa style 
accommodation 
Preference for homestay Homestay is close to 
agree 
5
.F
o
o
d
 &
  
B
ev
er
ag
e
 Agree on sharing meals with 
host 
Undecided opinion Authentic recipes,  less chillies, use of local 
produce, fresh raw materials, hot food, clean 
utensils and hygiene food and drink 
 
Having meals 
in restaurant  
6
.S
o
u
v
en
ir
s 
Undecided opinion on having 
workshop next to souvenir shop 
Agree Local made handicraft, persuasive selling, 
packet containing information, convenience 
to bring home. 
 
Agree on attractive packaging  Undecided opinion 
Agree on being able to bargain Undecided opinion 
7
. 
P
ac
k
ag
in
g
 
The longer the length of stay 
the better 
 
Less agree on 3 
night and more 
- Two night package 
- The importance of accurate information 
and narration of attraction  
A day trip 
Less aware and less effort on 
handling communication issues 
Aware of having 
communication 
issues 
8
. 
A
m
en
it
ie
s 
 Agree on internet being 
available 
Undecided opinion - Clean, western style toilet 
- Quality roads 
- Well managed waste 
- A fair share of benefits for CBT 
stakeholders 
Squatting  
toilet 
Undecided opinion on placing 
notice at places of caution 
Agree 
 
Undecided opinion on small 
visitors number 
Agree  
9
. 
P
eo
p
le
 /
 A
w
ar
en
es
s 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 A sound understanding of: 
- CBT operation based on sustainable 
principles  
- Complying with safety standard  
- Providing professional CBT services  
- Delivering an authentic life experience 
- Host–guest friendship-based relationship 
- Tourists respect the community way of life  
-Tourists, community members and authority 
should support CBT 
 
1
0
.a
. 
A
u
th
en
ti
ci
ty
  
re
la
te
d
 t
o
 
C
B
T
  
  
Agree with keeping the village 
way of life unchanged  
Less agree To conserve natural and rural environment 
as well as cultural tradition, e.g., traditional 
architecture, ceremonies, and celebrations 
  
 
1
0
.b
. 
C
h
an
g
e 
 
re
la
te
d
 t
o
 
C
B
T
  
  
 
 
 
 
 - CBT promotes cultural development  
- Community to gain a better living standard,  
- Using some technology to work efficiently  
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This chapter has presented the analyses and results of the Research Phase. The previous 
two chapters reported the qualitative study; the following chapter will present the 
discussion of the quantitative study results. 
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Chapter 7 – Research Phase 2 discussion 
 
7.0 Introduction 
Research Phase 2 investigated the CBT product match between hosts and tourists, and 
also assessed the tri hita karana (THK) components in the CBT product measurement 
used in this study. This chapter presents the discussions of the quantitative stage. 
Firstly, it presents a discussion on the match of the opinions and perceptions of the two 
groups regarding the items measuring the CBT product elements. Secondly, it relates 
the sustainability of CBT to the convergence of opinions and perceptions of the two 
sample groups on CBT products. This is followed by the comparison of the components 
of THK and sustainable tourism. The last section presents the study overview. 
 
7.1 The match of the opinions and perceptions of the CBT product 
elements 
This section presents the discussion of the match and mismatch of the opinions and 
perceptions between host communities and tourists relating to the items measuring the 
community-based tourism product elements. Each element of the CBT products and the 
sustainability issue is addressed individually.  
 
7.1.1 Attractions 
Muqbil (2010) concludes that CBT could use the community ethnic life and the rural 
environment as its principal attractions - this study extracted a similar finding. 
However, there are some aspects of culture that are not preferred by the communities, 
nor by the tourists as attractions. The communities did not mind sharing their lives with 
the visitors, and agreed with most of the possible attractions to be offered to the visitors, 
particularly the items related to art. However, they showed less agreement on attractions 
such as participating in religious ceremonies and traditional economic activities, 
meditation, personal development, surfing at a nearby beach, and relaxation activities, 
for example massage. 
 
Although, Research Phase 1 identified tourist interest in participatory attraction, in 
Research Phase 2, both the communities and the tourists showed slight disagreement on 
participating in traditional economic and religious activities. This might be caused by 
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the possible existence of a „self-presentation‟ issue (Millward, 2012) that is expressed as 
„willingness to please‟ in focus group discussions. Participation activities include – 
planting paddies, fruit picking, and meditation. Product developers should consider 
including in their tours or packages the items agreed on by both groups, for example 
enjoying and observing the ethnic community life, as this accommodates the needs of 
the community and the tourists (Mill, 1996). 
 
Robinson and Wiltshier (2011), and House (2007) emphasise the importance of 
developing an attraction theme for community tourism. Ethnic culture in the rural 
environment appears to be a strong attraction theme. The results of both study stages 
showed tourists had a strong interest in enjoying and observing authentic, ethnic 
villages while all the village chores are being carried out normally in their natural rural 
environment and within the unique architecture of the buildings and structures.  
 
7.1.2 Travel services 
This element was measured in rank order. There were two issues assessed for this 
element – travel arrangements and source of information. 
 
7.1.2.1 Travel services – travel arrangements 
The host communities showed willingness to provide travel services for visitors as the 
majority of participants (85%) selected it as first choice. The results indicate the tourists 
had almost the same percentage in selecting all three options as 1
st
 choice – arranged by 
the CBT travel organisers (32%), arranged by general travel agents (33%), and self-
arranged (33%). These findings are supported by the findings of previous researchers – 
tourists were active and personally involved in discovering and finding new destinations 
(Lpez-Guzman et al., 2011), which lead them to have direct contact with the CBT 
villages or to self-arrange their travel as free independent travellers (FITs) (Weaver, 
2006). Lpez-Guzman et al. (2011) further noted that certain customer segments 
regularly consumed the products provided by the community, which lead to their 
preference of using CBT travel services. France (1997) argues that some tourists also 
had their CBT travel arranged by operators that organise group travel.  
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Tourist preference on travel arrangements was spread almost evenly among the three 
choices indicating a considerable opportunity for the CBT travel organisers to offer their 
services. This is in accord with the principle of community engagement in CBT 
operation as the main feature of CBT (Telfer & Sharpley, 2008) and, thus, generates 
economic benefits for the community (Scheyvens, 2002). 
 
7.1.2.2 Travel services – source of information 
One of the goals for a successful CBT (Lu & Nepal, 2009; World Tourism 
Organisation, 1998) is that tourists have satisfying CBT experiences. Satisfied 
customers are also an effective means for promotion, as they will share their 
experiences with their friends and families. The most preferred source of information 
for the tourists was friends and family, followed by websites. It was observed that the 
community members were not aware that friends and family were important sources of 
information for the tourists. For this reason, it is important to deliver a satisfying CBT 
experience, as the visitors will share their information and experience. 
 
7.1.3 Access/transportation 
The data collected for this element were of two types – access and transportation to the 
village was measured in rank order, and access and transportation in the village was in 
nominal order. 
 
7.1.3.1 Access/transportation: to the village  
In summary, the tourists‟ preferred modes of transportation to the village in ranking 
were as follows. The tourists‟ most preferred transportation mode to the village was 
provided by the CBT travel organiser (57%), wherein the community had the same 
opinion (80%). This was followed by general travel agents (19%), followed by rental 
car (11%). This rank of preference could be used as a guideline for CBT operators when 
including transportation component in the package products. The research findings 
confirm the argument proposed by Lpez-Guzman, et al. (2011), who state that a 
significant number of tourists regularly consume products and services provided by 
community members.  
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7.1.3.2 Access and transportation: in the village 
Both groups agreed that walking was a preferred choice, followed by cycling. This 
endorsed the „Good tourist‟s code‟ proposed by Butcher (1997). Disagreement between 
the two groups occurred on the use of „car‟ as a means of transportation in the village, in 
which 50% of the tourists chose „yes‟ while 91% of the community members chose 
„no‟. The CBT operators need to be aware of the wide gap regarding this item.  
 
7.1.4 Accommodation 
In the qualitative stage of the study, most community participants were not prepared to 
have guests in their house; while the quantitative stage showed the community had 
considerable readiness to provide accommodation for guests. The latter research phase 
showed that both groups inclined toward homestay with a private bathroom as the 
preferred CBT accommodation. Both strongly agreed on a good standard of cleanliness 
and daily room service. It is interesting to note that the communities gave an undecided 
opinion to the regularity of changing bed sheets, while tourists tend to have a strong 
agreement. This may be caused by a lack of understanding regarding customers‟ needs 
and expectations as argued by Egmond (2007), or indicates a lack of housekeeping 
skills and a need for training (Moscardo, 2008). 
        
The tourist group showed a good understanding of sustainability, particularly the 
inherent feature of CBT being small-scale (Muqbil, 2010; Weaver, 2006). This was 
indicated by a strong disagreement to having resort hotels in the village, and instead 
preferring to have the hotels situated in tourist resorts. They also showed endorsement 
of homestay and villa type accommodation in the village. The community showed a 
fragmented understanding of this aspect, which might indicate either a less sustainable 
orientation or a strong economic orientation by agreeing to have a resort hotel in the 
village, while disapproving of a hotel in the tourist resort, and a mildly positive attitude 
toward having a villa in the village.  
          
Scheyvens (2002) emphasises alternative tourism as a new type of tourism featuring the 
achievement of social and environmental goals, as well as economic objectives, which 
minimises adverse impacts to the people and environment of the destination. There were 
two possible explanations of why the community may be inclined to agree with mass 
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tourism in the village. The first possibility is, if they lack an understanding of CBT 
being small-scale; the second is, if they have a strong economic drive, thus disregard the 
small-scale aspect of sustainable tourism, as Singh et al. (2003) argue that early CBT 
was economically driven. In both cases dissemination on CBT is required for the 
community to enable the CBT to operate successfully and sustainably. It is the same 
case with the accommodation standard, dissemination is required, and even further 
workshops and training are needed on how to prepare quality products and services, 
particularly accommodation for guests. 
 
7.1.5 Food & beverage 
Overall, the hosts and the tourists showed considerable agreement on food and beverage 
items included in the questionnaire, except for the last item – having meals in 
restaurants – where the hosts and the tourists both disagreed, with the hosts disagreeing 
more strongly. Having meals in restaurants indicates less support to CBT, whilst the 
other items are related to having meals with the hosts. This clearly showed the support 
of the visitors to the host communities. This type of tourist was identified by Wehrli (in 
ITB World, 2012) and Lpez-Guzman, et al. (2011). 
 
Whereas both tourists and the host communities gave „moderately agree‟  to ‘strongly 
agree’ ratings to all the remaining items measuring food and beverage, it is interesting to 
note that any statistically significant differences indicated a stronger agreement by the 
tourists than by the hosts, for example, having meals in a restaurant, hygiene, use of 
local produce. An exception in the items is sharing meals with host, where the 
community gave a higher rating than the tourists, which indicates an eagerness by the 
community to cater for the tourists. Nevertheless, the qualitative findings also identified 
the needs for training for the product providers – as Moscardo (2014), Baum (2013) and 
Rocharungsat (2008) recognise the issue of human resource development in tourism is 
critical. 
 
Sims (2009) argues that local cuisine plays an important role in tourism, as well as 
promoting the survival and revival of traditional cooking practices. Local cuisine 
reflects the place and the culture, and appeals to the visitors‟ pursuit of authenticity. 
However, Holloway and Humphrey (2012) argue that for tourists to safely sample local 
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food, adequate standards of cleanliness and hygiene are required. The arguments and the 
study findings indicate that the CBT hosts need to pay attention to the hygiene aspect of 
locally produced food and beverage provided in the village, because tourists are 
cautious about this matter. 
 
7.1.6 Souvenirs 
Souvenirs are an essential element of tourism products. Tourists enjoy having a 
keepsake from the place they have visited (Berger, 2013). These study findings provide 
some insights into how souvenirs should be provided for CBT. The majority of the 
„average‟ ratings showed that the hosts and the tourists expressed an agreement on most 
of the items regarding souvenirs, with an exception of a few items. Tourists showed less 
concern about items such as attractive packaging, and the ability to bargain; whilst the 
hosts believed that they were important. Contradictory attitudes were shown on the item 
– workshop next to the shop, the tourists agreed with this item while the host community 
showed only a mildly positive attitude. 
 
Apart from the economic contribution of souvenirs for local people, the qualitative 
study stage identified that they were used by locals as a medium for communication 
with visitors, while conserving a tradition. This is supported by Holloway and 
Humphrey (2012), who state that with tourists purchasing locally made crafted objects, 
a tradition is preserved. The quantitative results showed that the host communities 
should pay greater attention to the quality of the handmade product itself, how it was 
produced, and how the goods can be transported home and pass through the airport 
customs procedures, as these aspects are important for the visitors. 
 
7.1.7 Amenities 
While this research addressed infrastructure within the amenities aspect, TWA, (2009, 
p. 2) defines amenities as „… the services that are required to meet the needs of tourists 
while they are away from home. They include public toilets, signage, retail shopping, 
restaurants and cafes, visitor centres, telecommunications and emergency services‟. As 
a part of amenities, the cleanliness and type of toilet seemed to be a very important 
issue, of which the hosts were aware. The tourists expressed preference for clean 
Western style toilets. Health and safety were always a concern for the tourists, to which 
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the CBT operators should give a prime attention. The areas in which the hosts showed 
less awareness, compared to those of the tourists, include: handling emergency 
situations and placing notices at locations where caution is essential, such as steps 
leading down to rice terraces, or slippery terrain.  
 
The internet is essential to people‟s daily life with a prediction of three billion users in 
2015; it provides a means of networking and, when used for commercial purposes, 
providers and consumers meet virtually, collaborate, and conduct exchange (Internet 
Society, 2014). In the context of CBT, the internet is not only required by the visitors 
but also by the community members to communicate their product to potential 
customers.  
 
Aligned with Boo‟s (1991) argument, tourists did not show a strong preference for 
advanced facilities such as footpath quality for trekking and independent walking tours 
in the village. They prefer a natural village path. The results indicated a preference 
toward less sophistication, with tourists interested in sustainability features. These 
included – keeping a lower tourist density in the village, and the benefits of CBT to be 
fairly shared among community members and other stake-holders for economic 
sustainability.  
 
The tourists appeared to show a sound understanding of CBT as sustainable tourism 
development, which aligns with Wehrli’s (in ITB World, 2012) argument on sustainable 
tourists. Muqbil (2010) argues that CBT aims at small-scale tourism development, 
involvement of the local people as key players, direct impact to community, and benefit 
is expected to be used as resources for the village development. The community showed 
less understanding of CBT as a small-scale development, as captured in their expressed 
disagreement toward regulating visitors’ density in the village. This indicated the 
community would like to receive more visitors, as it was discussed that small-scale 
alternative tourism could become sustainable mass tourism (Butler, 2012; Weaver, 
2012b).  
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7.1.8 Product packaging 
The element of packaging was analysed based on mean values and percentage of 
frequencies. Communication and interpretation were mainly analysed on mean value, 
while length of stay used both mean value and frequencies percentage, and package 
component used frequencies percentage.  
 
The results showed that the hosts had a sound understanding of the importance of 
information and interpretation for the visitors. The hosts viewed that communication 
with the visitors was an issue; however, they agreed less on the importance of having an 
interpreter in the village, and there was also less agreement that having adequate 
knowledge of tourist services would ease the communication issues. It seems that the 
hosts want to handle the visitors independently, however, they felt that they lack 
language competency. This indicates the requirement of HR development in this area as 
identified by Baum (2013) and Rocharungsat (2008). While the tourists considered 
communication to be less of a problem compared to those of the hosts, they expected to 
find an interpreter in the village, as well as for the villagers to know the products and 
the services they provide. CBT operators need to organise HR development to close the 
gap between the expectations of the host communities and the tourists.  
 
Porter (1990, p. 75) argues that the way to sustain competitive advantage is by 
„upgrading‟ – „ …. by developing more differentiated products and creating a strong 
brand … ‟. Competitive advantage promotes the principle of an advantage over 
competitors (Porter, 1990). It is achieved by offering consumers a greater value at a 
lower price, or more benefits for a higher price. The study findings on packaging might 
assist in creating this competitive advantage. The results of the package content 
assessment that the CBT operators might need to consider when creating their products, 
are as follows. The tourists’ preferred package contents, which were selected by more 
than 50% of participants, include: meals with host, transportation to the village, 
sightseeing, and activities in the village. To include „villa‟ as a part of a package might 
be an acceptable option, as the mean analysis results showed „villa‟ as the tourists‟ 
preference. The component with the least percentage was the package that included 
resort hotel accommodation (37%), which only 25% of the community group supported. 
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Each item composing a CBT product is essential; it contributes to the formation of 
visitors’ experiences, and the way in which the products are packaged and offered are 
equally important. Packaging delivers a product‟s value for money, it functions as a 
bundle for the various product components, and establishes the product theme 
(Robinson & Wiltshier, 2011; House, 2007) while bringing the core product to the 
customers (Kotler & Armstrong, 2012). The length of stay determines the package 
content. The study results revealed that the communities showed a stronger agreement 
that the visitors stay longer in the village. The tourists displayed a preference for a two-
night stay, and showed the weakest agreement for the day trip. Assessing the percentage 
of the occurrence frequencies, only 31% of respondents strongly agreed or moderately 
agreed with the day trip. The most preferred package included a two-night stay, with 
50% of participants rating it as strongly agree or moderately agree. This was closely 
followed by a 1 night stay (44%), a 3 night stay (42%) and a 4 night stay (41%). This 
rank of preference could be a reference for CBT operators when developing their 
products. 
 
7.1.9 People/awareness 
Tourism Western Australia (2009) states that the local people at the tourist destinations 
should have a positive attitude and appreciation towards tourism. These include all 
people directly or indirectly involved in tourism. This indicates that local people should 
have an awareness of their place as a tourist destination. However, it is also important 
for the tourists to carry this awareness with them in order for tourism to become a 
medium for enhancing people’s global understanding (Hitckock, 1999), and a means for 
human learning and development (Rojek & Urry, 2003). Observing the mean values for 
all variables, it seems that there was considerable understanding regarding the items 
used as indicators for this product in both groups.  
 
7.1.10 Authenticity 
There are a number of definitions of authenticity (Hall, 2008; Cohen, 1979; 
MacCannell, 1973). When it is viewed from the host‟s stand-point, it refers to a unique 
and indigenous way of living in their environment – either human-made, for example 
traditional buildings and structures, or the natural/rural environment. There was an 
interesting pattern exposed in the study results. The community showed a strong and 
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steady agreement on the items measuring this aspect, even though the results of the 
qualitative study showed that the communities firmly expressed – they did not want to 
become a living museum. Berger (2013) in his study about tourism in Bali observes this 
tendency of duality, that is, he associates culture with individuals. He explains that 
culture continually changes, as do individuals, yet they are still the same person, and 
there is no change of identity.  
 
It is noted from the results that the tourists showed agreement for the host communities 
to maintain their traditional life; and they showed a stronger agreement on retaining the 
traditional architectures, ceremonies and celebrations. The likelihood is that the village 
lifestyle may have to adapt for the development of the community. Observing the 
analysis results, it is time to examine a more pervasive understanding of authenticity as 
explained by Handler and Saxton (1994, p. 243), who connect authenticity with tourists‟ 
experiences, „An authentic experience … is one in which individuals feel themselves to 
be in touch both with a “real” world and with their real selves‟, whilst, Steiner and 
Reisinger (2006) refer to it as genuineness. 
 
Sustainability in practice is distorted by different levels of people‟s awareness (Wearing 
& Neil, 2003; Hassan, 2000; Mill, 1996). The awareness ranges from „mere 
understanding‟ to the „actual practicing‟ of the principle. The hosts and the tourists were 
in close agreement on the conservation of the environment. The extent to which the 
hosts can retain authenticity for the wellbeing of the community, and at the same time 
satisfy the tourists‟ needs, is a real question. As a general guideline for the CBT 
operators, TWA (2006) suggests offering products that reflect the culture of the 
destination. 
 
7.1.11 Change for development 
The UN states the purpose of development in the MDG (Millennium Development 
Goals), „a world with less poverty, hunger and diseases, greater survival prospects for 
mothers and their infants, better educated children, equal opportunity for women and a 
healthier environment, a world in which the developed and the developing countries 
work in partnership for the betterment of all‟ (OECD, 2013, p. 1). Based on the 
indicators for development used in the questionnaire, the tourists showed more 
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optimistic opinions for CBT as a means to achieve the development objectives. The 
hosts showed less agreement on the items, with the exception of the last item – CBT to 
contribute to the cultural development of the village.  
 
According to Geriya (2008), the expected results of change in culture are the 
strengthening and solidifying of the traditional culture, which integrates harmoniously 
with the modern elements that focus on the economy. It was encouraging that the 
opinions of both groups matched in respect to CBT contributing to the cultural 
development of the village, this was supported by Pickard (2008), who finds that 
tourism in Bali supports conservation of the culture. Social exchange theory outlines 
that in social relationships and interactions people weigh the potential benefits and the 
risks, and when the benefits surpass the risks, people will maintain in the relationships 
(Cherry, 2014). Consequently, for CBT to be sustainable, the benefits gained by the host 
communities and the visitors should surpass the potential risks.  
 
7.2 Host–tourist alignment for the sustainability of CBT 
A sound understanding of and an appropriate approach to CBT are necessary to ensure 
that community members’ interests are accommodated in the CBT development policy 
and planning. As well as planning, an operational guideline is also needed to give 
direction on how to operate the CBT. This study aims at enhancing the insight into CBT 
in the context of developing countries, particularly in respect to products. The study 
findings highlighted in Table 6.15 could assist CBT operation, specifically on product 
development. The assessment is based on the match of opinions and perceptions 
between the host community members and the CBT tourists. This entailed identifying 
what culture and life aspects the communities are willing to share, what 
products/services (the industry component) they are prepared to provide, and their 
opinions about „authenticity and change for development‟ related to CBT. Nevertheless, 
tourist‟s opinions and perceptions are vital to CBT products as marketing practices 
observe customer‟s needs as a first priority (Kotler at al., 2014) 
 
In comparing the features of a large-scale tourism development with a CBT 
development, a large scale development involves big investors and businesses, while 
CBT development focuses on local communities, small-scale and community 
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involvement (Scheyvens, 2002). Big businesses are well equipped with market 
knowledge, robust management approach, and backed up by resources (Baum, 2013). 
Furthermore, knowledge about customer needs and expectations enables businesses to 
create and produce specific products to meet their market‟s needs (Morisson, 2002). On 
the other hand, CBT operates in totally different conditions and environments, which 
limit their ability to create tailor-made products (Mill, 1996). Nevertheless, CBT aims at 
achieving its magnificent objectives – the sustainability of the community and rural 
environment, community development, and customer satisfaction (Telfer & Sharpley, 
2008; Beeton, 2006; Singh et al., 2003; Scheyvens, 2002). In doing so, as identified 
through the literature review, CBT faces substantial challenges (Telfer & Sharpley, 
2008; Scheyvens, 2002), for instance – limited capital and other resources including 
knowledge and skill for planning and operation of the development (Telfer and 
Sharpley, 2008), the involvement of the entire CBT community members (which leads 
to a long decision making process) (Robinson & Wiltshier, 2011), and different levels 
of awareness by the tourists about sustainability (Wehrli in ITB World, 2012).  
 
Community involvement (Rocharungsat, 2008) leading to a long decision-making 
process (Robinson & Wiltshier, 2011) is a particular issue in CBT development. 
Businesses require all stakeholders to understand the business operation, the goals, and 
the other aspects of the businesses that contribute to an improved operation process, 
which leads to higher performance. In the same manner, Sinclair (n.d.) proposed 
stakeholder engagement to boost business performances. CBT is a public property and 
culture is a product of the collective (Singh et al., 2003; Mill, 1996), and community 
members are at different levels of understanding and involvement in the CBT 
(Blackstock, 2005); these features lead to a long decision-making process. It is a great 
challenge for CBT development to achieve its goals (Telfer & Sharpley, 2008; 
Scheyvens, 2002). 
 
Being a form of alternative tourism, CBT features and promotes sustainability. The 
opinions and perceptions of community members and tourists showed a slight variation 
in this study; nevertheless, a greater awareness of both sides on CBT features can lead 
to the success of the CBT development and the advancement towards sustainable living 
on earth. The greater the convergence of the opinions and perceptions of the host 
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communities and the tourists, the higher the possibility that CBT becomes successful 
and sustainable, as shown in Figure 1.1 in Chapter 1. In the same way, House (1997) 
and Hitchcock (1999) discuss positive host–guest encounters in which the communities 
have a positive attitude toward tourism (Pickard, 2008; TWA, 2006), and the tourists 
are aware of the sustainability of the rural/natural environment and local communities 
(ITB World, 2012; Boo, 1991). Since this study investigated the perceptions of 
community members and CBT tourists within Balinese society, wherein THK is a 
predominant principle of sustainability, the diagram has superimposed the THK concept 
across the possible levels of host-tourist intersection. Within the THK concept, it 
becomes even more important that spiritual values are recognised in the tourists’ 
experiences, since they are a dominant part of the Balinese community. 
 
The results of this study showed that the two groups were approximately in the range 
wherein both communities and tourists have considerable agreement on the items of the 
research measurement. The convergence occurred mostly around the average rating, 2 – 
moderate agreement. This indicates that both groups agreed with the positive aspects of 
each item, thus showing that they were sustainability-oriented people. This agreement 
might be due to the fact that tourists who visited the villages were alternative tourists 
(Marson, 2011), or sustainable tourists (ITB World, 2012), while the community living 
in the villages was guided by THK (Agung, 2010).   
 
7.3 Sustainability – THK and ST in CBT products 
In developing sustainable community-based tourism, it is important to observe the 
principles of sustainability in the operation of CBT, including its product development 
and delivery. Applying the principle in CBT assists in achieving the development goals 
of the CBT communities, while keeping their cultural integrity, and maintaining the 
sustainability of the village rural/natural environment. Practicing sustainability is vital 
for the wellbeing of community members and for delivering quality CBT experiences 
for visitors, and it ensures the sustainability of the tourism business in the village.  
 
In the Balinese context, THK is an overriding principle. Thus, for this research, an 
assessment of the application of the sustainability principles on the items of the CBT 
product measurement included both ST and THK. This section discusses the application 
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of THK in the CBT products measurement, followed by the comparison of the three 
components of THK and ST, and lastly, it also compares the different aspects of both 
sustainability principles. 
 
7.3.1 THK in CBT products measurement 
THK incorporates the principles of balance and harmonious relationships in three 
domains – the Universe-spirit, society, and natural environment, and ST recognises 
three components – economy, society, and environment.  It was a challenge to obtain 
equal proportions of each THK domain in this study in which the research instrument 
consisted of 118 variables. Given that the aspect of „economy/profit‟ in ST / TBL is 
included in the „Humans‟ domain in THK, and considering that on some occasions one 
item measures two components, the THK components are accommodated as follows in 
the research instrument: H–Us = 6 items , H–Hs items = 110, and H–N = 9 items (Table 
7.1). Nevertheless, it is vital that the three entities be considered in each individual‟s or 
organisation‟s venture, thus reminding people of the original development goals. 
 
Table 7.1: THK and ST components applied in the research measurement  
No CBT product elements THK THK/ ST ST 
Elements Total items H-Us H-N H-Hs Economy 
1 Attractions 16 4 1 12 0 
2 Travel services 7 0 0 7 1 
3 Access/Transportation 11 0 3 11 1 
4 Accommodation 10 0 0 10 3 
5 Food and beverage 10 0 0 10 2 
6 Souvenirs 10 0 0 10 3 
7 Amenities 15 0 3 13 2 
8 Packaging 21 0 0 21 0 
9 Awareness/People 11 2 1 10 1 
10 Authenticity and 
change 
7 0 1 6 4 
Total 118 6 9 110 17 
The component proportions in percentage  5% 8% 93% 14% 
Remark: The total is not necessarily 100% since some items overlapped, in which one item measures two 
components. 
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In measuring the proportion of the three components of THK, it should be noted that 
one item in the questionnaire could measure two components, and therefore was 
counted twice. The fraction of each component can be viewed in Figure 7.1. The figure 
showed the biggest proportion in H–Hs (88%), followed by H–N (7%), and H–Us (5%). 
Observing these proportions, and when the idea of balance is interpreted as the 
representation of the components in the CBT product instead of the equality of the 
proportion in each domain, CBT can be seen as a representation of an endeavour that 
implements THK and sustainable tourism.  
 
 
Figure 7.1: The proportion of THK components in the CBT product research instrument 
 
7.3.2 THK and ST in comparison 
To establish a greater understanding of CBT products, the researcher carried out an 
assessment of the match of opinions and perceptions between the CBT communities and 
the CBT tourists. The match is underpinned by the sustainability concept of ST and 
THK – the Balinese community value on sustainability (Agug, 2010), and 
accommodates the needs for the communities to develop and be authentic, as well as the 
creation of products that satisfy tourists. The items listed in the element of attractions in 
the questionnaire are in accord with ethnic culture in the rural environment, and include 
both natural and human-made components. The remaining elements are measurements 
for industry components (Weaver & Lawton, 2010) assessing the CBT product features 
at one end and non-CBT at the other, using the Likert scale. 
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The items used as measurements in the questionnaire are based on the issues and 
concerns revealed during the focus-group discussions and in-depth interviews with the 
community members and the CBT tourists. The range of answer options is underpinned 
by the principle of sustainability. Each item measuring the CBT product was plotted to 
the associated components of the THK and ST/TBL – the Universe-spirit, natural 
environment/planet, humans/people, and economy/profit. In this case, the 
economy/profit was viewed from the CBT management perspective. The charting of 
THK and TBL/ST against the items of CBT product elements in the questionnaire is 
shown in Table 7.1 and more details are given in Appendix 12. The results showed 
some overlapping entries wherein one item could measure two components. Also the 
charting of the items on the questionnaire showed no proportional distribution among 
the four components of THK and TBL being measured; the percentage of the 
distribution is presented in Table 7.1. 
 
The two sustainable approaches are seemingly different - the THK approach has the 
Universe-spirit component, while ST/TBL has an economic component (this issue is 
discussed in more detail in section 7.3.3 below). Nevertheless, the advantages of the 
aspects of profit/economy and the Universe-spirit are ultimately for human prosperity 
and wellbeing. In the context of THK, the Balinese sustainability value; the onus is on 
the individual or the organisation as a subject (the „doer‟ of the venture) to integrate the 
three THK components and to have these three entities represented in the activities 
undertaken. The economic/profit component of the ST/TBL is covered within the H–Hs 
relationship of the THK. Thus, even though it is not explicitly addressed, it is inclusive 
in this aspect.  
 
Spirit is defined as „the force within a person that is believed to give the body life, 
energy, and power‟ (Merriam Webster Incorporated, 2013). The common teaching in 
religions and spirituality stated that: „…your bodies are temples of the Holy Spirit,‟ 
(Bible Gateway, 2011, 1 Corinthians 6: 19); „Atman‟, which is the spark of God, resides 
within you (Prabhupada, 1989). God is referred to as the spirit of the universe, which 
pervades in everything tangible and intangible, the vibration of the universe that fills 
every space (“Each Soul is the Supreme Master”, 2012). This notion conveys the 
meaning that if we care for ourselves, other humans or society, and the natural 
environment, it means we care for the spirit of the world and the Universe-spirit, and 
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thus our spirituality. Nevertheless, effort must be undertaken to understand the nature of 
this spirit, practicing its noble qualities in life, live close – feel that we are with the 
Universe loving energy. Efforts should be exerted to provide pointers to spirit and profit 
within the three subsystems – ideological, social, and artefact (Kendra, 2013; Windia & 
Dewi, 2007). 
 
The assessment of the THK and ST components within the research instrument 
(Appendix 12) showed that ST lacks spiritual component, and THK lacks economic 
component. Nevertheless, both aspects are eventually vital to life, which should be kept 
in balance; spiritual pointers could be included in the ‘people’ aspect of ST/TBL, and 
economic pointers could be included in the ‘humans’ aspect of THK. There is similarity 
in implementing the principles of sustainability in tourism within the global approach 
and the local Balinese approach.  The research findings describe the existence of the 
spiritual and economic pointers in THK and ST. Thus CBT planning, operation and 
every program initiated and implemented should integrate the four combined aspects of 
THK and ST – (i) the wellbeing of humans including the doer(s) and the public, (ii) the 
natural environment, (iii) the Universe-spirit, and (iv) the economy/profit. This study 
investigated a part of the operational aspect of CBT development, particularly the aspect 
of products. 
 
The economic component from the qualitative and quantitative study stages showed 
significant results. The qualitative results revealed that the community faced an issue in 
administrating visitors‟ contribution and pricing the products. The quantitative results 
(Table 6.10) compared the average ratings of both the tourists and the community. The 
community showed less agreement on „CBT brings about better living standard‟ 
compared to „CBT contributes to cultural development‟, even though both ratings are 
still in the „agreed‟ domain. 
 
The spiritual component from the qualitative and quantitative study stages showed 
significant results. The qualitative results revealed that the tourists did not particularly 
want to see traditional ceremonies, but wanted to have a description of the traditional 
ceremonies if they happened to pass by. The quantitative results on Table 6.3 shows an 
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undecided response (mean values above 2) of the tourist group in attending meditation 
and traditional ceremonies as attractions. 
 
It could be summarised that THK and ST cover the four aspects: humans/social, 
natural/planet, economy/profit, and Universe-spirit as discussed earlier. In order to 
attain a good balance, THK needs to accommodate more of the economic aspect, and 
ST needs to accommodate more of the spiritual dimension. The local value has the 
advantage of familiarity to the locals, since it is built up from the local community. 
Therefore, the local value is recommended for use as a foundation principle for 
development (Rocharungsat, 2008). Nevertheless, in the case of CBT in Bali, the 
contemporary ST principle should be integrated during the planning and the operation 
of the development for better process and results, particularly incorporating the 
economic aspect into CBT operation.  
 
7.3.3 The component of Universe-spirit and profit in comparison 
As discussed earlier, THK and ST are similar in two aspects - human/people and natural 
environment. Most of the items on the research measurement were under these two 
aspects. Of note are the findings of the items wherein the THK and ST components are 
different. The Universe-spirit component is present in THK but absent in ST, whilst the 
economy/profit component is present in ST but absent in THK. 
 
Among the six items of the Universe-spirit component on the CBT product 
measurement instrument (5%), four items are within the Attractions element and two 
items are in the People/Awareness element. Item 5 – watching religious ceremonies, 
and item 15 – traditional architecture, temples as attractions, both have an average 
rating of ≤ 2 in the „agree‟ domain. Whilst, item 6 – participating in religious 
ceremonies and item 10 – meditation, both have an average rating of > 2 in the 
„undecided‟ attitude. These showed that both groups agree that attractions related to 
religion are to be observed, and are not for participation, while the statistical significant 
difference showed one group more in agreement, compared to the other. This leads to a 
question, as to whether CBT tourists are different from spiritual tourists. However, it is 
clear that CBT tourists enjoy observing the spiritual activities. This is confirmed by the 
results of items in the product element of People/Awareness: item 3 – authentic life 
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experience is related to finding meaning in life, and item 7 – CBT is for visitors to have 
a profound traditional authentic life experience. Both groups have an average rating of 
< 2 in the „agree‟ domain, for both items. It appears that CBT tourists observed religious 
activities and then inferred meaning from their observation. It is argued by Fluker and 
Richardson (2008) that tourists like to see a different way of life, and further Rojek and 
Urry (2003) noted that seeing a different culture could promote individual development. 
This gives an indication to CBT operators to include spiritual aspects as a component to 
be observed on their product. 
 
Among the 17 items (14%) across all product elements measuring economy/profit, both 
groups gave an average rating of < 2 to the majority of the items, indicating that both 
groups agree that CBT generates economic benefits for the community in general, and 
individuals. This aligned with the findings of the study conducted by Lpez-Guzman et 
al. (2011), which discovered that a significant number of tourists support communities 
through CBT. It is noted that the results of two accommodation items, wherein the 
community and the tourists are in disagreement. The community group agreed that the 
guests stay in the homestay and showed an undecided attitude to villas; on the other 
hand, the tourists agreed to stay in villas and showed an undecided attitude to homestay. 
Observing these findings, there could be an issue of accommodation standards. Tourists 
would like to support the communities and to consume good quality CBT products 
(Lpez-Guzman et al., 2011). Moscardo (2008) highlighted community capacity building 
to be able to operate CBT in the village. Even though CBT uses existing facilities 
(Weaver, 2006), the community still needs to meet the accommodation standard 
required, and to communicate the condition of the existing accommodation clearly to 
customers.  
 
7.4 Discussion summary 
The study involved identifying the features of CBT products desired by tourists, which 
includes product items and their features. It also sought to identify which CBT products 
the community is prepared to offer. Subsequently, the investigation of the opinions of 
tourists and hosts about product elements and issues of authenticity and change for 
development that are vital for CBT were carried out. Therefore, CBT development can 
be made sustainable and boost local community development. Figure 7.2 shows the 
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inter-relationship of the CBT elements and the development process of this research 
study. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7.2: The study overview 
 
The five main tourism product elements that were identified during the literature 
review, together with the aspects of authenticity and change for development, were 
assessed during the qualitative stage. With the emergence of a supporting product 
component identified during the qualitative phase, this study identified three CBT 
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product components: (i) the attractions component, (ii) the industry component, and (iii) 
the supporting component.  
 
The three CBT product components were in accordance with some academics‟ claims. 
Weaver and Lawton (2010) classify tourism products into attractions and industry 
components, wherein the five main product elements were covered. In addition, 
Morrison (2002) recognises the importance of packaging for products. This element was 
then included as a part of the industry component. Lewis and Chambers (2000) 
recognise a supporting component in tourism products. The supporting elements 
identified in this study comprise amenities, people/awareness, and the essential issues 
for the sustainability of CBT, authenticity and change related to CBT.  
 
In summary, the community, in particular the CBT managers, should be aware that 
tourists are generally sustainability-oriented people who require quality products or 
services that deliver a good CBT experience. The CBT providers should attempt to 
fulfil these needs and requirements in a sustainable manner. Results in general showed 
that there was considerable agreement with the items on the research instrument. The 
community group showed a reasonable understanding and awareness of the CBT 
features, with some areas of understanding needing to be enhanced; these include – 
understanding of a few aspects of tourists’ needs and CBT as a small-scale 
development. A few mismatches of opinions between the hosts and tourists show that 
host communities need to enhance their ability and skills to operate CBT, particularly in 
HR development, and upgrade the existing facilities to contribute to delivering 
satisfying CBT products.  
 
The discussion of Research Phase 2, the quantitative study has been presented. The next 
chapter contains the conclusion of the thesis. It includes the comparison of the 
qualitative and quantitative studies, the discussion on sustainability and THK, the 
limitations of the research, the research significance, recommendations and, lastly, 
future research recommendations. 
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Chapter 8 – Conclusions and recommendations 
 
8.0 Introduction 
The aim of this study was to find the nexus of opinions and perceptions of the 
communities and the tourists on CBT products that could contribute to creating a greater 
understanding of CBT, and be used as a reference in developing future sustainable CBT 
products. As detailed in the framework (Figure 2.6 and 2.7 in Chapter 2), there are three 
encompassing sustainability values of CBT products in this study. They comprise the 
application of the CBT principles as a form of sustainable alternative tourism; the 
assessment of the application of THK, the local life value, within the CBT product 
items; and the match of opinions and perceptions of the host communities and the 
tourists (Figure 1.1). These are discussed in section 8.1 Host–tourist match in the 
qualitative and quantitative studies and section 8.2 Sustainability and Tri Hita Karana. 
Following these sections are discussions on the limitations of the study, research 
significance and recommendations and finally, areas for future research.  
 
In general, the tourists who participated in the study demonstrated a sound 
understanding of CBT features, whilst the village community showed some 
understanding, with a slight lack of a thorough awareness of CBT products and their 
sustainable features, within its holistic domains – sociocultural, environmental, and 
economic. Considering the following factors – the current awareness of the CBT host 
community, the challenges faced in operating CBT, the issue of HR development to 
support CBT, in addition to the phenomena of cultural hegemony – CBT could be 
diverged from achieving its inherent goals. These include – a means of community 
development, preserving the rural environment and the community authenticity, 
creating a medium for people with different ethnic backgrounds to know each other, and 
providing a satisfying CBT experience for tourists. This study found that in order for the 
positive impacts expected from the development to be realised, it is fundamental that a 
holistic awareness of the CBT host communities be built and strengthened. The skills 
and competencies to operate CBT should be developed in order that the community 
members will become confident hosts and appreciative of their ethnicity and 
uniqueness, while experiencing economic prosperity, as well as the many other aspects 
of a higher standard of living. It is expected that the results of this study could 
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contribute to creating a better understanding of visitors‟ expectations and needs and 
establishing a better understanding of CBT for a sustainable CBT development.  
 
The qualitative stage results showed that many issues were associated with CBT being a 
sustainable tourism and a means of development. Issues that are seemingly 
counterproductive to ethnic authenticity, such as using technology, information 
technology, change of occupation, lack of a holistic awareness of the community 
members of tourist‟s expectations, and the weakening of the ethnic culture, are revealed. 
The host being authentic and developed seems to be a contrasting existence, 
nevertheless, by closely observing the opinions of the communities and the tourists, 
both authenticity and development can coexist. However, the areas where authenticity 
needs to be maintained, and the areas in which development needs to be undertaken, 
must be identified, as discussed in section 5.2 in Chapter 5. The communities are 
required to be dynamic and aware in driving the CBT development process heading to 
the sustainability of the culture and the rural environment yet to be developed, while 
providing a profound CBT experience for visitors. Positive affirmations are also 
expected from the tourists to contribute to the accomplishment of the hosts‟ wellbeing 
as one of the tourism development objectives. Tourism should encompass the wellbeing 
of both the hosts and the tourists; therefore, CBT becomes a means of development for 
the destination and the visitors.  
 
8.1 Host-tourist match in the qualitative and quantitative studies 
This section discusses the comparison of the results from both research stages (Table 
8.1). Overall Phase 1, the qualitative research, identified rich features of CBT products a 
host–tourist match the highlighted results of which are presented in Table 4.7 in Chapter 
4. The results of Phase 2, the quantitative stage, showed matches and mismatches of 
opinions and perceptions of CBT hosts and tourists on CBT product items and are 
presented in Table 6.15 in Chapter 6.  
 
Assessing the qualitative and the quantitative results of the host community, consistency 
and inconsistency were apparent. Phase 1 results showed that the hosts generally 
understand which attractions the tourists expect from their CBT experience. However, 
the community members, particularly in the developing CBT villages, showed a lack of 
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understanding regarding the CBT tourists‟ expectations of the industry elements – how 
to provide services and products for visitors, and how to create, package, and offer 
products that deliver quality CBT experiences.  
 
Research Phase 2 results showed the communities have a better understanding of CBT 
products compared to the qualitative results. This might be caused by the existence of a 
time lap between the Research Phase 1 and Research Phase 2 data collections, and the 
community respondents were still developing some knowledge of CBT, as CBT has 
already been discussed during the focus group discussion in Phase 1, and many 
questions regarding CBT were asked by the community members after the formal 
session of data collection. The quantitative results generally showed the communities 
had a sound understanding of most CBT features and were open to sharing their 
lifestyle with visitors. However, a few weak areas were identified, for example, a 
discord between the „states of understanding‟ with „the states of performing‟. 
Performing is associated with the actual actions of providing services to the visitors. 
These consistent results of the qualitative and quantitative stages regarding CBT skills 
of the community group give a hint that a gap between attitude and behaviour existed in 
a few areas. This might be caused by limited skill and competency in those areas. This 
raises the need for training for the community members in that particular area, which 
was also expressed by the participants.  
 
The quantitative results also indicate that the communities are inclined to agree for the 
villages to receive more visitors. This is expressed by their agreement on having a hotel 
in the village and less agreement on keeping CBT small-scale. Having a hotel in the 
village could provide employment opportunities; however the communities need to be 
aware of the potential negative impacts of large-scale tourism development. 
 
For the tourist sample group, the qualitative results showed that the tourists are clear 
about sustainability features and their expectation of visiting villages; however they do 
have concerns about hygiene, of which CBT management needs to be aware. The 
quantitative results consistently revealed a similar notion, with 32 per cent of the tourist 
participants prioritising services provided by the community that showed support to 
CBT.  
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Table 8.1: Qualitative and quantitative general results in comparison 
S
tu
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y
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Host community CBT tourists 
 
Consistency of 
quant & qual results 
Inconsistency of  
quant & qual results  
Consistency of  
quant & qual results 
Inconsistency  
of quant & 
qual results 
Q
u
a
li
ta
ti
v
e 
p
h
a
se
 
The community 
members, particularly 
in the developing CBT 
villages, showed a lack 
of understanding 
regarding the CBT 
tourists‟ expectations 
of the industry 
elements – how to 
provide services and 
products for visitors. 
The hosts generally 
showed some 
understanding of 
CBT features and 
the attractions the 
tourists expect from 
their CBT 
experience. 
The qualitative results 
showed that the 
tourists are clear about 
sustainability features 
and their expectation 
of visiting villages; 
however, they have 
concerns about 
hygiene.  
- 
Q
u
a
n
ti
ta
ti
v
e 
p
h
a
se
 
A discord between 
„understanding‟ with 
„the actual actions of 
providing services‟.  
The communities 
showed a better 
understanding of 
most CBT features, 
and were open to 
sharing their 
lifestyle with 
visitors. 
The quantitative 
results consistently 
revealed a similar 
notion, with 32% of 
the tourist participants 
prioritising services 
provided by the 
community, which 
showed support to 
CBT. 
 
Remarks: 
- This consistent result of the qualitative and quantitative stages regarding CBT skills of 
the community group suggests that a gap between attitude and behaviour existed in a 
few areas. This might be caused by limited skills and competency in those areas. This 
raises the need for training for the community members in that particular area, which 
was also expressed by the participants. 
- The Inconsistency in the community group might be caused by the existence of a time 
lap between Phase 1 and Phase 2 data collections, and the community respondents 
were still developing some knowledge on CBT, as CBT was discussed during the focus 
group discussion in Phase 1; and many questions regarding CBT were asked by the 
community members after the formal session of data collection. 
- The consistent results of the tourist group might indicate that tourists are sustainability-
oriented people who require quality products or services that deliver a profound CBT 
experience. 
 
The main reason given for tourists visiting the villages was to enjoy and be in an 
authentic ethnic village – a village where the life chores are carried out normally in the 
rural environment with the unique architecture and buildings structures. Hence, it is 
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important for the villagers to have a sound understanding of this matter in order that 
they can be confident, authentic, and appreciative of their own culture as well as their 
visitors‟ way of life. Therefore, it is expected that any changes occurring within this 
context will evolve through community participation following a natural process. 
Societies experience change continuously, thus culture is constantly transformed and 
there are no essential elements of any culture that remain constant over time. As 
discussed earlier, tourism plays a dynamic cultural role in this process. 
 
Apart from attractive products that deliver profound CBT experiences, safety, 
cleanliness, and hygiene are essential, and these are critical issues for products, as this 
ensures the wellbeing of the visitors on site so they can enjoy the village. Local cuisine 
is also an essential component of ethnic culture that attracts tourists and is part of the 
CBT experience. Bali is rich with traditional recipes and local produce. This potential 
needs to be explored and developed. Phase 1 discovered that tourists prefer local dishes 
that are based on original recipes but use less chilli. Careful handling of the raw 
produce, the cooking process, hygiene and food presentation should become 
fundamental issues in catering for CBT visitors.  
 
CBT products do not require sophistication and huge investment because CBT tourists, 
who choose to stay in the village, indicated in this study that they need only basic 
facilities, amenities, and clean, hygienic services. The two types of tourists identified, 
the overnighter and the daytripper, both seek to enjoy an authentic, ethnic village-life 
experience, though one group more intensely than the other. The overnighter group 
intermingled and wanted to experience the local culture and lifestyle. By contrast, the 
daytrippers wanted to experience a snap-shot of village life while on excursions.  
 
CBT has the potential to drive sustainable tourism and create understanding among 
nations, while simultaneously functioning as a means of community development. 
Feedback from tourist participants on „change for development and authenticity‟ 
indicated that most supported an improved and healthier way of life for the locals, with 
an emphasis on cleanliness and hygiene. Technology to facilitate the work was 
recommended, whilst retaining quality, craftsmanship and tradition. One research 
participant commented that tourists do not enjoy seeing the villagers endure hardships, 
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and are pleased if tourism can help improve their quality of life. Many wanted to 
develop a friendship with their host. Most participants stated that villagers should retain 
their character and uniqueness when it comes to art, architecture, the rural environment, 
traditional celebrations and some traditional economic activities. 
 
The discussion confirms that CBT has the potential to contribute to the growth of 
sustainable tourism and simultaneously acts as a catalyst for community development. It 
is also apparent that CBT should be regarded as supplemental to traditional economic 
activities, since major economic changes are likely to impact the local culture and 
jeopardise one of the main attractions of CBT, its authenticity. Furthermore, it is unwise 
for the villages to risk relying on one economic activity. Finally, the tourist participants 
highly recommended that accurate information be conveyed and communicated about 
CBT villages, so that visitors‟ expectations and experiences are aligned.  
 
8.2 Sustainability and tri hita karana 
Comparing the local Balinese sustainable value – tri hita karana (THK) and the global 
principle of sustainable tourism (ST), both concepts have the components of 
humans/social/people and natural environment/planet. However, THK does not have the 
economic component but instead it includes a spiritual component, while ST does not 
have a spiritual aspect but an economic one instead. Assessing the representation of the 
aspects of THK and ST within the elements of CBT, it seems that THK includes the 
economic aspect in „humans‟, whilst, ST includes the spiritual in „people/social‟. This 
demonstrates that sustainable tourism is less explicit regarding the spiritual aspect, 
while THK is less explicit and lacking in economic focus. This was indicated during the 
qualitative study when the CBT operators had an issue with product packaging, pricing, 
and charging the customers. This discussion conjectures that both are required for a 
balanced life – prosperous economically and peaceful spiritually. CBT operators need to 
pay more attention to the economic aspects of CBT for it to be sustainable, and apply 
the THK and ST values in synergy.  
 
Interpreting the term of „balance‟ in THK as the „representation‟ instead of the „equality 
of the proportion‟ in each stream of the three relationships: H–Us, H–Hs, and H–N in 
CBT products measurement, it demonstrates that the CBT products represent the 
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implementation of sustainability principles of THK and ST. The aim should also be to 
attain balance between the components within a relationship. When THK, as the local 
sustainability principle is used as an overriding principle for all types of development in 
Bali, it is vital to engage the three streams of the THK relationships as a quality 
checklist for activities, including CBT products for their sustainability. THK is 
universal to Balinese people, however, the question may arise as to whether it is feasible 
to include THK in the context of other cultures. In the era of globally open 
communication, individuals have an easy and convenient access to information 
available almost anywhere in the world, people are free to adopt suitable values 
regardless of their origin. The choice might be made considering the planet universal 
value of the powerful universal Love that pervades and connects everyone and 
everything which is the essence of every value including the THK and is adapted in 
different places and at different eras. 
 
Considerable common ground was found between the producers and consumers of the 
CBT products, which indicates the possibility of a sustainable CBT that meets the needs 
of both parties while also preserving the environment. The study also identified gaps of 
opinions and perceptions between both groups in a few items. This indicates that some 
efforts are required to close these gaps, either in the form of information dissemination, 
training on the issues concerned for the community members, or the enhancement of 
facilities in the CBT villages. 
  
Participants generally acknowledged that service standards, in accordance with CBT 
principles, need to be maintained, and recommended continued involvement by locals. 
However, the community group was inclined to disagree on keeping small numbers of 
visitors and preferred to have a hotel in the village, this might be caused by the 
unawareness of the community members that the availability of large scale 
accommodation could lead to the development of mass tourism in the village. The 
tourist group preferred homestay and villa types of accommodation and proposed the 
retention of small-scale development that is mindful of the environment and does not 
impinge on authenticity in order for CBT to remain economically, culturally, socially 
and environmentally sustainable. 
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While the THK life value is revitalised and its implementation is empowered, and 
almost anything is referred to THK, the Balinese still need to improve the practice of the 
value in daily life. Practising the principle of ST in CBT implies practising THK 
because both principles advocate sustainability. As discussed earlier, ST and THK were 
observed but the practices still need to be enhanced, particularly in relation to the 
economic sustainability of CBT where managers are required to infuse the principles of 
ST.  
 
8.3 Limitations of the research 
The results of the study showed that the daytrippers represent one segment of the CBT 
market, wherein the majority of them are mass tourists who stay at hotels in tourist 
resorts. Future research in this field should place a greater emphasis on covering a wider 
representation of opinions and perceptions of this tourist type. This process should 
include collecting data in resort hotels in Bali.  
 
The study used a data collection instrument consisting of many questions since it was 
aimed at developing a CBT product reference. Therefore, gathering as many items as 
possible within each element of CBT products was required. Product developers could 
refer further to specific product elements described in the previous chapters presenting 
the results and discussions of the qualitative and quantitative study. If the study purpose 
is solely to find the match of perceptions of the CBT producers and consumers, the use 
of fewer questions covering the main indicators of the product elements is 
recommended. This will make the process easier for the respondents.  
 
Using a five-point measurement scale lessened respondent‟s difficulties in 
differentiating the slight change of opinion or perceptions intensity in the scale. 
However, using fewer points for the measurement scale tends to create a significant 
skew on the normality curve. Using a seven point measurement scale may become a 
moderate option.  
 
The focus group and interview guidelines should not be developed in the form of 
structured questions because this makes the data collection process become rigid 
following a set sequence of questions. The guideline should only contain pointers, 
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which includes topics and sub-topics of the various issues being investigated. The Phase 
1 data collection guidelines were in a semi-structured format; however, they could be 
made less structured for a better discussion flow.  
 
8.4 Research significance and recommendations 
As discussed earlier, the most fundamental objectives of community-based tourism deal 
with its role in enhancing economic opportunity, protecting cultural and natural 
heritage, and achieving a desirable quality of life, while delivering satisfying CBT 
experiences for visitors. It was argued that limited research had been carried out on 
CBT in the context of Asian countries, and that such a lack of insight about CBT could 
lead to a misallocation of limited financial and human resources. The host communities‟ 
understanding and skills of CBT are vital components for a successful development. 
Considering these conditions, the results of this study contribute significantly to the 
development and the operations of CBT by enriching the existing knowledge and 
enhancing the insight into CBT in the context of developing countries, specifically 
providing a guideline for developing sustainable CBT products. It highlights the 
importance of viewing CBT products from a holistic point of view and examines how 
the aspects of ethnic culture authenticity and change occurring in the host community 
affect community-based tourism products. 
 
Initially this research focused only on the main elements of tourism products – the 
components that are actually received or consumed by the tourists. However, it was 
revealed during the first stage of research that the hosts and the tourists viewed CBT 
products as a holistic entity. Thus, three components of CBT products, which consist of 
ten elements, were identified during the qualitative study stage, as presented in the 
revised framework shown in Figure 2.7 in Chapter 2, and which are the significant 
contribution of this study to the advancement of CBT product knowledge. The 
components comprise:  
 
4. Attractions  
5. Industry components, which consist of: (i) Travel services, (ii) 
Transportation/Access, (iii) accommodation, (iv) Food & Beverage, (v) 
Souvenirs/Merchandise, and (vi) Packaging 
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6. The supporting components, which consist of: (i) Amenities, (ii) 
People/Awareness, and (iii) Authenticity and change related to CBT products. 
 
The total components that compose CBT products are essential to be considered during 
product development, as all of them affect the visitors‟ experiences and focus is not 
only given to items that are actually received by the visitors. The features of each CBT 
product element that can be used as a reference when developing CBT products are 
presented in detail in tables 4.7 and 6.15 in the previous chapters. 
 
The other major finding of the study is the identification of two types of CBT visitors 
based on the length of stay: 
 
3. The „daytrippers‟ are attracted to experiencing a snap-shot of ethnic culture 
in the rural environment, while using tourists resort facilities. 
4. The „overnighters‟ enjoy the same attractions but with a deeper intensity of 
interaction with the community. They would also like to consume products 
and services provided by the CBT community. 
 
Both groups seek the same type of attractions in different intensities. However, they 
require different types and standards of tourism services and facilities. The „daytrippers‟ 
fundamentally experience a snap-shot of village life whilst on excursion from their hotel 
accommodation. In contrast, the overnighter group prefers to intermingle with the local 
community and wants to experience an ethnic lifestyle. They are more accepting of the 
conditions that are different from those in the tourists resort.  
 
The community, especially the CBT management, should be aware that, in general, 
tourists are sustainability-oriented people who require quality products or services that 
deliver a profound CBT experience. The CBT providers should endeavor to fulfil these 
needs and requirements in a sustainable way. 
 
Mass tourism is one of the main market segments for the destination of Bali. Australia 
is one of the main tourist origins for Bali. It was identified that 24 per cent of the study 
participants were Australian who had visited villages in Bali. They are alternative 
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tourists who are aware of the sustainability of the ethnic community and the natural 
environment. The catering for this market needs to be taken seriously. Staying in resort 
hotels while experiencing CBT as a day-trip, or staying in villas in the villages could be 
decent options for this market segment.  
 
The culture and the community are the setting wherein the CBT experiences happen. 
Culture cannot be shaped to meet the needs of the CBT consumers. Nevertheless, 
ethnicity could be used as a theme for CBT products. The ethic culture could be 
explored, and its various aspects can be highlighted, and subsequently included as a part 
of CBT experience. There is space for CBT management to create and combine the 
existing elements to accommodate the needs of the CBT visitors. In this way, the 
destination theme is strengthened for a successful CBT. 
 
The study results generally showed an adequate understanding of the CBT features. 
However, the findings also indicate that the skills to actually run the CBT operation 
need to be enhanced in some areas, including the ability to access the targeted markets. 
The two types of CBT visitors identified in this study indicate the needs of different 
CBT market segments; they should be used by the CBT organisers as a base to target 
the markets, and as a guideline in developing the products. 
 
8.5 Future research 
This study also identified that the economic aspect related to CBT operation receives 
less attention and priority within the context of villages in Bali, which is reflected in the 
THK value and the qualitative research results. Future study on „economically 
sustainable CBT‟ will assist the community enormously for a successful CBT 
development and operation. The research should also include the harmonisation 
between economic and spiritual aspects. 
 
Authenticity makes for an interesting discussion that revolves around keeping the 
traditions, yet accepting that change is vital for adaptation and therefore the community 
survives. In the context of tourism, the visitors want authentic experiences, while 
authenticity in this context is debated; it is regarded as genuineness, the representation 
of local culture, a connection with the real selves. In contextualising authenticity to the 
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culture of the CBT hosts and CBT tourists‟ experience, it is worthwhile to consider 
Cohen‟s staged authenticity – attraction, as a part of a CBT product package, is a front 
stage, whilst the communities still have a back stage wherein visitors who want to be 
part of the community might be able to share. This discourse also leads to the practice 
of ethics in tourism, which is critical when tourists permeate into the life of ethnic 
communities, this topic is recommended for future research. 
 
The conundrum of authenticity and change related to CBT is an interesting topic. These 
elements are issues that are related to the sustainability of CBT, which may also 
function as quality specification and performance indicators for CBT products. A study 
to specifically examine these issues related to CBT development could provide an 
extension to these research findings. Areas of future research that will contribute to a 
better understanding of CBT are also recommended, these include – tourists are co-
producers during the consumption process, tourism ethics that are specifically related to 
host–tourist interactions, which is a vital issue in ethnic tourism. 
 
In conclusion, this study identifies features within 10 essential elements of CBT 
products, a host–tourist match. As well as considering the host communities‟ and the 
tourists‟ needs and preferences, this study also integrates the principles of sustainable 
tourism which are the features of CBT and THK – the local sustainability value. The 
CBT product development guideline established from the results of the study could be 
used by CBT operators, product developers and providers as a reference in developing 
sustainable CBT products.  
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List of appendixes 
 
1: Definition of the product elements  
1. Attractions 
This construct outlined by Holloway and Humphrey (2012) covers all items of 
attraction anything that appeals to people that encourages them to visit the 
place. They further state that attractions are of four types: natural sites, 
constructed sites, natural events, and constructed events. 
 
2. Travel services 
Travel services include all activities involved in organising any travel which 
are generally provided by travel organisers (TWA, 2009). However, with the 
ease of use of internet nowadays, these could be carried out directly by tourists. 
 
3. Transportation/Access 
The access to tourism destinations comprises the transportation to as well as 
within the destination (Holloway & Humphrey, 2012). This involves various 
modes of transportation land, sea, and air while the CBT form of tourism 
prefers environmentally friendly modes of transportation particularly the 
transportation within the sites (Butcher, 1997). 
 
4. Accommodation 
Accommodation and hospitality facilities are either serviced or self-catering 
covering all types of accommodation from budget to luxurious (Holloway & 
Humphrey, 2012). 
 
5. Food & Beverage 
It is noted that „Food tourism includes all unique and memorable food 
experiences, not just four star….‟, (Tourism Queensland (TQ), 2003, p. 2). 
„Real‟ food tourists are perfectly content with a roadside cafe. However, 
Holloway and Humphrey (2012) are cautious about tourist‟s sampling local 
dishes and are concerned about the adequate cleanliness and hygiene practice.  
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6. Souvenirs/Merchandise 
Tourists regard local artefacts as either souvenirs or investment (Holloway & 
Humphrey, 2012). The tourists purchasing handicraft promotes the 
conservation of the local handicraft. They describe the important features of 
local artefacts which include attractive colours, and smaller size convenience to 
be transported.  
 
7. Packaging 
The requirement of a good package includes – covering the core attractions, the 
economic value for customers, consistent quality and compatibility among 
elements that are well planned and coordinated, distinctive benefit from other 
products, attention to detail, and generating profit for providers (Morisson, 
2002). 
 
8. Amenities 
The „environment of product‟ includes amenities (Lewis & Chambers, 2000). 
„Amenities are the services that are required to meet the needs of tourists while 
they are away from home. They include public toilets, signage, retail shopping, 
restaurants and cafes, visitor centres, telecommunications and emergency 
services. ….. many of the amenities are government services delivered by 
local…‟ (TWA, 2009, p. 2). This study includes infrastructure in addition to 
these elements. 
 
9. People/Awareness 
Lewis and Chambers (2000) recognise people‟s awareness as a product 
element within their product environment component. The TWA (2009) 
recommends that the local people at the tourist destination including those 
directly or indirectly involved in tourism should have a positive attitude and 
value toward tourism. This principle outlines the awareness of the people in the 
destination; this study also examines the awareness of the visitors. 
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10. Authenticity 
Handler and Saxton (1994, p. 243) connect authenticity with tourists‟ 
experiences, „An authentic experience … is one in which individuals feel 
themselves to be in touch both with a “real” world and with their real selves.‟ 
Authenticity in the community context is the indigenous way of life in its 
environment: either man made – traditional buildings and structures or 
natural/rural environment. While Steiner and Reisinger (2006) refer to 
authenticity as „genuineness‟, TWA suggests to offer products that reflect the 
culture of the destination to practice authenticity in tourism (TWA, 2006). 
 
11. Change for Development related to CBT products 
An issue of sustainability in CBT specifically authenticity and change for 
development are vital issues related to community embarking on tourism 
development (Telfer & Sharpley, 2008; Singh, 2003; Scheyvens, 2002). They 
are goals to achieve, and performance indicators for, CBT development. Geriya 
(2008) describes the features of a sustainable ethnic culture as the 
strengthening and solidifying of the traditional culture integrated harmoniously 
with the modern elements which focus on the economy. The UN ‟Millennium 
Development Goals‟ encompasses „a world with less poverty, hunger and 
disease, greater survival prospects for mothers and their infants, better educated 
children, equal opportunities for women, and a healthier environment; a world 
in which developed and developing countries worked in partnership for the 
betterment of all.‟ (OECD, 2013, p. 1).  
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2: Bedulu village tour program (Desa Wisata Bedulu, 2012)) 
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3: Penglipuran village tour program 
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4: Phase 1 data collection guidelines of both sample groups 
1. Discussion guideline for tourist group 
No Main elements of CBT product 
 
Tell me about the recent village/Indigenous tour you have experienced? 
 
1 Attraction 
C
riteria
 
What do you like to see or do in the village? 
How long do you want to stay in the village? 
Do you want to sample the food or involve in the cooking process? 
How deep do you want to be involved in the ritual process? 
Do you want to interact with other tourists in the village? 
Why do you like this type of travelling? 
How deep the interactions do you like to do with the host community? 
Is there something in particular do you want to add regarding Indigenous attraction? 
2 Travel services 
C
riteria
 
How do you like the travel to be organised? Why? 
Would you like to travel individually or in a group (of how many people)? 
How would you like to be handled in the village? 
Would you prefer to be handled by local people? Why? 
3 Transportation 
C
riteria
 
What type of transportation do you prefer? and 
When? and 
Where? and 
Who? 
How would you like the transportation to be handled? 
4 Accommodation 
C
riteria
 
What type of accommodation do you prefer? 
What standard of cleanliness and Hygiene do you want? 
Where do you want to stay? and 
Why 
 How is the meal to be arranged? 
5 Merchandise 
C
riteria
 
What kind of souvenir do you want? 
What other supporting products or services do you require for a better CBT experience? How 
would you like them to be delivered? and 
When would you like them available? and 
Where do you want them available? and 
Who are the suitable vendors? 
What are the minimum supporting goods or services required? 
6 Authenticity and change for development 
C
riteria
 
Have heard about authenticity? What is your expectation of it? 
How is the quality of life of the village people you are visited? 
How do you relate the development/quality of life and authenticity in the CBT village? 
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2. Discussion guideline for community group 
No Main elements of CBT product  
 
Tell me about the tourism product that the village has to be offered to tourists?  
1 Attraction 
C
riteria
 
What they can see or do in the village? 
How long that the tourist best to stay in the village? 
Does the village prepare to cater & to share cooking the tourists? 
How deep do you want to accommodate tourists in the ritual process? 
Do you like the tourists to interact with each other in the village? 
Why do you like this type of travelling? 
How deep the interactions do you like to be with the tourists? 
Is there something in particular do you want to add regarding having tourists in the village? 
2 Travel services 
C
riteria
 
How do you like the tourists‟ travel to be organised? Why? 
Would you like the tourists to travel individually or in a group (of how many people)? 
How would you like to handle tourists in the village? 
Would you prefer tourists to be handled by local people? Why? 
3 Transportation 
C
riteria
 
What type of transportation do you prefer to offer? and 
When? and 
Where? and 
Who? 
How would you like the transportation to be handled? 
4 Accommodation 
C
riteria
 
What type of accommodation do you prefer to offer? 
Can the village meet the standard of cleanliness and hygiene expected? 
Where do you want to accommodate the tourists? and 
Why 
 How are the meals to be arranged? 
5 Merchandise 
C
riteria
 
What kind of souvenir available? 
What other supporting products or services should be offered to tourists for a better CBT 
experience?  
How would you like them to be delivered? And 
When would you like them to be available? and 
Where do you want them to be available? and 
Who are the suitable vendors? 
What are the minimum supporting goods or services required? 
6 Authenticity and change for development 
C
riteria
 
Have heard about authenticity? What is your expectation of the village authenticity? 
How is the quality of life of the village people currently? 
How do you relate the development/quality of life and authenticity in the village? 
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5: Questionnaire – tourist group 
 
PARTICIPANT INFORMATION SHEET 
Product-Market Orientation of Community-based Cultural Tourism (CBCT) Product: 
Tri Hita Karana Approach, a Case Study in Bali, Indonesia. 
Dear participant, 
You are invited to participate in this research which is being conducted as part of a thesis in 
partial fulfilment of the requirement of Philosophy of Doctorate Tourism Management for Edith 
Cowan University in Perth, Western Australia. 
 
The purpose of the study is to formulate a product model which accommodates the needs of 
Indigenous people in a sustainable way, which also meets the tourists‟ needs. The model could 
become a referent for the management, service providers and the people involved in the CBT 
(Community-based tourism) development and specifically the creation and packaging of the 
product.  
 
If you choose to participate in this study, you will be asked to answer a questionnaire which 
will take approximately 15 minutes.  
 
The information will be kept confidential and will be used for the purpose of this project and 
may be used in future research projects. Information may be included in presentations at 
conferences and published in journals on the condition that no identifying information is used.  
Please note that the participation is voluntary and you may choose to withdraw at any time 
without reason. 
 
This research has been approved by the ECU Human Research Ethics Committee. If you have 
any concerns or complaints about the research project and wish to talk to an independent person, 
you may contact:  
 
Research Ethics Officer  
Edith Cowan University  
270 Joondalup Drive  
JOONDALUP WA 6027  
Phone: (08) 6304 2170  
Email: research.ethics@ecu.edu.au  
 
If you have any question or require any further information about the research, please 
do not hesitate to contact my supervisors or myself. 
PhD candidate Supervisor, Associate Supervisor, 
Ni Made Ernawati Professor Ross Dowling Dr Dale Sanders 
School of Marketing, Tourism 
and Leisure 
School of Marketing, 
Tourism and Leisure 
School of Marketing, 
Tourism and Leisure 
Edith Cowan University Edith Cowan University Edith Cowan University 
Phone: 0478184200 Phone: (08) 6304 5891 Phone: (08) 6304 5413 
Email:nernawat@our.ecu.edu.au Email: 
r.dowling@ecu.edu.au 
Email: 
d.sanders@ecu.edu.au 
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                                          Questionnaire 
Product-Market Orientation of Community-based Cultural Tourism (CBCT) Product: Tri 
Hita Karana Approach, a Case Study in Bali, Indonesia. 
 
Dear participant, 
Your experience as a tourist in a CBT (Community-based tourism) village would provide valuable 
input to help build a CBT product model that satisfies both CBT tourists and the local community. 
This survey forms part of my PhD research for Edith Cowan University in Perth, Western Australia 
and as a CBT visitor you are invited to participate in my survey. If you would like to participate in 
this study, you will be asked to fill in a questionnaire which will take approximately 15 minutes. 
 
The purpose of the study is to formulate a product model which accommodates the needs of 
Indigenous people in a sustainable way, which also meets the tourists‟ needs. The model could 
become a reference for the management, service providers and the people involved in the CBT 
development and specifically the creation and packaging of the product.  
 
This is an anonymous questionnaire.  You should read the Information Letter carefully as it explains 
fully the intention of the research project.  Please ensure that you do not write your name (or any other 
comments that could identify you) on the questionnaire.  By completing the questionnaire, you are 
consenting to take part in this research.   
 
The information will be kept confidential, and safely stored in a locked room at the ECU confidential 
document storage in building two Joondalup Campus, that will be used for the purpose of this project 
and may be used in future research projects. Information may be included in presentations at 
conferences and published in journals on the condition that no identifying information is used.  Please 
note that your participation is voluntary. 
 
This research has been approved by the ECU Human Research Ethics Committee. If you have any 
concerns or complaints about the research project and wish to talk to an independent person, you may 
contact:  
Research Ethics Officer  
Edith Cowan University  
270 Joondalup Drive  
JOONDALUP WA 6027  
Phone: (08) 6304 2170  
Email: research.ethics@ecu.edu.au  
 
If you have any question or require any further information about the research, please do not 
hesitate to contact my supervisors or myself. 
PhD candidate Supervisor, Associate Supervisor, 
Ni Made Ernawati Professor Ross Dowling Dr Dale Sanders 
School of Marketing, Tourism 
and Leisure 
School of Marketing, 
Tourism and Leisure 
School of Marketing, 
Tourism and Leisure 
Edith Cowan University Edith Cowan University Edith Cowan University 
Phone: 0478184200 Phone: (08) 6304 5891 Phone: (08) 6304 5413 
Email:nernawat@our.ecu.edu.au Email: r.dowling@ecu.edu.au Email: d.sanders@ecu.edu.au 
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About You 
 Female Male 
1. Are you Female or Male?   
2. What is your Age in years? 
<24 
25-
34 
35-
44 
45-
54 
55-
64 
65-
74 >74  
         
3. What is your place of residence?                                         _______________________________________ 
4.  Occupation? _______________________________________ 
5.  What is your highest level of 
education? 
Primary School    High school     Tertiary 
                                                
  
 
 
A. Attractions/Activities 
Using the 5-point scale below where 1 = strongly agree and 5 = strongly disagree, please indicate the 
extent to which you agree that the features listed below are needed for you to have a good CBT 
experience. (Place a clear ‘✗’ inside the box that best represents your level of agreement with each 
statement.) 
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  1 2 3 4 5 
. Soft adventurousactiviis      
2. Relaxing actities (e.g. reading, traditional massage)      
3. The natural (e.g. forest, beach) and rural  environment 
(e.g. paddy field and farmland) around the village  
     
4. Experiencing village life      
5. Watching the religious practices (e.g. religious 
ceremonies, daily worship, making offerings) 
     
6. To take part in a religious ceremony.      
7. To see traditional economic activities (e.g. farming, 
coffee and palm sugar production) 
     
8. To take part in some traditional economic activities (e.g. 
farming, coffee and palm sugar production  
     
9. To participate in personal development activities (e.g. 
team building, confidence development) 
     
10. To do meditation      
11. To learn e.g.:  Balinese dance, traditional Balinese 
cooking, making Balinese offering-canang sari (the 
flower bouquet), playing traditional music. 
     
12. Traditional art such as; painting, carving, silver smith and 
handicraft 
     
13. Local market (e.g.: traditional market, art market)      
14. Traditional performance e.g.: musical concert, Balinese 
dances 
     
15. Traditional architecture, temples and shrines, and 
traditional Balinese house compound 
     
16. Surfing at nearby surfing locations       
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B. Travel Services 
1. How would you like the  CBT travel services to be provided? Please rank these options from 
1 to 3 based on your preferences where 1 = most preferred. 
  
    A CBT Travel Agent 
owned by the village 
General travel agents Organized it myself Other_____________ 
    
 
 
 
 
2. How do you usually get relevant information about travel services before deciding your travel. 
Please rank these sources from 1 to 4 from most relevant (=1) to least relevant (=4).  
 
 Friends and family 
 Web sites 
 Brochures 
 Travel agents 
 Other________________ 
 
 
 
 
C. Access/Transportation 
1. How would you like to do your sightseeing around the village? (can select more than one) 
 1. Walking 
 2. Cycling 
 3. Dokar – Horse pulled cart 
 4. By car 
 5. By motorcycle 
 6. Other_________________ 
 
2. Please rank your preferences from 1 to 6 for how would you like to travel to a CBT village 
where 1 = your most preferred mode of transport and 6 = your least preferred. 
 
 1. Transportation provided by CBT Operator in the village 
 2. By public transportation 
 3. By motorcycle  
 4. By taxi 
 5. Using a rental car 
 6. Transportation provided by a general travel agent 
 7. Other___________________ 
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D. Accommodation 
Using the 5-point scale below where 1 = strongly agree and 5 = strongly disagree, please indicate the 
extent to which you agree that the features listed below are needed for you to have a good CBT 
experience. (Place a clear ‘✗’ inside the box that best represents your level of agreement with each 
statement.) 
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  1 2 3 4 5 
1. Homestay accommodation to directly experience the 
tradiional way of life 
     
2. Homestay accommodation contributes directly to local 
people 
     
3. Accommodation in the village with shared bath room 
facilities. 
     
4. Accommodation in the village with private bath room 
facilities in the room 
     
5. Rooms are maintained to a good standard of cleanliness      
6. Bed linen is replaced at least every three days      
7. Rooms service is  provided daily      
8. Villa style accommodation located in the village      
9. Resort hotel style accommodation in the village      
10. Resort hotel style accommodation outside the village from 
which CBT visitors can do a daytrip tour 
     
 
 
E. Food& Beverage 
Using the 5-point scale below where 1 = strongly agree and 5 = strongly disagree, please indicate the 
extent to which you agree that the features listed below are needed for you to have a good CBT 
experience. (Place a clear ‘✗’ inside the box that best represents your level of agreement with each 
statement.) 
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  1 2 3 4  5 
1. To share meals with a host family during your stay in he village      
2. Cooking utensils (e.g.: pots, plates, glasses, cutleries, and 
cooking preparation area) are maintained to a high standard of 
hygiene/cleanliness 
     
3. The amount of chilli used in meals is moderated for CBT visitors      
4. Authentic recipes with all the traditional spices      
5. Use of local produce (e.g.: fish, meat, and vegetables)       
6. Meals are prepared using fresh ingredients      
7. Food is prepared in a way that ensures a high standard of 
hygiene 
     
8. Safe drinking water is readily available in the village      
9. Cooked food is served hot to ensure its safety      
10. Having meals in restaurants while staying in the village        
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F. Souvenirs 
Using the 5-point scale below where 1 = strongly agree and 5 = strongly disagree, please indicate the extent to which 
you agree that the features listed below are needed for you to have a good CBT experience. (Place a clear ‘✗’ inside 
the box that best represents your level of agreement with each statement.) 
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  1 2 3 4 5 
1. Locally made handicrafts that CBT visitors can buy as svenirs       
2. Variety of different types of souvenirs to buy      
3. Souvenirs made from materials that CBT visitors are allowed to take into 
their home country  
     
4. Souvenirs that are easy for CBT visitors to take home      
5. Handicrafts are sold by explaining their unique or special features       
6. NOT aggressive in selling handicrafts      
7. Being able to bargain on the price of souvenirs or handicrafts       
8. Workshop next to shop enable to see how handicrafts  are made      
9. Local products are attractively packaged      
10. Souvenir/handicraft packaging provides enough information to allow  the 
products to easily pass airport customs 
     
 
 
 
G. Amenities 
Using the 5-point scale below where 1 = strongly agree and 5 = strongly disagree, please indicate the extent to 
which you agree that the features listed below are needed for you to have a good CBT experience. (Place a clear 
‘✗’ inside the box that best represents your level of agreement with each statement.) 
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  1 2 3 4 5 
1. Clean pblic tiets      
2. Western sye publi toilets for CBT visitors      
3. Squatting toilets for CBT visitors to experience      
4. Reasonable quality roads      
5. Garbage in the village is managed in an environmentally sustainable way   
     
6. Villagers to treat plastic waste properly      
7. Internet to be available in the village      
8. Internet is available in a nearby location       
9. Signage  provides clear directions on all tourist routes in the village      
10. Notices to be displayed at places where more caution is needed      
11. The village CBT operator develops CBT for the benefit of all community 
members 
     
12. Distribution of the economic benefit among stake holders should be agreed upon 
for sustainability 
     
13. Small numbers of tourists visit the village at any one time      
14. The CBT operator in the village knows what to do in emergency situations 
(e.g.: contacting the travel insurance and transporting to hospital) 
     
15. CBT visitors recognise the need for travel insurance      
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H. Product Information & Packaging 
Using the 5-point scale below where 1 = strongly agree and 5 = strongly disagree, please indicate the extent to 
which you agree that the features listed below are needed for you to have a good CBT experience. (Place a clear 
‘✗’ inside the box that best represents your level of agreement with each statement.) 
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  1 2 3 4   5 
1. Tour guide/leaflet explaining all unique attractions in the village        
2. Information helps to create a meaningful CBT experience        
3. Information in brochures or on websites accurately describe the CBT 
village to help the CBT visitor make their travel decision 
       
4. The information helps to prepare the CBT visitor for what to expect in 
the village 
       
5. Different CBT tour packages can provide a program that might include: 
seeing everyday life, sharing meals with hosts, meditation, painting or 
cooking classes, making canang sari – the Balinese flower bouquet, 
playing traditional music, dancing, chatting with locals, visiting 
traditional markets, trekking, going to nearby tourist sites surfing, and so 
on.  
 
What is the length of stay in the village to have an enjoyable CBT 
experience? 
     
 a. Day trip only        
 b. Overnight stay        
 c. Two night stay         
 d. Three night stay        
 e. Four or more night stay        
6. Host - guest communication is NOT a problem in the village        
7. A tour guide/interpreter is available to help visitors communicate with 
their  host 
       
8. The host understanding what services need to be provided eases the 
communication issue 
       
 
9.   Please select the services you would like to be included in a CBT tour package (can select more than one 
item). 
 1. Activities in the village 
 2. Sightseeing in the village 
 3. Visit to close-by tourist sites 
 4. Airport transfers 
 5. Transportation to the village 
 6. Villa/Resort hotel accommodation 
 7. Homestay in the village  
 8. Meals with host 
 9. Meals in restaurants 
 10. Other___________________ 
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I. People/Awareness 
Using the 5-point scale below where 1 = strongly agree and 5 = strongly disagree, please indicate the extent to which 
you agree that the features listed below are needed for you to have a good CBT experience. (Place a clear ‘✗’ inside 
the box that best represents your level of agreement with each statement.) 
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  1 2 3 4 5 
1. Villagers are trained in CBT to know how to provide CBT services       
2. All aspects of the CBT operation in the village are based on sound 
sustainability principles 
     
3. Authentic life experience is related to finding meaning in life.      
4. More people from developed country should attempt experiencing authentic 
life in the village. 
     
5. Tourists respect the way of life of the village people      
6. The host - guest relationship is underpinned by friendship      
7. For you to have a profound traditional authentic life experience      
8. To pay a reasonable price for products and services consumed in the village       
9. All products and services consumed to comply with good health and safety 
standards. 
     
10. For the village people to support CBT (e.g. welcoming the tourists, getting 
involve in tourism)   
     
11. For the local government (regional) to support the development of CBT in the 
village ( e.g.: providing the CBT village with a standard infrastructure and 
facilities; developing the villagers skills needed to run CBT) 
     
 
 
J. Change for Development & Authenticity 
Using the 5-point scale below where 1 = strongly agree and 5 = strongly disagree, please indicate the extent to which 
you agree that the features listed below are needed for you to have a good CBT experience. (Place a clear ‘✗’ inside 
the box that best represents your level of agreement with each statement.) 
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1. The village people to gain a better living standard through CBT.      
2. Local people using some technology that helps them to work more 
efficiently (e.g.: easier, better, quicker). 
     
3. CBT will help to promote the development of the village.      
4. CBT tourism to contribute to the cultural development of the village.      
5. The village way of life is kept unchanged.       
6. Cultural tradition in the village (e.g.: traditional architecture, traditional 
ceremonies, and celebration) is strongly retained. 
     
7. Villagers to conserve the natural and rural environment around the 
village. 
     
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Please explain briefly how your CBT experience would contribute  to your life: 
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Thank you for completing this survey 
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6: Questionnaire – community group 
 
LEMBAR INFORMASI BAGI PESERTA 
Produk Pariwisata Budaya Berbasis Masyarakat dengan Orientasi Produk-Pasar (PBBM): 
Pendekatan Tri Hita Karana, Sebuah Studi Kasus di Bali, Indonesia  
 
Bapak/Ibu/Saudara yang saya hormati, 
Anda diundang untuk berpartisipasi dalam sebuah penelitian yang merupakan bagian dari penulisan 
skripsi, yang dilakukan untuk memenuhi sebagian persyaratan studi doktorat dalam bidang Pengelolaan 
Pariwisata di Universitas Edith Cowan di Perth, Australia Barat.  
 
Tujuan penelitian adalah untuk merumuskan model produk yang memenuhi kebutuhan masyarakat asli 
secara berkelanjutan dan juga kebutuhan wisatawan. Model ini dapat menjadi acuan bagi pengelola, 
penyedia layanan dan mereka yang terlibat pengembangan Pariwisata Berbasis Masyarakat (PBM) dan 
terutama dalam perancangan dan pengemasan produknya.  
 
Apabila Anda bersedia berpartisipasi dalam penelitian ini, Anda akan diminta untuk menjawab sebuah 
angket (daftar pertanyaan), yang akan memakan waktu sekitar 15 menit.    
 
Informasi yang Anda berikan akan dijaga kerahasiaannya dan digunakan sesuai tujuan penelitian ini dan 
mungkin akan digunakan pada penelitian lain di kemudian hari. Informasi yang didapat melalui penelitian 
ini mungkin akan disertakan dalam presentasi pada berbagai konferensi dan dimuat dalam berbagai jurnal 
dengan memperhatikan bahwa tidak ada informasi pribadi yang digunakan. Mohon diperhatikan bahwa 
partisipasi dalam penelitian ini bersifat sukarela, dan Anda boleh memilih untuk mengundurkan diri 
kapan saja tanpa harus memberikan alasan.  
 
Penelitian ini telah disetujui oleh Komite Etika Penelitian yang Melibatkan Manusia Universitas Edith 
Cowan. Apabila Anda memiliki pertanyaan atau keluhan tentang penelitian ini dan ingin berbicara kepada 
seseorang yang tidak berhubungan secara langsung dengan penelitian ini, Anda dapat menghubungi: 
Petugas Etika Penelitian 
Universitas Edith Cowan  
270 Joondalup Drive  
JOONDALUP WA 6027  
Telepon: (08) 6304 2170  
Email: research.ethics@ecu.edu.au  
 
Apabila Anda memiliki pertanyaan atau memerlukan informasi lebih lanjut tentang penelitian ini, silakan 
menghubungi dosen pembimbing saya atau saya sendiri.  
 
Mahasiswa S3 Dosen Pembimbing Utama Dosen Pembimbing Kedua 
Ni Made Ernawati Profesor Ross Dowling Dr Dale Sanders 
Sekolah Tinggi Pemasaran, 
Pariwisata dan Rekreasi  
Sekolah Tinggi Pemasaran, 
Pariwisata dan Rekreasi  
Sekolah Tinggi Pemasaran, 
Pariwisata dan Rekreasi  
Universitas Edith Cowan  Universitas Edith Cowan  Universitas Edith Cowan  
Telp: 0478184200 Telp: (08) 6304 5891 Telp: (08) 6304 5413 
Email:nernawat@our.ecu.edu.au Email: 
r.dowling@ecu.edu.au. 
Email: d.sanders@ecu.edu.au 
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Angket 
Produk Pariwisata Budaya Berbasis Masyarakat (PBBM) dengan Orientasi Produk-Pasar:  
Pendekatan Tri Hita Karana, sebuah Studi Kasus di Bali, Indonesia  
 
Bapak/Ibu/Saudara yang saya hormati,  
Sebagai anggota masyarakat, Anda akan memberikan masukan berharga yang akan membantu membentuk 
model PBM (Pariwisata Berbasis Masyarakat) yang sesuai dengan harapan wisatawan PBM maupun masyarakat 
setempat. Survei ini adalah bagian dari penelitian studi S3 saya di Universitas Edith Cowan di Perth, Australia 
Barat, dan Anda sebagai seorang anggota masyarakat diundang untuk mengambil bagian dalam survei ini. 
Apabila Anda setuju untuk berpartisipasi dalam penelitian ini, Anda akan diminta menjawab sebuah angket 
yang akan memakan waktu kira-kira 15 menit.  
 
Tujuan penelitian ini adalah untuk merumuskan sebuah model produk yang memenuhi kebutuhan masyarakat 
asli secara berkelanjutan dan juga kebutuhan wisatawan. Model ini dapat menjadi acuan bagi pengelola, 
penyedia layanan dan mereka yang terlibat dalam pengembangan Pariwisata Berbasis Masyarakat (PBM) dan 
terutama perancangan dan pengemasan produknya.  
  
Angket ini bersifat anonym (tidak menyebutkan nama). Anda sebaiknya terlebih dahulu membaca penjelasan 
lengkap tentang tujuan penelitian yang terdapat pada Lembar Informasi dengan teliti. Mohon pastikan bahwa 
Anda tidak menulis nama Anda (atau memberikan komentar yang dapat menunjukkan identitas Anda) pada 
angket. Dengan menjawab angket, Anda setuju berpartisipasi dalam penelitian ini.  
 
Informasi yang Anda berikan akan dijaga kerahasiaannya dan disimpan dengan aman di ruang terkunci di 
gudang penyimpanan dokumen rahasia Universitas Edith Cowan yang terletak di Gedung 2 Kampus Joondalup 
serta dipergunakan sesuai tujuan penelitian ini dan mungkin akan digunakan pada penelitian-penelitian lain di 
kemudian hari. Informasi yang didapat melalui penelitian ini mungkin akan disertakan dalam presentasi pada 
berbagai konferensi dan dimuat dalam  berbagai jurnal dengan memperhatikan bahwa tidak ada informasi 
pribadi yang digunakan. Mohon diperhatikan bahwa partisipasi dalam penelitian ini bersifat sukarela. 
 
Penelitian ini telah disetujui oleh Komite Etika Penelitian yang Melibatkan Manusia Universitas Edith Cowan. 
Apabila Anda memiliki pertanyaan atau keluhan tentang penelitian ini dan ingin berbicara kepada seseorang 
yang tidak berhubungan secara langsung dengan penelitian ini, Anda dapat menghubungi: 
Petugas Etika Penelitian 
Universitas Edith Cowan  
270 Joondalup Drive  
JOONDALUP WA 6027  
Telepon: (08) 6304 2170  
Email: research.ethics@ecu.edu.au  
 
Apabila Anda memiliki pertanyaan atau memerlukan informasi lebih lanjut tentang penelitian ini, silakan 
menghubungi dosen pembimbing saya atau saya sendiri.  
 
Mahasiswa S3 Dosen Pembimbing Rekan Dosen Pembimbing, 
Ni Made Ernawati Profesor Ross Dowling Dr Dale Sanders 
Sekolah Tinggi Pemasaran, 
Pariwisata dan Rekreasi  
Sekolah Tinggi Pemasaran, 
Pariwisata dan Rekreasi  
Sekolah Tinggi Pemasaran, 
Pariwisata dan Rekreasi  
Universitas Edith Cowan  Universitas Edith Cowan  Universitas Edith Cowan  
Telp: 0478184200 Telp: (08) 6304 5891 Telp: (08) 6304 5413 
Email:nernawat@our.ecu.edu.au Email: r.dowling@ecu.edu.au Email: d.sanders@ecu.edu.au 
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TENTANG ANDA 
 Wanita Pria 
1. Apakah Anda Wanita atau Pria?   
2.  Berapa tahun Umur Anda? 
< 24 
25-
34 
35-
44 
45-
54 
55-
64 
65-
74 >74  
         
3. Di mana Anda tinggal?                                         _______________________________________ 
4.  Apa pekerjaan Anda? _______________________________________ 
5.  Apa pendidikan terakhir Anda? SD        Sekolah Menengah   Perguruan Tinggi     
                                          
 
 
A.  Daya Tarik/Kegiatan 
Gunakanlah skala 1-5 di bawah ini. 1 = sangat setuju dan 5 = sangat tidak setuju. Berikan pendapat 
sejauh mana Anda setuju bahwa hal-hal di bawah ini diperlukan oleh wisatawan untuk mendapatkan 
pengalaman PBM yang baik. (Beri tanda ‘✗’ yang jelas pada kotak yang menunjukkan tingkat 
kesetujuan Anda dengan masing-masing pernyataan).  
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  1 2 3 4 5 
1. Wisatawan melakukan kegiatan petualangan tingkat sedang       
2. Wisatawan melakukan kegiatan santai (contoh: membaca, 
pijat tradisional) 
     
3. Alam (contoh: hutan, pantai) dan lingkungan pedesaan 
(contoh: sawah dan ladang) di sekitar desa sebagai daya tarik 
wisata 
     
4. Wisatawan mengalami kehidupan di desa      
5. Wisatawan menyaksikan kegiatan-kegiatan keagamaan 
penduduk desa setempat – contoh: upacara keagamaan, 
sembahyang sehari-hari, membuat sesajen 
     
6. Wisatawan ikut serta dalam upacara keagamaan      
7. Wisatawan melihat kegiatan ekonomi tradisional, seperti: 
bertani, produksi kopi dan gula kelapa 
     
8. Wisatawan ikut serta dalam kegiatan ekonomi tradisional, 
seperti: bertani, produksi kopi dan gula kelapa 
     
9. Wisatawan ikut serta dalam kegiatan pengembangan pribadi 
(contoh: pengembangan kekompakan tim, kepercayaan diri) 
     
10. Wisatawan melakukan meditasi      
11. Wisatawan belajar: menari Bali, memasak makanan 
tradisional Bali, membuat sesajen-canang sari (rangkaian 
bunga), bermain alat musik tradisional  
     
12. Wisatawan menikmati kesenian tradisional seperti: lukisan, 
patung, kerajinan perak dan kerajinan tangan 
     
13. Wisatawan mengunjungi pasar seni setempat      
14. Wisatawan menyaksikan pertunjukan tradisional seperti: 
pagelaran musik, tarian Bali 
     
15. Arsitektur tradisional: pura dan tempat pemujaan, serta rumah 
kompon tradisional Bali sebagai daya tarik wisata 
     
16. Wisatawan berselancar pada lokasi selancar di dekat daerah 
tersebut 
     
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B. Layanan Perjalanan 
1. Bagaimana Anda menginginkan layanan perjalanan PBM disediakan? Mohon urutkan pilihan di 
bawah dengan memberi nomor 1 sampai 3. Nomor 1 adalah pilihan yang paling disukai.  
  
   Agen Perjalanan PBM 
yang dimiliki oleh desa  
Agen Perjalanan biasa 
Diatur sendiri oleh 
wisatawan 
Lain-lain_____________ 
    
 
2. Menurut Anda, bagaimana wisatawan mendapatkan informasi yang relevan tentang layanan 
perjalanan sebelum mereka memutuskan untuk melakukan perjalanan? Mohon urutkan 
sumber informasi di bawah ini dengan memberi nomor 1 sampai 4. Nomor 1 paling relevan dan 
Nomor 4 paling tidak relevan.  
 
 Teman dan keluarga 
 Situs Internet 
 Brosur 
 Agen perjalanan 
 Lain-lain________________ 
 
 
 
C. Akses/Transportasi  
1. Bagaimana sebaiknya wisatawan melihat-lihat sekeliling desa? (Anda bisa memilih lebih 
dari 1 jawaban)  
 1. Berjalan kaki 
 2. Bersepeda 
 3. Naik dokar  
 4. Naik mobil 
 5. Naik sepeda motor 
 6. Lain-lain_________________ 
 
2. Menurut Anda, bagaimana sebaiknya wisatawan pergi ke sebuah desa PBM? Urutkan 
pilihan Anda dengan memberi nomor 1 sampai 6. Nomor 1 untuk pilihan yang paling  Anda 
sukai dan Nomor 6 untuk pilihan yang paling kurang Anda sukai.   
 
 1. Transportasi disediakan oleh operator PBM di desa tersebut  
 2. Naik transportasi umum  
 3. Naik sepeda motor  
 4. Naik taksi 
 5. Naik mobil sewaan 
 6. Transportasi disediakan oleh agen perjalanan biasa 
 7. Lain-lain___________________ 
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D. Akomodasi 
Gunakanlah skala 1-5 di bawah ini. 1 = sangat setuju dan 5 = sangat tidak setuju. Berikan pendapat sejauh mana Anda setuju 
bahwa hal-hal di bawah ini diperlukan oleh wisatawan untuk mendapatkan pengalaman PBM yang baik. (Beri tanda ‘✗’ yang 
jelas pada kotak yang menunjukkan tingkat kesetujuan Anda dengan masing-masing pernyataan). 
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1. Akomodasi homestay (tinggal bersama keluarga) di desa bagi pengunjung 
PBM sehingga mereka bisa secara langsung mengalami kehidupan yang 
tradisional 
     
2. Wisatawan tinggal dengan keluarga yang memberikan kontribusi langsung 
kepada penduduk setempat.  
     
3. Akomodasi ‘homestay’ dengan fasilitas kamar mandi bersama.      
4. Akomodasi di desa dengan fasilitas kamar mandi pribadi di dalam kamar 
tidur. 
     
5. Kamar dijaga kebersihannya sesuai standard yang baik.       
6. Sprei diganti kekurang-kurangnya setiap 3 hari.       
7. Layanan kamar disediakan setiap hari.       
8. Wisatawan tinggal di akomodasi bergaya vila yang terletak di desa.       
9. Wisatawan tinggal di akomodasi bergaya hotel resor yang terletak di desa.       
10. Wisatawan tinggal di akomodasi hotel resor yang terletak di luar desa.       
 
 
 
E. Makanan & Minuman 
Gunakanlah skala 1-5 di bawah ini. 1 = sangat setuju dan 5 = sangat tidak setuju. Berikan pendapat sejauh 
mana Anda setuju bahwa hal-hal di bawah ini diperlukan oleh wisatawan untuk mendapatkan pengalaman PBM 
yang baik. (Beri tanda ‘✗’ yang jelas pada kotak yang menunjukkan tingkat kesetujuan Anda dengan masing-
masing pernyataan). 
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1. Wisatawan makan makanan khas daerah bersama dengan keluarga 
dimana mereka tinggal selama di desa 
     
2. Perlengkapan memasak (contoh: panci, piring, gelas, sendok, garpu dan 
area persiapan bahan masakan) dijaga sesuai dengan standar 
higienitas/kebersihan yang tinggi  
     
3. Mengurangi jumlah cabe yang digunakan dalam masakan bagi pengunjung 
PBM 
     
4. Resep-resep asli dengan bumbu-bumbu tradisional      
5. Produk setempat (contoh: ikan, daging dan sayuran) digunakan dalam 
masakan yang disiapkan bagi pengunjung PBM  
     
6. Makanan disiapkan dengan menggunakan bahan-bahan yang segar      
7. Makanan disiapkan dengan cara yang sesuai dengan standar higienitas 
yang tinggi 
     
8. Air minum yang aman untuk diminum tersedia di desa      
9. Masakan dihidangkan semasih panas untuk menjamin makanan tersebut 
tetap aman untuk dimakan 
     
10. Makan di restoran selama tinggal di desa      
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F. Cenderamata 
Gunakanlah skala 1-5 di bawah ini. 1 = sangat setuju dan 5 = sangat tidak setuju. Berikan pendapat sejauh mana 
Anda setuju bahwa hal-hal di bawah ini diperlukan oleh wisatawan untuk mendapatkan pengalaman PBM yang 
baik. (Beri tanda ‘✗’ yang jelas pada kotak yang menunjukkan tingkat kesetujuan Anda dengan masing-masing 
pernyataan). 
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1. Kerajinan tangan yang dibuat oleh masyarakat setempat dapat dibeli oleh 
pengunjung PBM sebagai cenderamata 
     
2. Tersedia berbagai jenis cenderamata yang dapat dibeli      
3. Cenderamata terbuat dari bahan-bahan yang diijinkan untuk dibawa masuk oleh 
pengunjung PBM ke negara masing-masing.  
     
4. Cenderamata mudah dibawa pulang oleh wisatawan PBM       
5. Kerajinan tangan dijual dengan cara menarik: dengan penjelasan tentang 
keunikan atau keistimewaannya kepada wisatawan 
     
6. TIDAK menjual kerajinan tangan secara agresif       
7. Harga cenderamata atau kerajinan tangan dapat ditawar      
8. Tempat pembuatan kerajinan tangan terletak di toko sehingga pengunjung dapat 
menyaksikan proses pembuatannya  
     
9. Produk lokal dikemas dengan menarik       
10. Kemasan cenderamata berisikan informasi yang cukup sehingga mempermudah 
produk melewati pemeriksaan bea cukai bandara 
     
 
 
G. Sarana Pendukung 
Gunakanlah skala 1-5 di bawah ini. 1 = sangat setuju dan 5 = sangat tidak setuju. Berikan pendapat sejauh 
mana Anda setuju bahwa hal-hal di bawah ini diperlukan oleh wisatawan untuk mendapatkan pengalaman PBM 
yang baik. (Beri tanda ‘✗’ yang jelas pada kotak yang menunjukkan tingkat kesetujuan Anda dengan masing-
masing pernyataan). 
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1. Desa PBM perlu memiliki toilet umum yang bersih      
2. Toilet duduk tersedia bagi pengunjung PBM      
3. Toilet jongkok tersedia bagi pengunjung PBM untuk pengalaman      
4. Fasilitas jalan dengan mutu memadai       
5. Sampah di desa dikelola dengan cara yang ramah lingkungan      
6. Penduduk desa mengelola sampah plastik dengan semestinya      
7. Internet tersedia di desa      
8. Internet tersedia di tempat yang tidak jauh sehingga wisatawan dengan 
mudah mendapatkannya bila perlu.  
     
9. Tersedia papan penunjuk arah pada semua rute wisata di desa       
10. Papan petunjuk terpampang di tempat-tempat yang berbahaya       
11. Pelaku PBM mengembangkan PBM bagi kebaikan anggota desa      
12. Pembagian pendapatan PBM didistribusikan secara adil di antara para pemangku 
kepentingan, untuk keberlanjutan pariwisata 
     
13. Jumlah wisatawan per hari diatur dalam volume tidak banyak.      
14. Pelaku PBM di desa mengetahui apa yang harus dilakukan pada situasi 
darurat, contoh: menghubungi asuransi perjalanan dan membawa korban 
ke rumah sakit. 
     
15. Pengunjung PBM mengetahui perlunya asuransi perjalanan.       
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H. Informasi & Pengemasan Produk  
Gunakanlah skala 1-5 di bawah ini. 1 = sangat setuju dan 5 = sangat tidak setuju. Berikan pendapat sejauh mana Anda setuju 
bahwa hal-hal di bawah ini diperlukan oleh wisatawan untuk mendapatkan pengalaman PBM yang baik. (Beri tanda ‘✗’ yang 
jelas pada kotak yang menunjukkan tingkat kesetujuan Anda dengan masing-masing pernyataan). 
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  1 2 3 4 5 
1. Informasi yang diberikan oleh pemandu yang menjelaskan desa 
beserta daya tarik dan keunikannya atau selebaran tersedia di 
desa. 
     
2. Informasi yang disediakan bagi pengunjung PBM membantu 
menciptakan pengalaman PBM yang bermakna.  
     
3. Informasi yang terdapat pada brosur atau situs menggambarkan 
desa PBM secara tepat sehingga membantu pengunjung PBM 
membuat keputusan sehubungan dengan perjalanan mereka.  
     
4. Informasi yang diberikan membantu pengunjung PBM untuk 
mempersiapkan diri sehubungan dengan apa yang akan mereka 
hadapi di desa.  
     
5. Berbagai paket wisata PBM dapat menyediakan program yang 
mungkin mencakup: menyaksikan kehidupan sehari-hari, makan 
bersama dengan tuan rumah, meditasi, kelas melukis atau 
memasak, membuat canang sari, bermain musik tradisional, 
menari, mengobrol dengan penduduk setempat, mengunjungi 
pasar tradisional, treking, mengunjungi tempat berselancar 
terdekat, dan sebagainya.  
 
Berapa lama sebaiknya wisatawan tinggal di desa untuk bisa 
mendapatkan pengalaman PBM yang menyenangkan?  
 
     
 f. Berkunjung sehari saja      
 g. Menginap satu malam      
 h. Menginap dua malam       
 i. Menginap tiga malam       
 j. Menginap empat malam atau lebih       
6. Komunikasi tuan rumah-tamu TIDAK menjadi masalah di desa.       
7. Pemandu wisata/juru bahasa tersedia untuk membantu 
pengunjung berkomunikasi dengan tuan rumah mereka.  
     
8. Tuan rumah yang memahami layanan apa yang mesti disediakan 
untuk wisatawan, akan mengurangi masalah komunikasi.  
     
 
9.   Layanan apa yang perlu dimasukkan dalam paket wisata PBM? (Anda dapat memilih lebih dari 
satu)  
 1. Aktifitas di desa  
 2. Melihat-lihat desa  
 3. Mengunjungi tempat-tempat wisata di dekat desa  
 4. Antar/jemput dari/ke bandara  
 5. Transportasi ke desa  
 6. Akomodasi vila/hotel resor  
 7. Tinggal dengan keluarga angkat di desa  
 8. Makan bersama tuan rumah  
 9. Makan di restoran  
 
10
. 
Lain-lain___________________ 
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I. Orang/Pemahaman 
Gunakanlah skala 1-5 di bawah ini. 1 = sangat setuju dan 5 = sangat tidak setuju. Berikan pendapat sejauh mana 
Anda setuju bahwa hal-hal di bawah ini diperlukan oleh wisatawan untuk mendapatkan pengalaman PBM yang 
baik. (Beri tanda ‘✗’ yang jelas pada kotak yang menunjukkan tingkat kesetujuan Anda dengan masing-masing 
pernyataan). 
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  1 2 3 4 5 
1. Penduduk desa mendapatkan pelatihan PBM sehingga mereka 
mengerti bagaimana menyediakan layanan PBM  
     
2. Semua aspek pengoperasian PBM di desa didasarkan pada prinsip-
prinsip keberlanjutan yang kuat  
     
3. Bagi wisatawan, mendapatkan pengalaman hidup yang otentik di desa 
berhubungan dengan menemukan arti kehidupannya  
     
4. Sebaiknya lebih banyak orang dari negara maju mendapat 
pengalaman kehidupan traditional di desa 
     
5. Wisatawan menunjukkan rasa hormat terhadap cara hidup penduduk 
desa 
     
6. Hubungan tuan rumah-tamu didasari oleh prinsip persahabatan      
7. Wisatawan mendapatkan pengalaman hidup tradisional mendalam      
8. Wisatawan membayar harga yang pantas untuk produk dan layanan 
yang mereka nikmati di desa 
     
9. Wisatawan menikmati produk dan layanan yang memenuhi standar 
kesehatan dan keamanan yang baik 
     
10. Penduduk desa mendukung PBM (contoh: menyambut tamu, terlibat 
dalam kegiatan kepariwisataan)   
     
11. Pemerintah setempat (daerah) mendukung perkembangan PBM di 
desa (contoh: melengkapi desa PBM dengan infrastruktur dan fasilitas 
standar; mengembangkan ketrampilan penduduk desa yang diperlukan 
untuk menjalankan PBM)  
     
 
 
 
J. Perubahan untuk Kemajuan & Mempertahankan Keaslian  
Gunakanlah skala 1-5 di bawah ini. 1 = sangat setuju dan 5 = sangat tidak setuju. Berikan pendapat sejauh mana 
Anda setuju bahwa hal-hal di bawah ini diperlukan oleh wisatawan untuk mendapatkan pengalaman PBM yang 
baik. (Beri tanda ‘✗’ yang jelas pada kotak yang menunjukkan tingkat kesetujuan Anda dengan masing-masing 
pernyataan). 
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  1 2 3 4 5 
1. Penduduk desa mendapatkan standar hidup yang lebih baik melalui PBM      
2. Penduduk menggunakan teknologi yang membantu agar dapat bekerja 
dengan lebih efisien (lebih mudah, lebih baik, lebih cepat) 
     
3. PBM membantu perkembangan kemajuan desa      
4. PBM memberikan kontribusi dalam pengembangan kebudayaan      
5. Cara hidup yang unik di desa dijaga kelestariannya      
6. Tradisi budaya di desa (contoh: arsitektur tradisional, upacara dan 
perayaan tradisional) benar-benar dilestarikan  
     
7. Penduduk desa melestarikan lingkungan alam dan pedesaan di sekitar 
desa.  
     
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Jelaskan dengan singkat bagaimana PBM akan memberikan kontribusi bagi kehidupan Anda dan 
masyarakat: 
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Terima kasih telah menyelesaikan survei ini! 
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7: Expert panel – research instrument assessment results  
Participants Comment Responses plan 
Participant 1 – 
Community 
(Ir. I Gede 
Sumajaya – 
lecturer of 
Politeknik 
Negeri Bali 
[PNB]) 
 
1.Point 1.4.1. Religious Ceremony & 
traditional economic activities to be 
repositioned to point 1.3.Lifestyle, because 
it is not events its scheduled activities 
(Events is specially arrange for an 
occasion). 
I need to check the 
definition of „event‟ in 
literature. 
2.Point 1.7. Surfing is repositioned to 1.1. 
Type of activities – adventure; and 
renamed water sport. 
Logical view will be 
considered. 
3.Point 4.3. Facilities and cleanliness should 
be placed under „Stay with host‟ 4.1, since 
this issue are only occurring in home-stay 
accommodation. 
Logical view will be 
considered. 
4.Regarding food – point 5: He suggests one 
more question about having meals in 
restaurant in the village owned by local. 
Logical view will be 
considered. However 
questions are already 
many. 
5.Point 6. Souvenir; comment is made 
regarding selling point either individually 
or in the art market? 
Logical view will be 
considered. However 
questions are already 
many. 
6.Point 7.3 – question 2; when refereeing to 
guide, emphasise must be made to „local 
guide‟ not general travel agent guide. 
Logical view will be 
acted on. 
7.New point suggested is regarding: security 
and income distribution among stake 
holders as key of CBT sustainability. 
Significant input will 
be acted on. 
 
Participant 2 – 
Tourist (Drs. I 
Nengah 
Wijaya, 
M.Par. – PNB 
lecturer) 
No comment is made 
 
- 
 
Participant 3 - 
Community 
(Dra. Nyoman  
Mastiani 
Nadra, M. Par 
– PNB 
lecturer) 
Seeing from the statement of the 
questionnaire, all are measured and the 
title of the thesis are complete, but still 
doubt whether communities are involved 
in this context of activities. 
Community 
involvement has 
always been the 
underpinning context 
of the product 
concept.* 
 
Participant 4 – 
community 
(Dra. A.A. 
Ayu Ngurah 
1.The same person (participant 3) giving 
comment. 
Opinion is restated. 
2.The indicators of the thesis are measured. Expressed the 
adequacy of the 
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Harmini, 
M.Par – 
lecturer of 
Universitas 
Udayana 
[UNUD]) 
instrument. 
3.All aspects are included. Expressed the 
adequacy of the 
instrument. 
 
Participant 5 – 
Tourist (Drs. I 
Nyoman 
Meirejeki, 
MM – PNB 
lecturer) 
1.Overall is good Expressed the 
adequacy of the 
instrument. 
2.I pay attention on the facilities and 
management, should much be done by and 
according to local knowledge because by 
using local facilities and local management 
we can make sustainable tourism  to avoid 
economic leakage. 
Local aspects have 
always been valued 
and accommodated in 
the concept. 
 
Participant 6 - 
Community 
(Dr. Ni Gusti 
Nym. Suci 
Murni, M.Par. 
– PBN 
lecturer) 
Point 1.1.Type of activities, question 1 it 
should be concerning „Human-Nature‟ in 
the THK instead of Man-Man. 
This is correct and will 
be acted on.* 
 
Participant 7 – 
Tourist 
(Dra. Ni 
Nyoman 
Triyuni, MM 
– PNB 
lecturer) 
1.Add „blessing ceremony‟ on item 1.4.1 
question 1. 
Will be acted on. 
2.In general it is very good & good luck. Expressed the 
adequacy of the 
instrument. 
 
Participant 8 – 
Tourist 
(Drs. I Putu 
Budiarta, 
M.Par – PNB 
lecturer) 
Add religious activities on point 1.1.Type of 
activities. 
It has been 
accommodated. 
 
Participant 9 – 
Tourists (Drs. 
I Made 
Budiasa., 
M.Par – PNB 
lecturer) 
The questionnaire is good go ahead. 
 
Expressed the 
adequacy of the 
instrument. 
 
Participant 10  
Community – 
(Drs. Md. 
Abdi 
Sucipta.,M.Par 
1.Point 1.1.Type of activities, question 1, it is 
suggested to me M-N instead of M-M of 
THK aspect 
This is correct and will 
be acted on.* 
2.Point 1.7.Surfing, it is suggested to be M-N 
instead of M-M. 
This is correct and will 
be acted on.* 
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- PNB 
lecturer) 
3.After reading the questions/statements listed 
in the questionnaire we can recommend 
that the questionnaire and statements have 
involved all aspects needed to do the 
research on the CBCT, just need a little bit 
change for THK aspect from M-M to M-N 
as in the list. 
Expressed the 
adequacy of the 
instrument. 
 
Participant 11 
- Community 
(Drs. I Wayan 
Basi Arjana, 
MITHM – 
PNB lecturer) 
1.Questions and statement from the 
questionnaire was included all aspect 
needed on CBT, but there are some 
overlapping in determining M-M and M-
N. 
Expressed the 
adequacy of the 
instrument. 
2.The researcher should also aware/pay 
attention to the actor, especially who „play‟ 
in the site destination, host community or 
investor/capitalist in developing and 
supplying the accommodation, 
transportation attraction, etc. 
Community 
involvement has 
always been the 
underpinning context 
of the product 
concept.* 
 
Participant 12 
– Community 
(I Ketut 
Suarta, SE., 
M.Si. – PNB 
lecturer) 
The economic benefit should be paid 
attention to as an end result. 
The same comment is 
made by participant 1, 
a question will be 
added regarding 
distribution of the 
economic gain. 
 
Participant 13 
– Tourist (Dr. 
I Gede 
Mudana, M. 
Si – UNUD 
lecturer) 
Principally I agree with your concept. 
 
Expressed the 
adequacy of the 
instrument. 
 
Note: 
1. Apart from discussing the input made on the questionnaire, oral discussion also 
come to the point of research methodology of ethic and Emic, and question 
regarding how deep the THK value has been explored in the existing literature 
was also raised. 
2. Change of wording needs to be made on the community questionnaire for one 
word still referring to tourist instead of community. 
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8: Reliability test results – pilot study results 
Case Processing Summary 
 N % 
Cases 
Valid 43 86.0 
Excluded
a
 7 14.0 
Total 50 100.0 
a. Listwise deletion based on all variables in 
the procedure. 
Reliability Statistics 
Cronbach's 
Alpha 
N of Items 
.917 118 
 
Item-Total Statistics 
Items Scale Mean if 
Item Deleted 
Scale Variance 
if Item Deleted 
Corrected Item-
Total Correlation 
Cronbach's Alpha 
if Item Deleted 
Att1 239.14 1110.123 .541 .915 
Att2 238.63 1080.953 .670 .914 
Att3 239.67 1115.511 .397 .916 
Att4 239.26 1119.195 .391 .916 
Att5 239.09 1115.372 .308 .916 
Att6 237.91 1121.563 .173 .917 
Att7 239.37 1121.430 .234 .916 
Att8 238.84 1105.282 .465 .915 
Att9 238.56 1119.014 .231 .916 
Att10 238.72 1138.254 -.067 .918 
Att11 239.05 1118.474 .335 .916 
Att12 239.02 1107.452 .388 .916 
Att13 239.12 1097.677 .628 .915 
Att14 239.40 1123.673 .293 .916 
Att15 239.28 1124.396 .204 .917 
Att16 238.44 1102.967 .387 .916 
TrvlSrvs1.1 239.40 1155.007 -.329 .919 
TrvlSrvs1.2 238.77 1153.754 -.342 .919 
TrvlSrvs1.3 238.49 1094.732 .530 .915 
TrvlSrvs2.1 237.95 1086.617 .483 .915 
TrvlSrvs2.2 239.14 1142.694 -.119 .919 
TrvlSrvs2.3 238.53 1139.874 -.080 .918 
TrvlSrvs2.4 237.88 1136.105 -.029 .918 
AccTrans1.1 240.00 1134.000 .083 .917 
AccTrans1.2 239.88 1137.962 -.114 .917 
AccTrans1.3 239.33 1123.891 .366 .916 
AccTrans1.4 239.19 1131.726 .144 .917 
AccTrans1.5 239.28 1136.492 -.050 .917 
AccTrans2.1 238.98 1136.309 -.034 .919 
AccTrans2.2 236.72 1078.730 .359 .917 
AccTrans2.3 236.77 1099.087 .206 .919 
AccTrans2.4 235.91 1107.515 .242 .917 
AccTrans2.5 236.53 1076.921 .405 .916 
AccTrans2.6 236.72 1090.254 .276 .918 
Accomm1 239.28 1111.492 .444 .916 
Accomm2 239.26 1096.004 .532 .915 
Accomm3 237.95 1130.998 .036 .918 
Accomm4 238.88 1105.962 .405 .915 
Accomm5 239.70 1122.073 .400 .916 
Accomm6 238.72 1122.349 .144 .917 
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Accomm7 238.95 1130.903 .046 .918 
Accomm8 238.21 1126.455 .090 .918 
Accomm9 238.67 1121.701 .161 .917 
Accomm10 237.63 1109.620 .302 .916 
FoodBev1 239.28 1118.682 .351 .916 
FoodBev2 239.58 1111.106 .710 .915 
FoodBev3 239.02 1124.833 .162 .917 
Foodbev4 239.51 1128.351 .196 .917 
FoodBev5 239.53 1110.302 .732 .915 
Foodbev6 239.72 1117.158 .510 .916 
FoodBev7 239.33 1102.844 .540 .915 
FoodBev8 239.49 1114.208 .463 .916 
FoodBev9 239.19 1101.965 .589 .915 
FoodBev10 237.28 1127.730 .131 .917 
Souvenirs1 239.40 1095.911 .649 .914 
Souvenirs2 239.14 1090.885 .695 .914 
Souvenirs3 239.23 1095.849 .710 .914 
Souvenirs4 239.35 1099.375 .753 .914 
Souvenirs5 239.16 1103.854 .667 .915 
Souvenirs6 239.05 1113.664 .280 .916 
Souvenirs7 238.47 1130.445 .074 .917 
Souvenirs8 238.47 1104.255 .392 .916 
Souvenirs9 239.05 1120.379 .233 .916 
Souvenirs10 239.19 1093.203 .750 .914 
Amenities1 239.60 1118.530 .490 .916 
Amenities2 239.16 1094.473 .796 .914 
Amenities3 238.74 1128.243 .123 .917 
Amenities4 239.44 1114.300 .420 .916 
Amenities5 239.42 1116.059 .528 .916 
Amenities6 239.44 1119.681 .422 .916 
Amenities7 239.19 1124.488 .205 .917 
Amenities8 239.21 1128.265 .160 .917 
Amenities9 239.56 1122.586 .366 .916 
Amenities10 239.00 1089.048 .625 .914 
Amenities11 239.42 1110.963 .580 .915 
Amenities12 239.14 1110.790 .336 .916 
Amenities13 238.37 1098.906 .489 .915 
Amenities14 239.16 1127.473 .128 .917 
Amenities15 239.33 1130.082 .112 .917 
ProdPackaging1 239.63 1124.525 .312 .916 
ProdPackage2 239.56 1117.776 .509 .916 
ProdPackage3 239.56 1126.110 .261 .916 
ProdPackage4 239.37 1115.477 .617 .916 
ProdPackage5.D 237.51 1114.446 .182 .917 
ProdPackage5.1 night 237.65 1112.614 .215 .917 
ProdPackage5.2 night 238.23 1118.326 .150 .917 
ProdPackage5.3 night 238.42 1094.297 .347 .916 
ProdPackage5.4 n more 
night 
238.81 1109.155 .264 .916 
ProdPackage6 238.56 1111.395 .296 .916 
ProdPackage7 239.33 1122.177 .300 .916 
ProdPackage8 239.21 1111.646 .369 .916 
ProdPackage9.1 239.98 1138.976 -.219 .917 
ProdPackage9.2 239.88 1128.058 .281 .916 
ProdPackage9.3 239.77 1131.421 .118 .917 
ProdPackage9.4 239.42 1124.535 .319 .916 
ProdPackage9.5 239.56 1126.967 .236 .916 
ProdPackage9.6 239.37 1132.430 .081 .917 
ProdPackage9.7 239.58 1123.011 .354 .916 
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ProdPackage9.8 239.58 1119.678 .453 .916 
ProdPackage9.9 239.23 1130.087 .189 .917 
PeopleAwrnes1 239.35 1131.899 .047 .917 
PeopleAwrnes2 239.26 1127.385 .140 .917 
PeopleAwrnes3 239.14 1126.123 .276 .916 
PeopleAwrnes4 239.02 1101.547 .599 .915 
PeopleAwrnes5 239.51 1122.970 .355 .916 
PeopleAwrnes6 239.47 1124.969 .252 .916 
PeopleAwrnes7 238.98 1113.261 .436 .916 
PeopleAwrnes8 239.49 1119.542 .420 .916 
PeopleAwrnes9 239.51 1112.399 .435 .916 
PeopleAwrnes10 239.44 1114.681 .519 .916 
PeopleAwrnes11 239.72 1122.682 .351 .916 
Chng DevAuth1 239.58 1121.154 .374 .916 
ChngDevAuth2 239.28 1109.825 .520 .915 
ChngDevAuth3 239.49 1119.922 .448 .916 
ChngDevAuth4 239.47 1118.588 .491 .916 
ChngDevAuth5 239.40 1122.197 .227 .916 
ChngDevAuth6 239.56 1124.443 .208 .917 
ChngDevAuth7 239.77 1124.421 .349 .916 
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9: Variables when deleted having higher Cronbach’s alpha 
NO Variables Cronbach’s alpha (α)  
when item deleted 
1 Travel Services 1.1   0.919 
2 Travel Services 1.2   0.919 
3 Travel Services 2.2   0.919 
4 Travel Services 2.3   0.918 
5 Travel Services 2.4   0.918 
6 Access & Transportation 2.1   0.919 
7 Access & Transportation 2.3   0.919 
8 Access & Transportation 2.6   0.918 
9 Accommodation 3 0.918 
10 Accommodation 7   0.918 
11 Accommodation 8   0.918 
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10: Ethics approval 
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11: Phase 1 results – two sample groups in comparison 
Tourist Exsisting in Community 
No Node  Node 
1 Attractions Both Attractions 
 Natural/rural environment  Both Natural/rural 
environment 
 
Lifestyle  Both Lifestyle  
  Both   
Religious  
ceremony 
Both Religious  
ceremony 
Outbound & 
Personal  
Development 
& Meditation 
 
Both Outbound/ 
Personal  
Development, 
Meditation 
 
Learning Both  Learning 
Culture  Both Culture  
Traditional architecture  Both Traditional 
architecture 
 
Art  Both Art 
 
 
Sport & Surfing  Both Sport & Surfing  
2 Travel Services Both Travel Services 
 By villagers  Both By villagers  
Travel agents  Both Travel agents  
Self arranged  Both Self arranged  
3 Transportation Both Transportation 
 Envirnmt friendly mode & 
In the villages 
 Both Environment 
friendly mode In the 
villages 
 
Access to villages  Both Access to villages  
Signs & Notices 
 
 Tourist Signs & Notices 
 
 
4 Accommodation Both Accommodation 
 Villas  Both Villas  
Resort hotels  Both Resort hotels  
Homestay  Both Homestay  
Facilities  Both Facilities  
Cleanliness 
 
 Both Cleanliness 
 
 
5 Food Both Food 
 Share with host 
 
  Share with host 
 
 
 Tools and 
cutleries 
Both  
 
 
 
Tools and 
cutleries 
Spices 
 
Both Spices 
 
Raw produce 
 
Both Raw produce 
Process  Both Process  
Hygiene 
 
Both Hygiene 
 
Food Types Both Food Types 
 
Restaurant 
 
 Both Restaurant  
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6 Souvenirs Both Souvenirs 
 Types  Both Types  
Selling methods  Both Selling methods  
Production  Both Production  
Packets 
 
 Both Packets  
7 Packaging Both Packaging 
 Narration  Both Narrations  
Length of stay  Both Length of stay  
Language  Both Language  
Attraction varieties  Both Attraction varieties 
 
 
8 Amenities Both Amenities 
 Sewerage & Drainage, 
Road & Path, public toilet 
 Both Sewerage & 
Drainage, Road & 
Path, public toilet 
 
 
People support  Community People support  
Parking spaces  Both Parking spaces  
Government support  Community Government support  
Garbage issue  Both Garbage issue  
Information tech 
 
 Both Information tech.  
CBT Management  Both CBT Management  
9 People/Awareness 
 
Both People/Awareness 
 
 Training requirement  Community  Training 
requirement 
Sustainability  Both  Sustainability 
Standard & values  Both  Standard & 
values 
Needs awareness 
 
 Both  Need 
awareness 
 
10 Authenticity and change for development  Authenticity and change for 
development 
 Change & development: 
technology, living standard 
 Both  Change for 
development: 
technology, 
living 
standard 
Authenticity: environment, 
values/traditions, building 
structure 
 
 Both  Authenticity: 
environment, 
values/traditio
ns, building 
structure 
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12: THK and ST components applied in research measurement  
No CBT product variables THK THK/ ST ST 
  
U
n
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o
n
m
e
n
t 
H
u
m
a
n
s 
(H
-H
s)
/ 
S
o
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a
l 
E
co
n
o
m
ic
 
Attractions 
1 Soft adventure   H-Hs   
2 Relaxing activities   H-Hs   
3 Natural & rural environment.  H-N    
4 Experiencing village life   H-Hs   
5 Watch religious activity H-Us     
6 Participating religious activities H-US     
7 See traditional economic acts.   H-Hs   
8 Part. traditional economic activities   H-Hs   
9 Participate personal development   H-Hs   
10 Meditation H-Us     
11 To learn e.g. traditional dances etc.   H-Hs   
12 Traditional art e.g. painting etc.   H-Hs   
13 Visit local/art market   H-Hs   
14 Traditional performance   H-Hs   
15 Traditional architect e.g. temples  M-Us   H-Hs   
16 Surfing at a nearby place   H-Hs   
Total 4 1 12 0 
Travel services 
1 Arranged by the CBT travel. agents    H-Hs  Profit 
2 Arranged by: general travel agents   H-Hs   
3 Arranged by: self - arranged    H-Hs   
4 Information source: friends and family   H-Hs   
5 Information source: websites   H-Hs   
6 Information source: brochures   H-Hs   
7 Information source: travel agents   H-Hs   
Total 0 0 7 1 
Access/Transportation 
1 Transportation  mode in village: walk  H-N  H-Hs   
2 Transportation mode in village: cycling  H-N  H-Hs   
3 Transportation: dokar - horse pull cart  H-N  H-Hs   
4 Transportation: car   H-Hs   
5 Transportation: motorcycle   H-Hs   
6 Trans. mode to village: by the village‟s CBT travel agent   H-Hs  Profit 
7 Trans. mode to village: public transportation   H-Hs   
8 Trans. mode to village: motorcycle   H-Hs   
9 Trans. mode to village: taxi   H-Hs   
10 Trans. mode to village: a rental car   H-Hs   
11 Trans. mode to village: provided by a general travel agent   H-Hs   
Total 0 3 11 1 
Accommodation 
1 In a homestay   H-Hs  Profit 
2 Homestay contributes directly to local    H-Hs  Profit 
3 Accommodation with a shared bathroom   H-Hs   
4 Accommodation with a private bathroom   H-Hs   
5 Room in a good standard of cleanliness   H-Hs   
6 Bed linen is replaced at least  in 3 days   H-Hs   
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7 Daily room service   H-Hs   
8 Villa in the village   H-Hs  Profit 
9 Resort hotel in the village   H-Hs   
10 Resort hotel outside the village   H-Hs   
Total 0 0 10 3 
Food and beverage 
1 Share meals with host   H-Hs  Profit 
2 Clean cooking utensils   H-Hs   
3 chillies are reduce   H-Hs   
4 Authentic recipes   H-Hs   
5 Use of local produce   H-Hs  Profit 
6 Meals are made from fresh ingredients   H-Hs   
7 Food meets with high standard of hygiene   H-Hs   
8 Safe drinking water in the village are available   H-Hs   
9 Cooked food is served hot to ensure its hygiene   H-Hs   
10 Having meals in restaurants   H-Hs   
Total 0 0 10 2 
Souvenirs 
1 Local made handicraft   H-Hs  Profit 
2 Variety of souvenirs   H-Hs   
3 Souvenir material suitable to be carried into the guests‟ home 
country 
  H-Hs   
4 Souvenir is easy to take home   H-Hs   
5 Souvenirs are sold using persuasive selling   H-Hs  Profit 
6 No aggressive souvenir selling   H-Hs   
7 Able to bargain for souvenirs   H-Hs  Profit 
8 Workshop next to the souvenir shop   H-Hs   
9 Souvenirs are attractively packaged   H-Hs   
10 The souvenir package contains sufficient information for 
airport custom purpose 
  H-Hs   
Total 0 0 10 3 
Amenities 
1 Clean public toilets   H-Hs   
2 Western style public toilet   H-Hs   
3 Squatting toilet for visitors‟ experience   H-Hs   
4 Quality roads   H-Hs   
5 Garbage is well managed  H-N    
6 Plastic waste is well managed  H-N    
7 Internet in the village   H-Hs   
8 Internet at a nearby place   H-Hs   
9 Signage for clear direction   H-Hs   
10 Notice at cautious places   H-Hs   
11 CBT benefits all community members   H-Hs  Profit 
12 A fair economic benefit distribution among stake holders   H-Hs  Profit 
13 Small number of visitors in the village at any one time  H-N H-Hs   
14 CBT operators know how to handle emergency situation   H-Hs   
15 CBT visitors recognise the need of travel insurance   H-Hs   
 0 3 13 2 
Packaging 
1 Information is available to explain the unique features in 
village 
  H-Hs   
2 Information helps to create a meaningful CBT experience   H-Hs   
3 Accurate information in brochure or websites   H-Hs   
4 Information helps guests to prepare what to expect in the 
village 
  H-Hs   
5 Length of stay: day trip   H-Hs   
6 Length of stay: over night   H-Hs   
7 Length of stay: 2 nights stay   H-Hs   
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8 Length of stay: 3 nights stay   H-Hs   
9 Length of stay: 4 nights stay   H-Hs   
10 Host - guest communication is not a problem   H-Hs   
11 Tour guide/interpreter is available in the village   H-Hs   
12 Hosts to know the services to be provided eases the  
communication issue 
  H-Hs   
13 The tour package includes: activities in the village   H-Hs   
14 The tour package includes: sightseeing in the village   H-Hs   
15 The tour package includes: visit to close-by tourist sites   H-Hs   
16 The tour package includes: airport transfers   H-Hs   
17 The tour package includes: transportation to the village   H-Hs   
18 The tour package includes: resort hotel accommodation   H-Hs   
19 The tour package includes: homestay in the village    H-Hs   
20 The tour package includes: meals with host   H-Hs   
21 The tour package includes: meals in restaurant   H-Hs   
 0 0 21 0 
 Awareness/People 
1 Villagers are trained to cater visitors   H-Hs   
2 CBT operation is based on a sound sustainable principles  H-N  H-Hs   
3 Authentic life experience is related to finding meaning in life H-Us     
4 More people from developed country should attempt to  
experience an authentic life in the village 
  H-Hs   
5 Tourists respect the way of life of the village people   H-Hs   
6 The host - guest relationship should be underpinned by 
friendship 
  H-Hs   
7 CBT is for visitors to have a profound traditional authentic 
life experience  
H-Us   H-Hs   
8 Tourists to pay a reasonable price for products and services 
consumed in the village  
  H-Hs  Profit 
9 All products and services consumed in the village to comply 
with the health and safety standard 
  H-Hs   
10 The village people support CBT   H-Hs   
11 The authority/local government  support CBT   H-Hs   
 2 1 10 1 
Authenticity and change for development  
1 The village people to gain a better living standard through 
CBT. 
  H-Hs  Profit 
2 Local people using some technology that helps them to work  
more efficiently  
  H-Hs   
3  CBT helps to promote the development of the village.   H-Hs  Profit 
4 CBT tourism to contribute to the cultural development of the 
village. 
  H-Hs  Profit 
5 The village way of life is kept unchanged.    H-Hs   
6 Cultural tradition in the village (e.g.: traditional architecture, 
traditional ceremonies, and celebration) is strongly retained. 
  H-Hs  Profit 
7 Villagers to conserve the natural and rural environment 
around the village. 
 H-N    
Total 0 1 6 4 
Grand total 6 9 110 17 
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13: Reliability test results 
Case Processing Summary 
 N % 
Cases 
Valid 207 69.0 
Excluded
a
 93 31.0 
Total 300 100.0 
a. Listwise deletion based on all variables in 
the procedure. 
 
Reliability Statistics 
Cronbach's Alpha N of Items 
.937 118 
 
Item-Total Statistics 
Items Scale Mean 
if Item 
Deleted 
Scale 
Variance if 
Item Deleted 
Corrected 
Item-Total 
Correlation 
Cronbach's 
Alpha if Item 
Deleted 
Att1 232.76 1442.252 .440 .936 
Att2 232.75 1451.352 .270 .937 
Att3 233.31 1447.632 .421 .937 
Att4 232.92 1438.217 .489 .936 
Att5 232.90 1438.616 .418 .936 
Att6 232.16 1448.186 .219 .937 
Att7 233.04 1443.731 .411 .936 
Att8 232.47 1426.794 .493 .936 
Att9 232.15 1428.559 .463 .936 
Att10 232.28 1431.307 .444 .936 
Att11 232.75 1432.276 .476 .936 
Att12 232.78 1441.106 .393 .936 
Att13 232.96 1445.435 .394 .937 
Att14 233.05 1436.852 .558 .936 
Att15 233.13 1447.305 .379 .937 
Att16 232.02 1437.301 .316 .937 
TrvlSrvs1.1 233.04 1453.969 .182 .937 
TrvlSrvs1.2 232.37 1467.292 .022 .938 
TrvlSrvs1.3 231.95 1461.167 .098 .938 
TrvlSrvs2.1 231.89 1451.303 .144 .938 
TrvlSrvs2.2 232.43 1441.818 .260 .937 
TrvlSrvs2.3 231.88 1451.243 .181 .937 
TrvlSrvs2.4 231.71 1482.653 -.149 .939 
AccTrans1.1 233.62 1465.556 .185 .937 
AccTrans1.2 233.42 1465.575 .113 .937 
AccTrans1.3 233.02 1457.888 .329 .937 
AccTrans1.4 233.00 1469.413 .003 .937 
AccTrans1.5 232.96 1465.061 .137 .937 
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AccTrans2.1 232.92 1438.615 .234 .938 
AccTrans2.2 230.48 1439.989 .183 .938 
AccTrans2.3 230.39 1449.539 .122 .939 
AccTrans2.4 230.41 1460.214 .051 .939 
AccTrans2.5 230.53 1440.823 .201 .938 
AccTrans2.6 230.94 1457.564 .051 .940 
Accomm1 232.91 1441.002 .383 .937 
Accomm2 232.87 1438.764 .436 .936 
Accomm3 231.59 1439.446 .294 .937 
Accomm4 232.74 1458.997 .131 .937 
Accomm5 233.28 1441.581 .569 .936 
Accomm6 232.54 1463.755 .050 .938 
Accomm7 232.85 1434.672 .494 .936 
Accomm8 232.25 1452.119 .195 .937 
Accomm9 231.78 1490.057 -.230 .939 
Accomm10 231.67 1464.019 .041 .938 
FoodBev1 232.85 1440.973 .405 .936 
FoodBev2 233.17 1442.552 .441 .936 
FoodBev3 232.71 1450.384 .287 .937 
Foodbev4 232.85 1433.500 .481 .936 
FoodBev5 233.12 1439.093 .534 .936 
Foodbev6 233.29 1438.574 .648 .936 
FoodBev7 233.22 1435.174 .604 .936 
FoodBev8 233.19 1440.037 .479 .936 
FoodBev9 233.08 1440.357 .489 .936 
FoodBev10 231.69 1462.750 .052 .938 
Souvenirs1 233.07 1444.665 .435 .936 
Souvenirs2 232.91 1439.429 .511 .936 
Souvenirs3 233.02 1438.228 .575 .936 
Souvenirs4 233.08 1437.464 .601 .936 
Souvenirs5 232.95 1434.216 .592 .936 
Souvenirs6 232.98 1436.145 .530 .936 
Souvenirs7 232.65 1449.220 .310 .937 
Souvenirs8 232.32 1431.094 .444 .936 
Souvenirs9 232.72 1437.832 .457 .936 
Souvenirs10 232.98 1438.407 .583 .936 
Amenities1 233.36 1444.270 .524 .936 
Amenities2 232.88 1438.705 .476 .936 
Amenities3 232.25 1447.119 .274 .937 
Amenities4 232.94 1442.855 .439 .936 
Amenities5 233.23 1444.509 .525 .936 
Amenities6 233.10 1440.913 .508 .936 
Amenities7 232.71 1432.700 .505 .936 
Amenities8 232.75 1439.713 .451 .936 
Amenities9 233.06 1434.321 .627 .936 
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Amenities10 232.57 1455.839 .128 .938 
Amenities11 232.93 1434.374 .609 .936 
Amenities12 232.76 1432.621 .514 .936 
Amenities13 232.37 1434.874 .394 .936 
Amenities14 233.13 1438.042 .597 .936 
Amenities15 232.97 1438.601 .543 .936 
ProdPackaging1 233.21 1444.722 .514 .936 
ProdPackage2 233.13 1437.619 .679 .936 
ProdPackage3 233.11 1438.983 .606 .936 
ProdPackage4 233.06 1435.035 .599 .936 
ProdPackage5.D 231.49 1463.911 .048 .938 
ProdPackage5.1 night 231.86 1464.118 .052 .938 
ProdPackage5.2 night 232.46 1442.745 .373 .937 
ProdPackage5.3 night 232.55 1451.667 .250 .937 
ProdPackage5.4 - more  232.66 1459.623 .103 .938 
ProdPackage6 232.36 1438.483 .347 .937 
ProdPackage7 232.74 1454.660 .176 .937 
ProdPackage8 232.73 1432.410 .490 .936 
ProdPackage9.1 233.57 1463.450 .228 .937 
ProdPackage9.2 233.45 1463.948 .165 .937 
ProdPackage9.3 233.36 1456.677 .350 .937 
ProdPackage9.4 233.10 1455.995 .363 .937 
ProdPackage9.5 233.21 1456.631 .336 .937 
ProdPackage9.6 233.03 1467.718 .051 .937 
ProdPackage9.7 233.18 1457.024 .326 .937 
ProdPackage9.8 233.28 1462.669 .180 .937 
ProdPackage9.9 232.95 1469.930 -.011 .937 
PeopleAwrnes1 233.02 1434.509 .626 .936 
PeopleAwrnes2 232.94 1431.147 .659 .936 
PeopleAwrnes3 232.96 1437.960 .543 .936 
PeopleAwrnes4 232.81 1436.428 .540 .936 
PeopleAwrnes5 233.12 1436.864 .497 .936 
PeopleAwrnes6 233.01 1437.704 .570 .936 
PeopleAwrnes7 232.91 1434.346 .623 .936 
PeopleAwrnes8 233.03 1435.111 .619 .936 
PeopleAwrnes9 233.20 1436.269 .632 .936 
PeopleAwrnes10 233.09 1434.346 .634 .936 
PeopleAwrnes11 233.19 1439.652 .550 .936 
Chng DevAuth1 233.21 1441.428 .569 .936 
ChngDevAuth2 232.94 1435.108 .584 .936 
ChngDevAuth3 233.15 1442.895 .536 .936 
ChngDevAuth4 233.09 1439.045 .570 .936 
ChngDevAuth5 233.15 1443.287 .469 .936 
ChngDevAuth6 233.31 1445.011 .521 .936 
ChngDevAuth7 233.30 1443.949 .557 .936 
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14: Normality test results for data with missing value -1 
Tests of Normality 
 Kolmogorov-Smirnov
a
 Shapiro-Wilk 
Statistic df Sig. Statistic df Sig. 
Att1 .295 207 .000 .811 207 .000 
Att2 .279 207 .000 .819 207 .000 
Att3 .398 207 .000 .622 207 .000 
Att4 .250 207 .000 .798 207 .000 
Att5 .255 207 .000 .771 207 .000 
Att6 .208 207 .000 .896 207 .000 
Att7 .274 207 .000 .727 207 .000 
Att8 .262 207 .000 .857 207 .000 
Att9 .206 207 .000 .900 207 .000 
Att10 .205 207 .000 .878 207 .000 
Att11 .264 207 .000 .811 207 .000 
Att12 .280 207 .000 .808 207 .000 
Att13 .250 207 .000 .779 207 .000 
Att14 .277 207 .000 .748 207 .000 
Att15 .328 207 .000 .731 207 .000 
Att16 .194 207 .000 .898 207 .000 
TrvlSrvs1.1 .377 207 .000 .656 207 .000 
TrvlSrvs1.2 .257 207 .000 .868 207 .000 
TrvlSrvs1.3 .263 207 .000 .849 207 .000 
TrvlSrvs2.1 .211 207 .000 .852 207 .000 
TrvlSrvs2.2 .224 207 .000 .831 207 .000 
TrvlSrvs2.3 .196 207 .000 .907 207 .000 
TrvlSrvs2.4 .176 207 .000 .906 207 .000 
AccTrans1.1 .533 207 .000 .326 207 .000 
AccTrans1.2 .446 207 .000 .572 207 .000 
AccTrans1.3 .439 207 .000 .581 207 .000 
AccTrans1.4 .448 207 .000 .569 207 .000 
AccTrans1.5 .472 207 .000 .531 207 .000 
AccTrans2.1 .404 207 .000 .556 207 .000 
AccTrans2.2 .163 207 .000 .901 207 .000 
AccTrans2.3 .178 207 .000 .906 207 .000 
AccTrans2.4 .136 207 .000 .936 207 .000 
AccTrans2.5 .128 207 .000 .940 207 .000 
AccTrans2.6 .189 207 .000 .899 207 .000 
Accomm1 .263 207 .000 .771 207 .000 
Accomm2 .288 207 .000 .768 207 .000 
Accomm3 .198 207 .000 .902 207 .000 
Accomm4 .285 207 .000 .808 207 .000 
Accomm5 .379 207 .000 .654 207 .000 
Accomm6 .245 207 .000 .837 207 .000 
Accomm7 .253 207 .000 .802 207 .000 
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Accomm8 .229 207 .000 .887 207 .000 
Accomm9 .216 207 .000 .897 207 .000 
Accomm10 .213 207 .000 .896 207 .000 
FoodBev1 .281 207 .000 .782 207 .000 
FoodBev2 .332 207 .000 .660 207 .000 
FoodBev3 .292 207 .000 .826 207 .000 
Foodbev4 .277 207 .000 .778 207 .000 
FoodBev5 .302 207 .000 .714 207 .000 
Foodbev6 .377 207 .000 .652 207 .000 
FoodBev7 .365 207 .000 .670 207 .000 
FoodBev8 .359 207 .000 .673 207 .000 
FoodBev9 .319 207 .000 .753 207 .000 
FoodBev10 .190 207 .000 .898 207 .000 
Souvenirs1 .292 207 .000 .757 207 .000 
Souvenirs2 .244 207 .000 .810 207 .000 
Souvenirs3 .269 207 .000 .772 207 .000 
Souvenirs4 .296 207 .000 .755 207 .000 
Souvenirs5 .254 207 .000 .798 207 .000 
Souvenirs6 .279 207 .000 .787 207 .000 
Souvenirs7 .266 207 .000 .840 207 .000 
Souvenirs8 .227 207 .000 .883 207 .000 
Souvenirs9 .254 207 .000 .840 207 .000 
Souvenirs10 .255 207 .000 .791 207 .000 
Amenities1 .416 207 .000 .591 207 .000 
Amenities2 .250 207 .000 .813 207 .000 
Amenities3 .250 207 .000 .879 207 .000 
Amenities4 .249 207 .000 .800 207 .000 
Amenities5 .366 207 .000 .704 207 .000 
Amenities6 .303 207 .000 .745 207 .000 
Amenities7 .215 207 .000 .843 207 .000 
Amenities8 .267 207 .000 .826 207 .000 
Amenities9 .291 207 .000 .762 207 .000 
Amenities10 .286 207 .000 .798 207 .000 
Amenities11 .251 207 .000 .792 207 .000 
Amenities12 .259 207 .000 .825 207 .000 
Amenities13 .216 207 .000 .879 207 .000 
Amenities14 .306 207 .000 .730 207 .000 
Amenities15 .257 207 .000 .791 207 .000 
ProdPackaging1 .338 207 .000 .685 207 .000 
ProdPackage2 .297 207 .000 .711 207 .000 
ProdPackage3 .294 207 .000 .730 207 .000 
ProdPackage4 .287 207 .000 .752 207 .000 
ProdPackage5.D .202 207 .000 .905 207 .000 
ProdPackage5.1 night .228 207 .000 .898 207 .000 
ProdPackage5.2 night .257 207 .000 .875 207 .000 
ProdPackage5.3 night .270 207 .000 .862 207 .000 
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ProdPackage5.4 nght 
more  
.230 207 .000 .825 207 .000 
ProdPackage6 .227 207 .000 .881 207 .000 
ProdPackage7 .312 207 .000 .775 207 .000 
ProdPackage8 .284 207 .000 .810 207 .000 
ProdPackage9.1 .514 207 .000 .419 207 .000 
ProdPackage9.2 .460 207 .000 .551 207 .000 
ProdPackage9.3 .414 207 .000 .606 207 .000 
ProdPackage9.4 .399 207 .000 .617 207 .000 
ProdPackage9.5 .344 207 .000 .636 207 .000 
ProdPackage9.6 .436 207 .000 .584 207 .000 
ProdPackage9.7 .357 207 .000 .635 207 .000 
ProdPackage9.8 .374 207 .000 .630 207 .000 
ProdPackage9.9 .474 207 .000 .527 207 .000 
PeopleAwrnes1 .254 207 .000 .737 207 .000 
PeopleAwrnes2 .252 207 .000 .800 207 .000 
PeopleAwrnes3 .252 207 .000 .762 207 .000 
PeopleAwrnes4 .222 207 .000 .826 207 .000 
PeopleAwrnes5 .327 207 .000 .691 207 .000 
PeopleAwrnes6 .271 207 .000 .778 207 .000 
PeopleAwrnes7 .237 207 .000 .803 207 .000 
PeopleAwrnes8 .275 207 .000 .769 207 .000 
PeopleAwrnes9 .351 207 .000 .703 207 .000 
PeopleAwrnes10 .297 207 .000 .745 207 .000 
PeopleAwrnes11 .354 207 .000 .707 207 .000 
Chng DevAuth1 .345 207 .000 .701 207 .000 
ChngDevAuth2 .250 207 .000 .801 207 .000 
ChngDevAuth3 .310 207 .000 .715 207 .000 
ChngDevAuth4 .292 207 .000 .744 207 .000 
ChngDevAuth5 .335 207 .000 .724 207 .000 
ChngDevAuth6 .393 207 .000 .644 207 .000 
ChngDevAuth7 .384 207 .000 .648 207 .000 
a. Lilliefors Significance Correction 
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15: Normality test results of data: coded -1 and mean series replacement  
1. ZS of data coded „-1‟ and „mean series‟ in comparison 
 
 
N N
NO. Statistic Statistic Std. Error ZS Statistic Std. Error ZK Statistic Statistic Std. Error ZS Statistic Std. Error ZK
1 Att1 299 1.012 0.141 7.18 1.568 0.281 5.58 SMEAN(ModAdventur) 300 1.014 0.141 7.19 1.583 0.281 5.63
2 Att2 299 0.866 0.141 6.14 0.269 0.281 0.96 SMEAN(RelaxingActivi) 300 0.867 0.141 6.15 0.28 0.281 1.00
3 Att3 298 2.097 0.141 14.87 6.034 0.281 21.47 SMEAN(NaturalRural) 300 2.104 0.141 14.92 6.094 0.281 21.69
4 Att4 299 1.027 0.141 7.28 1.33 0.281 4.73 SMEAN(Villagelife) 300 1.028 0.141 7.29 1.345 0.281 4.79
5 Att5 300 1.392 0.141 9.87 1.994 0.281 7.10 SMEAN(WatchRitual) 300 1.392 0.141 9.87 1.994 0.281 7.10
6 Att6 298 0.384 0.141 2.72 -0.674 0.281 -2.40 SMEAN(PartRitual) 300 0.385 0.141 2.73 -0.658 0.281 -2.34
7 Att7 300 1.49 0.141 10.57 2.957 0.281 10.52 SMEAN(SeeTradEcon) 300 1.49 0.141 10.57 2.957 0.281 10.52
8 Att8 300 0.765 0.141 5.43 -0.13 0.281 -0.46 SMEAN(PartTradEcon) 300 0.765 0.141 5.43 -0.13 0.281 -0.46
9 Att9 300 0.352 0.141 2.50 -0.613 0.281 -2.18 SMEAN(PartPersnlDev) 300 0.352 0.141 2.50 -0.613 0.281 -2.18
10 Att10 295 0.583 0.142 4.11 -0.012 0.283 -0.04 SMEAN(Meditation) 300 0.588 0.141 4.17 0.039 0.281 0.14
11 Att11 297 1.126 0.141 7.99 1.087 0.282 3.85 SMEAN(Learntradtnl) 300 1.132 0.141 8.03 1.128 0.281 4.01
12 Att12 300 1.043 0.141 7.40 0.771 0.281 2.74 SMEAN(EnjoyArt) 300 1.043 0.141 7.40 0.771 0.281 2.74
13 Att13 300 1.238 0.141 8.78 1.85 0.281 6.58 SMEAN(VisitArtMrkt) 300 1.238 0.141 8.78 1.85 0.281 6.58
14 Att14 300 1.455 0.141 10.32 2.971 0.281 10.57 SMEAN(EnjoyPerform) 300 1.455 0.141 10.32 2.971 0.281 10.57
15 Att15 300 1.451 0.141 10.29 2.276 0.281 8.10 SMEAN(TradArchitec) 300 1.451 0.141 10.29 2.276 0.281 8.10
16 Att16 300 0.291 0.141 2.06 -0.998 0.281 -3.55 SMEAN(SportSurf) 300 0.291 0.141 2.06 -0.998 0.281 -3.55
17 TrvlSrvs1.1 300 1.069 0.141 7.58 -0.4 0.281 -1.42 SMEAN(TrvlSrvc22.1) 300 1.069 0.141 7.58 -0.4 0.281 -1.42
18 TrvlSrvs1.2 300 0.254 0.141 1.80 -1.06 0.281 -3.77 SMEAN(TrvlSrvc22.2) 300 0.254 0.141 1.80 -1.06 0.281 -3.77
19 TrvlSrvs1.3 300 -0.445 0.141 -3.16 -1.025 0.281 -3.65 SMEAN(TrvlSrvc22.3) 300 -0.445 0.141 -3.16 -1.025 0.281 -3.65
20 TrvlSrvs2.1 300 -0.071 0.141 -0.50 -1.482 0.281 -5.27 SMEAN(TrvlInfrmtn23.1) 300 -0.071 0.141 -0.50 -1.482 0.281 -5.27
21 TrvlSrvs2.2 300 0.786 0.141 5.57 -0.648 0.281 -2.31 SMEAN(TrvlInfrmtn23.2) 300 0.786 0.141 5.57 -0.648 0.281 -2.31
22 TrvlSrvs2.3 300 0.23 0.141 1.63 -1.086 0.281 -3.86 SMEAN(TrvlInfrmtn23.3) 300 0.23 0.141 1.63 -1.086 0.281 -3.86
23 TrvlSrvs2.4 300 -0.184 0.141 -1.30 -1.068 0.281 -3.80 SMEAN(TrvlInfrmtn23.4) 300 -0.184 0.141 -1.30 -1.068 0.281 -3.80
24 AccTrans1.1 300 2.561 0.141 18.16 4.59 0.281 16.33 SMEAN(InVill24.1) 300 2.561 0.141 18.16 4.59 0.281 16.33
25 AccTrans1.2 300 0.601 0.141 4.26 -1.649 0.281 -5.87 SMEAN(InVill24.2) 300 0.601 0.141 4.26 -1.649 0.281 -5.87
26 AccTrans1.3 300 -1.12 0.141 -7.94 -0.751 0.281 -2.67 SMEAN(InVill24.3) 300 -1.12 0.141 -7.94 -0.751 0.281 -2.67
27 AccTrans1.4 300 -0.912 0.141 -6.47 -1.175 0.281 -4.18 SMEAN(InVill24.4) 300 -0.912 0.141 -6.47 -1.175 0.281 -4.18
28 AccTrans1.5 300 -1.456 0.141 -10.33 0.121 0.281 0.43 SMEAN(InVill24.5) 300 -1.456 0.141 -10.33 0.121 0.281 0.43
29 AccTrans2.1 300 1.982 0.141 14.06 2.76 0.281 9.82 SMEAN(ToVillage25.1) 300 1.982 0.141 14.06 2.76 0.281 9.82
30 AccTrans2.2 300 0.05 0.141 0.35 -1.391 0.281 -4.95 SMEAN(ToVillage25.2) 300 0.05 0.141 0.35 -1.391 0.281 -4.95
31 AccTrans2.3 300 -0.058 0.141 -0.41 -1.301 0.281 -4.63 SMEAN(ToVillage25.3) 300 -0.058 0.141 -0.41 -1.301 0.281 -4.63
32 AccTrans2.4 300 0.073 0.141 0.52 -1.036 0.281 -3.69 SMEAN(ToVillage25.4) 300 0.073 0.141 0.52 -1.036 0.281 -3.69
33 AccTrans2.5 300 -0.006 0.141 -0.04 -0.93 0.281 -3.31 SMEAN(ToVillage25.5) 300 -0.006 0.141 -0.04 -0.93 0.281 -3.31
34 AccTrans2.6 300 0.16 0.141 1.13 -1.469 0.281 -5.23 SMEAN(ToVillage25.6) 300 0.16 0.141 1.13 -1.469 0.281 -5.23
35 Accomm1 299 1.301 0.141 9.23 1.288 0.281 4.58 SMEAN(Homstay26) 300 1.303 0.141 9.24 1.302 0.281 4.63
36 Accomm2 296 1.213 0.142 8.54 1.308 0.282 4.64 SMEAN(InHomContr27) 300 1.221 0.141 8.66 1.366 0.281 4.86
37 Accomm3 294 -0.134 0.142 -0.94 -1.094 0.283 -3.87 SMEAN(ShareBath28) 300 -0.135 0.141 -0.96 -1.054 0.281 -3.75
38 Accomm4 298 1.097 0.141 7.78 0.788 0.281 2.80 SMEAN(PrivatBathr29) 300 1.1 0.141 7.80 0.813 0.281 2.89
39 Accomm5 299 1.779 0.141 12.62 3.548 0.281 12.63 SMEAN(CleanRoom30) 300 1.782 0.141 12.64 3.569 0.281 12.70
40 Accomm6 296 0.855 0.142 6.02 -0.276 0.282 -0.98 SMEAN(Bedlinen31) 300 0.861 0.141 6.11 -0.239 0.281 -0.85
41 Accomm7 297 1.072 0.141 7.60 1 0.282 3.55 SMEAN(RoomServc32) 300 1.077 0.141 7.64 1.041 0.281 3.70
42 Accomm8 295 0.386 0.142 2.72 -0.828 0.283 -2.93 SMEAN(VillInVillag33) 300 0.389 0.141 2.76 -0.791 0.281 -2.81
43 Accomm9 297 0.161 0.141 1.14 -1.118 0.282 -3.96 SMEAN(HotlinVillag34) 300 0.162 0.141 1.15 -1.098 0.281 -3.91
44 Accomm10 297 -0.039 0.141 -0.28 -1.181 0.282 -4.19 SMEAN(HotloutVillg35) 300 -0.039 0.141 -0.28 -1.162 0.281 -4.14
45 FoodBev1 299 1.128 0.141 8.00 1.219 0.281 4.34 SMEAN(ShareHost36) 300 1.13 0.141 8.01 1.233 0.281 4.39
46 FoodBev2 299 1.898 0.141 13.46 4.82 0.281 17.15 SMEAN(UtnslsClean37) 300 1.901 0.141 13.48 4.846 0.281 17.25
47 FoodBev3 296 0.974 0.142 6.86 0.938 0.282 3.33 SMEAN(ChilliReduc38) 300 0.98 0.141 6.95 0.991 0.281 3.53
48 Foodbev4 297 1.327 0.141 9.41 1.352 0.282 4.79 SMEAN(AuthnRecip39) 300 1.333 0.141 9.45 1.396 0.281 4.97
49 FoodBev5 299 1.466 0.141 10.40 2.996 0.281 10.66 SMEAN(LoclProd40) 300 1.469 0.141 10.42 3.016 0.281 10.73
50 Foodbev6 299 1.814 0.141 12.87 5.349 0.281 19.04 SMEAN(FreshIngred41) 300 1.817 0.141 12.89 5.376 0.281 19.13
51 FoodBev7 299 1.866 0.141 13.23 4.074 0.281 14.50 SMEAN(FoodHygien42) 300 1.869 0.141 13.26 4.098 0.281 14.58
52 FoodBev8 297 1.835 0.141 13.01 3.616 0.282 12.82 SMEAN(SafeDrink43) 300 1.844 0.141 13.08 3.683 0.281 13.11
53 FoodBev9 299 1.192 0.141 8.45 1.095 0.281 3.90 SMEAN(HotFood44) 300 1.194 0.141 8.47 1.108 0.281 3.94
54 FoodBev10 297 -0.106 0.141 -0.75 -1.14 0.282 -4.04 SMEAN(MealsinRest45) 300 -0.107 0.141 -0.76 -1.121 0.281 -3.99
55 Souvenirs1 300 1.306 0.141 9.26 2.448 0.281 8.71 SMEAN(Handmade46) 300 1.306 0.141 9.26 2.448 0.281 8.71
56 Souvenirs2 300 0.818 0.141 5.80 0.545 0.281 1.94 SMEAN(SouvVariety47) 300 0.818 0.141 5.80 0.545 0.281 1.94
57 Souvenirs3 298 1.18 0.141 8.37 2.385 0.281 8.49 SMEAN(SovMat48) 300 1.184 0.141 8.40 2.421 0.281 8.62
58 Souvenirs4 298 1.154 0.141 8.18 2.347 0.281 8.35 SMEAN(SovEasy49) 300 1.158 0.141 8.21 2.382 0.281 8.48
59 Souvenirs5 298 0.869 0.141 6.16 0.361 0.281 1.28 SMEAN(SovSell50) 300 0.872 0.141 6.18 0.384 0.281 1.37
60 Souvenirs6 299 1.227 0.141 8.70 1.161 0.281 4.13 SMEAN(NotAgrSell51) 300 1.229 0.141 8.72 1.175 0.281 4.18
61 Souvenirs7 300 0.826 0.141 5.86 0.925 0.281 3.29 SMEAN(SovBargn52) 300 0.826 0.141 5.86 0.925 0.281 3.29
62 Souvenirs8 296 0.48 0.142 3.38 -0.783 0.282 -2.78 SMEAN(WorkspSell53) 300 0.483 0.141 3.43 -0.753 0.281 -2.68
63 Souvenirs9 300 0.862 0.141 6.11 0.52 0.281 1.85 SMEAN(Sovpack54) 300 0.862 0.141 6.11 0.52 0.281 1.85
64 Souvenirs10 299 0.803 0.141 5.70 0.22 0.281 0.78 SMEAN(SovInfrmtn55) 300 0.804 0.141 5.70 0.231 0.281 0.82
65 Amenities1 300 2.184 0.141 15.49 6.646 0.281 23.65 SMEAN(CleanToilet56) 300 2.184 0.141 15.49 6.646 0.281 23.65
66 Amenities2 299 1.069 0.141 7.58 1.065 0.281 3.79 SMEAN(WstrnToilet57) 300 1.07 0.141 7.59 1.079 0.281 3.84
67 Amenities3 292 0.654 0.143 4.57 -0.152 0.284 -0.54 SMEAN(SquatngTolt58) 300 0.663 0.141 4.70 -0.073 0.281 -0.26
68 Amenities4 295 1.073 0.142 7.56 1.391 0.283 4.92 SMEAN(QualRoad59) 300 1.082 0.141 7.67 1.465 0.281 5.21
69 Amenities5 297 1.375 0.141 9.75 2.274 0.282 8.06 SMEAN(GrbgeMng60) 300 1.382 0.141 9.80 2.327 0.281 8.28
70 Amenities6 298 1.416 0.141 10.04 2.843 0.281 10.12 SMEAN(PlasticGrbg61) 300 1.421 0.141 10.08 2.882 0.281 10.26
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N N
NO. Statistic Statistic Std. Error ZS Statistic Std. Error ZK Statistic Statistic Std. Error ZS Statistic Std. Error ZK
71 Amenities7 298 0.785 0.141 5.57 0.168 0.281 0.60 SMEAN(IntrnetInVillg62)300 0.788 0.141 5.59 0.189 0.281 0.67
72 Amenities8 298 1.055 0.141 7.48 1.583 0.281 5.63 SMEAN(IntrntNearby63) 300 1.058 0.141 7.50 1.614 0.281 5.74
73 Amenities9 296 1.093 0.142 7.70 1.49 0.282 5.28 SMEAN(Signage64) 300 1.101 0.141 7.81 1.55 0.281 5.52
74 Amenities10 295 1.038 0.142 7.31 0.027 0.283 0.10 SMEAN(Notices65) 300 1.046 0.141 7.42 0.079 0.281 0.28
75 Amenities11 293 1.042 0.142 7.34 1.771 0.284 6.24 SMEAN(CBTforCom66) 300 1.054 0.141 7.48 1.884 0.281 6.70
76 Amenities12 291 0.876 0.143 6.13 0.203 0.285 0.71 SMEAN(DistEcBenft67) 300 0.89 0.141 6.31 0.303 0.281 1.08
77 Amenities13 297 0.502 0.141 3.56 -0.796 0.282 -2.82 SMEAN(SmalNbrTrst68) 300 0.504 0.141 3.57 -0.774 0.281 -2.75
78 Amenities14 299 1.241 0.141 8.80 2.12 0.281 7.54 SMEAN(Emergency69) 300 1.243 0.141 8.82 2.137 0.281 7.60
79 Amenities15 295 0.8 0.142 5.63 0.518 0.283 1.83 SMEAN(CBTInsuran70) 300 0.807 0.141 5.72 0.578 0.281 2.06
80 ProdPackaging1 297 1.36 0.141 9.65 3.627 0.282 12.86 SMEAN(InfrofAttract71) 300 1.367 0.141 9.70 3.694 0.281 13.15
81 ProdPackage2 295 0.913 0.142 6.43 2.607 0.283 9.21 SMEAN(InfrCreatExp72) 300 0.92 0.141 6.52 2.701 0.281 9.61
82 ProdPackage3 296 1.142 0.142 8.04 2.371 0.282 8.41 SMEAN(InfrAccurat73) 300 1.149 0.141 8.15 2.443 0.281 8.69
83 ProdPackage4 295 1.307 0.142 9.20 2.643 0.283 9.34 SMEAN(InfrtoPrepar74) 300 1.317 0.141 9.34 2.738 0.281 9.74
84 ProdPackage5.D 250 -0.15 0.154 -0.97 -1.071 0.307 -3.49 SMEAN(LngthSty75.D) 300 -0.164 0.141 -1.16 -0.679 0.281 -2.42
85 ProdPackage5.1 night 250 0.264 0.154 1.71 -0.833 0.307 -2.71 SMEAN(LngthSty75.1) 300 0.289 0.141 2.05 -0.395 0.281 -1.41
86 ProdPackage5.2 night 251 0.505 0.154 3.28 -0.231 0.306 -0.75 SMEAN(LngthSty75.2) 300 0.551 0.141 3.91 0.312 0.281 1.11
87 ProdPackage5.3 night 252 0.564 0.153 3.69 -0.158 0.306 -0.52 SMEAN(LngthSty75.3) 300 0.614 0.141 4.35 0.385 0.281 1.37
88 ProdPackage5.4 n more night260 0.896 0.151 5.93 -0.065 0.301 -0.22 SMEAN(LngthSty75.4) 300 0.962 0.141 6.82 0.388 0.281 1.38
89 ProdPackage6 287 0.556 0.144 3.86 -0.617 0.287 -2.15 SMEAN(HGCom76) 300 0.568 0.141 4.03 -0.509 0.281 -1.81
90 ProdPackage7 295 1.457 0.142 10.26 2.085 0.283 7.37 SMEAN(TrGuideHelp77) 300 1.469 0.141 10.42 2.17 0.281 7.72
91 ProdPackage8 288 1.202 0.144 8.35 1.257 0.286 4.40 SMEAN(HostKnow78) 300 1.226 0.141 8.70 1.434 0.281 5.10
92 ProdPackage9.1 300 1.831 0.141 12.99 1.36 0.281 4.84 SMEAN(SrvcPack9.1) 300 1.831 0.141 12.99 1.36 0.281 4.84
93 ProdPackage9.2 300 0.93 0.141 6.60 -1.142 0.281 -4.06 SMEAN(SrvcPack9.2) 300 0.93 0.141 6.60 -1.142 0.281 -4.06
94 ProdPackage9.3 300 0.512 0.141 3.63 -1.75 0.281 -6.23 SMEAN(SrvcPack9.3) 300 0.512 0.141 3.63 -1.75 0.281 -6.23
95 ProdPackage9.4 300 -0.497 0.141 -3.52 -1.765 0.281 -6.28 SMEAN(SrvcPack9.4) 300 -0.497 0.141 -3.52 -1.765 0.281 -6.28
96 ProdPackage9.5 300 -0.027 0.141 -0.19 -2.013 0.281 -7.16 SMEAN(SrvcPack9.5) 300 -0.027 0.141 -0.19 -2.013 0.281 -7.16
97 ProdPackage9.6 300 -0.826 0.141 -5.86 -1.327 0.281 -4.72 SMEAN(SrvcPack9.6) 300 -0.826 0.141 -5.86 -1.327 0.281 -4.72
98 ProdPackage9.7 300 -0.134 0.141 -0.95 -1.995 0.281 -7.10 SMEAN(SrvcPack9.7) 300 -0.134 0.141 -0.95 -1.995 0.281 -7.10
99 ProdPackage9.8 300 0.134 0.141 0.95 -1.995 0.281 -7.10 SMEAN(SrvcPack9.8) 300 0.134 0.141 0.95 -1.995 0.281 -7.10
100 ProdPackage9.9 300 -1.1 0.141 -7.80 -0.796 0.281 -2.83 SMEAN(SrvcPack9.9) 300 -1.1 0.141 -7.80 -0.796 0.281 -2.83
101 PeopleAwrnes1 292 1.442 0.143 10.08 3.436 0.284 12.10 SMEAN(VillagrsTrain80) 300 1.462 0.141 10.37 3.611 0.281 12.85
102 PeopleAwrnes2 288 0.807 0.144 5.60 0.62 0.286 2.17 SMEAN(CBTSustainbl81) 300 0.824 0.141 5.84 0.771 0.281 2.74
103 PeopleAwrnes3 291 1.271 0.143 8.89 3.011 0.285 10.56 SMEAN(TrsfindMeang82)300 1.29 0.141 9.15 3.196 0.281 11.37
104 PeopleAwrnes4 289 0.84 0.143 5.87 0.902 0.286 3.15 SMEAN(MorWestTrst83) 300 0.856 0.141 6.07 1.051 0.281 3.74
105 PeopleAwrnes5 295 1.907 0.142 13.43 4.542 0.283 16.05 SMEAN(TrstResptVilg84) 300 1.923 0.141 13.64 4.669 0.281 16.62
106 PeopleAwrnes6 290 1.164 0.143 8.14 2.163 0.285 7.59 SMEAN(HGRelateship85)300 1.184 0.141 8.40 2.34 0.281 8.33
107 PeopleAwrnes7 295 0.642 0.142 4.52 0.326 0.283 1.15 SMEAN(TrstAuthnticEx86)300 0.647 0.141 4.59 0.382 0.281 1.36
108 PeopleAwrnes8 294 1.193 0.142 8.40 2.679 0.283 9.47 SMEAN(TrstPaySrvc87) 300 1.205 0.141 8.55 2.794 0.281 9.94
109 PeopleAwrnes9 295 1.517 0.142 10.68 3.125 0.283 11.04 SMEAN(ProdStandrd88) 300 1.53 0.141 10.85 3.228 0.281 11.49
110 PeopleAwrnes10 293 1.12 0.142 7.89 1.722 0.284 6.06 SMEAN(VlgrsSportCBT89)300 1.133 0.141 8.04 1.834 0.281 6.53
111 PeopleAwrnes11 290 1.322 0.143 9.24 2.163 0.285 7.59 SMEAN(GovSportCBT90) 300 1.344 0.141 9.53 2.34 0.281 8.33
112 Chng DevAuth1 294 1.315 0.142 9.26 2.665 0.283 9.42 SMEAN(BetrLvngStand91)300 1.328 0.141 9.42 2.78 0.281 9.89
113 ChngDevAuth2 292 0.93 0.143 6.50 1.306 0.284 4.60 SMEAN(VilgrsTechn92) 300 0.943 0.141 6.69 1.423 0.281 5.06
114 ChngDevAuth3 294 1.21 0.142 8.52 3.03 0.283 10.71 SMEAN(CBTforDev93) 300 1.222 0.141 8.67 3.152 0.281 11.22
115 ChngDevAuth4 296 1.189 0.142 8.37 1.953 0.282 6.93 SMEAN(CBTfrCultDev94)300 1.197 0.141 8.49 2.019 0.281 7.19
116 ChngDevAuth5 295 1.429 0.142 10.06 2.768 0.283 9.78 SMEAN(LifeWaynotChng95)300 1.441 0.141 10.22 2.865 0.281 10.20
117 ChngDevAuth6 293 1.611 0.142 11.35 3.765 0.284 13.26 SMEAN(CultureRetain96)300 1.63 0.141 11.56 3.925 0.281 13.97
118 ChngDevAuth7 296 1.594 0.142 11.23 4.262 0.282 15.11 SMEAN(ConservNatRurl97)300 1.605 0.141 11.38 4.359 0.281 15.51
Valid N (listwise) 207 Valid N (listwise) 300
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2. Normality test results for data with mean-series 
 
 Kolmogorov-Smirnov
a
 Shapiro-Wilk 
Statistic df Sig. Statistic df Sig. 
SMEAN(ModAdventur) .300 300 .000 .809 300 .000 
SMEAN(RelaxingActivi) .281 300 .000 .825 300 .000 
SMEAN(NaturalRural) .383 300 .000 .629 300 .000 
SMEAN(Villagelife) .244 300 .000 .802 300 .000 
SMEAN(WatchRitual) .257 300 .000 .769 300 .000 
SMEAN(PartRitual) .202 300 .000 .903 300 .000 
SMEAN(SeeTradEcon) .269 300 .000 .743 300 .000 
SMEAN(PartTradEcon) .265 300 .000 .860 300 .000 
SMEAN(PartPersnlDev) .196 300 .000 .906 300 .000 
SMEAN(Meditation) .201 300 .000 .885 300 .000 
SMEAN(Learntradtnl) .259 300 .000 .813 300 .000 
SMEAN(EnjoyArt) .269 300 .000 .814 300 .000 
SMEAN(VisitArtMrkt) .255 300 .000 .768 300 .000 
SMEAN(EnjoyPerform) .279 300 .000 .740 300 .000 
SMEAN(TradArchitec) .316 300 .000 .730 300 .000 
SMEAN(SportSurf) .204 300 .000 .899 300 .000 
SMEAN(TrvlSrvc22.1) .350 300 .000 .699 300 .000 
SMEAN(TrvlSrvc22.2) .246 300 .000 .863 300 .000 
SMEAN(TrvlSrvc22.3) .251 300 .000 .841 300 .000 
SMEAN(TrvlInfrmtn23.1) .214 300 .000 .856 300 .000 
SMEAN(TrvlInfrmtn23.2) .222 300 .000 .816 300 .000 
SMEAN(TrvlInfrmtn23.3) .202 300 .000 .897 300 .000 
SMEAN(TrvlInfrmtn23.4) .167 300 .000 .900 300 .000 
SMEAN(InVill24.1) .528 300 .000 .355 300 .000 
SMEAN(InVill24.2) .415 300 .000 .606 300 .000 
SMEAN(InVill24.3) .465 300 .000 .544 300 .000 
SMEAN(InVill24.4) .447 300 .000 .571 300 .000 
SMEAN(InVill24.5) .488 300 .000 .497 300 .000 
SMEAN(ToVillage25.1) .385 300 .000 .589 300 .000 
SMEAN(ToVillage25.2) .167 300 .000 .900 300 .000 
SMEAN(ToVillage25.3) .164 300 .000 .910 300 .000 
SMEAN(ToVillage25.4) .131 300 .000 .931 300 .000 
SMEAN(ToVillage25.5) .121 300 .000 .936 300 .000 
SMEAN(ToVillage25.6) .203 300 .000 .880 300 .000 
SMEAN(Homstay26) .260 300 .000 .775 300 .000 
SMEAN(InHomContr27) .282 300 .000 .791 300 .000 
SMEAN(ShareBath28) .183 300 .000 .908 300 .000 
SMEAN(PrivatBathr29) .277 300 .000 .803 300 .000 
SMEAN(CleanRoom30) .395 300 .000 .636 300 .000 
SMEAN(Bedlinen31) .239 300 .000 .829 300 .000 
SMEAN(RoomServc32) .249 300 .000 .807 300 .000 
SMEAN(VillInVillag33) .225 300 .000 .886 300 .000 
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SMEAN(HotlinVillag34) .213 300 .000 .899 300 .000 
SMEAN(HotloutVillg35) .195 300 .000 .900 300 .000 
SMEAN(ShareHost36) .276 300 .000 .804 300 .000 
SMEAN(UtnslsClean37) .347 300 .000 .670 300 .000 
SMEAN(ChilliReduc38) .268 300 .000 .832 300 .000 
SMEAN(AuthnRecip39) .282 300 .000 .771 300 .000 
SMEAN(LoclProd40) .324 300 .000 .710 300 .000 
SMEAN(FreshIngred41) .403 300 .000 .626 300 .000 
SMEAN(FoodHygien42) .361 300 .000 .664 300 .000 
SMEAN(SafeDrink43) .371 300 .000 .657 300 .000 
SMEAN(HotFood44) .325 300 .000 .747 300 .000 
SMEAN(MealsinRest45) .190 300 .000 .902 300 .000 
SMEAN(Handmade46) .298 300 .000 .745 300 .000 
SMEAN(SouvVariety47) .240 300 .000 .807 300 .000 
SMEAN(SovMat48) .281 300 .000 .755 300 .000 
SMEAN(SovEasy49) .296 300 .000 .747 300 .000 
SMEAN(SovSell50) .259 300 .000 .792 300 .000 
SMEAN(NotAgrSell51) .285 300 .000 .773 300 .000 
SMEAN(SovBargn52) .269 300 .000 .843 300 .000 
SMEAN(WorkspSell53) .216 300 .000 .874 300 .000 
SMEAN(Sovpack54) .255 300 .000 .840 300 .000 
SMEAN(SovInfrmtn55) .284 300 .000 .775 300 .000 
SMEAN(CleanToilet56) .428 300 .000 .585 300 .000 
SMEAN(WstrnToilet57) .243 300 .000 .806 300 .000 
SMEAN(SquatngTolt58) .241 300 .000 .882 300 .000 
SMEAN(QualRoad59) .239 300 .000 .798 300 .000 
SMEAN(GrbgeMng60) .370 300 .000 .691 300 .000 
SMEAN(PlasticGrbg61) .310 300 .000 .731 300 .000 
SMEAN(IntrnetInVillg62) .232 300 .000 .842 300 .000 
SMEAN(IntrntNearby63) .287 300 .000 .814 300 .000 
SMEAN(Signage64) .290 300 .000 .763 300 .000 
SMEAN(Notices65) .269 300 .000 .800 300 .000 
SMEAN(CBTforCom66) .242 300 .000 .786 300 .000 
SMEAN(DistEcBenft67) .246 300 .000 .819 300 .000 
SMEAN(SmalNbrTrst68) .211 300 .000 .869 300 .000 
SMEAN(Emergency69) .321 300 .000 .732 300 .000 
SMEAN(CBTInsuran70) .273 300 .000 .786 300 .000 
SMEAN(InfrofAttract71) .350 300 .000 .683 300 .000 
SMEAN(InfrCreatExp72) .303 300 .000 .711 300 .000 
SMEAN(InfrAccurat73) .318 300 .000 .725 300 .000 
SMEAN(InfrtoPrepar74) .310 300 .000 .738 300 .000 
SMEAN(LngthSty75.D) .160 300 .000 .922 300 .000 
SMEAN(LngthSty75.1) .169 300 .000 .921 300 .000 
SMEAN(LngthSty75.2) .220 300 .000 .879 300 .000 
SMEAN(LngthSty75.3) .240 300 .000 .867 300 .000 
SMEAN(LngthSty75.4) .247 300 .000 .834 300 .000 
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SMEAN(HGCom76) .194 300 .000 .885 300 .000 
SMEAN(TrGuideHelp77) .286 300 .000 .756 300 .000 
SMEAN(HostKnow78) .290 300 .000 .790 300 .000 
SMEAN(SrvcPack9.1) .507 300 .000 .445 300 .000 
SMEAN(SrvcPack9.2) .448 300 .000 .569 300 .000 
SMEAN(SrvcPack9.3) .404 300 .000 .614 300 .000 
SMEAN(SrvcPack9.4) .403 300 .000 .615 300 .000 
SMEAN(SrvcPack9.5) .344 300 .000 .636 300 .000 
SMEAN(SrvcPack9.6) .438 300 .000 .582 300 .000 
SMEAN(SrvcPack9.7) .358 300 .000 .635 300 .000 
SMEAN(SrvcPack9.8) .358 300 .000 .635 300 .000 
SMEAN(SrvcPack9.9) .463 300 .000 .547 300 .000 
SMEAN(VillagrsTrain80) .266 300 .000 .743 300 .000 
SMEAN(CBTSustainbl81) .255 300 .000 .798 300 .000 
SMEAN(TrsfindMeang82) .248 300 .000 .768 300 .000 
SMEAN(MorWestTrst83) .246 300 .000 .826 300 .000 
SMEAN(TrstResptVilg84) .339 300 .000 .673 300 .000 
SMEAN(HGRelateship85) .273 300 .000 .767 300 .000 
SMEAN(TrstAuthnticEx86) .233 300 .000 .808 300 .000 
SMEAN(TrstPaySrvc87) .271 300 .000 .754 300 .000 
SMEAN(ProdStandrd88) .351 300 .000 .696 300 .000 
SMEAN(VlgrsSportCBT89) .285 300 .000 .761 300 .000 
SMEAN(GovSportCBT90) .331 300 .000 .727 300 .000 
SMEAN(BetrLvngStand91) .353 300 .000 .699 300 .000 
SMEAN(VilgrsTechn92) .246 300 .000 .794 300 .000 
SMEAN(CBTforDev93) .325 300 .000 .708 300 .000 
SMEAN(CBTfrCultDev94) .299 300 .000 .748 300 .000 
SMEAN(LifeWaynotChng9
5) 
.327 300 .000 .725 300 .000 
SMEAN(CultureRetain96) .385 300 .000 .659 300 .000 
SMEAN(ConservNatRurl97) .389 300 .000 .650 300 .000 
a. Lilliefors Significance Correction 
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16: Equal distribution of variance – F test 
 
F-test on data with missing values -1 F-test on of data with mean series replacement
No.
F Sig. F Sig.
1 Att1 Equal variances assumed 11.989 0.001 SMEAN(ModAdventur)Equal variances assumed 11.609 0.001
2 Att2 Equal variances assumed 1.447 0.23 SMEAN(RelaxingActivi)Equal variances assumed 1.316 0.252
3 Att3 Equal variances assumed 22.281 0 SMEAN(NaturalRural)Equal variances assumed 20.701 0
4 Att4 Equal variances assumed 7.472 0.007 SMEAN(Villagelife) Equal variances assumed 7.841 0.005
5 Att5 Equal variances assumed 28.756 0 SMEAN(WatchRitual)Equal variances assumed 28.756 0
6 Att6 Equal variances assumed 5.114 0.024 SMEAN(PartRitual) Equal variances assumed 4.385 0.037
7 Att7 Equal variances assumed 11.337 0.001 SMEAN(SeeTradEcon)Equal variances assumed 11.337 0.001
8 Att8 Equal variances assumed 1.468 0.227 SMEAN(PartTradEcon)Equal variances assumed 1.468 0.227
9 Att9 Equal variances assumed 3.013 0.084 SMEAN(PartPersnlDev)Equal variances assumed 3.013 0.084
10 Att10 Equal variances assumed 26.073 0 SMEAN(Meditation)Equal variances assumed 25.359 0
11 Att11 Equal variances assumed 40.998 0 SMEAN(Learntradtnl)Equal variances assumed 38.639 0
12 Att12 Equal variances assumed 38.669 0 SMEAN(EnjoyArt) Equal variances assumed 38.669 0
13 Att13 Equal variances assumed 3.8 0.052 SMEAN(VisitArtMrkt)Equal variances assumed 3.8 0.052
14 Att14 Equal variances assumed 7.826 0.005 SMEAN(EnjoyPerform)Equal variances assumed 7.826 0.005
15 Att15 Equal variances assumed 9.555 0.002 SMEAN(TradArchitec)Equal variances assumed 9.555 0.002
16 Att16 Equal variances assumed 8.223 0.004 SMEAN(SportSurf) Equal variances assumed 8.223 0.004
17 TrvlSrvs1.1 Equal variances assumed 169.2 0 SMEAN(TrvlSrvc22.1)Equal variances assumed 169.2 0
18 TrvlSrvs1.2 Equal variances assumed 21.305 0 SMEAN(TrvlSrvc22.2)Equal variances assumed 21.305 0
19 TrvlSrvs1.3 Equal variances assumed 86.283 0 SMEAN(TrvlSrvc22.3)Equal variances assumed 86.283 0
20 TrvlSrvs2.1 Equal variances assumed 24.13 0 SMEAN(TrvlInfrmtn23.1)Equal variances assumed 24.13 0
21 TrvlSrvs2.2 Equal variances assumed 0.049 0.824 SMEAN(TrvlInfrmtn23.2)Equal variances assumed 0.049 0.824
22 TrvlSrvs2.3 Equal variances assumed 7.113 0.008 SMEAN(TrvlInfrmtn23.3)Equal variances assumed 7.113 0.008
23 TrvlSrvs2.4 Equal variances assumed 1.485 0.224 SMEAN(TrvlInfrmtn23.4)Equal variances assumed 1.485 0.224
24 AccTrans2.1 Equal variances assumed 7.828 0.005 SMEAN(ToVillage25.1)Equal variances assumed 7.828 0.005
25 AccTrans2.2 Equal variances assumed 1.393 0.239 SMEAN(ToVillage25.2)Equal variances assumed 1.393 0.239
26 AccTrans2.3 Equal variances assumed 2.726 0.1 SMEAN(ToVillage25.3)Equal variances assumed 2.726 0.1
27 AccTrans2.4 Equal variances assumed 2.171 0.142 SMEAN(ToVillage25.4)Equal variances assumed 2.171 0.142
28 AccTrans2.5 Equal variances assumed 3.821 0.052 SMEAN(ToVillage25.5)Equal variances assumed 3.821 0.052
29 AccTrans2.6 Equal variances assumed 0.002 0.968 SMEAN(ToVillage25.6)Equal variances assumed 0.002 0.968
30 Accomm1 Equal variances assumed 27.713 0 SMEAN(Homstay26)Equal variances assumed 26.926 0
31 Accomm2 Equal variances assumed 16.693 0 SMEAN(InHomContr27)Equal variances assumed 17.516 0
32 Accomm3 Equal variances assumed 0.097 0.755 SMEAN(ShareBath28)Equal variances assumed 0.602 0.438
33 Accomm4 Equal variances assumed 0.371 0.543 SMEAN(PrivatBathr29)Equal variances assumed 0.392 0.532
34 Accomm5 Equal variances assumed 0.038 0.845 SMEAN(CleanRoom30)Equal variances assumed 0.018 0.894
35 Accomm6 Equal variances assumed 14.758 0 SMEAN(Bedlinen31)Equal variances assumed 15.229 0
36 Accomm7 Equal variances assumed 19.118 0 SMEAN(RoomServc32)Equal variances assumed 18.234 0
37 Accomm8 Equal variances assumed 7.155 0.008 SMEAN(VillInVillag33)Equal variances assumed 8.017 0.005
38 Accomm9 Equal variances assumed 28.143 0 SMEAN(HotlinVillag34)Equal variances assumed 25.736 0
39 Accomm10 Equal variances assumed 2.38 0.124 SMEAN(HotloutVillg35)Equal variances assumed 1.981 0.16
40 FoodBev1 Equal variances assumed 14.182 0 SMEAN(ShareHost36)Equal variances assumed 13.671 0
41 FoodBev2 Equal variances assumed 10.747 0.001 SMEAN(UtnslsClean37)Equal variances assumed 10.133 0.002
42 FoodBev3 Equal variances assumed 19.778 0 SMEAN(ChilliReduc38)Equal variances assumed 17.395 0
43 Foodbev4 Equal variances assumed 3.506 0.062 SMEAN(AuthnRecip39)Equal variances assumed 2.843 0.093
44 FoodBev5 Equal variances assumed 5.685 0.018 SMEAN(LoclProd40) Equal variances assumed 5.304 0.022
45 Foodbev6 Equal variances assumed 4.428 0.036 SMEAN(FreshIngred41)Equal variances assumed 4.632 0.032
46 FoodBev7 Equal variances assumed 16.326 0 SMEAN(FoodHygien42)Equal variances assumed 16.535 0
47 FoodBev8 Equal variances assumed 28.957 0 SMEAN(SafeDrink43)Equal variances assumed 29.717 0
48 FoodBev9 Equal variances assumed 0.057 0.811 SMEAN(HotFood44) Equal variances assumed 0.079 0.779
49 FoodBev10 Equal variances assumed 0.148 0.701 SMEAN(MealsinRest45)Equal variances assumed 0.109 0.742
50 Souvenirs1 Equal variances assumed 5.494 0.02 SMEAN(Handmade46)Equal variances assumed 5.494 0.02
51 Souvenirs2 Equal variances assumed 7.252 0.007 SMEAN(SouvVariety47)Equal variances assumed 7.252 0.007
52 Souvenirs3 Equal variances assumed 9.29 0.003 SMEAN(SovMat48) Equal variances assumed 8.061 0.005
53 Souvenirs4 Equal variances assumed 13.011 0 SMEAN(SovEasy49) Equal variances assumed 12.754 0
54 Souvenirs5 Equal variances assumed 13.783 0 SMEAN(SovSell50) Equal variances assumed 12.525 0
55 Souvenirs6 Equal variances assumed 6.838 0.009 SMEAN(NotAgrSell51)Equal variances assumed 7.123 0.008
56 Souvenirs7 Equal variances assumed 24.881 0 SMEAN(SovBargn52)Equal variances assumed 24.881 0
57 Souvenirs8 Equal variances assumed 37.475 0 SMEAN(WorkspSell53)Equal variances assumed 40.461 0
58 Souvenirs9 Equal variances assumed 33.639 0 SMEAN(Sovpack54) Equal variances assumed 33.639 0
59 Souvenirs10 Equal variances assumed 14.324 0 SMEAN(SovInfrmtn55)Equal variances assumed 13.419 0
60 Amenities1 Equal variances assumed 0.163 0.686 SMEAN(CleanToilet56)Equal variances assumed 0.163 0.686
Levene's Test for Equality of Variances                  Levene's Test for Equality of Variances
Independent Samples Test Independent Samples Test
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F-test on data with missing values -1 F-test on of data with mean series replacement
No.
F Sig. F Sig.
61 Amenities2 Equal variances assumed 10.983 0.001 SMEAN(WstrnToilet57)Equal variances assumed 10.45 0.001
62 Amenities3 Equal variances assumed 10.967 0.001 SMEAN(SquatngTolt58)Equal variances assumed 8.682 0.003
63 Amenities4 Equal variances assumed 22.552 0 SMEAN(QualRoad59)Equal variances assumed 20.468 0
64 Amenities5 Equal variances assumed 14.122 0 SMEAN(GrbgeMng60)Equal variances assumed 11.521 0.001
65 Amenities6 Equal variances assumed 10.261 0.002 SMEAN(PlasticGrbg61)Equal variances assumed 10.138 0.002
66 Amenities7 Equal variances assumed 39.952 0 SMEAN(IntrnetInVillg62)Equal variances assumed 37.953 0
67 Amenities8 Equal variances assumed 19.29 0 SMEAN(IntrntNearby63)Equal variances assumed 18.152 0
68 Amenities9 Equal variances assumed 23.653 0 SMEAN(Signage64) Equal variances assumed 20.149 0
69 Amenities10 Equal variances assumed 90.501 0 SMEAN(Notices65) Equal variances assumed 95.698 0
70 Amenities11 Equal variances assumed 5.325 0.022 SMEAN(CBTforCom66)Equal variances assumed 3.485 0.063
71 Amenities12 Equal variances assumed 0.502 0.479 SMEAN(DistEcBenft67)Equal variances assumed 0.062 0.803
72 Amenities13 Equal variances assumed 15.525 0 SMEAN(SmalNbrTrst68)Equal variances assumed 15.202 0
73 Amenities14 Equal variances assumed 0.464 0.496 SMEAN(Emergency69)Equal variances assumed 0.388 0.534
74 Amenities15 Equal variances assumed 7.195 0.008 SMEAN(CBTInsuran70)Equal variances assumed 5.6 0.019
75 ProdPackaging1 Equal variances assumed 0.173 0.678 SMEAN(InfrofAttract71)Equal variances assumed 0.025 0.874
76 ProdPackage2 Equal variances assumed 10.854 0.001 SMEAN(InfrCreatExp72)Equal variances assumed 8.618 0.004
77 ProdPackage3 Equal variances assumed 1.937 0.165 SMEAN(InfrAccurat73)Equal variances assumed 1.329 0.25
78 ProdPackage4 Equal variances assumed 1.043 0.308 SMEAN(InfrtoPrepar74)Equal variances assumed 0.665 0.415
79 ProdPackage5.D Equal variances assumed 9.859 0.002 SMEAN(LngthSty75.D)Equal variances assumed 5.584 0.019
80 ProdPackage5.1 night Equal variances assumed 7.175 0.008 SMEAN(LngthSty75.1)Equal variances assumed 4.752 0.03
81 ProdPackage5.2 night Equal variances assumed 3.387 0.067 SMEAN(LngthSty75.2)Equal variances assumed 2.283 0.132
82 ProdPackage5.3 night Equal variances assumed 21.346 0 SMEAN(LngthSty75.3)Equal variances assumed 18.088 0
83 ProdPackage5.4 n more nightEqual variances assumed 37.956 0 SMEAN(LngthSty75.4)Equal variances assumed 26.207 0
84 ProdPackage6 Equal variances assumed 0.014 0.905 SMEAN(HGCom76) Equal variances assumed 0.364 0.547
85 ProdPackage7 Equal variances assumed 1.781 0.183 SMEAN(TrGuideHelp77)Equal variances assumed 1.997 0.159
86 ProdPackage8 Equal variances assumed 7.417 0.007 SMEAN(HostKnow78)Equal variances assumed 8.04 0.005
87 PeopleAwrnes1 Equal variances assumed 13.671 0 SMEAN(VillagrsTrain80)Equal variances assumed 10.681 0.001
88 PeopleAwrnes2 Equal variances assumed 4.623 0.032 SMEAN(CBTSustainbl81)Equal variances assumed 1.589 0.208
89 PeopleAwrnes3 Equal variances assumed 42.488 0 SMEAN(TrsfindMeang82)Equal variances assumed 32.744 0
90 PeopleAwrnes4 Equal variances assumed 10.97 0.001 SMEAN(MorWestTrst83)Equal variances assumed 6.984 0.009
91 PeopleAwrnes5 Equal variances assumed 4.871 0.028 SMEAN(TrstResptVilg84)Equal variances assumed 5.427 0.021
92 PeopleAwrnes6 Equal variances assumed 19.059 0 SMEAN(HGRelateship85)Equal variances assumed 11.9 0.001
93 PeopleAwrnes7 Equal variances assumed 34.968 0 SMEAN(TrstAuthnticEx86)Equal variances assumed 31.318 0
94 PeopleAwrnes8 Equal variances assumed 0.192 0.662 SMEAN(TrstPaySrvc87)Equal variances assumed 0.08 0.778
95 PeopleAwrnes9 Equal variances assumed 0.044 0.834 SMEAN(ProdStandrd88)Equal variances assumed 0.141 0.707
96 PeopleAwrnes10 Equal variances assumed 9.159 0.003 SMEAN(VlgrsSportCBT89)Equal variances assumed 6.088 0.014
97 PeopleAwrnes11 Equal variances assumed 15.157 0 SMEAN(GovSportCBT90)Equal variances assumed 8.976 0.003
98 Chng DevAuth1 Equal variances assumed 0.007 0.934 SMEAN(BetrLvngStand91)Equal variances assumed 0.056 0.812
99 ChngDevAuth2 Equal variances assumed 7.619 0.006 SMEAN(VilgrsTechn92)Equal variances assumed 5.234 0.023
100 ChngDevAuth3 Equal variances assumed 5.033 0.026 SMEAN(CBTforDev93)Equal variances assumed 3.244 0.073
101 ChngDevAuth4 Equal variances assumed 12.769 0 SMEAN(CBTfrCultDev94)Equal variances assumed 10.918 0.001
102 ChngDevAuth5 Equal variances assumed 39.874 0 SMEAN(LifeWaynotChng95)Equal variances assumed 35.815 0
103 ChngDevAuth6 Equal variances assumed 19.248 0 SMEAN(CultureRetain96)Equal variances assumed 14.127 0
104 ChngDevAuth7 Equal variances assumed 4.669 0.032 SMEAN(ConservNatRurl97)Equal variances assumed 3.635 0.058
Levene's Test for Equality of Variances                  Levene's Test for Equality of Variances
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17: The Means of the group statistics on t-test 
Group Statistics Group N Mean Std. Dev. Std. Er Mean 
SMEAN(ModAdventur) Tourists 150 1.9 0.9317 0.0761 
  Community 150 2.0 0.723 0.059 
SMEAN(RelaxingActivi) Tourists 150 1.9 0.9511 0.0777 
  Community 150 2.2 0.8779 0.0717 
SMEAN(NaturalRural) Tourists 150 1.5 0.8145 0.0665 
  Community 150 1.3 0.4934 0.0403 
SMEAN(Villagelife) Tourists 150 1.8 0.9297 0.0759 
  Community 150 1.8 0.7117 0.0581 
SMEAN(WatchRitual) Tourists 150 2.0 1.164 0.095 
  Community 150 1.6 0.6009 0.0491 
SMEAN(PartRitual) Tourists 150 2.7 1.2712 0.1038 
  Community 150 2.5 1.0403 0.0849 
SMEAN(SeeTradEcon) Tourists 150 1.8 0.9536 0.0779 
  Community 150 1.6 0.639 0.0522 
SMEAN(PartTradEcon) Tourists 150 2.4 1.1017 0.0899 
  Community 150 2.1 1.1015 0.0899 
SMEAN(PartPersnlDev) Tourists 150 3.1 1.1707 0.0956 
  Community 150 2.2 0.9615 0.0785 
SMEAN(Meditation) Tourists 150 2.8 1.2203 0.0996 
  Community 150 2.1 0.7836 0.064 
SMEAN(Learntradtnl) Tourists 150 2.4 1.112 0.0908 
  Community 150 1.5 0.6199 0.0506 
SMEAN(EnjoyArt) Tourists 150 2.3 1.0837 0.0885 
  Community 150 1.6 0.6168 0.0504 
SMEAN(VisitArtMrkt) Tourists 150 1.8 0.9025 0.0737 
  Community 150 1.7 0.7079 0.0578 
SMEAN(EnjoyPerform) Tourists 150 1.9 0.919 0.075 
  Community 150 1.5 0.5506 0.045 
SMEAN(TradArchitec) Tourists 150 1.7 0.9171 0.0749 
  Community 150 1.6 0.679 0.0554 
SMEAN(SportSurf) Tourists 150 3.2 1.3076 0.1068 
  Community 150 2.3 1.0827 0.0884 
SMEAN(TrvlSrvc22.1) Tourists 150 2.4 1.2145 0.0992 
  Community 150 1.2 0.586 0.0479 
SMEAN(TrvlSrvc22.2) Tourists 150 2.3 1.144 0.0934 
  Community 150 2.5 0.8878 0.0725 
SMEAN(TrvlSrvc22.3) Tourists 150 2.5 1.2247 0.1 
  Community 150 3.0 0.7982 0.0652 
SMEAN(TrvlInfrmtn23.1) Tourists 150 2.5 1.5959 0.1303 
  Community 150 3.4 1.2467 0.1018 
SMEAN(TrvlInfrmtn23.2) Tourists 150 2.4 1.3781 0.1125 
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  Community 150 2.2 1.4065 0.1148 
SMEAN(TrvlInfrmtn23.3) Tourists 150 3.3 1.3217 0.1079 
  Community 150 2.4 1.1439 0.0934 
SMEAN(TrvlInfrmtn23.4) Tourists 150 3.3 1.3156 0.1074 
  Community 150 3.0 1.3209 0.1079 
SMEAN(ToVillage25.1) Tourists 150 2.2 1.7713 0.1446 
  Community 150 1.6 1.5909 0.1299 
SMEAN(ToVillage25.2) Tourists 150 4.6 1.8441 0.1506 
  Community 150 3.8 1.9338 0.1579 
SMEAN(ToVillage25.3) Tourists 150 5.0 1.6443 0.1343 
  Community 150 3.8 1.8055 0.1474 
SMEAN(ToVillage25.4) Tourists 150 3.8 1.86 0.1519 
  Community 150 4.6 1.6211 0.1324 
SMEAN(ToVillage25.5) Tourists 150 4.0 1.8946 0.1547 
  Community 150 4.5 1.5956 0.1303 
SMEAN(ToVillage25.6) Tourists 150 3.6 2.1384 0.1746 
  Community 150 3.9 2.1589 0.1763 
SMEAN(Homstay26) Tourists 150 2.2 1.1592 0.0947 
  Community 150 1.6 0.7098 0.058 
SMEAN(InHomContr27) Tourists 150 2.0 1.1072 0.0904 
  Community 150 1.9 0.754 0.0616 
SMEAN(ShareBath28) Tourists 150 3.4 1.255 0.1025 
  Community 150 2.8 1.2356 0.1009 
SMEAN(PrivatBathr29) Tourists 150 1.7 0.8972 0.0733 
  Community 150 2.2 0.9616 0.0785 
SMEAN(CleanRoom30) Tourists 150 1.3 0.7292 0.0595 
  Community 150 1.5 0.5522 0.0451 
SMEAN(Bedlinen31) Tourists 150 1.7 0.9403 0.0768 
  Community 150 2.5 1.2022 0.0982 
SMEAN(RoomServc32) Tourists 150 1.9 1.0384 0.0848 
  Community 150 1.8 0.7544 0.0616 
SMEAN(VillInVillag33) Tourists 150 2.0 0.9574 0.0782 
  Community 150 2.8 1.0476 0.0855 
SMEAN(HotlinVillag34) Tourists 150 3.4 1.3632 0.1113 
  Community 150 2.6 0.9905 0.0809 
SMEAN(HotloutVillg35) Tourists 150 2.4 1.2444 0.1016 
  Community 150 3.4 1.1249 0.0918 
SMEAN(ShareHost36) Tourists 150 2.1 1.0462 0.0854 
  Community 150 1.7 0.7266 0.0593 
SMEAN(UtnslsClean37) Tourists 150 1.5 0.8863 0.0724 
  Community 150 1.5 0.5762 0.047 
SMEAN(ChilliReduc38) Tourists 150 2.2 1.081 0.0883 
  Community 150 1.9 0.7529 0.0615 
SMEAN(AuthnRecip39) Tourists 150 2.0 1.1203 0.0915 
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  Community 150 1.8 0.8819 0.072 
SMEAN(LoclProd40) Tourists 150 1.5 0.7994 0.0653 
  Community 150 1.6 0.587 0.0479 
SMEAN(FreshIngred41) Tourists 150 1.3 0.6282 0.0513 
  Community 150 1.5 0.5147 0.042 
SMEAN(FoodHygien42) Tourists 150 1.3 0.6227 0.0508 
  Community 150 1.7 0.8202 0.067 
SMEAN(SafeDrink43) Tourists 150 1.2 0.5606 0.0458 
  Community 150 1.7 0.8318 0.0679 
SMEAN(HotFood44) Tourists 150 1.4 0.7533 0.0615 
  Community 150 1.8 0.7805 0.0637 
SMEAN(MealsinRest45) Tourists 150 2.4 1.1389 0.093 
  Community 150 3.6 1.149 0.0938 
SMEAN(Handmade46) Tourists 150 1.8 0.8027 0.0655 
  Community 150 1.5 0.6412 0.0524 
SMEAN(SouvVariety47) Tourists 150 1.9 0.885 0.0723 
  Community 150 1.7 0.663 0.0541 
SMEAN(SovMat48) Tourists 150 1.7 0.8128 0.0664 
  Community 150 1.6 0.6081 0.0496 
SMEAN(SovEasy49) Tourists 150 1.6 0.8056 0.0658 
  Community 150 1.6 0.5759 0.047 
SMEAN(SovSell50) Tourists 150 1.8 0.8726 0.0712 
  Community 150 1.6 0.6465 0.0528 
SMEAN(NotAgrSell51) Tourists 150 1.6 0.9713 0.0793 
  Community 150 1.9 0.8634 0.0705 
SMEAN(SovBargn52) Tourists 150 2.2 1.0105 0.0825 
  Community 150 2.0 0.7463 0.0609 
SMEAN(WorkspSell53) Tourists 150 2.0 0.883 0.0721 
  Community 150 2.6 1.2034 0.0983 
SMEAN(Sovpack54) Tourists 150 2.4 1.0276 0.0839 
  Community 150 1.7 0.6739 0.055 
SMEAN(SovInfrmtn55) Tourists 150 1.7 0.7923 0.0647 
  Community 150 1.7 0.6166 0.0503 
SMEAN(CleanToilet56) Tourists 150 1.3 0.6849 0.0559 
  Community 150 1.4 0.4953 0.0404 
SMEAN(WstrnToilet57) Tourists 150 1.9 0.96 0.0784 
  Community 150 1.8 0.8333 0.068 
SMEAN(SquatngTolt58) Tourists 150 2.9 1.1734 0.0958 
  Community 150 2.3 0.9041 0.0738 
SMEAN(QualRoad59) Tourists 150 2.0 0.9688 0.0791 
  Community 150 1.6 0.6155 0.0503 
SMEAN(GrbgeMng60) Tourists 150 1.5 0.7449 0.0608 
  Community 150 1.4 0.5457 0.0446 
SMEAN(PlasticGrbg61) Tourists 150 1.5 0.815 0.0665 
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  Community 150 1.6 0.6458 0.0527 
SMEAN(IntrnetInVillg62) Tourists 150 2.3 1.0702 0.0874 
  Community 150 1.7 0.6705 0.0547 
SMEAN(IntrntNearby63) Tourists 150 2.3 0.9912 0.0809 
  Community 150 1.7 0.6358 0.0519 
SMEAN(Signage64) Tourists 150 1.8 0.8533 0.0697 
  Community 150 1.5 0.5278 0.0431 
SMEAN(Notices65) Tourists 150 1.7 0.7659 0.0625 
  Community 150 2.5 1.4172 0.1157 
SMEAN(CBTforCom66) Tourists 150 1.7 0.7961 0.065 
  Community 150 1.8 0.6918 0.0565 
SMEAN(DistEcBenft67) Tourists 150 1.8 0.8376 0.0684 
  Community 150 2.0 0.9221 0.0753 
SMEAN(SmalNbrTrst68) Tourists 150 1.8 0.8786 0.0717 
  Community 150 2.7 1.112 0.0908 
SMEAN(Emergency69) Tourists 150 1.4 0.7072 0.0577 
  Community 150 1.7 0.6507 0.0531 
SMEAN(CBTInsuran70) Tourists 150 1.6 0.7422 0.0606 
  Community 150 1.8 0.6729 0.0549 
SMEAN(InfrofAttract71) Tourists 150 1.4 0.6405 0.0523 
  Community 150 1.5 0.5506 0.045 
SMEAN(InfrCreatExp72) Tourists 150 1.5 0.6578 0.0537 
  Community 150 1.6 0.4945 0.0404 
SMEAN(InfrAccurat73) Tourists 150 1.5 0.6789 0.0554 
  Community 150 1.6 0.5936 0.0485 
SMEAN(InfrtoPrepar74) Tourists 150 1.5 0.7438 0.0607 
  Community 150 1.7 0.6524 0.0533 
SMEAN(LngthSty75.D) Tourists 150 3.1 1.2771 0.1043 
  Community 150 3.2 0.9749 0.0796 
SMEAN(LngthSty75.1) Tourists 150 2.6 1.1208 0.0915 
  Community 150 2.9 0.9032 0.0737 
SMEAN(LngthSty75.2) Tourists 150 2.3 0.8683 0.0709 
  Community 150 2.2 0.82 0.067 
SMEAN(LngthSty75.3) Tourists 150 2.4 0.8966 0.0732 
  Community 150 1.9 0.7261 0.0593 
SMEAN(LngthSty75.4) Tourists 150 2.4 1.1345 0.0926 
  Community 150 1.7 0.7708 0.0629 
SMEAN(HGCom76) Tourists 150 2.2 1.1398 0.0931 
  Community 150 2.5 1.1429 0.0933 
SMEAN(TrGuideHelp77) Tourists 150 1.6 0.8637 0.0705 
  Community 150 2.0 0.9926 0.081 
SMEAN(HostKnow78) Tourists 150 1.7 0.7167 0.0585 
  Community 150 2.1 1.0475 0.0855 
SMEAN(VillagrsTrain80) Tourists 150 1.8 0.8826 0.0721 
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  Community 150 1.5 0.5262 0.043 
SMEAN(CBTSustainbl81) Tourists 150 1.8 0.79 0.0645 
  Community 150 1.7 0.6427 0.0525 
SMEAN(TrsfindMeang82) Tourists 150 1.8 0.935 0.0763 
  Community 150 1.7 0.5143 0.042 
SMEAN(MorWestTrst83) Tourists 150 1.9 0.8816 0.072 
  Community 150 1.9 0.8009 0.0654 
SMEAN(TrstResptVilg84) Tourists 150 1.4 0.656 0.0536 
  Community 150 1.7 0.8391 0.0685 
SMEAN(HGRelateship85) Tourists 150 1.7 0.843 0.0688 
  Community 150 1.6 0.5732 0.0468 
SMEAN(TrstAuthnticEx86) Tourists 150 1.7 0.8379 0.0684 
  Community 150 1.9 0.6093 0.0498 
SMEAN(TrstPaySrvc87) Tourists 150 1.6 0.6754 0.0551 
  Community 150 1.7 0.7154 0.0584 
SMEAN(ProdStandrd88) Tourists 150 1.4 0.6955 0.0568 
  Community 150 1.6 0.622 0.0508 
SMEAN(VlgrsSportCBT89) Tourists 150 1.7 0.7957 0.065 
  Community 150 1.6 0.6099 0.0498 
SMEAN(GovSportCBT90) Tourists 150 1.6 0.7658 0.0625 
  Community 150 1.4 0.5721 0.0467 
SMEAN(BetrLvngStand91) Tourists 150 1.4 0.6586 0.0538 
  Community 150 1.6 0.5728 0.0468 
SMEAN(VilgrsTechn92) Tourists 150 1.7 0.7769 0.0634 
  Community 150 1.8 0.7086 0.0579 
SMEAN(CBTforDev93) Tourists 150 1.5 0.6857 0.056 
  Community 150 1.6 0.5214 0.0426 
SMEAN(CBTfrCultDev94) Tourists 150 1.6 0.8064 0.0658 
  Community 150 1.6 0.5887 0.0481 
SMEAN(LifeWaynotChng95) Tourists 150 1.7 0.8697 0.071 
  Community 150 1.4 0.4878 0.0398 
SMEAN(CultureRetain96) Tourists 150 1.5 0.704 0.0575 
  Community 150 1.3 0.4745 0.0387 
SMEAN(ConservNatRurl97) Tourists 150 1.4 0.6621 0.0541 
  Community 150 1.4 0.4876 0.0398 
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18: Mann-Whitney test results and effect size - r 
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19: Compare means of scale data: Mann-Whitney and effect size 
P
ro
d
u
ct
 E
le
m
en
ts
 
CBT product 
variables 
 Compare means 
 
Measurement Scale 
E
ff
e
c
t 
si
z
e 
- 
r 
S
ig
n
if
ic
a
n
t 
le
v
e
l 
U
-t
e
st
 
 
Remark 
 
 
 
1
=
 S
tr
o
n
g
ly
 a
g
r
e
e 
2
=
M
o
d
e
ra
te
ly
 a
g
re
e 
3
=
N
e
it
h
e
r
 a
g
r
e
e
 n
o
r
 
d
is
a
g
r
e
e
 
4
=
 M
o
d
e
ra
te
ly
 d
is
. 
5
=
S
tr
o
n
g
ly
 d
is
a
g
r
ee
 
A
tt
ra
ct
io
n
s 
1.Soft adventure Tourist  1.9    -0.10 0.08 No-significant 
different Community  2.0     
2. Relaxing activities Tourist  1.9    -0.20 0 Significant different 
Community   2.2    
3. Natural & rural 
environment. 
Tourist  1.5    -0.12 0.04 Significant  
Community  1.3     
4.Experiencing village life Tourist  1.8    -0.06 .0.33 Non-significant  
Community  1.8     
5.Watch religious activity Tourist  2.0    -0.14 0.02 Significant 
Community  1.6        
6. Participating religious 
activities 
Tourist  
 2.7 
  -0.10 0.09 Non-
significant 
 
Community   2.5       
7. See traditional economic 
acts. 
Tourist  1.8    -0.11 0.05 No-significant  
Community  1.6        
8. Part. traditional economic 
activities 
Tourist   2.4   -0.12 0.04 Significant  
Community   2.1       
9.Participate personal 
development 
Tourist    3.1  -0.37 0 Significant  
Community   2.2       
10.Meditation Tourist   2.8   -0.27 0 Significant  
Community   2.1       
11.To learn e.g. traditional 
dances etc. 
Tourist   2.4   -0.42 0 Significant  
Community  1.5        
12.Tradaditional art e.g. 
painting etc. 
Tourist   2.3   -0.37 0 Significant  
Community  1.6        
13.Visit local/art market Tourist  
1.8 
   -0.02 0.77 Non-
significant 
 
Community  
1.7 
       
14.Traditional performance Tourist  1.9    -0.24 0 Significant  
Community  1.5        
15.Traditional architect e.g. 
temples  
Tourist  
1.7 
   0.00 0.97 Non-
significant 
 
Community  1.6        
16.Surfing at a nearby place Tourist    3.2  -0.35 0 Significant  
Community   23       
A
cc
o
m
m
o
d
a
ti
o
n
 
1.In a homestay Tourist   2.2   -0.27 0 Significant  
Community  
1.6 
       
2.Homestay contributes 
directly to local  
Tourist  
2.0 
   -0.02 0.69 Non-
significant 
 
Community  1.9        
3.Accomodation with a 
shared bathroom 
Tourist    3.4  -0.21 0 Significant  
Community   2.8       
4. Accommodation with a 
private bathroom 
Tourist  1.7    -0.34 0 Significant  
Community   2.2       
5.Room in a good standard 
of cleanliness 
Tourist  1.3    -0.21 0 Significant  
Community  1.5        
6.Bed linen is replaced at 
least  in 3 days 
Tourist  1.7    -0.36 0 Significant  
Community   2.5       
7.Dayly room service Tourist  
1.9 
   -0.02 0.69 Non-
significant 
 
Community  1.8        
8. Villa in the village Tourist  2.0    -0.38 0 Significant  
Community   2.8       
9.Resort hotel in the village Tourist    3.4  -0.30 0 Significant  
Community   2.6       
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10.Resort hotel outside the 
village 
Tourist   2.4   -0.39 0 Significant  
Community    3.4      
F
o
o
d
 a
n
d
 B
ev
er
a
g
e 
1.Share meals with host Tourist   2.1   -0.19 0.001 Significant  
Community  1.7        
2.Clean cooking utensils Tourist  
1.5 
   -0.05 0.35 Non-
significant 
 
Community  1.5        
3.chillies are reduce Tourist  
 
2.2   -0.08 0.16 Non-
significant 
 
Community  1.9        
4.Authentic recipes Tourist  
2.0    
-0.10 
0.09 
Non-
significant 
 
Community  1.8        
5.Use of local produce Tourist  1.5    -0.19 0.001 Significant  
Community  1.6        
6.Meals are made from fresh 
ingredients 
Tourist  1.3    -0.28 0 Significant  
Community  1.5        
7.Food meets with high 
standard of hygiene 
Tourist  1.3    -0.34 0 Significant  
Community  1.7        
8.Safe drinking water in the 
village are available 
Tourist  1.2    -0.34 0 Significant  
Community  1.7        
9.Cooked food is served hot 
to ensure its hygiene 
Tourist  1.4    -0.29 0 Significant  
Community  1.8        
10.Having meals in 
restaurants 
Tourist   2.4   -0.48 0 Significant  
Community    3.6      
S
o
u
v
en
ir
s 
1.Local made handicraft Tourist  1.8    -0.23 0 Significant  
Community  1.5        
2.Variety of souvenirs Tourist  
1.9 
   -0.10 0.08 Non-
significant 
 
Community  1.7        
3.Souvenir material suitable 
to be carried into the guests‟ 
home country 
Tourist  
1.7 
   -0.01 0.81 Non-
significant 
 
Community  1.6        
4.Souvenir is easy to take 
home 
Tourist  
1.6 
   -0.04 0.47 Non-
significant 
 
Community  1.6        
5.Souvenirs are sold using 
persuasive selling 
Tourist  
1.8 
   -0.09 0.13 Non-
significant 
 
Community  1.6        
6.No aggressive souvenir 
selling 
Tourist  1.6    -0.20 0.001 Significant  
Community  1.9        
7. Able to bargain for 
souvenirs 
Tourist  
 
2.2   -0.08 0.16 Non-
significant 
 
Community  2.0        
8. Workshop next to the 
souvenir shop 
Tourist  2.0    -0.26 0 Significant  
Community   2.6       
9.Souvenirs are attractively 
packaged 
Tourist   2.4   -0.38 0 Significant  
Community  1.7        
10.The souvenir package 
contains sufficient 
information for airport 
custom purpose 
Tourist  
1.7 
   -0.06 0.29 Non-
significant 
 
Community  
1.7        
A
m
en
it
ie
s 
1.Clean public toilets Tourist  1.3    -0.13 0.03 Significant  
Community  1.4        
2.Western style public toilet Tourist  
1.9 
   -0.02 0.74 Non-
significant 
 
Community  1.8        
3.Squatting toilet for visitors‟ 
experience 
Tourist   2.9   -0.27 0 Significant  
Community   2.3       
4.Quality roads Tourist  2.0    -0.14 0.02 Significant  
Community  1.6        
5.Garbage is well managed Tourist  
1.5 
   -0.04 
0.47 
Non-
significant 
 
Community  
1.4 
       
6.Plactic waste is well 
managed 
Tourist  
1.5 
   -0.14 0.02 Significant  
Community  
1.6        
7.Internet in the village Tourist   2.3   -0.31 0 Significant  
Community  1.7        
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8.Internet at a nearby place Tourist   2.3   -0.28 0 Significant  
Community  1.7        
9.Signage for clear direction Tourist  1.8    -0.14 0.02 Significant  
Community  1.5        
10.Notice at cautious places Tourist  1.7    -0.29 0 Significant  
Community   2.5       
11.CBT benefits all 
community members 
Tourist  
1.7 
   -0.05 0.36 Non-
significant 
 
Community  1.8        
12.A fair economic benefit 
distribution among stake 
holders 
Tourist  
1.8 
   -0.09 0.13 Non-
significant 
 
Community  2.0        
13.Small number of visitors 
in the village at any one time 
Tourist  1.8    -0.44 0 Significant  
Community   2.7       
14.CBT operators know how 
to handle emergency 
situation 
Tourist  1.4    -0.25 0 Significant  
Community  
1.7    
 
  
 
15.CBT visitors recognise 
the need of travel insurance 
Tourist  1.6    -0.25 0 Significant  
Community  1.8        
P
a
ck
a
g
in
g
 
1.Information is available to 
explain the unique features in 
village 
Tourist  1.4    -0.17 0.003 Significant  
Community  
1.5 
       
2.Information helps to create 
a meaningful CBT 
experience 
Tourist  1.5    -0.19 0.001 Significant  
Community  
1.6    
 
  
 
3.Accurate information in 
brochure or websites 
Tourist  
1.5 
   -0.06 0.262 Non-
significant 
 
Community  1.6        
4.Information helps guests to 
prepare what to expect in the 
village 
Tourist  1.5    -0.21 0 Significant  
Community  
1.7 
 
    
  
5.Length of stay: day trip Tourist  
 
 
3.1 
 -0.07 
0.208 
Non-
significant 
 
Community    3.2      
6.Length of stay: over night Tourist   2.6   -0.16 0.006 Significant  
Community   2.9       
7.Length of stay: 2 nights 
stay 
Tourist  
 2.3 
  -0.07 0.202 Non-
significant 
 
Community   2.2       
8.Length of stay: 3 nights 
stay 
Tourist   2.4   -0.30 0 Significant  
Community  1.9        
9.Length of stay: 4 nights 
stay 
Tourist   2.4   -0.40 0 Significant  
Community  1.7        
10.Host - guest 
communication is not a 
problem 
Tourist   2.2   -0.15 0.01 Significant  
Community  
 2.5 
   
  
 
11.Tour guide/interpreter is 
available in the village 
Tourist  1.6    -0.26 0 Significant  
Community   2.0       
12.Hosts to know the 
services to be provided eases 
the communication issue 
Tourist  1.7    -0.23 0 Significant  
Community  
 
2.1       
A
w
a
re
n
es
s/
p
eo
p
le
 
1.Villagers are trained to 
cater visitors 
Tourist  1.8    -0.14 0.016 Signific6ant  
Community  1.5        
2.CBT operation is based on 
a sound sustainable 
principles 
Tourist  
1.8 
   -0.05 0.403 Non-
significant 
 
Community  1.7        
3.Authentic life experience is 
related to finding meaning in 
life 
Tourist  
1.8 
   -0.05 0.387 Non-
significant 
 
Community  1.7        
4.More people from 
developed country should 
attempt to experience an 
authentic life in the village 
Tourist  
1.9 
   -0.06 0.324 Non-
significant 
 
Community  
1.9       
 
5.Tourists respect the way of 
life of the village people 
Tourist  1.4    -0.21 0 Significant  
Community  1.7        
6.The host - guest 
relationship should be 
underpinned by friendship 
Tourist  
1.7 
   -0.02 0.668 Non-
significant 
 
Community  1.6        
7.CBT is for visitors to have 
a profound traditional 
authentic life experience  
Tourist  1.7    -0.14 0.014 Significant  
Community  
1.9 
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8.Tourists to pay a 
reasonable price for products 
and services consumed in the 
village  
Tourist  1.6    -0.14 0.016 Significant  
Community  
1.7 
       
9. All products and services 
consumed in the village to 
comply with the health and 
safety standard 
Tourist  
1.4 
   -0.24 0 Significant  
Community  
1.6 
       
10.The village people 
support CBT 
Tourist  
1.7 
   -0.02 0.781 Non-
significant 
 
Community  1.6        
11.The authority/local 
government  support CBT 
Tourist  
1.6 
   -0.09 0.114 Non-
significant 
 
Community  1.4        
A
u
th
en
ti
ci
ty
 &
 c
h
a
n
g
e 
fo
r 
d
ev
el
o
p
m
en
t 
1. The village people to gain a 
better living standard through 
CBT. 
Tourist  1.4    -0.17 0.003 Significant  
Community  
1.6       
 
2.Local people using some 
technology that helps them to 
work more efficiently  
Tourist  1.7    -0.15 0.01 Significant  
Community  
1.8 
       
3. CBT helps to promote the 
development of the village. 
Tourist  1.5    -0.15 0.011 Significant  
Community  1.6        
4. CBT tourism to contribute 
to the cultural development of 
the village. 
Tourist  
1.6 
   -0.06 0.334 Non-
significant 
 
Community  1.6        
5. The village way of life is 
kept unchanged.  
Tourist  1.7    -0.18 0.002 Significant  
Community  1.4        
6. Cultural tradition in the 
village (e.g.: traditional 
architecture, traditional 
ceremonies, and celebration) 
is strongly retained. 
Tourist  
1.5 
   -0.05 0.342 Non-
significant 
 
Community  
1.3 
  
  
   
7. Villagers to conserve the 
natural and rural environment 
around the village. 
Tourist  
1.4 
   -0.04 
0.479 
Non-
significant 
 
Community  1.4        
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20: Chi square test results – Pearson Chi-Square, Asymp. Sign. 
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SMEAN(SrvcPack9.8) * Group
Chi-Square Tests
Value df Asymp. Sig. (2-sided)Exact Sig. (2-sided)Exact Sig. (1-sided)
Pearson Chi-Square .214a 1 0.643
Continuity Correctionb 0.121 1 0.728
Likelihood Ratio 0.214 1 0.643
Fisher's Exact Test 0.729 0.364
Linear-by-Linear Association 0.214 1 0.644
N of Valid Cases 300
a 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 70.00.
b Computed only for a 2x2 table
SMEAN(SrvcPack9.9) * Group
Chi-Square Tests
Value df Asymp. Sig. (2-sided)Exact Sig. (2-sided)Exact Sig. (1-sided)
Pearson Chi-Square 46.847a 1 0
Continuity Correctionb 45.062 1 0
Likelihood Ratio 50.137 1 0
Fisher's Exact Test 0 0
Linear-by-Linear Association 46.691 1 0
N of Valid Cases 300
a 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 39.00.
b Computed only for a 2x2 table
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21: The frequency values of the crosstab analysis results 
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22: The Chi-Square effect size-w 
Product 
elements 
variables Sample 
groups 
Measurement 
scale 
      
N 
    
 
 
Effect 
size -
w 
  Yes 
(%) 
No 
(%) 
    
Access & 
Transportation 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
1.Transportation  mode in 
village: Walk 
  
Tourist 81 19 20.149 300 
  
0.067163 
  
0.26 
  
Community 97 3   
2.Transportation mode in 
village: Cycling 
  
Tourist 49 51 29.417 300 
  
0.098057 
  
0.31 
  
Community 79 21   
3.Transportation: Dokar - 
Horse pull cart 
  
Tourist 17 83 10.92 300 
  
0.0364 
  
0.19 
  
Community 34 66   
4.Transportation: Car 
  
Tourist 50 50 61.814 300 
  
0.206047 
  
0.45 
  
Community 9 91   
5.Transportation: 
Motorcycle 
  
Tourist 11 89 15.939 300 
  
0.05313 
  
0.23 
  
Community 30 70   
         
Product Packaging 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
13.The tour package 
includes: activities in the 
village 
  
Tourist 75 25 15.245 300 0.050817 0.23 
Community 92 8         
14.The tour package 
includes: sightseeing in the 
village 
  
Tourist 68 32 1.311 300 0.00437 0.07 
Community 74 26         
15.The tour package 
includes: visit to close-by 
tourist sites 
  
Tourist 47 53 28.749 300 0.09583 0.31 
Community 77 23         
16.The tour package 
includes: airport transfers 
  
Tourist 41 59 0.905 300 0.003017 0.05 
Community 35 65         
17.The tour package 
includes: transportation to 
the village 
  
Tourist 52 48 0.853 300 0.002843 0.05 
Community 47 53         
18.The tour package 
includes: resort hotel 
accommodation 
  
Tourist 37 63 4.504 300 0.015013 0.12 
Community 25 75         
19.The tour package 
includes: homestay in the 
village  
  
Tourist 46 54 0.054 300 0.00018 0.01 
Community 47 53         
20.The tour package 
includes: meals with host 
  
Tourist 52 48 0.214 300 0.000713 0.03 
Community 55 45         
21. The tour package 
includes: meals in 
restaurant 
  
Tourist 43 57 46.847 300 0.156157 0.40 
Community 9 91         
 
 
 
 
 
 
